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On 9 December, 1941 Operations Division

of German Naval Command, Rumania became known

as the command of Admiral, Black Sea. Thus,

although there are earlier War Diaries

concerning the Black Sea area, the first War

Diary of Admiral, Black Sea was issued on

16 December, 1941.
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CONFIDI. AL

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

s

Docomberj IS

0100

W winds, iorce '.

, 1 air , visibility 10 Ian.,

slight; haze, slight sea, tempe \ 3°

.. r reconnaissance again reported intensified
movements in the Sevastopol area:

at 0C00 7 medium fro i elite rs putting in to
Sevastopol and 2 small freighters off the coast
making for Sevastopol; at 1155 1 medium freighter,
course west, about 135 miles south of Balaklav .

avig'l JJ/F Stat ion, ivlamaia reported various
small vessels off the east coast of the Block Sea
and 4-6 craft (minesweepers and destroyers) in
the Sevastopol area and off the southern tip of
the Crimea

.

Steamer "Ardeal" put in to Varna from 3u
with Bulgarian escort.

0550

1635
1705
2335

lo following ips put to sea to carry out
the next convoy assignment:

Steamer ;'Zar Ferdinand' 1 escorted by destroyers
"Resele Ferdinand" and »Regma 'la" from
Constantza, motor vessels "Kolosvar" and "Kass;
escorted by torpedoboats rfSmeul M and "Sborul",
and gunboat "Stihi" from Sulina.

0530-
1640

2300-

Cornmander, Danube Flotilla put to sea with
4 motor minesweepers (FR) to sweep t Bugaz-
Ochakov route. l€ minefield gap near the
"Patagonia'' wreck buoy was widened to 250 meters.

: mines were swept.

A mine sweeping plane blew up 4 magnetic mines
off Odessa harbor entrance. several chc
sweeps had been carried out ever that area
recently, it may be that t] Russians are
using magnetic mines with period delay mechani.:
or that mines have recently been laid by planes.

Three fierce eks wore made on 3upatoria with
guns and machine-guns, probably by 1 destroyer
and 2 F. . , s. attack was repulsed by
troops of Naval Fort Co Ler, supportc an
.. ly co 1 artillery detachment and milita
police, ana bho landing attempt was thus nipped
in the bud (: Diary 15 December).

11th .. .. ported that, as Naval Group
South and the Naval Mission had raised certain
doubts re proposed 'ansportation
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fuel direct to the Crimea (Eupatoria
.d Ak Mechet), t were prepared to forgo i£~

the requested sea transportation (see
Appendix to 7/ar Diary 10 December); In
any case, the supply situation on land has
improved. We can now train the crews and
prepare the naval ferry barges for their
further tasks more efficiently* Special
Duties Detachment, 3onstantza has been
informed accordingl; .

thing to report from the Iron Gates area.

Readiness;

Destroyer "Regina- Maria" ready for operations*

U-boat "Delfinul" non-operational for an
unspecified period. Unfavorable weather
forced the boat to break off her long
operation because her consumption of fuel
greatly increased* : are discussing with
the Command of the Rumanian iTavy whether the
boat should be given a thorough dockyard
overhaul with simultaneous installation of the
new listening device*

Destroyer "Llaresti" temporarily non-operational
because of the inadequate state of training
of her new personnel*

"Brunhild" : dockyard overhaul period in Linz
from 15 December to 15 February*

"Romulus": dockyard overhaul period in
Korneuburg from 15 December to 2 January 1942.
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CO PIAL

17 December

j

1941

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

SSW winds, force 1, cloudy, moderate visibility,
slight haze, calm sea, temperature 7° C.

Air reconnaissance again revealed much shippi:

in the port of Sevastopol and also traffic
from and to Sevastopol: at 0320 1 small
merchant ship and 1 small warship in the port
(incomplete view); at 1020 1 large merchant
ship and 3 destroyers, course 090°, speed 18-22
knots, about 90 miles south of Yalta; at 1025
1 large merchant ship, course 110°, h: speed,
about 95 miles south of Yalta; at 1108
1 torpcdoboat, 1 auxiliary warship $ 1 tanker
of "6,000 tons, 4 small tankers totaling 5,000
tons, and 12 small freighters in the port;
at 1258 6 small ships making for Sevastopol
about 8 miles west of Sevastopol*

Air reconnaissance reports did not reveal
clearly whether the Russians intend evacuation
or whether they are bringing further supplies
to Sevastopol* The latter supposition is not
out of the question for the following reasons:

1* The Russians are greatly interested in
holding Sevastopol as a fleet base for
operations against our supply traffic.

2. The Russian command in Sevastopol, which is
known to be very energetic, might consider
that the general situation on the eastern
front offers a chance to launch offensive
operations from Sevastopol or at least to
attempt to get the front moving hero also.

Naval Communications Command j Black Sea reported
some* min 3 "and patrol boats in the Tuapse/
ovorosslsk area, 6-8 unidentified vessels

in the Sevastopol area and 1 probable minesweeper
in tho area between Sochi and Poti which sent
an SOS report several times to an unknown coastal
radio station bctv/ccn 060C and 0630.

0530 Commander, Danube Flotilla put out from Bugaz
with 4 motor minesweepers (FR) to escort supply
vessels nZar Ferdinand", ''."olosvar" , and "Kassa"
to Ochakov-Nort] .

07 Rumanian destroyers, w;unboats and torpedoboats
picked up the convoy at the rendezvous point
6 miles north of point Blue 2 . to

art except a s on destroy
' elc Ferdinand" at 0315 about 15 miles
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confide; tial

•

southeast of Bu^az, r

:?he attack was
immediately countered with 10 depth charges
which, according to a report of the Rumanian
commander, destroyed the submarine, ITo f
investigation has yet been made by Rumanian
Uaval Command.

0910 "Krimhild" put out from Bugaz to join the
4 motor minesweepers (FR) and the convoy.
The Danube Flotilla discovered a new minefield
about 2 miles south of point 25. The convoy
dropped anchor and the motor minesweepers
(PR; cut 12 mines. One exploded in the gear,
while 11 came to the surface and were
detonated.

When this gap had been made in the minefield,
the convoy continued passage without further
incidents and anchored in the bay west of
Trutaieva at 1615, from where it was to proceed
to Ochakov at dawn on 18 Decembers

The execution of the difficult convoy
assignment was a splendid achievemont for
which full credit must be given to the
participating German and Rumanian operational
staffs and naval forces.

1635 Destroyers "Regelo Ferdinand" and "Regina
Maria 1

' put in to Constantza,

1700 Torpedoboats "Smoul" and "Sborul" put in to
Sulina.

The minesweeping plane operated over and
off Odessa harbor.

No mines swept.

Nothing to report from the Iron Gates area.

Readiness

:

:,Alzei" (Iron Gates group) temporarily non-
operational because of a break in her water
pump plunger.

'
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18 December. 1941

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

E winds, force 2, almost completely overcast,
3d visibility, slight sea, temperature 6° C s

Air rec
55

"

0835 5 -

( incomplete
with 5 boats
east, 2 mile
freighter, c

Sevastopol;
and 5 large
1 old battle
in the harbo

ssance reported from Sevastopol:
Q medium ships in the harbor
view)j at 0841 2 small freighters
and 1 medium freighter, course

s west of Sevastopol and 1 small
ourse west, 2 miles northwest of
at 1033 1 tanker of 6,000 tons

boats in the north bay; at 1110
ship with 30 guns (camouflaged)
r

.

That report was checked, as according to previous
reports the old battleship "Parishkaya Konr.una"
was presumed to be in the eastern Black Sea.

According to another report,
a large oil patch about 22,5
of Cape Sabla, It may have
submarine which ran into the
minefield laid on 7 December

plane sighted
miles eastsoutheast
been caused by a

ant i - s ubmar ino
near Cape Sabla,

damaged and then sank during return pass

Naval Communications Command,. Black Sea reported
3-4 unidentifFed vessels in the area west of
Sevastopol in the morning (probably remote
escort); also radio traffic in the east coast
area between 3a turn and 5 vessels.

Commander, Danube Flotilla and 4 motor mine-
sweepers (PR) escorted the 3 supply steamers to
Ochakov-IIorth, v/here the steamers were dismissed
at 1000 to continue passage to ".'"ikolaiev without
escort. The motor minesweepers (PR) anchored
in the harbor and waited lor motor vessel
,,Tisza M which was coming from NIkolaiev to escort
her back to Bugaz.

Steamer "Carpatl 11 is still aground between
points 16 and 17. Attempts to refloat the
ship b; reducing her cargo were continued.

0735

1130

Seven pinnaces put out from Odessa for Bugaz
to fetch mining material, buoys and fuel.

They put in to az«

South Russian Area:

0910 A Russian bomber attacked Eupatoria harbor,
dropping 1 bomb. 3 dam

-5-
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As Kerch harbor is still within the range of
3 enemy ^uns, "/aval Shore Commander 9 Ukraine

decided to have the riot ilia of fishing vessels
lying in Genichesk transferred to Theodosia
through Kerch Strait, as soon as ice conditions
permitted departure from Genichesk. Naval
Mission consented.

Nothing to report from the Iron Gates area.

*
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COHPIDE ?IAL

,

Weather forecast
(Constantza) i

19 December. 1941

No wind, overcast, poor visibility, rain v;.

fog, alight sea, temperature 6° C.

v reconnaissance did not report any special
observations froriPthe area off Sevastopol apart
from normal patrol activity and slight merchant
shipping traffic* There were no reports or

ipping in portt

Naval Communications Comme nd, Black Sea reported
further decrease in radio traffic • Only
1 vessel was detected in the Sevastopol area.
Usual number of patrol boats and escort forces
off the east coastt

1220

2100

Seven pinnaces put out from Bugaz for Odessa.

In answer to a telephone inquiry, Naval Port
Commander, Odessa reported that the pinnaces
had arrived.

South Russian Areas

Steamer HZar Ferdinand 1
' ran aground in the

MotorBug estuary near Buoy 35 in the fog*
nvessels "Kassa" and ''liolosvar" made a vain

attempt to tow her off. Cargo is to be removed
from the ship as soon as lighters are available.

1400 Motor vessels "Kassa" and "Xolosvar" put in to
ITikolaiev from Qchakov-Nortl .

The situation regarding steamer "Carpati" was
unchanged. ore cargo
because of fo . Attempt
be continued on 20 December.

was taken off today
s to refloat her will

Crimea and Sea of Azov :

At midnight J

. larm was sounded in Supatoria
at the approach of enemy vessels • 3 landi
attempts or other incidents.

e flotilla of fishing vessels in Geniche
is still held up by ice barrier.

, training units made a check sweep in the
Varna area, bearing 270° from the mole and
proceedin miles out to sec. he ar
hooked t\ i oxplosive cutter explode .

Even with depth c os, no mines were swept.
An unidentified object was towed for a short
time towards ore, .. was cut
and the place marked for investigation.



COITIDErTIAL

Nothing to report from the Iron G-ates area.

Situation .°

It The transport situation and the imminent
new cold wave still make it necessary

• to speed up the transfer of as many supply
•steamers as possible. Upon request,
quartermaster, Rumania made motor vessels
"Tisza H and "Kassa" available . for the
transport of 2,000 tons of coal to
ikolaiev, as steamer ''Carpati" will not

be ready for loading in time,

2, Plans;

a. Motor vessel ,? Tisza ?f is to proceed to
'. alatz/Braila with the utmost speed.
Efforts are to be made to have her
ready in Sulina to put out again on
the evening of 24 December.

b. Transfer of "Tisza" with steamers
!, 0ituz ij and "Ardeal" to Ochakov.

c. Return of motor vessels f'Eassa" and
"Kolosvar" as quickly as possible from
Ochakov-rTorth to Sulina. Sea
Transportation Office, Sofia has been
asked to unload them.

d. Transfer of steamers ''Sulina'', "Danubius 1 '

and '''Succeava 5
' as soon as possible

depending on the ice conditions and
other factors.

e# As we may be unable to use Nikolaiev
and even Ochakov-lTorth if the ice
conditions become more severe, it is
imperative that Odessa harbor be prepared
immediately. Whenever possible, the
Danube Flotilla and mine-exploding vessel
No. 191 will be engaged on that task.

Group Command, South, Special Duties Detachment,
Constantza, the Danube Flotilla and Naval Port
Commander, Odessa have been instructed
accordingly.

•

1
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CONFIDENTIAL

20 December, 1941

Weather forecast
(Constantza) i

3 winds, force 6, overcast, poor visibility,
slight fog, moderate sea, temperature 3° C.

Air reconnaissanc e transmitted -numerous reports
from the Sevastopol area; at 0850 S - 8 ships
in the harbor, one on fire; at 0948 3 freighters
put in to the harbor; at 1125 3 miles west of
Cape Feolent 3 small freighters escorted by
3 small warships, assembling; from 1120 until
1135 reports on various movements of ships,
including a total of 7 merchant ships and several
patrol boats close to Sevastopol; 3 warships
and 1 gunboat shelled the land front 3 miles
north of Sevastopol; at 1500 2 destroyers
5 miles west of Balaklava, making for the shore
at high speed; 5 ships of 1,000 - 2,000 tons
in the north bay at Sevastopol.

The reports indicated lively activity of the
Russian fleet and merchant ships in the Sevastopol
area, probably in support of the land front

.

Faval Communications Command, Black Sea reported
some probable small vessels in the Sevastopol
area and some probable patrol boats off the
east coast,

.'ost Coast

Special Duties Detachment reported that it is
highly probable that, in addition to the
submarine in the Bugaz area on 17 December
(see War Diary), another enemy submarine had
been sunk with depth charges by a Rumanian
destroyer on 1 December off Cape Sabla after
she had unsuccessfully attacked the destroyer*

South Russian Area

:

More cargo was removed from steamers i:Zar Ferdinand'" 1

and "Carpati" In the Bug estuary, but so far all
attempts to refloat the ships have failed.

A gale warning for the west coast of the Black
Sea received from the meteorological station,
Constantza made it imperative to refloat the
two steamer s# If necossary "Tisza" , which is
ready to sail but whose return must be postponed
on account of the weather, should be used for
unloading and also motor vessels "Kassa" and
"Kolosvar" v/hich have arrived In :olaiev and
are to be unloaded as quickly as possibl .

-9-
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to report fro. : Iron Gates ere a.

adinesa :

Destroyers "Regele Ferdinand" and za.

ria" end gunboat "Si ain r for
ooerations

•

c
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21 Decembe r, 1941

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

ME winds, force 6, overcast, rain and snow,
rough sea, temperature 2° C.

Air reconnaissance reported no shipping
observed between Sevastopol and Kovorossisk.
In the Sevastopol area, lively activity of
defense forces (including, according to some
reports, 1-3 cruisers), patrol boats, and
small to medium merchant ships was again
detectedt Undoubtedly these movements were
in connection with the fighting on land and
constitute no threat to the Rumanian or
Bulgarian area. On the basis of a later report,
the reported enemy landing from 5 ships 20 km.
southeast of 3alaklava at 1125 is considered
doubtful.

aval Communicat ions Command, Black Sea reported
radio traffic by 1 cruiser and 2 probable
destroyers in the Sevastopol area in the forenoon.
According to bearings obtained, 7 vessels,
including 4 of the same type, have been at sea
since midnight.

South Russian Area i

7c ur motor minesweepers (PR) put out from
Ochakov-rTorth to widen the minefield gap near
Achiask.

1215 The boats put in again. The gap was widened
to 400 meters and an exploratory sweep was
carried out as far as r.7rutaieva and backt
No mines were swept.

Steamers ''Carpati 1
' and J, Zar jerdinand'' have

still not been refloated. On 22 December, the
partly unloaded motor vessels "Kassa" and
"Kolosvar" will be sent from Nikolaiev to take
more of their cargo off.

We considered whether motor vessel ;, 7isza", now
waiting in Ochakov for return passage, should
also be detained for that purpose, since the
deterioration of the weather and particularly
the severe ice conditions

. b] endanger the
two ships. However, as "Tisza" is to transport
from the Danube ports the first urgently needed
1,000 tons of coal for t] aval Dockyarc

kolaiev, I decided not to hold her.'

No - activity off Varna.

-11-
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eport . ;he Iron Gat. t»ea«

aaa : r

^ not" temporarily non-operational in
Or s ova because of a breakdown in her generator.

6
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CONFIDENTIAL

22 December^. 1941

Weather forecast
(Conetantza )

:

winds, force 3, overcast, visibility good,
moderate swell, temperature -3° C»

Air feeonna 1 s s ance transmitted only a fev/

reports on escort activity in the Sevastopol
area (1 small cruiser, 1 destroyer and
1 torpedoboat )

.

Reports from the east coast revealed continuing
lively activity of enemy shipping In Kerch
Strait (small merchant vessels, tugs and escort
vessels )

«

According to aerial photographs, there was
again a strikingly large number of ships in
Dvorossisk: 1 light cruiser (covered),

3 torpedoboats , 1 auxiliary warship, 1 ice-
breaker, 4 freighters totaling 18,000 tons,
7 freighters totaling 15,000 tons, 3 freighters
totaling 3,000 tons, 1 wreck and 1 floating
dock; another wreck off the harbor.

The greatly fluctuating number of ships in
Novorossisk seems to indicate that, although
seldom identified by air reconnaissance, there
has been lively convoy traffic off the east
coast.

1* a va 1 Communi cations Command 3 Black Sea reported
that according to radio traffic" and single lino
bearings, 10 - 12 torpedoboats or minesweepers
and patrol boats were in the Sevastopol area
and off the Crimean coast. Since the after-
noon of the previous day_, 5atum has been in
radio communication with 2 cruisers. -here is
another cruiser or destroyer probably in the
ovorossic : ca,

In the course of the morning, Sevastopol sent
out 2 general radiograms to a total of 12 vessels
including 1 cruiser and 2 or 3 vessels of the
seme type

.

Between 0001 and 1100, an unidentified vessel
was detected In the area between Thoodosia and
the southern entrance to Kerch Strait.

Soutl

0700 otor vessels "Kassa" and "Xolosvar 1"' put out
from : ikolaiev to take moro cargo off steamer
"Zor Ferdinand" and attempt to refloat her«

-13-
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After 70 tons had been removed, the ship
was refloated and the 3 supply steamers put In
to NIkolaiev again at 1530.

intend to send "Kassa" and "Kolosvar" out
again on 23 December to take off cargo from
steamer '"'Carpati" and attempt to refloat her.
The position there is still unchanged. In
view of the continuing good weather and ice
conditions, "Carpati 1

' is in no immediate
clanger •lO'

Nothing to report from the Iron Gates area.

-14-



C01IFIDENTIAL

23 December, 1941

Weather forecast
(Constantza ) :

W winds, force 2, no cloud, good visibility,
slight sea, temperature -3° C.

Air reconnaissance reported from the Sevastopol
area:" at 0915 1 gunboat, course 320°, about
20 miles northwest of Sevastopol; at 1115
2 probable destroyers and 6 small merchant
vessels off the harbor; at 1245 2 cruisers
and 1 floating dock in the harbor (incomplete
view)

•

1245 30th Army Corps reported 4 freighters headed
for Sevastopolt According to air reconnaissance,
no enemy shipping traffic was observed between
Sevastopol and the Caucasus ports despite
diverging sea reconnaissance.

Tuapse: 2 heavy cruisers, 1 destroyer,
2 small warships, 1 freighter of 10,000 -

12,000 tons and 15 patrol boats or fishing
vessels.

:
Tovorossisk: 1 probable large cruiser,
3 destroyers, 4 torpedoboats and 15 small
freighters totaling 1,500 - 2,000 tons.

Very lively activity of small freighters and
boats again in Kerch Strait, where altogether
27 small freighters were sighted, some in the
bordering bays and small harbors. Also usual
patrol forces.

Naval Communications Command, Black Sea reported
further lively radio traffic. Sevastopol
maintained contact by day and by night with at
least 12 vessels including 6 destroyers or
cruisers. One unidentified shore radio station
and Batum also contacted 2 cruisers and
destroyers by radio. Li ine sweepers and patrol
boats were identified in the Sevastopol crea
and off the south coast of the Crimea as far as
Anapa. In addition, radio traffic was heard
from 3 submarines, of which at least one was
in the Constantza-Burgas area.

One probable patrol boat was detected about
60 miles south of Cape Khersonese,

0630 "Krimhild" put out from Ochakov-l.orth with
4 motor minesweepers (PR) to provide return
escort for motor vessel "Tissa" . Commander,
Danubo Flotilla was aboard 2.

-15-
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1110

1610

1740

0830

1700

2030

Torpedoboats !J Smeul i( and "Sborul" put out
from Sulina to the north to pick up motor
vessel iiTisza"

•

''Xrimhild" put in to Bugaz*

At 1740 the motor minesweepers (PR) handed
over the escort of "Tisza" to the 2 Rumanian
torpedoboats about 4 miles eastsoutheast of
Bugaz as scheduled.

The motor minesweepers (PR) cut and blasted
another mine in the gap in the minefield
discovered southeast of point 25 on 17 December,
nothing further to report.

Motor vessels ifKassa s? and f,Kolosvar ;
' removed

more cargo from "Carpati" in the Bug estuary.
We hope to refloat the steamer on 24 December.

Three naval ferry barges put out from Varna
for Constantza, escorted by 2 E-boats as far
as ,the Bulgarian/Rumanian border. Special
Duties, Detachment carried out a check sweep
In Varna Bay as far as Kaliakra without result.

Three naval ferry barges put in to Constantza
from Varna.

Steamers "Ardeal" and "Oituz" put out for
Constantza escorted by 3 Bulgarian torpedoboats
and 2 E-boats.

Nothing to report from the Iron Gates area.

Readiness J

v

il Uta" again ready for operations

a
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24 De c embe r , 1941

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

WiTW winds, force 3,
calm sea,

'air. good visibility,
temperature -2 (-) 0.

reported from the Sevastopol
torpedoboats and 3 large

Air re connaissance
area J

" at" 0740 3~

merchant ships totaling more than 8,000 tons
putting in; at 0755 1 light cruiser and
1 torpedoboat off the entrance; at 0806
2 destroyers putting in; at 0910 1 freighter
of 3,000 - 4,000 tons (no further details);
at 0930 near Unshkuievo headland 1 destroyer
shelling the land front; at 1550 8 small
freighters about 2 miles west of Sevastopol.

It may be taken as certain that the strongly
protected convoy comprising 3 large merchant
vessels brought up further supplies or troops,
and that the enemy apparently intends to defend
Sevastopol as long as possible.

Prom the east co^st there was only a report
of vessels in L'ovorossisk harbor: 1 freighter
of 6,500 tons, 30 boats and 2 floating docks;
13 boats off the harbor.

0420

0500

0200

0615

Naval Coxmnuni cat ions Command, Black Sea reported
that radio traffic had decreased in the course
of the afternoon.

According to the D/F station, there were only
small craft in the Sevastopol area. Novorossisk
was in radio communication with 3 cruisers or
destroyers and radio traffic v/as also heard
between 2 submarines and 1 unidentified radio
station. What were presumed to be the same
submarines were also detected by D/F in the
following areas:

1 submarine near Burgas-Ochi (continuous bearing).

1 submarine about 60 miles off Constantza (cross
bearing)

.

Motor vessel "Tisza" put in to Sulina from
Ochakov escorted by torpedoboats !, Smeul" and
"Sborul". The two torpedoboats continued to
Constantza.

Destroyers "Regina Maria" and "Marasestl" and
gunboat "Stihi 1

' put out from Constantza to
south to pick up supply ships if0ituz" and
"Ardcal" from Vcirna,

the

i
-
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0850 Torpedoboats "Smeul" and "Sborul" put in to
Constantza again after escorting }rTisza :i

.

South Russian Areas

v-

0800

Naval Port Commander, Odessa reported that
Odessa harbor will be ready to receive 1-3
steamers before New Tsar, should another
check sv/eep by minesweeping planes be without
result. However, before the harbor is
opened, it will be necessary to have mine-
exploding vessel To, 191 carry out further
check sweeps* She is delayed in Galatz
because of the difficulty of procuring spare
parts for her repairs.

After further unloading by motor vessels
"Kassa" and "iColosvar" , steamer "Carpati" was
refloated: she put in to llikolaiev without
further incident at 1215.

0800

Bulgarian Area s

Two boats of Special Duties Detachment put out
from Varna to escort motor vessel "Rila" and
motor sailing vessel lJIviarianne 1J as far as
Kaliakra. Both ships continued to Constantza.

Gene ral ;

1. Naval Liaison Officer to 11th Army E.Q.
inquired whether it would be possible to
send motor minesweepers (PR) or other
armed vessels into action to protect the
particularly vulnerable northwest coast of
the Crimea and the Perekop isthmus. I

informed 11th Army H.Q. that this was
impossible for the following reasons?

a. The motor minesweepers (PR) are materially
unsuitable for the proposed operation.

b. They will be fully engaged on the mine-
sweeping assignments on which all supply
traffic is decisively dependent. Mine-
sweeping has already been considerably
delayed by the shortage of escort vessels
and mine sweeping craft.

2. To support Naval Shore Commrndor "U 11
, I propose

to transfer Naval Shore Commander "V" to the
Crimea as soon as he is ready to proceed.
"aval Shore Commander "VM and his personnel
are now in Jass' . The motor vehicles and
drivers have not yet arrived from Germany.

ival Shore Commander "V" will not be ready
to leave until 10 January 1942 at the earliest.

-18-
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lvqI Shore Commander "U 11 was asked to submit
proposals immediately as to the choice of
operational bases and the desired strength of
personnel.

ndlncss. <

Norpedoboat "Sborul" temporarily non-operational
to undergo repairs to her screws.

-1 -
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25 December^ 1941

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

0820

1120

1520

SSW winds, force 3, overcast, good visibility,
calm sea, temperature 2° C«

Air reconnai s s anee did not transmit any
reports from the Sevastopol area. Only
the following sighting report was received
from the east coast t

Ghelenjik at 1330: 4 medium and 4 small
freighters

.

Anapa? 1 medium and 8 small freighters.

Naval Communi cations Command, Black See
reported 8 - 10 vessels Tcruisers or
destroyers) at sea, 5 of them presumably in
the Hovorossisk area, 2 in the Bat urn area
and 1 in the Sevastopol area.

Patrol boats and escort forces continued to
be active between Tuapse and the southern
entrance to Kerch Strait* In addition,
2 submarines maintained radio contact with
Sevastopol in the afternoon.

Two naval ferry barges put out from Constantza
for Varna to have the damage caused during
transfer from Varna to Constantza repaired.

Motor sailing vessel "Marianne" put in to
Constantza from Varna. She had been
transferred from the Aegean Sea and was to
be sent into action when operations started
in the south Russian area.

The 2 naval ferry barges from Constantza
could not continue passage to Varna on
account of the strong southwesterly storm;
they anchored under cover of the coast about
1 mile north of Kaliakra, 300 meters offshore,

No thing to report from the Iron Gates area.

Plans

j

1, Transfer of tanker "Albaro" from Vorna
to Constantza (very urgent, as the ship is
to take in oil for the Aegean in Constantza)
and steamer "Sulina" from Burgos to Constantza.
"Sulina" has already taken in 1,000 tons of
coal for Naval Dockyard, Nikolaiev and is to
collect the rest of her cargo in Constantza,
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2, The next convc asignment is to be carrica
out as soon a a weather perrr... . . In
accordance with the agreement made with
Quartermaster, Rumania^ the following craft
will be transferred. steamers "Oituz" and
"Ardeal" and motor vessel "Tiaza 11

! if she
can take in the 1,000 tons of coal destined
for Naval Dockyard, "ikoleiev in time,
otherwise steamer "Sulina", if the rest of
her cargo is loaded in Constantza by the
day of depart ur e

•

3, If there is time, the new minefield
discovered on 17 December 2 miles south of
point 25 is to be examined.
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26 December j 1941

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

W winds, force 5, overcast, good visibility,
slight sea, temperature 2° C.

Air r e c onna i

s

s ance repeatedly reported very
lively shipping Traffic (mostly small freighters
and boats) proceeding to the north and south-
east coast of the Kerch headland, which the
enemy attacked on the night of 26/27 December

•

The most important details were ; at 0915
1 small .warship and 13 freighters, course
south, off Cope Chroni; at 1045 3 small
merchant vessels off Chegene attempting to
land; at 1107 3 medium, transports anchored
in the bay west of Cape Chroni; at 1200
1 convoy (1 medium and 2 small freighters),
course west, and 8 boats 15 miles northeast
of Kerch; at 1225 1 cruiser and 5-6 probable
destroyers shelling the coast near Cape Sudak;
5 transports of 2,000 - 3,000 tons, and about
20 small vessels off Cape Tuszla; 1 cruiser
and 7 small transports off Cape Chroni; at
1334 2 light cruisers and 1 destroyer, course
north, 10 miles southwest of Cape Takil; at
1543 about 15 ships, including transports of
2,000 - 3,000 tons, course west, north of
Cape Sjuk; at 1410 2 torpedoboats, 1 freighter
and 2 boats, course 230°, northeast of Cape
Chronij 5 small freighters and 6 boats, course
south, off Chegene and 2 small freighters
close to the shore; at 1430 5 small freighters
and 6 boats landing troops about 14 miles west
of Cape Chroni.

(For enemy landing operations on the Crimean
headland, see "South Russian Area".)

There wore only 2 reports from the Sevastopol
area? at 1255 1 torpedoboat, course west,
medium speed, off Cape Kheraonese, and 10 small
merchant ships off and in Sevastopol harbor
(incomplete view).

Naval Communicat ions Command, Black Sea reported
that the vessels detected at sea yesterday
(cruisers or destroyers) were still mainly in
the Novorossisk-Kerch Strait area. An
unidentified radio station was also in contact
with 3 destroyers and 1 cruiser. The
2 submarines reported on the last two days
wore still at 3ea and were in radio communication
with Sevastopol.
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On account of the weather (NW winds, force 4 -

5), the Danube Flotilla cannot put out from
Br -

; for the intended sweeping of the mine-
field south of point 25.

South Russian Area

:

During the night and the forenoon, Russian
troops landed at several places on the Kerch
headland (see air reconnaissance report).
As far as can be seen, the enemy landed at
7 places in numbers varying from a company
to a battalion ana established bridgeheads.
According to a report from Naval Liaison Officer
to 11th Army H.Q., tanks were also landed.
11th Army H.Q, and the Air Force immediately
took countermeasures • Communication with
Naval Communications Officer, Kerch was
temporarily interrupted. A report from Naval
Port Commander, Theodosia received during the
evening revealed that the Naval Communications
Officer had dismantled one radio station and
taken part in the defense of the northern part
of the town.

Sailing of our flotilla of fishing vessels
from Genichesk to Kerch Strait was canceled.

Nothing to report from the Iron Gates area.

Readiness

:

Gunboat "Dumitrescu" again ready for operations.
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27 December, 1941

Weather forecast
(Const ant za)

:

(

winds, force 4, fair, very 500a
visibility, moderate sea, temperature -7° C«

Air reconnaissance again transmitted many
reports on shipping traffic in the Kerch area.

3 following were the most important:
at 0950 2 small warships, stopped, & miles
northwest of Kerch; at 0955 1 small warship
and 2 snail freighters in Kerch Strait?
at 1025 30 merchant vessels anchored 7 miles
north of Taman; at 1045 about 20 ships
(3 of then transports of 6,000 - 7,000 tons
each) north of Tanan; 1 transport of 5,000
tons putting out from Kerch, (Tonnage of
ships must in some cases be incorrect, as
the depth of water at several places would
not allow employment of euch large ships.)
At 1050 2 small freighters and 1 boat,
course west, were detected about 12 miles
northeast of Kerch; at 1120 9 medium warships,
apparently stopped, 20 miles north of Cape

:_i; at 1210 4 small merchant ships and
I boat, course east, eastnortheast of Kerch;
at 1215 1 destroyer and 3 medium freighters,
course west, north of 3ape Achilleon; at 1425
II medium merchant ships 5 miles south of

.aoa.

Only one report was received from 11th Army
. <i. (ITaval Liaison Officer), Accord. to

this, the situation in t Zerch area has been
consolidated despite another Russian landing.
The attack on Sevastopol has been temporarily
abandoned,

?al Communications C onmand, Black Sea reported
on the basis of radio traffic and single lino
bearings that the fleet activity was continuing
in the area off I^ovorossisk, in the southern
part of the Sea of Azov and off the southern
tip of the Crimea, probably concentrating east
of the Crimea . or three cruisers and
eeveral destroyers, as well as minesweepers,
patrol boats and guardboats were detected.
Another cruiser or destroyer v;as identified in
the area off Tuapse, v/hilc some mineswee ; ers
and patrol boats wore observed off the soi n
tip of the Crimea. ermal activity of coastal %:

vessels in the area between Poti and Betum,
In the evening, a submarine maintained radio
communication with Poti; she was probably in
that are:

.
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The Danube Flotilla did not put out from Bugaz
because of the weather.

Odessa: Operations by the mine sweeping plane
today and the operation on 25 December which
was not reported until today were without
result.

ITo mines were swept in the course of a check
sweep by Special Duties Detachment in the
northern part of Varna Bay.

Readiness}

Dockyard period scheduled for "Bechelaren"
from 18 December 1941 to 30 March 1942.
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Weather forecast
(Constantza) :

28 December, 1941

o
SSW winds, force 1, fair, very good

3ibility, calm sea, temperature -8U C.

r reconn aissance rted very lively
activity of warships and transports in the
Sevastopol area. Details were as fb] si

at 0845 12 leden f r: i gjaters putting out from
/oor; at 0944 1 destroyer and 3 merchant

vessels, stopped, oft r; at 1215
6 freighters putting in.

Only a few reports received today from
rcn Strait. Convoy traffic in : area

is still lively. Several large convoys or
as: lies of trans] : were observed close
to ec: s . As mai 20 re
detected, Ifovorossisk (aerial photograph),'
1 light cruiser (covered), 2 auxiliary

?s ar.d 1 _ Liters totaling about
52,000 tons,

large nurecer of ships seems to indicate
th: ians have : up considerable
reinforcements from the south Caucasus rbors
for the operation against the Kerch headland.

"."aval Communications Co:-;..:.d t Hack S-.

ported 2 cruisers at sea and further vessels
cruisers and destroyers) in the Poti

arc . en to twelve mine pers
boats were in radio communication i

Sevastopol,

and patrol
1th

Seven patrol boats and 1 submarine were
detected in the ) rossisk area,
traffic decreased generally.

Rad

0800 Commander, Danube Flotilla put out from 3u
Dtor minesweepers (PR) to enlarge the
he minefield south of point 25.

20 Commander, Danube Flotilla reported by Most
ite radiogram that 10 suspicious clouds

.oke had been eiehted he direction of
Ode , course pre see.: ly northeast* As the

niar - . . Laissance which took off
immediately did not

_ ported smok
maneuve .

an^ tips, probat
clouds were a decepti

*
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0845

0920

Pour motor minesweepers (FR) put in to Bugaz
again because of the rough sea.

The Italian tanker "Labaro :?

, which was
proceeding from Varna escorted by destroyer
"Regina Maria 1

' , torpedoboat ;, Sborul M &nd
gunboat "Chiculeacu" which had been sent out
to meet her, put in to Constantza. Three
Bulgarian E-boats v/hich hod put out to escort
the tanker from Varna also put in to Constantza,
as they could not return immediately because
of the ice.

South Russian Area i

.val Liaison Officer reported that the enemy
troops in the ere a south of Kerch had been
destroyed and that the destruction of the
enemy forces which hod landed in the Capo
Chroni-Cape Sjuk area was in full pro ress.
Our reinforcements have arrived from the
west.

Nothing to report from the Iron Gates area.
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29 D A I

( Constant za) t

:rc: , Dvercast, sn ' fog,
visibil up to 1 :• } rough sea, temperature

All* :rted 6-8 larve
srs in tl n pert of Sevastopol

Hey at 0730; at 1310 1 warship and 14 medi
and 11 ters 2-J- mil ost cC The

p«

I: the '_

'

ij :-ir reccnr.sissonce
dc tec 'cad very ] ly activity ps and

: vessels in connection with the enemy
la: :. :us heavy end light

303 ,

n s and torpedobocts
also :1c: .of up to 7 transpo:

ve d t

Dm 1C to 1104, d th
1 vj :".'-

'

at the
tty, shelled awn, particularly t]

are: .

Compared with previous daysj mere
and rt t . Sec of Azov an
Strait . :onsi. bly . aedj however,

iall . . j, comprising up to
4 fr 3rsj and large assei )lies of :s
jre still reported.

: - : -^dj 51" cl: S-

:d several cruisers operating off
and sou": :t coast of the :. • Several
torpec tsj : id M.T.B.s :r: also
at sea sou: line- from Tl la to the
southern entrance to Kerch Strait to Anapa.
Slight act. y of patrol forces off the cast
cc .

3 Danube ilia did from Bug!
on ac sount c.

Russian Area :

Ice cor considerably deteriorated
that pa:: )xt iv ; tc Nikolaiev
appear . val Shore Commander

dered to r. : continuously on ice
idit .:.:. le attempt to brin

ie convoy at far as :ov -.ill greatly
depend on these rts.
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>

0300 According to a report from Naval Liaison
Officer to 11th Army K.Q., the Russians landed
in Theodosia from 1 cruiser and 2 torpedoboats
at 0300t The town is already in Russian
hands (see contradictory report from air
reconnaissance )

•

r,00 Further landings were carried out near Sarigolsk
and Kamishi (northeast of Theodosia). ne
naval radio station was abandoned undestroyed
after the secret material had been burnt.

0750

1810

Troops made
Theodosia.

further landings 2 miles north of

Naval Shore Commander "U u reported by radiogram
1452/39 that, according to a report from Naval
Port Commander, Kerch, Kerch Peninsula had been
evacuated as far as Theodosia. aval Shore
Commander "u" ordered Naval Port Commander

j

Kerch to transfer to Simferopol or Shankov,

2350 Naval Liaison Officer to 11th Army 11, Q,, reported
by radiogram 2114/39 that fighting was going
on in Theodosia, further landings had been
made and Naval Port Commander, Theodosia had
been killed in action.

After discussion with Group South, I decided
that Naval Shore Commander lfVM should transfer
as quickly as possible from his present
headquarters in Jassy to the Crimea to be at
the disposal of Naval Shore Commander "U"

.

was to reinforce the coastal defenses in
accordance with instructions of Naval Shore
Commander MUn who had orders to cooperate with
11th Army E«Q. and to take all necessary
measures for operations etc. immediately*
Naval Shore Commander !I V" will be temporarily-
subordinated" to Naval Shore Commander "U"
during, this emergency.

Group Commander, Iron Gates reported that ice
conditions had deteriorated and that it was
necessary to transfer "Gemot" to Russo
immediately with "Alzei", which would have to
be taken in tow owing to a breakdown in her
engines

•

Group Commander received the necessary orders
and the German Commanding General, Serbia was
informed.
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20 December^ 1 /

her forecast
( Constant za)

s

[UH winds, force 3, no cloud, alight haze,
visibility up to 4 km., moderate sea,
temperature -14° C.

r reconnaissance reported from the Theodosia
area that the lively traffic of warships,
transports etc. was continuing. Details
Were as follows; at 1710 3 medium freighters
unloading at the pier and 1 heavy cruiser and
1 destroyer off the harbor; at 1300 1 light
cr r and 2 guardboats off the harbor;
at 1400 4 destroyers in line ahead, sic
speed, about 15 miles east of Theodosia,

for the harbor; at 2115 1 heavy
cruiser, 1 torpedoboat and 1 medium freighter
anchored off the harbor.

No special reconnaissance reports were
received from Kerch Strait or the east coast.

val C ommunic ations Command, Bla ck Sea
reported further" lively shipping traffic in
the area between the southeast coast of the
Crimea and Novorossis . tic following were
detected: 1 large vessel, 1 cruiser,
1 destroyer and several petrol boats probably
between Anapa and Novorossisk end several
escort vessels between Sevastopol and the
east coast of the Crimea.

The Danube Flotill. i not put out from
ugaz on account of the weather.

11C0 The Bulgarian st< ter "Rila™ put out from
Constantza for Varna escorted by 3 Bulgarian
E-boat .

le convoy assignment scheduled for tod:
eeamers "Ardeal", "Cituz" and motor vessel

"Budapest") must be canceled as ITaval Shore
Commander, aine has foiled to transmit the
requested detailed report on ice conditions
in the Bug and off Ochakov in time. It is
also impossible to divert the ships to Odessa,
because, althou .ssion has been urgently
requested several times since 28 December,

f Quartermaster j Black Se: . s not yet
consented to ships putting in to Odessa in

mcy to unload. In view of the
deterioration of ice conditions, this inexplicable
d'- : very ) ottablc and may mean that the
supply ships cannot oven make for Odessa.
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South Russian Ares :

"/aval Port Comn ander, Odessa reported that,
between 1440 and 1445 on 29 December,
4 water columns had been observed and
3 detonations heard 1 mile east of the
quarantine jetty at Odessa, They were
probably caused by time mines. However, they
might also have been shallow-set moored mines
which exploded when the ice broke up. It
will now be necessary to have supply steamers
putting in to Odessa escorted by the Danube
Flotilla,

Naval Shore Commander "U" reported that the
motor boats on patrol off Ak Kechet and
Supatoria had to abandon operation on account
of the high swell. The flotilla of fishing
vessels in Genichesk is still he la up by ice.

According to a report from Nav.al Liaison
Officer to 11th Army H.Q., Theodoaia is still
occupied by the enemy who have made a thrust
to the west with 6 tanks. Our own infantry
are not yet in action,, but a counter-attack
is in preparation.

Our troops have disengaged along the whole
front on Kerch Peninsula and are moving quickly
to the west, Nothing is known at 11th Army
K.Q. of the- whereabouts of Naval Command, Kerch*

The air/sea rescue squadron had to be transferred
from Mamala to Constantza because of freezing
at the naval air base. Possibilities for
operating from Constantza arc very limited,

1200 "Gemot" left the Iron Gates to proceed to
Russe with "Alzei" in tow.
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Weather forecast
( Constant za)

:

51 December , 1941

nds'-j force 1, no cloud, slight haze,
visibility up to 5 km., c<

-130 c.
lm sea, temperature

Air reconnaiss ance reported the following
from the Theodosia area: at 0930 3 medium
merchant ships and 1 destroyer in the harbor;
at 1340 3 medium freighters, 6 boats and
1 destroyer, stopped, and 1 medium freighter,
course east, high speed, all 4 miles cast of
Theodosia; at 1400 2 destroyers, 2 guardboata
and 1 small merchant vessel, stopped, off the
harbor; at 1000 3 medium and 5 small
freighters, 1 tanker and 1 probable destroyer
in the northern part of Sevastopol Bay
(incomplete view).

li'aval Communications Command,. Black Sea
reported numerous naval forces between the

coast o.. Crimea and L'ovorossisk.east

0800

One large vessel, 2 cruisers and 3 destroyers
mtained radio communication with

Sevastopol, while another cruiser was
detected in the direction of Tuapse* In
the Crimean coast area and off the northeast
coast of the Black Sea, there was normal
traffic of minesweepers and patrol boats.

?our motor minesweepers (PR) put out from
Bugaz to sweep the I lichevka minefield.

1600 They put in again without sweeping any mines.
^'r: p in 'the minefield was marked again
as all the marker buoys but one had drifted
away •

The Rumanian tug "Stoicescu" which had put
out from Constantza on 28 December for a

listening sweep against enemy submarines has
been missing since that time and must be
considered lost.

South Russian Areas

Naval Port Commander, Odessa reported that,
between 1130 and 1440 on 30 December,
3 detonations similar to those on the
previous day had been observed at the same
spot (see Vifor Diary 30 December).

G
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Naval Shore Commander "U" reported that supply
steamers could be directed to Ochakov-North,
but that the lighters available there were
inadequate and damaged* Accordingly, it is
impossible to have the supply steamers proceed
further than Odessa. No v/ord was received
from Chief Quartermaster, Black Sea today
regarding the transfer of the supply steamers
to Odessa, The convoy assignment must there-
fore again be postponed for another day.

Group Command, South asked whether it would be
possible to have the large Rumanian destroyers
lay protective minefields off the west coast
of the Crimea oo disrupt any possible enemy
landing attempts.

In view of the state of the destroyers and
their degree of training and as they are badly
needed for escort assignments, Group Command
was informed that the engagement of the
destroyers for that purpose was out of the
question,, as the results achieved by those
operations would by no means justify the great
risk involved.

No further news of the fighting on Kerch
headland woe received today.

1800

1920

Naval Port Commander, Theodosia - reported
killed in action on 30 December - arrived in
Sarabus (11th Army H.*4. ). Commander Wibalg
(Economic Command, Russia) was killed in
action during the fighting in Sevastopol.

"Gemot" put in to Russe from Orsova.

Delayed by further intensification of the ice
situation, "Alzei" put in to Russc.

»

(Signed) Fleischer

_
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APPENDIX I

Night. At tack on Naval Port Command, Eupatoria

on 15/16 De cember, 1941

At 2300 on 15 December when the v/atch was being
changed, the guards of Naval Port Command heard and
reported noises of engines (sailors Franz Freilowski
and Horst Kruger and drivers Herbert Mayer and Ernst
Falter)

.

2310 Alarm sounded in Naval Port Command

The command was reinforced as scheduled by the motor
repair group and individual drivers at the main gate
and by the special commanders Lieutenant S. Hacker
(Naval Artillery) and Lieutenant Schmalz with one man
(Sea Transportation Office) at the command post on the
beach. Telephones were out of order, probably due to
partisan action. Transmission of orders by messenger
was arranged. Naval Port Commander sighted the
silhouettes of 2 vessels similar to the vessel sighted
on 6 December.

2320 Alarm sounded in Eupatoria

This v/as done by firing 3 red stars as planned.
The guards opened fire at both vessels. Range about
200 meters. Evidently the Russians were surprised;
they put up a very fierce machine-gunfire bombardment
with tracer ammunition directed at the site and Naval
Port Command. A messenger was sent to the local
headquarters to ask for reinforcements. Soon after-
wards Lieutenant Willeck arrived with 12 men from
the Military Police Detachment and Captain Brander
followed from the local headquarters. The Russian ships
turned out to sea at high speed, course south, and
disappeared.

An officer patrol with machine-guns (Lieutenant Wesch,
Leading Seaman Schulz, Sailors KiN.lmann, KJruger, Joopcn,
Seamen Schultz and Mogow) was sent to the harbor bridge
with orders to establish themselves there for defense.
The patrol searched the beach until 2355 when both M.T.B.s
approached the bridgehead of Naval Port Command at sic
3peod, sometimes drifting, and firing several green and
white stars simultaneously. Both boats wore watched
attentively: the left boat by Loading Seaman Fester,
tho right one by Naval Port Commander and his group.
The boats soon abandoned their attempt at landing, as
they apparently realized that it was impossible at this
place. They turned off towards the bay at slow speed
and approached harbor bridgo I. From there the aln
oponed fire, this timo at Naval Port Command, the shore,
beach and bridges. Lieutenant Wesch took up position
with his machinc-jun, protected the bay from landing
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attempt s, and advanced, to the bridge when the fire
abated. There he occupied the harbor bridge. Eg <

observed 2 small vessels at a range of about 1,000
meters, end 1 large vessel, probably a destroyer, at
a considerable distencc. The command post of Naval
Port Commend sent a messenger to ask the Army Coastal
Artillery to protect the piers. Barrage fire started
with 9 rounds between 0001 and 0030. Between 0020
and 0025 the boats disappeared.

3oth boats then slowly approached the bridge of
val Port Commend again, drifted slowly near .it, then

took reverse course, fired a white star shell and
definitely abandoned their intention of landing.
The readiness of our troops had made it impossible.
At the end, the boats again fired their machine-guns
fiercely and probably also 7.6 cm. guns. The water
tower near Naval Port Command and harbor bridge I
were hit. Direct hit on the warehouse. No great
damage and no casualties. The entire beach was
strafed by machine-gunfire.

0035 The boats withdrew at high speed.

0200 Formal readiness with reinforced guard*

0242 Teletype report was sent to 11th Army H.Q.

(Signed) Von Richthofen.

C
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i January , [42

Weather forecast
(Constantza )

:

.' winds, force 2, no cloud, good visibility,
alight coastal haze, slight sea, temperature
-120 c.

Air reconnaissance transmitted only a few
reports on naval forces and shipping traffic
between the Crimea and the east coast; at
1045 1 light cruiser about 12 miles south
of Theodosia and 1 destroyer about 7 miles
south of Theodosia; at 1415 1 large warship,
1 destroyer, 1 torpedoboat and 1 boat lying
stopped in Theodosia harbor and at 1432
2 freighters of 2,000 - 4,000 tons and
1 freighter of 1,000 - 2,000 tons putting out
from the harbor; several snail freighters at
the quay; at 0950 5 small freighters, course
160°, slight speed, ana 1 torpedoboat 10 miles
west of Sevastopol.

East coast: at 1000 2 large and 4 small
boats ice-bound 10 miles northwest of
Tamanskaya, 4 small freighters ice-bound in
the harbor; at 1220 1 freighter of 8,000 tons
and 1 torpedoboat, course 300°, high speed,
40 miles west of Tuapse; at 1234 1 transport
of 4,000 - 5,000 tons and 2 transports of
2,000 - 3,000 tons, course southeast, in
Arabatzkaya 3ay.

2'aval Communications Command, Black Sea
reported 1 cruiser, 2 or 3 destroyers and some
small vessels east of the Crimea. One probable
cruiser, 2-3 destroyers and some patrol
vessels were detected off Sevastopol and south
of the Crimea, One larger vessel was intercepted
in the Batum area. At 1240 1 submarine,
probably coming from the east, was intercepted
in the area near the southern tip of the Crimea
and Tuapse,

Situation and Plans i

During the night of 31 December/l Januar ,

I received a messege from Chief Quartermastor,
Lack Sea that, despite the continued lack of

forcos for unloading and transportation
purposes, he agreed that the next convoy should
be brought to Odessa if ice conditions should
prevent pas to Nikolaiov or Ochakov,

Rumanian Naval Co d is charged with the
execution of the convoy tasks* r this
purpose, bhe Danube Flotilla will be subordinate
to the Rumanian Command.

- -
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3ecause mine-exploding vessel I
T
o • 191 is

not yet ready for action, Rumanian Naval ^
Command has at my request supplied a tug (

of type ifAmsel :
' equipped v;ith towed loop

ear to check Odessa harbor for mines.

General Zander, Naval Liaison Officer to
4th Air Force, reported that, since the
last 4 aerial mine sweeping operations over
the Odessa approaches and harbor had brought
no results after 13 hours, further search
seemed useless. The minesweeping plane
-11 however check the roads and harbor

entrance for new submarine mines one day
before convoys put in and out*

0800 ?our motor minesweepers (PR) put out from
Bugaz to widen the minefield gap south of
point 25. ley put in again at 1015
because of engine trouble in one of the
boats. It was repaired in the harbor.

South Russian Areas

-kolaiev: ~o incidents.

According to the latest reports, ice
conditions in the harbor area and in the
Bug have deteriorated further.

Ice conditions in Genichesk unchanged. It
is impossible for the fishing vessel flotilla
to put out. Due to the changed situation at
Kerch and Theodosia, passage to harbors
further south is temporarily impossible.

Crimea ;

4th Air Corps reported from Theodosia that
the aerial minelaying operation was started
toda; . Details will be reported later.

All Danube shipping traffic had to be stopped
on account of ice conditions at the Iron C-ates.

c
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2. January j 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza) i

NE winds, force 4, cloudy, snow with fo^ ,

visibility 2 km,, slight sea, temperature -9° C.

Air reconnaissance reported 1 light cruiser,
l' medium freighter and 5 small freighters at
anchor at 1245 off Sevastopol harbor and
2 small vessels riding at anchor 4 miles west
of Balaklava.

o further reports on naval vessels and transport
traffic in the Crimean area and between the
Crimea and the east coast.

East coasts at 1255 1 submarine lying stopped,
1 M.T.B., course 290° , high speed/ of

f

avorossiskj at 1355 3 naval vessels, 3 medium
freighters, 3 small freighters and 1 floating
dock in Novorossisk harbor; at 1420 1 medium
armed freighter (about 2,500 tons), course
290°, medium speed, 15 miles northwest of
Tuapse j at 1420 2 freighters of about 5,000
ton3, 5 freighters of 2,000 tons, 10 small
vessels, 1 naval vessel and 1 submarine in
Tuapse

.

I aval Communications Command., , Black Sea
reported 2 cruisers, 5-6 destroyers and
several patrol boats between the Crimea and
Novorossisk. here were also 3-4 submarines
at sea, two of which were intercepted at
2130 between Burgas and the Bosporus; the
others were presumably off the northeast coastt

0800 Four motor minesweepers (BR) put out from
Bugaz to sweep the minefield gap south of
point 25. They had to put in again at 1000
on account of the weather* o mines swept.
Some marker buoys were replaced^

South Russian Area i

Nikolaiev-Ochokov: o incidents. Ice
conditions even worse.

The convoy due to put out from Constantza and
Sulina to Odesca on 3 January had to be post-
poned for 24 hours on account of the weather*

Crimea

:

aval Liaison Officer to 11th Army H.CJ. reported
that Lieutenant Commander Beer, /aval Port
Commander, Thoodosia had arrived in Simferopol

-
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-3er and 23 and _s re

a

Lssion* Accord:-:; to
statements nade up to now, 3 men liave beer-

lied in Il.eodosia and 8 are miss' . . The
rest of Naval I t Coriander ' s men are still

i act. with An ' s. There is still
no rination on Naval Port : ierj Kerch

:, accord is last report, planned
to t'o to P d •

Naval Liaison Officer ~:c 4th *-. orps
re do rted that aerie" nelayin d begun 3— .—

i

—

i

Ifeodosia I ;-.

Danube :

Ice conditions on the ~r Danube are wors .

traffic above falatz has alread~'been
opped. Drift ice below 1-slatz.

Read s

:

U-boat "Delfinul" probabl - :ional
unt il the end o f J a nuary

.

"Pre ' and :f
l' 3S M probably read" for

operations by the middle of January

•

1 Bui an torpedo 111 be non-
operat 1 for about 14 days*

1 7 irian E-boat non-operational until
her notice

.

C
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Weather forecast
(Constantza ) j

WMW winds, force 4, no cloud, good visibility,
slight coastal haze, rou h sea, temperature
-15° C.

Air reconnaissance reported the followlr
vessels : Seva~stop"ol at 1245 1 1 light cruiser
and 6 small to medium freighters at anchor, off
the harbor. Theodosia at 0830 (aerial
photograph) i 1 freighter of 4,000 tons,
1 freighter of 2,500 tons and 1 freighter of
1,000 .tons i at 1450 1 medium freighter putting
in. Novorossisk at 1000 ; 1 battleship,
1 probable heavy cruiser, 1 destroyer,
1 covered cruiser (new construction),
5 freighters totaling 12,000 tons, 60 small
freighters and boats and 2 docks. Tuapse at
0930: 1 heavy cruiser, 1 light cruiser,
4 torpedoboats, 7 submarines, 1 tanker of
6,000 - 8,000 tons, 8 freighters totaling about
30,000 tons and 15 small vessels.

The many vessels in Tuapse suggest that the
Russians must have recently expanded this
harbor very quickly

.

Naval Communications Command, Black Sea
reported movements of light naval forces between
the south coast of the Crimea and Tuapse:
4 destroyers and some patrol boats between
Sevastopol and TlTeodosia; 2 cruisers,
3 destro3'-ers and several patrol boats between
Theodosia and Fovorossisk; 1 cruiser in Tuapse.

One submarine, waa intercepted east of Yalta at
1032 and another between Burgas and the Bosporus
at 1510.

1130 ;»ur motor minesweepers (PR) put out from
Bugaz to widen the minefield gap south of
point 25. At sea they encountered large
masses of soft floating ice, but it did not
impede the minesweeping activity. 14 mines
were cleared from the area where no mines had
been found during the exploratory swoep on
23 December, 1941. One mine exploded in the
gear and 3 others were exploded by gunfire.
In the opinion of Commander, Danube Flotilla
they were pearl mines.

1600 The 4 motor minesweepers (I-R) put in to Bugaz
a in.
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Situation and P lans

:

On account of the unfavorable weather and /^
the unknown ice conditions in the Odessa
area, the convoy assignment has had to be
postponed for 24 hours. Since the Danube
Flotilla reported that ice conditions presented
no obstruction in the open sea-, an exploratory
sweep has- been ordered, if possible as far as
Odessa harbor. On the basis of the results
gained in this operation, I shall decide
whether convoys can run or not.

South Russ ian Are

a

t

.kolaiev - Ochakov: o incidents.

C_r ime a

;

val Port Commander, Eupatoria
reported that all landing stages were blown
up by Army engineers on 1 and 2 January.
Emergency reconstruction of the main landing
stage will take 14 days . Four army coastal
guns have been installed since 2 January to
reinforce the coastal defenses; Naval
Liaison' Off icer to 11th Army E.Q. transmitted
an urgent request from Commanding General,
11th Army for immediate mining of Yalta
harbor by naval forces.

Naval Liaison Officer vainly tried to
convince Ilth Army that it was impossible
to carry out this operation in time. He
reported that suitable vessels would first
have to be equipped for mine laying in Yalta.

After an exhaustive discussion with Naval
Group Command, South, 11th Army H.Q. was
informed that the mine laying operation
could not be carried out owing to lack of
naval forces and mine-carriers.

:er Danube ;

Ice conditions in the Danube have become
considerably worse in the last 2"4 hours,

ic-exploding vessel No. 191 was ordered to
sail immediately to Sulina to prevent her from
becoming ice-bound in Galatz, from where she
would be unable- to operate until spring.
She will later dock in 'Constantza.

Readine ss

:

C

"Romulus" is again ready for operations*

One Bulgarian minesweeper non-operational on
account of engine trouble. Duration of repairs
uncertain,
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Weather forecast
(Constantza) ;

3 Lnd, no cloud, visibility 10 km. , slight
coastal haze, smooth sea, temperature -13° .'

.

Air reconnaissance reported 1 large and
2 small freighters in" the Theodosia area at
1150; 1 destroyer ofi Theodosia harbor
entrance; from 1100 until 1120 2 heavy cruisers,
2 freighters of 2,000 tons and 1 torpedoboat,
course 270°, about 25 miles eastsoutheast of
Theodosia; 1 battleship (?), course southeast,
slight speed, about 20 miles southeast of
.aodosia; at 1210 1 medium ship and 1 destroyer

about 30 miles east of Theodosia*

.leodosia at 1300 (aerial photograph):
1 freighter of about 6,000 tons, apparently
burnt out, 1 freighter of 3,500 tons* apparently
burning in the bow, 3 more freighters, each
about 2,000 tons (1 with bow on fire), about
14 boats and 1 floating crane.

As Kerch Strait is frozen, shipping traffic
has been stopped,

To traffic was ooser'ved off the east coast*

-val _Conmiunicat ions Command , Black Sea
reported 3 cruisers, 5 destroyers and several
small vessels at sea. A bearing obtained on
1 cruiser showed her to be in the Sevastopol
area, while 1 destroyer was in the Ghelenjik
area. One submarine was located about
56 miles northwest of Zonguldak in the forenoon
and another off the cast coast of the Crimea
at noon. Activity of patrol vessels was
unchanged.

0700 Commander, Danube Flotilla put out from Bugaz
with 4 motor minesweepers (FR) for an
exploratory sweop to the north as far as
Odessa harbor entrance.

0750 Commander, iJanubo Flotilla reported that ice
conditions had become worse since yestcrdc ,

Even in the open sea large fields of solid
ice were met (5 cm. thick), although vessels
could still proceed.

"
0930 The 4 motor minesweepers (PR) put in again.

They had to discontinue the exploratory sweep
to Odessa on account of the ice* Solid ice
north of point 25 as far as coulu be seen, in
places as thick as 15 cm. It was no longer
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possible to put out gear.

t»om this report it is obviously impossible
to run further convoys until ice conditions
improve. "."aval Group Command, South and
Chief Quartermaster, Black Sea were informed.
Commander, Danube riot ilia was ordered to
make for Constantza with the motor minesweepers
(FR) and "Krimhild" . Sulina is out of the
question on account of ice conditions in the
Danube and in any case there are no repair
facilities there.

c

Lower Danube

0145

1610

Mine-exploding vessel No. 191 put out from
Galatz for Sulina towed by "Romulus".

-•_ie~6xploding vessel ITo. 191 put in to
Sulina and "Romulus" returned to Galatz.

According to a report received today from
Rumanian Naval Command, enemy planes flew over

the night ofSulina about 0130 during
2/3 January. No details available.
Confirmation pendin.

.

Ice conditions in the lower Danube have
become still worse.

S uth Ru s s Ian Area %

Naval Port Commander, . -Jupatoria constructed
barricades for the protection of the harbor
and town.

14 prisoners (probably airborne troops)
were taken near Ak Mechet, According to a

report from Naval Shore Commander "u", the
personnel of Naval Port Command, Kerch and
Lieutenant Commander Easarke (on special
mission with the fishing vessel flotilla in
the Sea of Azov) arc in Kherson.

Readiness

:

With the exception of 2 experimental fen
barges, the 11 naval ferry barges in Constantza

11 be non-operational until further notice,
as they cannot be used durin; frost.

Situat ion;.

1. As convoys cannot proceed to Odessa on
account of ice conditions, transportation
of supplies by sea route has been stopped
for the present.

2. Por the following reasons it is not possible
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to transfer sea supplies to the Crimea

j

a» r:he original plan was to transfer the
Danube Flotilla to Ak hechet or Eupatorla
to create a mine-free route along the
Crimean coast. This is no longer
possible because of ice conditions off
the coast. Direct sea transportation
from Sulina to the Crimea is out of the
question because of the low endurance of
the small motor minesweepers (FR) and in
any case the general naval situation
precludes it, oreover, according to
the latest reports from the Crimea, we
must expect the Russians to launch an
operation against Eupatorla, the only
possible unloading port# The landing
stages there which v/ere only used in
emergency have already "oQen blown up by
the Arnry

.

b, A special transfer of supply steamers
from Sulina to the Crimea escorted by
destroyers would not be justified
considering the uncertain mine situation,
the bad state of the vessels and the
low grade of training. Every sinking
of a naval vessel including vessels of
the Danube Flotilla will advorsely affect
the resumption of supply traffic next
spring,

3# In short, it can be stated that with the
present situation at sea the risk involved
in any attempt to bring seaborne supplies
to the Crimea is in no ratio to the reel
profit, I have sent this information to
Group Commcna, South and Commander, Special
Duties Detachment . The latter agrees with
my interpretation of the situation,

4. Consideration must also be given to the
question of whether stecmers "Danubius" and
"Succeava''" which are still in Varna should
be transferred to Constantza or not, or
political reasons a further stay in a
i^ulgarir.n port is unsuitable. he 2 motor
vessels ''Budapest 1

' and "TIaza M which are at
readiness in Sulina could also be transferr:d
to Constantza, However, Special Dutios
Detachment has raised objections to this
because they would overcrowd Constantza which
is likely to be attacked at any timet For
the time b :we therefore decided not
to transfer them, but the matter will be
re-examined in the near future .
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5 January j 1942

Weather fo recast
( Constant za)

!

SW winds, force 1, no cloud, go
smooth sea, temperature -10° C.

od visibilit-j

Air reconnaissance reported 1 light cruiser,
1 destroyer end 3 torpedoboats southwest of
Eupatoria at 0900; at 1000 4 - 5 freighters,
course not clear (see Crimea report).
Iheodosia at 1253; 3 freighters, each 3,000
tons, one on fire; at 1309 1 transport of
8,000 - 10,000 tons ablaze in 3 places.

Sevastopol at 1204? 5 minesweepers 3 miles
east of the "bay, course north.

-."aval Communications Command, Black Sea
reported only slight activity of light naval
forces. The focal point, however, had
shifted to the Sevastopol area where 1 cruiser,
3 destroyers, several motor vessels and patrol
vessels and 1 submarine appeared. Probably
the cruiser aid the destroyers will coll at
bases on the west coast of the Crimea durin
the ni ht (see Eupatoria).

0600 Only normal patrol forces were identified off
the east coast. Commander, Danube Flotilla
put out from Bugaz with "Krimhild" and 4 motor
minesweepers (PR) on transfer to Constantza.
The vessels put in to Sulina at 1715. Passage
to Constantza is planned for 6 January,

South Russian Area

s

3ug and Dnieper estuaries; Main Sea
Transportation Office, Russia reported that
motor vessel "Eolosvar" and dredge barge
''Angara" which were on passage from i

Tikolaiev
to Ochakov-i'Torth turned about on 3 January
owing to severe freezing. They are stuck
fast in the ice 6 miles from ITikolaiev.

val Shore Commander "U" reported no special
incidents

•

The severe frost during the last few days
with the consequent deterioration in ice
conditions has ended. In Ochakov the temperature
was 0° C. at 1400, A continuation of this warm
weather would make it possible to start the
convoys again sooner than expected.
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0230 Crimea?

Strong enemy forces landed successfully in
Hupatoria from 4 transports protected by
6 destroyers, Keavy fighting in the streets,
i'aval Shore Commander !?TJ" ordered that the
entrance to the harbor should be blocked with
all available means as soon as possible. It
cannot be foreseen from here whether these
orders can still be carried out. There has
been no radio communication since 0400.

Readiness t

Destroyer ''Marasestl" non-operational until the
beginning of February for routine refit tin .

Repairing of U-boat (,Delf inful" will be delayed
until the middle of Februar; . Reasons for
the delay will be reported later.

Situation and Plans i

Group Command, South sent orders to prepare all
vessels and personnel at once for minelaying
operations off the west coast of the Crimea
at 2 days' notice. The minefields are to
prevent the Russians from attempting further
landings north of Sevastopol. The necessary
measures and composition of operational orders
are to be arranged in cooperation with 4th
Air Force. In each case, the decision as to
execution and date will be the responsibility
of Group Command.

After thorough discussion with Commander,
Special Duties Detachment who was here for a

short time, I reported?

1. This assignment does not come within the
framework of the convoy tasks determined in
agreement with Marshal Antonescu. The
execution depends on the decision of Rumanian
Naval Command and the approval of Marshal
AntbnGscu. Admiral, Black Sea can or
advise and cooperate operationally.

2» In my opinion, the material preparedness and
the state of training of the personnel of the
destroyers precludes any minelaying operations
off the west coast of the Crimea at the present
time. We have no suitable escort forces or
mine-carriers. orcovcr, the destroyers are
not adapted for German mines.

3. Rumania's contribution to the war effort has
so far exceeded our expectations and I fear
that any losses ht curb the Rumanian desire
to cooperate.

- L6-
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. In my opinion, the situation has \:een
completely changed by today's enemy r

landing near Eupatoria.

o . . In addition, the ice conditions north of
parallel of Cape Tarkhankutzki make

mine laying operations impossible

.

6. I ask Group South to send me their
interpretation of the situation which has
apparently greatly changed as our views
were previously similar • I await new
operative instructions. I report that
my own attitude (see War Diary 4 January
remains unchanged*

/-
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Weather forecast
(Constantza

)

i

W winds, force 2, cloudy, Visibility 10 km.,
slight coastal haze, moderate sea, temperature
-3° C,

Air re conna i s sance reported unusually many
vessels in Novorossisk at 1012 (aerial
photograph) j 1 light cruiser, 3 destroyers,
2 torpedoboats and 3 submarines; 1 vessel
130 meters long, type not recognized; 18
freighters of 1,200 - 8,000 tons, totaling
about 50,000 tons; about 75 boats, 2 docks
and 1 crane.

This large number of vessels obviously indicates
that the enemy plans further landing operations.

Reports on _6_ January ;

Sevastopol (Jusnaya Bay) at 1140 j 1 heavy cruiser.

Theodosia at 0933; 1 large tanker in the harbor
and 2 medium freighters at the pier; at 1050
3 freighters, apparently destroyed in the harbor;
at 1130 1 heavy, cruiser (course and speed not
reported) 5 miles south of Theodosia.

Eupatorla at 1344; 1 cruiser, 6 destroyers,
3 M.T.B.s and 1 rneaium freighter; at 1515
4 freighters, each 3,000 tons, 2 destroyers,

Anapa at 1200; 8 medium freighters.

Constant shuttle traffic bv medium vessels in
the coastal crea between Anapa and ITovorossisk.

Novorossisk at 0850; 1 battleship, 1 light
cruiser, 6 medium freighters and 9 small
freighters

.

Tuapse at 1237; 1 heavy cruiser, 1 torpedoboat,
6 submarines, 1 tanker of 3,000 tons and
14 freighters totaling about 32,000 - 40,000
tons. The large number of vessels in this small
harbor is also astonishin^ . Today's reports
again seem to indicate continuing brisV: traffic
in the eastern ..lack S^.a and enemy landing plans.

IJ_ava_l C_0; it ions ^Command.
a 1 , 1 "lotTll;'

3 destroyers, £ L M.T.B.s and motOJ me-
swecpers in the Sevastopol area .:e west
coast of the Crimea. One e unit, 1 err
4 destroyers and severs." trol boats we

-
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detected In the :":o:n os. : area and off
a rest of northern part of the east coast.

? Batum there were 2 submarines.

0500 "Krimhild 11

, 4 Linesweepera (-TR), nine-
exploding vessel l~o. 191 and the yacht
"Carolus Primus" put out from Sulina for
Constanta?. A strong SSW wind forced the
vessels t in to Sulina again; Another
at pt to transfer the ships is planned for
7 January.

South Russian Area

;

and Dnieper estuaries? Motor vessel
'holosvar' 1 is still ice-bound. Tomorrow a)

will again tr^ to reach I'ikolaiev.

Z r _me a

;

aval Shore Commander nUn reported that,
according to a telephone conversation with
] aval Port Commander, Supatoria, the
situation there had been consolidated, but there
was still some fighting in the streets. Naval
Port Commander is holding the position at

;>or. Casualties J 2 seriously wounded
Kij 10 slightly wounded men. Morale very
OOd.

In "/.'aval Port Co. ier's estimation, about
600 Russians landed i i M.T.B.s and small
vessels.

a former Naval Port Cc nder, Kerch was
ordered by "/aval Shore Commander ,r ~7'' to
proceed to Yalta immediately with the best
possible armament, leaving behind the radio
equipment and radio personnel.

According to air reconnaissance, an enemy
battalion is approaching C-enichesk on the
southeastern tip of the Arabatz headland.

&
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7 January. 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

J

SSW winds, force 2, cloudy, visibility 10 km. ,

slight coastal haze, smooth sea, temperature
2° C.

Air reconnaissance reported 1 torpedoboat
beached "off Eupatoria at 1000. No further
vessels were sighted.

Theodosia at 0742: 1 large and 2 medium vessels
in the harbor; at 1458 a group of destroyers
riding at anchor 20 miles southeast of Theodosia;
1 medium freighter and 1 M.T.B., course south-
east, medium speed, 12 miles southeast of
Theodosia.

Anapa at 1606: 2 freighters, each 2,000 tons,
'in the harbor; 2 freighters, each 2,000 tons,
with course set for Kerch, 12 miles southeast
of Anapa.

Ghelonjik at 1410: 1 small freighter and
6 boats in the harbor.

Novorossisk at 0830: 1 destroyer, course east,
slight speed, off the harbor, at 1410 1 battle-
ship in the harbor, my more ships in the
harbor, but no details reported.

At 1420' 1 armed small freighter, course east,
high speed, was identified 35 miles wost of
Novorossisk*

The few reconnaissance reports received seem
to indicate that our own air activit-7 must
have boen very slight, o conclusions can be
drawn as to enemy activity and plane.

Main Naval p/F St at ion ,_ Constantza ( fo rme r ly
aval Communications Command, Black Sea)

reported 2 destroyers and 4-6 small vessels
at sea, also 1 submarine tender and 1 submarine
near the southern part of the oast coast.
Patrol forces in the area of the Russian bases.
Generally slight radio traffic. val Port
Commander, Odessa telephoned at 2350 that
several explosions were observed near Liebenau
(Licbenthal? 16-g- km. southeast of Odessa).
The Rumanian Town Commandant also reported to
Naval Port Corimand that several vessels had
been sighted near Bugaz and that ho had alerted
the whole coastal area.

0500 This report was transmitted by telephone to
roup South and Special Duties Detachment,

Constantza (copy to Naval Command)
-60-
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1025

As the report of the Rumanian Town Commandant,
Odessa was Incomplete, we are not sure whether
we have to reckon with enemy attempts to land
on Rumanian territory or not* Naval Command,
Constontza ordered a strict look-out in the
whole area. ITaval Port Command, Odessa,
who had been ordered to Bucharest Tor a

conference on the situation in his area, co-
operation with the Rumanians, port organization
etc., has been directed to remain in Odessa
until the situation is clarified.

No further reports on enemy vessels in
Rumanian inshore waters were received during
the night.

With 0955 as time of origin, "."aval Port
Commander, Odessa reported by teletype that
a German plane, type Ju 52, which had landed
in Akkerman had not observed any enemy vessels
In the Odessa area. Naval Port Commander
therefore gave the all clear at 1745 In
his opinion, the vessels off Bugaz probably
belonged to an enemy mine laying formation.

1900 Naval Port Commander, Odessa reported that
he had had a conference with Chief of Staff,
2nd Army Corps with a view to a more efficient
concentration of troops and, if necessary, a

reinforcement of the coastal defenses by
Rumanian Army troops. Since, in the absence
of his Commanding General, Chief of Staff was
unable to give binding promises, ITaval Port
Commander, Odessa and trie German General in
Transnistria (ilajor General von Rothkirch)
arranged a conference on 8 January with the
competent Rumanian authorities. Following
this conference, there will be an inspection
of the northern sector which is verv weakly
occupied.

val Port Commander reported that no
untoward observations had been made during the

in his opinion it wasda" and that
alarm. I agree with him.

Ise

The continuing warm weather seems to be
improving ice conditions in Bugaz/Odessa.

I instructed the Special Duties Detachment that
if the warm weather continued convoy tasks
would be resumed in the near future and that
the 4 motor minesweepers (PR) of Danube Flotilla,
Constant za would have to be prepared as soon
as possible.

The warm weather is also having effect in the
Bug and Dnieper estuaries. The ice near Ochakov*
North has broken up and floated to the west.
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Motor vessel "Kolosvar" and the dredge bar
"Angara" put in to I:ikolaiev» :"o time v/as

ven.

Cr ime a

;

Ak -'.echet Bay is free of ic. . Since ener.

landing attempts must now be expecte , aval
Liaison Officer to 11th Army K.Q,. directed
i
: aval Con 1 Service Office to destroy all
berthing places immediately. This will
obviate any swift disembarkation of troops,
material and supplies.

val Shore Commander "U" reported from
Eupatoria that there is stxll fighting in the
streets but that the enemy will be annihilated
in a short time. In hard hand-to-hand
fighting* Naval Port Commander manned to hold
the position at the harbor aga«inst enemy assault
detachments. Naval Shore Commander "U"
praised the excellent morale of t\ oak forces
which ITaval Port Cc ider had at his disposal.

Enemy minelayer No. 15 ran aground near the
landing stage and v/as abandoned by r cr;- .

According to a report from l
Taval Communications

Liaison Officer to 4th Air Corps, only 3 houses
have been captured by the enemy.

A Russian naval officer who had been taken
prisoner stated t.hat the enemy planned landings
in Ak i'iechet and in Bakal 3r-r as well as
Eupatoria and that at least 3 divisions with
vehicles of all kinds had embarked in ITovorossin .

The former Naval Port Commander , Kerch was
ordered by Naval Shore Commander '*U

n to go to
Yalta with all his personnel as soon as possible.

val Shore Commander tfUH r ted that t'.

enemy detachment which approached Gcniche:
had been annihilated.

adiness :

Tug "Romulus 5
' will ^robabl^ be reac.

operations in on 25 January.

- .
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8 January, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

'E winds, force 4, overcast, good visibility,
moderate sea, temperature -2° C. .

Alp reconnaissance sent no reports, probably
oh a ceo 'Jint of unfavorable weather.

1 feiji Naval P/F St ation, Constantza reported
3 destroyers at sea (T in the Sevastopol
area and 2 off the northern part of the east
coast), 2 submarines (1 about 30 miles south
of Theodosia in the afternoon, 1 60 miles
southwest of Cape Khersonese in the evening)
ana 1 submarine tender off the central part
of the east coast. Generally slight radio
traffic.

Rumanian Area

;

On account of the ice and general weather
conditions, no nine sweeping activity or
convoy assignments were possible. However,
the comparatively mild weather which seems to
be continuing means that In a few days these
tasks will be possible again.

South Russian Area t

Odessa % No incidents. It must now be
assumed that the report of 9 vessels near
Odessa, course south, during the night of
6/7 January was a false alarm.

Crimea ;

1818 Naval Liaison Officer to 11th Army E.Q.
reported from Ak Mechet in radiogram 1731/70
that at 1545 3 naval vessels, course north,
had been sighted 10 km. southwest of Kacha
(? - our maps show only a small river with this
name some distance north of Sevastopol).
Landing attempts, must be expected at Ak Mechet.
trst degree of alarm and immediate destruction

of landing facilities have been ordered. In
Eupatoria, the enemy possesses only one block
of houses from which they will soon be driven.

1525 Two cruisers and several transports were
sighted on a northerly course - a further ^
indication of a possible landing attempt at
Ak Mechet.
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val Shore Commander "U" ordered motor
boats to patrol during the ni^ht to intercept
any landing attempts promptly.

Sarabus (M.Q.* of JL1 . rmy J

[

.$

)

:

In a joint .discussion, -"aval Shore Commanders
1 and "V" and .Teval Liaison Officer determined

that faval Shore Commander "Vn should immediately
transfer all his 5 Haval Port Commanders to
reinforce Naval Shore Commander WUM As no
agreement was reached on the proposal of faval
Shore Commander "'

v
;; to divide the total area

between the 2 To val Shore Commanders, I

decided that Naval Shore Commander "U ,f should
maintain overall control in the Crimea and
thus temporarily represent the Navy with
11th Army Corps. Ee will have to decide
whether the stai nd ersonnel of Naval Shore
Commander ,fV H should give assistance e. . in
the administration of supplies in fikolaiev.
If this does not seem necessary, Naval Shore
Commander ''."•' -.'ill proceed to liikolaiev with
his staff and personnel to be at my disposal.

Theodosias According to a report from LTaval
Liaison Officer to 11th Army H.4., no plans
for a lar(je- scale enemy attack have been
uncovered. Probable reason: lack of artillery
and s u::p ly difficulties.

170th and 132nd Infantry Divisions have been
withdrawn from Sevastopol and are proceeding
to Theodoaia to support our forces (mostly
Rumanian)

•
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9 January. 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

S winds, force 4, overcast, good visibilit
moderate sea, temperature 5° C.

Air reconnai s sance reported:

Sevastopol at 0810s 2 naval vessels putting
out, course east southeast; at 0930 2 naval
vessels, 1 of them firing at the Arm" front,

3 other one putting out, course east south-
east: at 1C20 10 snail to medium freighters
and 6 boats in the harbor and the neighboring
ba^-s. At 1445 1 cruiser in the harbor was
hit by a bomb and probably destroyed.

At 0710 many vessels were sighted far south-
west of Cape Sarich on unidentified courses.
Tear them there was lively air activity.
In the opinion of 4th Air Corps, this activity
suggests the presence of an aircraft carrier.

ain and again our own air reconnaissance
has reported an aircraft carrier, but
according to all other available reports the
Russian 31ack Sea I leet possesses no carrier
but at best a transport vessel with an
emergency superstructure for this purpose.

Theodosia at 1250: 1 transport of about
2,000 tons off the harbor. At 1030
1 transport of 5,000 tons was detected
10 miles west of ITovorossisk and 4 transports
of 3,000 - 6,000 tons, course northwest,
were sighted 10 miles southwest of the harbor.

This report probably means that reinforcements
are being brought up to Theodosia. In

vorossisk harbor (aerial photograph) the
following changes have occurred since the
photographic report of 6 January: 1 battleship,
1 destroyer, 2 torpedoboats, 3 submarines,
1 naval vessel (150 meters long, type unknown),
1 tanker of 8,000 tons and 1 freighter of
4,000 tons have put out to sea.

t

aval D/F Stat _on, Constantza reported
sli ht traffic. In the afternoon 1 destroyer

t
was detected between the Crimea and ITovorossisk;
in the evening there were 3 further destroyers
at sea, 1 submarino off the northern part of
the east coast and another one off the southern
part. Se . . .3 and motor minesweepers
were intercepted between Tuapse and Sochi.
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West Coast

:

any explosions were observed near the coast
from Odessa as Tar as southeast of az
(probabl-- mine explosions caused by ice
pressure)

•

South Russian Area z

After the conference with 11th Army II. Q.,
Naval Shore Commander "U" returned to Nikolaiev
and Naval Shore Commander "V" to Jassy.

Crimea ?

The reports of Naval Port Commander, Eupatoria
on the enemy landing on 5 January were delayed
owing to communications difficulties.

According to a report from Naval Port Commander
on 9 January, the Russian naval vessel which
ran aground was the minelayer "Wrsiwatel"
(according to "Weyer": minesweeper "Wrsyw* 1

,

500 tons, speed 18 knots, 1 10 cm. and 2

4.5 guns)

.

"At least 10 vessels appeared in the inner
bay from 0145 until 0830, among them 1 troop
transport with small tanks. Three LI.T.B.s
were lying at the destroyed landing stage.
A successful landing was carried out with the
assistance of partisans and a simultaneous
bombardment from sea. German troops defended
strongly and the personnel of Naval Port Commander
gave a good account of themselves. Lieutenant
Wetsch was particularly mentioned by Naval Port
Commander. Eight men were slightly wounded,
among them Lieutenant Wetsch; 2 men were
seriouslv wounded. At 0400 the radio station
was destroyed. Nrom 0830 onwards, the enemy
vessels were beyond the range of our captured
guns which we had used with success. A
Russian air attack took place at 1000. Heavy
fighting in the harbor area all day on 6 January.
In the forenoon M. .B.s made repeated landing
attempts which fa ilea. eavy fighting in the
streets v/ith Army troops and partisans. The
Army coastal artillery which was operating there
successfully shelled several enemy vossels at
long range. Probably 1 transport was hit.
Our defenses were assisted by continuous waves
of our planes.

According to the report from Naval Port Commander,
the morale of the naval detachment was excellent.
There was tome violent hand-to-hand fight in. .

Throe men were t prisoner and made valuable
statements .

"
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According to a report from Naval Liaison
Officer to 11th Army H.Q., 1,300 Russians (

landed in Eupatoria, The fighting is over,
Minor actions in Theodosia, During the
night of 8/9 January, more troops and
supplies were landed.

Special Duties Detachment, Varna made a
check sweep in the inner bay and in the area
near the Varna breakwater for 6 miles in the
direction of 270°, No mines were swept.
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10 January j 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

. o wind, overcast, visibility up to 10 km.,
slight base, calm sea, temperature 1° C.

Alr r e c onna i s sanc e reported only the following
vessels: At 1041 4 small freighters, course
eastsoutheast, off the northeast coast of the
Kerch headland and 2 ice-bound vessels, probably
torpedoboats, off the southwest coast; 1

freighter of 4,000 tons, course southeast,
about 10 miles west of Anapa; several small
freighters and fishing vessels in the harbor.

aval D/F Station* Constantza reported
3 destroyers oi s o.utharn part of the east
coast and 2 destroyers off the northern part.
In the Sevastopol, ITovoross.isk and 3atum areas,
there were also several :... . . s and motor
minesweepers, 2 submarines, 1 Df them near the
southern part of the east coast. SI:, .kt

radio traffic, mostly patrol forces.

Black Sea i

Nothing to report from the west coast >

So uth Russian Area t

In Nikolalev Naval Shore Commander "u" proposed
Kherson as H.Q. for L'^aval Shore Commander WV"«
Quarters are better there and in any case

zolaiev is overcrowded. The proposal was
approved.

In accordance with the' decisions made at Sarabus,
Naval Shore Commander "U 11 asked Naval Shore
Commander "V" to dispatch his 5 Naval Port
Commanders in the following order of priority?

a. Naval Port Co . anders 10 and 14 to A iechet,

b. Naval Port Commander 13 to Supatoria,

c. l
T aval Port Cc nders 11 and 12 to Yalti .

There is only one report from ral Liaison
Officer to lit] .. .Q. on the situation in
the Crimea. It states th. tOO of the enemy
were killed in Eupatoria and 203 taken prisoner.
In addition* 1,306 partisans, civilians and
soldiers in plain clothes we .hot in accordance
with martial la\ .
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The counter- attack on Theodosia has been
fixed Nor 11 January. An enemy attack
on our own main defense line has been
repulsed.

In Eupatoria the final losses of the Naval
Port Commander amount to 2 men killed and
8 men wounded. Five men were wounded from
the Naval Control Service Office.

Naval Port Commander reported that K.T.B.
No. Ill (length 15 meters, beam 2.5 meters,
850 h.p.), which was probably a special vessel
used for laying smoke screens, had run aground
near Arsaki and had been secured. The vessel
does not seem to be badly damaged.

Kerch headland: According to a report from
Naval Harbor Master, Grenichesk, no enemy
forces have been seen between Ak Fiona and
Chokrak. According to prisoners' statements,
an enemy detachment of 300 men is still in
Chokrak.

Situat ion and Plans,

:

1. According to a report from the Rumanian
fighters, which at my request were sent
from Odessa to check the ice conditions,
the waters between Ochakov-North and
Odessa and between Odessa and Bugaz are
free from ice. East of Ochakov, however,
and on the 3u , there is still heavy
drift ice and solid ice. Southeast of
Odessa and near the coast there is an
ice-floe of about 6 x 1#5 km. drifting
seawards with the wind. As soon as the
weather allows, I plan to return the Danube
Flotilla via Sulina to Bugaz for the
necessary checking of- the supply routes
to Odessa (if possible as far as Ochakov).
The speedy resumption of the convoy tasks
depends upon the result of this check.

2. Group Command inc.icated the urgent necessity
of transferring the Italian tanker now in
Constantza to the Bosporus as soon as possible
On return passage, her escort is to bring
the Rumanian motor vessel ''Sceged" to a

Bulgarian or Rumanian port. ^Sceged 1
' has

been ready for some time and she has a

very valuable cargo.

At prosent no long-range air reconnaissance
can be provided for this vessel, as the planes
arc unable to take off because of the ice.
They are being overhauled. Only Rumanian
and Bulgarian land-based planes are available
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i

for reconnaissance and they can only be
employed as for as 40 km. from tho coast.
I have therefore asked Group Commend, South
to decide whether the convoy assignments
should he carried out without adequate
protection.

>
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11 January, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

_~E winds, force 6, overcast, snow with fog,
visibility up to 2 km., rough sea, temperature
-5° C.

Air reconnaissance reported only the following
vessels:" ITovoross~isk at 1002 (aerial photo-
graph): 1 probable light cruiser, 7 freighters
and 2 floating docks.

Tuapse at 1034: 2 cruisers, 6 submarines and
3 freighters of varying size.

At 1135 1 light cruiser and 4 destroyers,
course northwest, high speed, v/ere detected
about 55 miles west of Sochi.

::am "aval d/f Station, Constantsa repo rted
a slight increase" in "radio traffic. One
cruiser and 1 large formation comprising a

leading vessel and 3 destroyers were
intercepted off the central and northern
parts of the east coast.

Off the southeast coast of the Crimea, there
v/ere 2 submarines apparently sailing west,
while 2 or 3 more submarines and 1 submarine
tender were detected near the southern part
of the east coast. There were some M.T.B.s
and minesweeping forces off Sevastopol.

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Area

:

No incidents.

The temporary improvement in the weather
is at an end. The wind is increasing and
temperatures are lower again. I fear that it
will not be possible to resume the convoy
assignments

.

Crimea :

No fresh reports concerning the situation in
the Crimea.

Situation :

Chief Quartermaster, Black Sea (ilikolaiev)
informed me that he urgently required further
supply vessels. He asked if in view of the
thaw it would be possible to run one convoy
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at least as far as Oaesc . I replied as
follow.

1. We have made preparations for convoys to
run encvcr the ice situation
substantially improve .

2. Before the convoys put out* the mine-fr<
route from Sulina to Odessa mi sked,
if possible as far* as Ochakov.

3. Motor minesweepers (PR) can only operate
the. ice situation and the weather at

sea ana in Odessa harbor improve,

4. I call C ' Quartermaster's attention to
the fact that the chance to send a convoy
at least as far as Odessa had been lost at
the end of December (s: ar Diary
1 January, 1942), because he had not agreed
to my proposal made on the morning of
27 December to r:._ard Odessa as an emergency
port of destination until 2245 on 31 December,
1941. (At that time, the Rumanian steamers
"Oituz" and "Ardeal" and the Hungarian motor
vessel "Budapest" were ready to put out
with a total cargo of 11,000 tons.)

5. On account of the ice situation, it has
been impossible since 1 January to send
any convoys out.

General ;

Special Command Roth (now under the Intelligence
Officer) reported the following on the strength
of prisoners' statements:

1. Heavy cruiser "Kuibishev" is in Novorossisk«
Engines have not yet been installed.
(Without doubt, this is the roofed cruiser
which air reconnaissance has repeatodly
reported.

)

2. Probably heavy cruiser "?runsc :l will now
be completed. Armament IS cm, guns,

3. Light cruiser "Chervona Ukraine" was sunk
by planes off Sevastopol.

4. Heavy c; 1 r ,f
] rasn; s

,! war od off
Theouosj.a in an [ ttac. . According to
further prisoners' statements, the cruiser
sank about 200 meters from the br

5. Wooden I . . . d British magnetic mines
in the area between Odessa and Ochakov
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lindrical shape, about 1 meter in
bit, diamet about 50 to 40 cm«,

upper end lower parts connected by a

flange, lower part with beveled case,,

kit of nine about 400 to 500 kg«,
ght of explosive cl taown).

An H.T.B. can carr~ six of these mines.

^
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12 Jan j 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantsa)

:

E winds, force 6, overcast , sno- th fog,
visibility up to 1 kr.i,, rough sea, temperature
-7° C.

Atr. ^Qconnaissance sent no report^ .

Main j"aval p/F Station, Constantza reported
1 cruiser or flotilla leader with 1 destroyer
off the northern part of the east coast
proceeding south. Off the southern part of
the east coast there were 1 cruiser or flotilla
leader, 1 destroyer and 3 submarines. wo
destroyers and several X.T.B.s, motor mine-
sweepers and patrol vessels were detected off
the northeast coast of the Crimea,

Rumanian _Area j

:<thing to report.

South Russian Area;

In spite of the assistance of icebreakers,
the attempt to transfer the discharged and
partly reloaded supply vessels "Carpati",
"'Zar Ferdinand' 1

,
:,Kassa H and "Xolosvar" from

-kolaiev to Ochakov-North failed, he
vessels will have to v/inter in Nikolaiev f

Some oi the crews will be granted leave, but
guards and anti-aircraft gunners will remain
on board.

Crimea

:

According to a report from "aval Liaison Officer
to 11th Army H.Q,., there was no enemy action
in Theodosia today. Our preparations for a
counter-attack are progressing, though hampered
by weather and road difficulties.

Re adiness ;

otor minesweepers FR 1 and FR 3 are ready for
operations

.
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1?, January, ^19 42

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

NW winds, force 6, overcast, snow with fog,
visibility up to 1 km,, very rough sea,
temperature -11° C.

Air reconnais sance sent no reports.

Main Naval d/f Station, Constantza reported
1 cruiser or flotilla leader and 4 destroyers
off Sevastopol and the southeast coast of
the Crimea. There were 2 destroyers off
the northern part of the east coast.

Off the central to southern parts of the
east coast, 1 cruiser or flotilla loader
and 4 destroyers were detected. One
unidentified vessel (submarine ?) was
located about 100 miles west southwest of
Cape Khersonese at 1347.

Bulgar ian/Rumani an Area.;

No incidents.

Lower Danube t

According to a Rumanian report, there is an
ice-floe between Miles 38 and 43. All traffic
has been stopped. The transfer of motor
minesweepers PR 1 and PR 3 from Galatz via
Sulina to Constantza is impossible for the
time be in,:,.L

South Russian Area

;

At 1717 red flares were observed east of
Odessa (later observation put it more to the
south). Our own planes were not over the sea.
i
T
o reports available concerning one of our

plane-s which is missing. Probably the signals
came from a Russian plane about to crash or
a Russian vessel (submarine or M.T.B.).
For security reasons, Naval Port Commander
ordered a special look-out, but no further
reports were received.

Crimea

:

According to the situation report of 11th Army
H.Q., troops and war material havo been landed
continuously in Theodosia during the last few
days* It is impossible to fix the date for
our attack because of the weather.
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14 Jarm: _._ L 1942

Weather forecast
(Const ant za)

:

W winds ;
force 1, no cloud, slight fo. ,

visibility 4 km., calm sec, temperature -12 C.

Air reconnaissance reported 3 small vessels,
probably naval vessels in the northern part
of Sevastopol Bay at 0822; at 0924 1 floatin
dock of medium size and 2 torpedoboats in a

bay east of Sevastopol.

Theodosia at 0900: 1 medium freighter and
2 small freighters; at 1330 1 convoy (1 trans-
port of 3,000 tons and 5 small escort vessels),
course southeast, 15 miles oast of Theodosia,

Kerch at 1200s 4 freighters of up to 2,000
tons, 1 tanker of 2,000 - 3,000 tons and
3 gunboats putting out to sea; 10 - 15 small
freighters, 5 medium freighters and 1 destroyer
2 miles northeast of Taman in Kerch Strait.

About 10 miles west of Anapa 1 medium freighter,
course northwest, and 1 medium tanker, 1 large
and 2 small freighters escorted by 1 destroyer
and 2 patrol boats, course southeast, were
sighted at 1130.

Anapa: 3 small freighters and 8 boats.

i

Tovorossisk at 1115: 9 large and 5 medium
freighters; off the harbor 2 small freighters,
course west, and 2 small freighters, course
south; at 1140 1 destroyer and 1 lar
freighter, course westnorthwest , 20 miles
southwest of .Tovorossisk.

The reports show lively shipping traffic from
which ccnsidcrable supply measures and further
enemy landing attempts may be concluded.

ival P/F Station, Constantza rcportod
2 crul To't'iTla leaders, 5 - 6 destroyers,
1 submarine tender and 1 submarine in the Crimean
area with concentration near the northern port
of the east coast* Several .T.B.s and mir.

sweepors off Sevastopol and Tuapse .

Igarlan/Rumanlan/South Russian Area :

Mo incident .

Crime a

:

About midnight on 13/14 J ry, 2 M. . .3 approaches
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Aircha. Our artillery fired 6 rounds.
No further observations or attempts to land*

A large M.T.B. drifted ashore about 10 miles
east of Karachas 3 men dead, 1 prisoner.

Se a o

f

A z.Qv

:

According to a later report from Naval Shore
Commander "U" , there was an air raid on
Genichesk on 13 January. i" our bombs were
dropped. No damage reported.
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15 January. 1

>

*

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

o wind, overcast, for, visibility up to 1 Ian.,

calm sea, temperature -8° C.

Ai^r reconnaissance reported?

Sevastopol at 1137: 1 light cruiser,
1 destroyer, 3 medium freighters and 14 small
freighters and boats; off the harbor 1 . .r.,
course southeast.

At 0915 4 small freighters were detected
sailing close to the coast, course northeast,
3 miles east of Theodosia.

Theodosia at 0940: 1 naval vessel at the
eastern breakwater $ also 4 medium freighters
apparently sunk, and 1 large end 2 small
freighters j probably damaged.

At 1740 a convoy comprising 2 naval vessels
and 2 freighters of about 4,000 tons, course
north, was sighted 15 miles southeast of
Suduk

.

Main 1 1aval P/F Station >_ Constantza reported
continuous activity of light naval forces.

In the area between Novorossisk and Theodosia
there were 2 cruisers, 1 flotilla leader end
5 destroyers. In the area off Sevastopol as
far as the- southern point of the Crimea,
1 cruiser and 1 destroyer were detected in
addition to . . 1 . .s and motor minesweepers.
Close to the southern part of the east coast
of the Black Sea, there was presumed to be
1 submarine.

Rumanian Area:

0700 aval ferry barges -Tos. 122, 130 and 134 put
out from Cpnstantza to the south and put in
to Cavarna at 1700. urther passage to Varna
is planned for 16 January.

South Russian Area ;

0210 Odessa reported that both Koblevo and Lustdorf
observed searchlight activity at sea. It
is possible that this indicated either a

Russian minel: ope Inst the
supply route south of Odessa or that it had
some connection with the light signals observed
in the same area last night

.
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Rumanian fighters d: took off at daybreak
were unable to identify any enemy vessels at
sea. The alarm which had been ordered
immediately was canceled at 0430,

Bug and Dnieper estuaries: Nothing to report,

Crimea

:

0600 The Rumanian and German troops launched the
attack on the Russian troops outside Theodosia.
Good progress was made, but fighting was heavy
in places.

Situation ;

In a detailed survey of the situation which
I submitted to Group Command 9 South with
copy to Special Duties Detachment, I pointed
out that, before supply traffic could be
effectively resumed to Odessa, Nikolaiev and
Kherson in the spring and later to the Crime

a

}

Sevastopol would have to be taken. As long
as this main base is not in German hands, it
will constitute a threat which considering
the' ratio of forces at sea, entails too great
a risk for our supply transportation at sea,

I.loreover from Sevastopol the enemy v/ill be
able to make harassing attacks and even
landings on the whole west coast of the Black
Sea and between Odessa and the Perckop isthmus,
A landing with adequately strong forces on
Perekop would endanger the southern flank of
the whole German eastern front.

Considering the situation in the Crimea
which, for the time being, is obviously
difficult, I think it necessary to call the
attention of higher commands .to the inevitable
result of Army operations in the Crimea on
the Navy, especially the abandoning of the
Crimea which was already considered with a
view to shortening the front. The Crimea is
of decisive importance for the operations
planned by Army Group,. South in the spring.

(Signed) Icischer.

c
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16 Ja

Weather forecast
(Constantza )

:

W winds, force 1, overcast, visibility
200 meters, fo , calm sea, temperature -6° C.

econnaiss ance reported the foliowin

Sevastopol at 1340; 1 probable light cruiser,
2 medium and 10 small freighters in the harbor.

At 1205 1 convoy, comprising 1 medium and
5 small freighters and 5 M.T.B.s, course south,
off Cape Khersonese; at 1345 1 light cruiser
and 3 patrol boats, course northeast, 15 miles
east of Sudal:; at 1555 1 destroyer, course
northwest, 60 miles south of Theodosia; at
1505 2 light cruisers and 1 destroyer, course
southeast, ilea east of Anapa; at 0845
1 .destroyer, course 160°, medium speed, 30
miles southsouthwest of Novorossiskj at 0935
1 light cruiser, 2 torpedoboats and 2 medium
merchant ships putting out from Sevastopol;
at 1242 1 ivy cruiser, course southeast,
medium speed, 40 rules southwest of Novorossisk;
at 1145 1 medium freighter, lying stopped, off
the coast 10 miles northwest of Tuapse; at
1150 1 small naval vessel, course eostsoutheast

,

medium speed, 4C miles northwest of Tuapse.

turn at 1400; 2 light cruisers and 5 medium
fr ters in the harbor.

Today's air reconnaissance reports were
numerous as a result of the favorable weather
in the operational area. They again showed
that enemy convoy and petrol traffic continued
to be heavy, particularly in northeastern
Black Sea.

Radio intercept reports revealed the same
picture

,

n, Constantza detected
increasing Fleet radio traffic until noon,
focal point s of Kerch Strait and movi
west. followin ships were detected!
1 large vessel (probably an old battleship),
2 crv , 1 flotilla leader, 10 destroyers
and 6 submarj

Durin c afternoon 1 cruiser, 5 i rovers
and 2 submarines were dotected in the Sv ;opol
area as far os the southern tip of the Crimea,
whilo 1 flotillc lc I 2 destr
identified Crir.
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One large vessel (presumably an old battle-
ship) and 1 cruiser were detected in the
/ovorossisk area as far as the central part
of the east coast; 3 destroyers, 1 submarine
and several minesweepers off Tuapse;
3 submarines were in radio communication jT"

with stations on the southern part of the
coast.

1045 ain Naval D/F Station reported in Most
Immediate radiogram 0914 that the naval
forces detected yesterday in the eastern
Black Sea were proceeding westwards and,
according to inaccurate bearings, were in
the area south to southwest of Sevastopol
between 0600 and 0700,

This report was immediately passed on to
Rumanian, commands and the coast was alerted,
but no further reports were received.

This case again reveals the difficulties
resulting from lack of long-range reconnaissance
planes which could have checked on these radio
intercept and reconnaissance reports.

Rumanian Are a

:

No incidents.

P lans ;

'/aval Special Duties Detachment had intended
that the Italian tanker "Albaro" should be
escorted bv Rumanian naval forces on the first
part of her voyage from Constantza and then
by Bulgarian M.T.B.s as far as the Bosporus,
If the weather deteriorated, the tanker was
not to proceed direct to the Bosporus but via
Cape Kuru Burnu. Prom there she was to
continue passage within Turkish territorial
waters. I objected to this plan as the
present weather would impose restrictions on
Bulgarian M.T.B.s in the open sea and there
is a danger of submarines in the vicinity of
Cape Kuru Burnu. Commander, Naval Special
Duties Detachment then decided that Rumanian
destroyers should carry out the whole
assignment, proceeding direct from Constantza
to the Bosporus. In any case, the weather v/ill
have to improve in the southwestern Black Sea
before the vessels sail.

South Russian Areas

No incidents.

Crimea :

From 0100 to 0125, 2 enemy ships shelled the
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town of Eupa'toria at long range. further
reports were received conce damage or
landing attempts.

val Shore nder f,UH reported that Yalta
had been "bombarded from 0100 to 0220 by 2 or
3 ships, presumabl using 1 ; anti-aircraft

l: . were observed.

»om Theodosia, 4th Air Corps reported 1

:st Immediate radiogram 1001/97 that t

enemy had landed in Sudak (some 20 miles v/est

of Theodosia). Enemy strength unknov/n.
No further reports were received.

Bu3 Lan Area :

1225 The 3 naval ferry barges which put in to
Kaliakra yesterday on transfer from Const antza
put in to Varna. One mine was swept off
Mangalia. It was sunk by gunfire.

When the Special Duties formation put in to
urgasj 1 boat was slightly jed by the

ice; she will be non-operational for 2 days.

.•
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Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

,1? January, 1942

1
JE winds, force 6, overcast , snow and fog,
visibility up to 1 km. , rough sea, temperature
-8° C.

Ai.r. ,

r e c onn a i s a an c e reported the foliowings
Sevastopol at 1125s 1 destroyer, 2 freighters
and 10 boats in the harbor, 1 torpedoboat
putting in, 1 small freighter and 2 boats in
the north bay, 2 small freighters and 1 patrol
boat in the south bay.

l
xTo further reports were submitted on naval
vessels or convoys in the Crimean area or
between the Crimea and the east coast.

Kerch at 1050: 1 small merchant ship in
the harbor; 2 small freighters 10 miles
south of Kerch; 1 small freighter, course
northwest, in the southeastern entrance to
Kerch Strait at 1545.

Anapa at 1035 and 1520; 10 small and
2 medium freighters and about 10 boats in
the harbor.

Novorossisk at 1245? 2 light cruisers,
5 destroyers, 1 torpedoboat, 8 patrol boats
or minesweepers and 11 small merchant ships
in the harbor, 1 large and 3 small freighters,
lying stopped, off the bay at 1536.

Tuapse at 0920 (aerial photograph): 1 heavy
cruiser (new construction), 1 destroyer,
4 probable torpedoboat s, 7 submarines,
3 large tankers, 2 large freighters of up to
8,000 tons, 5 freighters of 2,000 - 4,000
tons and about 20 small vessels.

There are unusually many enemy ships in the
port of Tuapse. It is a pity that the air
reconnaissance report was very incomplete.
It gave no information on activity at sea.

Main Naval T)/F Station,,, Conatantza reported
during the night that no enemy radio traffic
had been detected since 2000 on 16 January.

On the basis of previous experience, the i

recent heavy radio traffic might mean that
the enemy is planning or carrying out a large-
scale landing operation.. In view of the entire
situation and present ice conditions, a landing
operation in Karkinitzki Bay near Klarovka or
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on the north coast of rime a with aim
of disru 8 sup lines tc isthmus
seems most likely. in bod-- of the
Russian naval forces might of course he
withdrawing to Sevastopol.

I transmitted this interpretation by radiogram
to Naval Group South, Special Duties Detachment

,

val Shore Commander "U" and 11th Army H.Q.
"aval Liaison Officer).

Main Naval D/F Station located the following
on 17 Januarys 1 formation (2 flotilla
leaders, 2 destroyers and 5 submarines),
presumably course northwest, off the southern
part of the east coastj 4 patrol boats and
1 submarine in the Sevastopol area; 1

destroyer 85 miles eastnortheast of Sino Burun
(the most northerly tip of the Asia Minor
Black Sea coast) at 0620,

Radio silence was maintained off the central
and northern parts of the east coast and in the
entire Crimean area.

Rumanian Area

:

No incidents.

The transfer of the Italian tanker "Albaro" had
to be postponed again owing to the weather.
According to the forecast, unfavorable weather
can be expected to continue for the next 2 or
3 days

.

South Rus sian Are a

:

No incidents.

Increased readiness was ordered in Ak Mechet
because of a report submitted to Naval Shore
Commander ,iT

i
v!? regarding a possible enemy landing

operation on the north coast of the Crimea.

val Liaison Officer to 11th Army K.Q,
reported that the attack on Theodosia was
makir. ood progress.

The Comiiiondin 1 in c'l a of the
isthmus ordered that all landing stages at
Genichesl: should be destroyed at ona . I
pointed out to Naval Shore Commander ''

and ral l. on .Officer to lit »Q«
that -struct ion of the landing si-

would not be necessar, harbor was
aire looked by ic . I also advised them
to remember that complete destruction of tho
que Lstallations in these occupied harbors
v/ould make Less for our oxrr. supply
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traffic later, oreover, in C-enichesk there
is the danger that, whilst blasting the quays
and stages, we might also destroy the captured
fishing vessels lying there which may be of V

great importance for ou:r later operations.

Bulgarian Area

:

No incidents.

i<
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18 Januaryi 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

E winds, force 6, overcast, visibility
500 meters, drifting snow, very rough sea,
temperature -10° C.

Air reconnai ssance trr.iismittod only c.

i
Tew unimportant reports:

Sevastopol at 1222: 1 medium freighter,
lying stopped, and 3 small freighters off the
bay: 7 small freighters putting out, course
340°; 1 patrol boat, lying stopped.

Although the other escort forces v/ere not
observed, this was probably a convoy assembling.

Kerch at 1138: 3 medium freighters and 1 tug
in the harbor.

Novoroasisk at 1038: 1 light cruiser, 2 naval
vessels (type not identified), 3 medium and
4 small freighters in the harbor; 1 small
freighter, course 150°, 10 miles northwest
of Novoroasisk at 1026.

Anapa at 1048: 1 small freighter and 10 boats
off the harbor.

Main Naval p/r Station, Const antza reported
5 Li."' . B. s and motor minesweepers and some
patrol boats in the Sevastopol area: 1 flotilla
leader off the southern tip of the Crimea;
also 3 submarines at sea, 2 of them assumed
to be between the Crimea and Novorossisk.
Radio traffic generally slight.

Bulgarian/Rumanisn/South Rus sian Area :

Wo incidents.

Lieutenant Coriander Birnbaum took over the
Danube Flotilla, Constantza from Lieutenant
Commander Helleparth who had been in command
since 11 ITovember, 1941.

Crimea

:

4th Air Corps reported that '.-'heodosia (with
the exception of the southern suburbs where
fightin still going on) and the northern
part of the cocst had been cleared of the eneir. .

According to a later report on the situation on
1 January from Naval Shore Commander "U",
fighting for an island of resistance in the
vicinity of the cathedral in Eupatoria continued
from 0900 to 1500.

-
.
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19 January j 1941

athor forecast
( Cons t ant za)

;

winds, force 6, overcast, visibility 2 km.,
moderate fogj very rough sea, temperature
-12° C,

Air reconnaissance submitted no reports owing
to bad weather in the entire Black Sea area.
ITo conclusions could be drawn as to enemy
convoy and patrol traffic or operative
intentions

•

aval p/? Station^ Constant za reported
1 cruiser and severe! patrol vessels off the
central part of the east coast es far as
ITovorossisk, also 1 destroyer, course east,
some 50 miles south of Kerch Strait;
1 probable flotilla leader and 1 submarine
probably south of the Crimean coast; 4 1 . .3.s
or motor minesweepers and 4-6 patrol vessels
in the Sevastopol are:

.

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Area:

!
7o Incidents.

Crimea ;

4th Air Corps reported that 5,0CC prisoners
were taken and 60 tanks destroyed in the

:odosia area.

Readiness

;

Gunboat "Chiculescu" non-operational for
repairs to her coble winch and adjustment
of her compasses. Duration will be reported
later •

Bucharest :

The office of the Rumanian Under Secretary of
the Navy reported that they had information
that for alleged commercial reasons Turkey
intended to confiscate the Rumanian passenger
motor vessels "Transsylvania" and "Bessarabia"
which had been transferred to Istanbul as a

security measure before the outbreak of war.
e Rumanian Government is therefore planning

to bring these ships to a Rumanian port for
safety.

I pointed out that withdrawal of the ships at
the present time would involve external
repercussions and that the Rumanian Foreign
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Office should therefore be approached. I

have informed the German Embassy in Bucharest.

I reported the Rumanian intention to haval
Group Command, South and suggested that Naval
Attache, Istanbul should be informed by Group
Command because his attitude should be known
as soon as possible. I also suggested to
Group Command that these ships in Istanbul
might be protected by -caking them over under
German colors if this were possible and
advisable

•

In my opinion, the transfer of the Italian
tanker "Albaro" to the Bosporus, planned when
the weather improves, and the later transfer
of the 2 Rumanian ships to a Bulgarian port
would be dangerous in each case, because
without doubt the Russian naval forces,
especially the submarines at sea, have been
informed of these convoys. I would prefer
a separate operation on the following lines:

The 2 Rumanian R-class destroyers could pick
up motor vessels "Transsylvania" and "Bessarabia"
at nightfall off the Bosporus, then proceed
temporarily north on deceptive course and
later steer a westerly course far from the
coast to the Bulgarian port in question.

The 2 Rumanian ships should be kept at. 12 hours'
readiness and possibly put out first as a blind
while the actual sailing would not take place
until some days later.

I informed Group Command and ITaval Special
Duties Detachment of this plan*
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20 January

j

_194g

Weather forecast
(Constantza) :

NNE winds, force 5, in squalls up to force 6,
drifting snow, visibility 200 meters,
temperature -12° C.

Air reconna iss ance submitted no reports.

Main Nava l P/F Station, Constantza reported
2 destroyers, 2 M.T.B.s or motor minesweepers
and 2 patrol vessels off the northern part
of the east coast and 1 flotilla leader and
4 minesweepers and patrol vessels in the
Sevastopol area as far as the south Crimean
coast. Radio traffic generally slight,
increasing in the evening

•

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Area i

V.o incidents •

Crimea/Sea of Azov ;

Naval Shore Commander ''U" reported that enemy
air raids on Eupatoria and Mariupol were
increasing, but that no damage had been
caused.

According to reports from Naval Liaison
Officer to 11th Army H.Q. , Theodosia is now
entirely free of the enemy.

Plans :

Commander, Naval Special Duties Detachment
proposed that, as bad weather might continue
indefinitely, the Italian tanker IfAlbaro if

should be transferred to the Bosporus without
escort as the danger from submarines would bel cj'

negligible in such v/e other.

After discussing the matter with Group Command,
I informed Commander, Special Duties Detachment
that I considered it too dangerous to have
this ship transferred without escort because

a. we do not ha*ve adequate information on
weather conditions in the southwestern
Black Sea,

b. possible loss of "Albaro'' might bring
undesirable repercussions from Italian
aval Staff if the ship were unescorted,

as 2 Italian tankers have already been lost
in the Black Sea.
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Readine ss

;

tk [otor minesweeper FR 11 again operational.

Gunboat "Chiculescu 11 again operational apart
from compass adjustments to be carried out in
better weather*
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21 January, 1942

Weather forecast r
(Constantza)

:

NNE winds, force 6, overcast, squally,
heavy driving snow-, fog,, visibility 20
meters, very rough sea, temperature -12° C.

Air reconnaissance submitted no reports.

Main Naval p/F Station, Constantza reported
2 cruisers, 1 submarine and 1 minesweeper
between the Crimea and the northeast coast
and 3 M.T.B.s or motor minesweepers off the
southeast coast. Radio traffic generally
slight.

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Area t

No incidents.

Crimea ;

No reports were received from Naval Shore
Commander "U" or Naval Liaison Officer to
11th Army H.Q.

Readiness :

Rumanian tug "Amsel" non-operational until
22 January for repairs to her cooling pump.

Rumanian tug "For sen" non-operational for
repairs to her generator. Duration will be
reported later.
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22 January, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

N winds, force 5, fair, moderate fog,
visibility 2 miles, rough sea, temperature -12° C.

Air reconnaissance submitted only 1 report
stating that 1 transport (approximately 5,000
tons), course west, medium speed and 2 freighters,
each about 3,000 tons (without further data),
v/ere sighted in Tamanski Bay.

Main Naval p/F Station, Constantza reported
unusually many submarines, A total of
10 boats was detected, 7 of them with a
submarine tender on a westerly course between
Theodosia ana the southern tip of the Crimea
about 1800. Some submarines may have been
transferred to Sevastopol,

2114 A large vessel, presumably the old battleship
"Parishkaya Kommuna", was detected some 45 miles
south of Sudak. Radio traffic was detected
between this ship and the submarines.
Some M.T.B.s, motor minesweepers and patrol
boats v/ere detected in the Sevastopol and
Novorossisk areas.

Bucharest ;

Chief Communications Officer, Commanding
General Armed Forces reported that, according
to information from Senior Army Communications
Officer, 11th Army H.Q., the enemy had ordered
German recognition signals for their planes
from 22 to 24 January. This information v/as

immediately forwarded to the German and Rumanian
commands involved.

Bulgar ian/Rumanian/South Russian Area :

No incidents.

Crimea ;

Additional report from Naval Shore Commander
MU" for 21 January: Naval Port Commander 8
reported that enemy planes attacked Asaki at
0615 and Eupatoria at 1050. Six bombs woro
dropped, causing slight damage. The Army
telephone exchange was destroyed.

*

No special incidents were reported from the
areas of the various naval port commanders.

Readiness :

Rumanian tug ''Amsel" operational.
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25 January > 1

Wea forecs
(Constantza)

:

.is, force 1, no cloud, moderate haze,
visibility 4 km., pack ice, temperature -20°

Air reconn aissance su :ed no reports.

Main "aval D/~ St ation, Constantza reported
that six of the 10 submarines detected at sea
yesterday are still at sea today their
tender, probably west of the sou rn tip of
"

3 Crime:;.

One submarine was detected some 40 miles
westsouthwest of Balaklava at 2126, 1 destroyer
50 miles south of Cape Ayu Dagh at 1420 an
1 des trover -some 50 miles south of Yalta
at 1516/

Some M.T.B.s, motor minesweepers, minesv; :rs
and patrol vessels \ in the same area and
off the south coast of the Crimea.

Two cruisers and 2 destroyers located
in the Tuapse area.. These rcporto ve no
indication of enemy operational mc rcs«

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Area :

No incidents.

Crimea :

According to a report fror val She.
nder "U", raval Port Commander, "falta

sent out motor boats to look for the cutters
Lch 11th r.r . ,Q. reported wore suppl;

provisions by ght to Russians who had
landed near Sudak.

Theodosla :

I aval Liaison Officer to 4th Air Corps
reported from Thcodosia that 1 crv had
sholled the Army front near Dlan, Kamishy during
tho da~ . Destroyers shelled the coast and
the Arm- front at :. t. ather conditions

c —

I

prevent dive-bomber operations.

The A my front near Stary Crimea was srid by
11th Army II. Q. to have been shelled by 50.5 :

guns. That must n that the old battleship
"Parishkaya Kommuna", which was not detected
in radio traffic today but observed at s

yest number of submarines,, must
still be at sea.
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Readiness

:

. otor minesweepers PR 2, 4, 7 ana 8 v/ill be
docked for 8 to 10 days for examination of
their bottoms and propellers and investigation
of certain damage suffered through overstrain.
The boats will be operational again for
urgent short operations within 48 hours.

Presumably rriino-exploding vessel :"o . 191 will
not be operational until 15 February. - or
urgent short-term operations she will be
operational within 8 days.

Survey of the Situation :

Naval Liaison Officer to 4th Air Corps sent a

report that air reconnaissance found the coast
ice-bound from Yegorlyski Bay as far as
Dzhariulgach Peninsula. In front of the firm
ice-shelf which could be U3ed by infantry,
there is a soft ico-zono which in the opinion
of Naval Liaison Officer makes it impossible
for the enomy to land.

According to another report from Naval Liaison
Officer, the coa-st is free from ice from Cape
Tarkhankutzki via Eupatoria as far as approxi-
mately 10 miles north of Sevastopol, but in
my opinion no landings can be expected on this
part of the coast.

I informed the Carman Army Mission of this
situation.
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24 January, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza) t

No report submitted.

'

Air reconnaissance submitted only a few
reports

:

1 medium freighter, course south, off Cape
Kherson6se at 0840 and 1 freighter, course
south, off Ba-laklava at 1050.

Eatum at 1230: 1 naval vessel 180 meters
long, 1 naval vessel 120 meters long and
2 probable medium freighters.

At 1400 4 submarines and 2 small freighters
were detected off Ochemchiri.

One cruiser and 3 destroyers, course north-
west, were intercepted about 10 miles north-
west of Anapa,

There were 4 small to medium freighters in
Kerch Strait at 1125.

in Naval p/F Station, Constantza reported
light naval forces active in the morning?
3 cruisers, 1 flotilla leader and 9 destroyers
were detected. Four of these destroyers
were off the southern part of the east coast,
the 3 cruisers off the central to northern
parts, 1 flotilla leader and 1 destroyer off
the south coast of the Crimea and 1 destroyer
off Sevastopol. Position of the remaining
3 destroyers was not identified. In the
afternoon, the old battleship "Parishkaya
Kommuna'' also appeared between Sevastopol and
the south Crimean coast. These naval forces
have maintained radio silence since the forenoon.
M.T.B.s, motor minesweepers and patrol vessels
were also detected off the central part of the
cast coast and the west Crimean coast.

Bulgarian/Rumani an/South Russi an Area

:

No incidents.

Crimea :

e reports were submittod from the naval port
commanders

•

val Liaison Officer to 11th Army H.Q. reported
that Thoodosia was cttacked by enemy planes (no
details yet available) and that the enemy force
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which landed near Sudak had put up a stubborn
defense as on the previous occasion.

Kerch Strait :

Naval Liaison Officer to 11th Army H.Q,. 3ent
me a report from 4th Air Corps which had not
been forwarded to this command. It stated
that unusually many enemy ships v/ere lying
in Kamish Burun (27,000 tons), while there
wore only a few ships in ITovorossisk. It is
assumed that the enemy trrnsfcrred a considerable
number of reinforcements for the front on Kerch
Peninsula.

General ;

.

1. Almost all telephone and teletype connections
from Bucharest have been interrupted by the
severe cold (as low as -29° C) and. heavy
snow •

2. Naval Special Duties Detachment pointed out
that the Rumanian destroyers cannot escort
the Italian tanker nAlbaro !l which is to be
trensferred to the Bosporus as their £uns
arc only semi-operational owin to icing-up
and they cannot fire torpedoes at all.

The tanker could only proceed unescorted if
the weather conditions deteriorated sufficiently
to minimizo the submarine danger e.g. in snow
or fog* I consider it ridiculous to count on
this supposition, as our reports on the weather
in the southeastern Black Sea arc quite incomplete.
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25 January, 1942

V.'eather forecast
(Constantza)

:

c
wind, fair, continuing fog, visibility

lkm»| drifting ice, temperature -23° C.

Air reconnai ssance reported no shipping traffic
between Theodosia and Anapa. Kerch Strait
was frozen, but there was an open channel to
the harbor of Kamish Burun (see War Diary
24 January) .

At 1140 some small vessels were detected in
Kerch Strait (no number given). The northern
part of Kerch Strait was frozen and columns
were marching over the ice (no direction
reported; presumably they were reinforcements
for the Russian Army front on Kerch headland)

.

At 1435 4 destroyers or torpedoboats, course
east, later course northnorthwest , high speed,
were sighted some 80 miles southsouthwest of
Novorossisk#

in Naval P/F Station, Constantza reported
that the recently reported naval forces were
still at sea but had shifted their focal point
to the west.

One old battleship, 2 cruisers, 1 flotilla
leader and 5 destroyers were detected in radio
traffic between the south coast and Novorossisk

Three N.T.B.s and motor mine swee per s,
6 minesweepers and patrol boats were detected
off the west Crimean corst, 2 destroyers in
the area off Batum and 1 cruiser some 8 miles
west of Cape Khcrsonesc according to an
inaccurate radio fix.

Bulgarian/Rumanl^n/South Russian Area :

No incidents.

Crimea :

No special reports were received from Naval
Liaison Officer to 11th Army H.Q., Naval Shore-

Commander "U fl or the naval port commanders.
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26 Jr.nur.ry, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

NE winds., force 6, overcast, rain, bad
visibility, moderate sea, temperature 0° C.

Air reconnaissance submitted no reports owing
to bad weather.

Main Naval D/l"' Station, Constantza reported
that the naval forces detected yesterday off
the northern part of the east coast were
obviously still at sea. Two cruisers and
2 destroyers were detected.

Two destroyers, 2 M.T.B.s or motor minesweepers
and 7 minesweepers or patrol boats were detected
in the Sevastopol area and off the southwest
coast of the Crimea . Several submarines were
thought to be at sea,

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Area :

!:o incidents*

Crimea :

aval Shore Commander "U 1
' sent no reports from

the areas of, the naval port commanders.

:>;aval Liaison Officer to 11th Army H.Q. reported
that another enemy landing had taken place
near Sudak (1 regiment brought in vessels
escorted by 1 destroyer and 3 escort vessels).

A heavy attack on our position v/aa repulsed.

Readiness :

Gunboats f,Dumitrcscu n and "Chiculcscu" non-
operational owing to unserviceable compasses.
Duration will be reported later.
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27 January j 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza) j

NE winds, force 6, overcast, rain, bad
visibility, moderate sea, temperature 0°

Air reconnaissance submitted no reports.

Main Naval p/F Station, Constantza reported
6 patrol vessels and 3 submarines off the west
Crimean coast, one of them 55 miles southwest
of Sevastopol,

Four destroyers, presumably course east, were
detected between the Crimea and Novorossisk
and 1 destroyer off the southern part of the
cast coast.

3ulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Area :

No incidents,

Crimea ;

Rumanian Naval Command reported that,
according to information from' the Rumanian
General Staff, 6 large vessels had been
sighted, course west, off Sevastopol, We
at once informed Special Duties Detachment
by Host Immediate radiogram but they had
already had the same information from the
Command of the 9th Rumanian Division,
Constantza.

This Rumanian report was not accura to enough
to deduce any enemy landing plans, on the
Rumani an/Be ssarabi an or south Russian coast.
Presumably the vessels belonged to. an ordinary
convoy which was putting to sea.

No reports of any special incidents in the
areas of the naval port commanders were
submitted by Naval Shore Commander "U" or
Naval Liaison Officer to 11th Army H.Q,

General ;

Armed Forces High Command, Operations Staff
ordered that an additional Naval Shore Commander,
Crimoa would have to be appointed in view of
the strategic importance of the Crimea for
further land operations. For operational
matters he would be subordinated to 11th Army '^

H.Q.
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On the basis of my proposal concerning this
matter, Group Command, South decided;

1« The present !
Taval Shore Commander ''U" will

take over the tasks of Naval Shore Commander,
Crimea, Northern boundary: Crimea as
far as the line from Perekop to C-romovka to
Genichcsk (including these places).

2. Naval Shore Commancier "V M will tako over
the tasks of Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine,
that is to say he will command all occupied
Russian ports outside the Crimea as far as
and including Taganrog.

3. As long as the Crimea remains an operational
area, Naval Shore Commander, Crimea will be
subordinate to 11th Army H.Q. for operational
matters concerning coastal defense and to
Admiral, Black Sea as before for discipline,
supplies and naval and strategical assignments
including sea transportation.

4o Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine remains
directly subordinate to Admiral, Black Sea.

5. This reorganization must take place as soon
as possible. Naval Shore Commanders, Crimea
and Ukraine should report time, headquarters
and organizational structure, giving strength
of forces.

As Naval Shore Commander "V" will be relieved
of his original duties on the northeast coast
of the Black Sea by this new organization,
Croup Command will ask Naval High Command to
appoint a 3rd Naval Shore Commander in my area
of command. The new boundaries of the command
areas of the Naval Shore Commanders will then
require only slight alterations later.
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28 January, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

NE- winds, force 5, overcast, haze,
visibility 2 km*, moderate sea, temperature
-9° C.

Air reconnaissance submitted no reports.

r.ain Naval D/p Station, Constantza reported
1 cruiser in the area off the northern part
of the east coast which presumably put in
to Novorossisk; 1 destroyer off the southern
part of the east coast, several M.T.B.s and
motor minesweepers off the west coast of the
Crimea and some submarines at sea in unidentified
positions.

Radio traffic generally slight.

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Area :

No incidents.

Crimea ;

No reports were submitted from Naval Shore
Commander "U f? or Naval Liaison Office to
11th Army H.Q. concerning the areas of the
various naval port commanders*

Situation s

The transfer of the Italian, tanker "Albaro"
which was to take place at 0000 on 29 January
had to be postponed again.

Reasons

:

1. Check sweep of the outward route was
impossible because of icefields drifting
off the coast.

2. While proceeding through the ice, the
destroyers would have trouble with their
condensers

•

3. According to the weather forecasts, the
severe cold can bo expected to last (-18° C)
and the destroyers could then not use their
weapons or at least only to a limited extent.

i

4. The conduct of this escort assignment from
Constantza would be uncertain owing to break-
downs or interruptions in almost all telephone
and teletype communications.
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»

5* With the present weather, the mist might
bo expected to lift end the bright moon-
light end good visibility would considerably
increase the submarine danger.
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29 uanuar-, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

1400

NW winds, force 2 3 no cloud, haze,
visibility 2 Ian., moderate sea, temperature
-150 c.

Air reconnais s ance submitted no reports.

Nam "."aval D/? Station, Constantza reported
1 cruiser, probably course west, south of
Cape Chauda (Theodosia Bay); 1 flotilla
leader, course north, off the central part
of the east coast; slight activity of patrol
forces off the bases and several submarines

sea in unidentified positions.

1'aval ferry barges ITos. 122 and 154 put out
from Varna for Cavarna.

1150

Rumanian Area ;

No incidents.

South Russian Area ;

I^aval Port Commander, Odessa reported that
at 1130 Army Coastal Artillery Detachment 149
sighted 3 large and 3 small vessels, course
east, 20 miles south of Kobleva. No further
details were reported. Two Rumanian planes
took off at 1225 and about 1530 respective!' ,

but they sighted no vessels at sea. The
report is being investigated.

C r ime a ;

No incidents in the areas of the naval port
commanders

•

Plans

;

In reply to my query (sec War Diary 10 January),
• 1 Croup Commend, South decided that, in

view of the Italian need of fuel, the Italian
tanker itlbaro'' would have to be transferred
from Constantza to the Bosporus even if there

re no air reconnaissance. With the approval
of Group Command, I therefore agreed to the
proposal of Naval Special Duties Dctache:~nt,
Constantza to have the tanker put out at 0000
on 31 January escorted by destroyers ''Re^clc
Ferdinand" and "Retina Maria''. As increasing
cloud has been predicted, this will still be
risky, but the danger from submarines will be
less than durinr the prevailing bright nights.
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30 January, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantsa)

:

E winds, force 4, overcast, snow and fog,
visibility up to 1 km.> slight sea, temperature
-7° G.

Air re connaissonce submitted the foilowin
reports* today after an interval of several days
when planes could not take off because of the
danger of freezing;

Batum at 1255 (aerial photograph): 4 destroyers,
1 submarine, 1 auxiliary naval vessel,
6 freighters, totaling 9,000 tons and 16 small
vessels

•

Poti at 1300: 1 battleship, 1 heavy cruiser
of the "Kirov'' class, 5 destroyers, 1 of them
in the dock, 1 torpedobo^.t , 1 auxiliary naval
vessel, 6 submarines, 5 freighters totaling
14,000 tons and 16 small vossels.

At 1430 no shipping traffic was observed in
the central or eastern Black Sea, south of
Thcodosia .as far as Tuapse.

At 1530 Kerch Strait was found to bo frozen.
Wo troops were observed. The Sea of Azov
was also covered with* ice.

Main Naval D/~ St ation, Constantza reported
that i old battleship (? see above report of
air reconnaissance), 1 cruiser, 1 flotilla
leader end 1 submarine were detected off the
Crimea, 2 more cruisers off the southern to
central parts of the cast coast, more submarines
at sea in unidentified positions and several
IvI. .._ . s, minesweepers, motor minesweepers and
patrol vessels in the Sevastopol, Novorossisk
and Batum areas.

Bulgarian Area :

Cavarna at 1700: Additional report for
29 January:

Naval ferry barges Nos, 122 and 134 put in to
Cavarna from Varna.

further pass~ c, planned for 30 January,
had to be postponed owing to ice in Constantza
harbor.
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F.unanian Area:

-
The Italian tanker "Albaro 11

, escorted by
destroyers . "Rcgclc Ferdinand 1

' and "Rcgina
ria 11

, put out from Constantza as scheduled
on transfer to the Bosporus. Favorable
weather conditions.

\

Owing to a fault in her oil cooling system,
destroyer ''Rcgina Maria" had to abandon the
escort duty and return to Constantza.

The transfer to Constantza of the 2 Hungarian
motor vessels ''?isza' f and ''Budapest" which
had been loaded and reedy to put out since
the end of December will be carried out by
"aval Special Duties detachment as soon as
escort vessels arc available* The transfer
was ordered by "the Group Command.

South Russian Area ;

Kd Incidents.

IIttH reported that

Crimea

:

Naval Shore Commander
va.l Port Commander, Thcodosia had commandeered

12 4.5 cm. captured guns. Tour of them arc
serviceable. On 29 January , the construction
of the harbor boom was started.

l
T o incidents in the areas of the other naval
port commanders.
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51 January j 1942

Weather forecast
( Constant za) :

I
NNW winds, force 3, overcast, haze, visibilit
2 km,, slight sea, temperature -7°.

Air reconnaissance reported 1 medium merchant
ship, course east, medium speed, some 15 miles
west of Anapa at 1135; at 1210 3 probable
VJ.B.s, course cast southeast, medium speed,
some 15 miles south of Anapa,

Batum at 1334 (aerial photograph): training-
ship "Komintcrn", 2 destroyers, 2 torpedoboats

,

1 submarine, 1 tanker of 8,000 tons,
1 passenger ship of 5,000 tons, 4 freighters,
each 1,500 tons, 1 freighter of 5,000 tons
and 2 small vessels.

Poti at 1345 (aerial photograph): 1 battle-
ship, 1 heavy cruiser, 1 transport of 8,000
tons and 1 floating dock.

Tuapse at 1420 (visual roconnaissance )

:

1 cruisor, 1 destroyer, 9 submarines and
2 transports.

Main Naval P/F Station, Constant z

a

reported
1 destroyer off the northeast coast and scvoral
M.T.B.s and motor minesweepers and patrol
vessels in the Sevastopol area. Several
submarines were at sea; three of them wero
detected in radio traffic presumably in the
western Black Sea.

Bulgarian Area :

No incidents.

Rumanian Are a:

1900 Destroyer "Rogina Maria" put in to Constantza
after escorting tankor "Albaro" without
incident. According to inform" t ion from
Naval Attache, Istanbul, the tanker anchored
in the Bosporus at 0800.

South Russian Area and Crimer :

No incidents.

Roadincss :

Destroyer inc. Maria 11 non-operational for
repairs to her oil cooling system. Duration
will be reported later.

Tugs "Ar.iscl" and "Forsch" again operational.

»96« (Signed) ?lcishcr
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CONFIDENTIAL

1 February , 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

. 1TW winds, force 2, overcast, slight haze,
visibility 10 km., calm sea, temperature
-100 c.

Air reconnaissance reported 1 large transport,
lying low in the water, escorted by a

submarine, course west, off the coast south of
Balaklava at 1045; at 1110 1 steamer with
2 funnels, 3. small steamers and 2 guardboats
some 10 miles northwest of Sevastopol making
for Cape Khorsoneao; -2 large freighters
putting in to Kruglaya Bay and 2 small
freighters putting out; 1 large freighter
putting;. in to Karantinnaya Bay and 1 small
naval vessel putting out; 1 light cruiser
and 1 large merchant ship putting in to
Sevastopol; at 1215 1 large freighter of more
than 8,000 tons putting in to Sevastopol
escorted by a light cruiser; at 1635 1 tanker
off Ghclcnjik harbor.

Tuapse at 1425 (visual reconnaissance):
1 heavy cruiser ("Kirov" class), 1 heavy
cruiser ("Krasny Kavkas"), 1 light cruiser
("Chcrvona Ukraina"), 2 destroyers, 11
submarines, 2 tankers totaling 14,000 tons,
1 freighter of 2,500 tons, 10 freighters
totaling 16,000 tons, and 16 boats.

Poti (aerial photograph) : 1 battleship,
1 heavy cruiser, 1 freighter of 5,000 tons
and 1 floating dock.

Batum (aerial photograph): 1 light cruiser,
2 flotilla leaders, 2 destroyers, 1 submarine,
1 tanker of 8,000 tons, 1 passenger ship of
7,000 tons, 1 freighter of 5,500 tons,
4 freighters totaling 6,000 tons, and 2 small
ships.

Novorossisk at 1425 (visual observation):
1 destroyer, 1 minesweeper and 11 freighters
totaling some 25,000 tons.

The large number of voasela again in Tuapse is
striking. This is obviously the mo in onomy
supply port now and also their most important
naval base

.

Convoy traffic off Sevastopol was also lively.
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C-cnoral ;

ensure that air reconnaissance reports
(

arc passed on as quickly as possible, Naval
:mmunications Liaison Officer lias at his

own request been seconded with his radio
personnel from 4th Air Corps to 4th Air Force.
he latter has control over 4th Air Corps

for assignments over land end over 5th Air
Corps for sea reconnaissance.

Main I-Tavrl p/F Station, Constantza reported
1 cruiser and 1 submarine off Sevastopol,
F.F.B.s, motor minesweepers and patrol boats
off the west coast of 'the Crimea and continued
submarine activit . At least 3 submarines
ere detected in the v;cstcm to southwestern

Blacl: Sc .

0915 Special Duties Detachment reported that
quarters Mo, 1 in Camp Abador belonging to

• Naval Communications Officer, Constantza
had been destroyed by fire. All fixtures,
clothing and equipment wore lost,, but there
ore no casualties. Further details later.

No question of sabotage.

Bulgarian/South Russian Area

;

o incidents.

(
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2 February j 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

iNE winds, force 2, overcast, moderate haze,
visibility 2 km., calm sea, temperature -5° C.

A-L3! fro connaissan.ee was impossible because of
the weather. However, 4th Air Force and
Naval Communications Liaison Officer to 4th
Air Forco sent in many reports which were
obviously observations made by German Ana
troops near Sevastopol, They stated that
there was lively convoy traffic to and from
Sevastopol. This seemed to indicate that
the enemy was bringing up considerable
reinforcements.

Lain nava l p/S Station, Constantza reported
1 destroyer and 1 minesweeper off the central
part of the east coast, 1 flotilla leader and
1 destroyer off the northern part to the east
coaat of the Crimea and. many minesweepers and
patrol vessele off Sevastopol. Five submarines
were intercepted at sea, two of which were
west southwest of the southern tip of the Crimea
in the evening.

Bulbar ian/Rumanian/South Russian Area and Crimea ;

No incidents

•

Situation ;

aval Liaison Officer to 11th Army H.Q. inquired
by Most Immediate radiogram what help the
Rumanian naval forces could offer when the
attack on Sevastopol was resumed. In the
reply which I sent with. copy to Naval Croup
Commandj South and Nerval Special Duties
Detachment, I pointed out to Naval Liaison
Officer that no support could bo given by the
Rumanian Nav; .

Reasons :

1. They have at thoir disposal 2 or at the
most 3 destroyers which are very liable to
break down and arc inferior to all the oncmy's
destroyers. They have no U-boats as "Dclfinul"
will be non-oper' tional until approximately
the middle of April and only 1 E-boat which
owing to inadequate endurance cannot opcrat
alon .

Enemy forces arc as follows:

1 battleship, at least 4 cruisers, 15 destroyers
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including some flotilla leaders, about
sub: Lnea an: ly h. . .s. In

addition to Sevastopol, the enemy has
perational :ases in the eastern Black

oe a •

2. Torpedo or gun operations by the destroyers
in face of :he e. usly superior enemy
de: 3s would be hopeless. In any case,
ever. ace sue ses wov .ave little
effect on the ratio of forces, and in all
probability such operations would mean
irreplaceable I nian losses.

3. In face of the stron .7 defenses end
completely unknown ene: tine situation,
minelaying operations would entail full-
scale employment of the 2 mine-carriers
and the escorting destroyers and would in
all probability offer very slight prospects
of success. As the enemy h: splendid
sweeping procedure and minesweeping could
be uninterruptedly carried out under cover
of naval forces, the laying of :._ncfields
would at best achieve only a temporar;
disruption o_ ;ply traffic or
evacuation ships.

4. Every operation, not tc otion loss,
of our c :rs woulc Dmporarily or
permanent ly : top our see s ce» This,
both in my opinion end ."roup Command's,
is the main task of our naval forces and -

d: ive for the Army operations pi :".

by Army Group South i :hc spring,
Moreover, c.n? other r operations
would entail c spli -up of ear 1 :s
at the ver uc tier-

requires them to be cone-. ted in the
crucial area,

5. I finally polr: : tc \ aval Liaison
Officer that no change could be affected in
the naval situ: t ion in : Sea by
bringing up C-e. al forecs b let:
in question.

'
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5 February, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

E winds, force 6, overcast, moderate haze,
visibility 4 km., very rough sea, temperature
-2° C.

Air reconnaissance reported the following}

Poti at 1252 (aerial photograph) : 1 battleship,
1 heavy cruiser ("Kirov" class). 1 cruiser
(probably "Krasny" class), 4 destroyers and
1 freighter of 8,000 tons.

Ochemchiri at 1302: 7 submarines and 2 probable
submarine -Genders.

There were only a few other reports on
unimportant shipping movements off the east
coast and near Sevastopol.

Main Naval p/F Station, Constantza reported
1 flotilla leader and some patrol vessels in
the Sevastopol area, 2 or 3 submarines between
Yalta and Cape Chauda and 1 destroyer off the
northern part of the east coast. Radio traffic
generally slight.

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russ ian Area and Crimoa :

Fo incidents.
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Weather forecast
( Constant za)

:

4 February, 1942

r

N winds, force 5, overcast, visibility
10 km., rough sea, temperature -8° C.

Air reconnaissance was again inexhaustive
owing to the weather. Only the following
reports were received:

Sevastopol at 0815? 2 medium merchant ships
putting out and at 1245 1 medium merchant
ship putting out, 14 large and medium
freighters were lying stopped off Kamish
Burun at 1305 (obviously for bringing up
more reinforcements).

About 7 miles northwest of Balaklava there was
1 small merchant ship, course 090°, at 1317.

11th Army H.Q. pointed out in their situation
report for 3 February which I received today
that the recent unfavorable weather had
prevented full-scale air operations and that
as a result the enemy had succeeded in bringing
up reinforcements and supplies undisturbed both
across the frozen Kerch Strait to the front
northeast of Thcodosia and by sea to Sevastopol.
According to today's report from Naval Liaison
Officer to 11th Army H.Q,., this supply traffic
to both fronts is continuing today.

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Area and Crimea i

No incidents.

I
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5 February, 1

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

winds, force 5, overcast, ^ood visibility,
moderate sea, temperature -8° C.

Air r e c on

n

a i s s ance had few report's to submit
because of the weather. From these, it is
apparent that supply traffic continued in
Kerch Strait and on the route to Sevastopol.
These observations were confirmed by the
report for .the day from !'Taval Liaison Officer
to 11th Army H.Q.

I ain N a val D/V St ati on, Constantza reported
4 destroyers and probably the old battleship
"Parishkaya Kommuna" off the northern to
central parts of the east coast. There were
also 2 submarines at sea, one of which was
inoxactly located some 100 - 110 miles south-
east of Constantza.

Slight activity of defonse forces off Sevastopol
and Novorossisk.

Bul^arian/Rumanian/South Russian Area and Crimea j

No incidents.
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6 February , 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

NNE winds, force 3, slight haze, visibility
1 km., slight sea, temperature -8° C.

Air reconnaissance reported 2 large freighters
escorted by a small naval vessel putting in
to Sevastopol at 0955.

Kerch at 1345: 1 probable auxiliary naval
vessel, 1 freighter of 2,000 tons and 8 small
ships ice-bound in the harbor.

The report for the day from 11th Army H.Q.
also confirmed the heavier shipping traffic
in Sevastopol harbor and reckoned that the
onemy attack would begin on 7 February.

Main Naval p/F Station, Constantza reported
1 flotilla leader off the southern part of
the cast coast, 1 cruiser, 1 flotilla leader
and 1 submarine off the central to northern
parts of the east coast and 3 submarines at
sea in unidentified positions.

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Area and Crimea ;

No incidents.

I
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V ?cbi'- J 1942

Weather foro c q a 1

;

( Constant za ) :

SS3 winds, force 2 , overcast, slight fog,
visibility 1 km,, masses of slush ice,
temperature 1° .

Air reconna issance, could not be flown becauso
of the wo at he p«

Main Naval P/F Stat ion

,

Cons t ant z a reported
that radio traffic cncrally slight.
Five submarines wore detected in the western
Black Sea, one of which was about 35 miles
south of Cape Chauda at 0400. One destroyer
was intercepted 5 miles south of Uskut (sout
coast of the Crimea).

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Area and Crir.

No incidents.
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8 February, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

d wind, overcast, thick fog, visibility
200 meters, drift ice, temperature 0° C.

Air reconnaissance submitted only 2 reports:

Sevastopol at 0730s 6 freighters putting In,
7 freighters putting out with air escort and
3 freighters with fighter escort putting in.

From these 2 reports, it is again evident
that Sevastopol is still receiving seaborne
supplies. Probably the convoys with air
escort consisted of ships with very valuable
cargo (troops, tanks or fuel).

1745 aval Liaison Officer to 4th Air Force
reported the following undated, unconfirmed
agent's report by telephone:

"A large formation of 22 ships put out from
Sochi for Sevastopol:'

The report seems hardly credible. I

cannot believe that a formation of 22 supply
ships would put out from the small harbor at
Sochi. Tho report perhaps refers to 22 small
vessels or boats. Of course, it may be that
tho convoy put out from Poti originally and
assomblcd in Sochi to continue via the open
sea to Sevastopol.

Main Naval p/p Station, Constantza located
1 probable cruiser some 30 miles south of
Sevastopol at 0750. She was in radio
communication v/ith the old battleship and
other cruisers whose positions were not
identified. Three destroyers were detected
between the Crimea and the northern part of tho
cast coast in the afternoon and evening.
Further destroyers were at soa in unidentified
positions •

Lively radio traffic by patrol vessels off the
various bases. D submarines located.

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Ar e a and Crimea :

No incidents.
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9 February j 1942

Vtfeather forecast
( Const antza)

:

No wind, overcast, visibility 500 meters,
fog, drift ice, temperature -2° C.

Air reconnaissance again reported lively
supply traffic to and from Sevastopol. No
reconnaissance of the sea area betv/een the
Crimea ana the east coast was possible because
of the weather.

Main N a val d/F Station, Constantza reported
1 probable cruiser off the southwest coast
of the Crimea, 2 destroyers 60 miles southwest
of Sevastopol, 1 cruiser (probably "Voroshilov"

)

and 1 destroyer off the east coast of the
Crimea, 1 destroyer off the central part of
the east coast and 1 destroyer off the southern
partt Lively activity of patrol forces off
the bases,

Bulgarian Area ;

1605 Naval Special Command, Bulgaria reported by
Most Immediato radiogram 1526/74 that 3 ships
in line ahead, courso northeast, had been
sighted from Achtopol bearing 125° . They
were just within visual range, (Achtopol is
near the Turkish frontier.)

1750 Naval Special Command reported that 5 ships
in all had been sighted at 1430, first in line
abreast, then in line ahead. The leading
ship was much larger than the other 4 ships

•

1510 Three explosions were heard but neither the
direction nor cause could be ascertained.
The ships then disappeared in the fog*

There is every reason to believe that this
was an enemy minclaying operation.

Naval Special Command was directed to check
the above-mentioned area for mines as soon as
possible

•

Rumanian/So uth Russian Area :

o incident:-.

Crimea :

Naval Port Commander 8 reported 6 enemy air
attacks on the coast near Sadki (oast of
Eupatoria). No damage, spooial incidents
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in the areas of the other naval port
commanders,

Zucharcst: As Vice-Admiral Fleischer has
been granted sick leave until 10 April 1942,
I assumed the duties of Admiral, Black Sea
today.

(Signed) Gotting.
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10 February, 1942

ather forecast
(Constantza) :

E winds, force 2, overcast, visibilit
500 meters, thick fog, masses of arift ice,
temperature 0°.

A ir reconnaissance reports shoved continuing
supply traffic with strong escorts to and from
Sevastopol. Several large freighters of more
than 3,000 tons were reported. The report
for the day from Naval Liaison Officer to
11th Army H.Q. also mentioned lively shipping
movements off Sevastopol,

Further air reconnaissance reports indicated
moderate convoy traffic in the Kerch Strait
area.

Ha in Naval D/F Station, Constantza reported
1 flotilla leader and 8-10 minesweepers and
patrol boats on. escort duty in the Sevastopol
area, 1 destroyer off Kerch and 2 destroyers,
2 submarines, some minesweepers, F.T.B.s and
motor minesweepers off the northern part of
the east coast. The large vessel (probably
a cruiser) which has been reported in the centra!
Black, Sea during the past two days was presumed
to be proceeding to the cast coast.

The old battleship was probably in the Batum
area,

-

There were some cruisers and submarines at sea
in unidentified positions.

rian Area :

o incidents.

Rumanian Area ;

1550 Gunboats ''Dur.iitrcscu'' and ''Chiculcscu' 1 put out
from Constantza to take supplies to the island
o 1 Ion 1 3 .

South Rus sian Area and Crime r :

o incidents.
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11 February j 1942

"./eat her forecast
(Constantza) :

0300

1040

1430

NE winds, force overcast, visibility
4 km., heavy mist, drift ice, temperature 0° C#

Air reconnaissance reported continuation of
escorted convoy traffic in the Sevastopol
area and near Kerch. Mo reports were
received on the rest of the Black Sea.

Main Lava l p/F S t a t i on
that the cruiser

Const antza reported
the cruiser ^probably "Voroshilov"

)

which had been at sea since 9 February was
located some 60 miles south of Cape Meganom
at 1700, mean course probably west*

One destroyer was detected off the west coast
of the Crimea and 2 submarines appeared in the
western Black Sea. Three destroyers and
1 submarine wore- intercepted off the northern
part of the east coast in the forenoon.
The largo cruiser, which yesterday seemed to
be proceeding cast, was today discovered
with 1 destroyer off the central part of
the cast coast, probably course north.

Off the southern part, there were 2 destroyers,
course north, which seemed to be converging
on a large northbound vessel. Also several
submarines at sea in unidentified positions.

Bulgarian Area ;

A loud explosion was heard north of St.
Konstantin (Varna Bay). Later, Bulgarian
pickets reported engine noises. The area
was searched for mines in the course of the
day, as was the area off Achtopol (near
the Turkish frontier) where on 9 February
(see War Diary) 5 unidentified vessels were
sighted and some explosions heard. No results
of the check sweeps have, been reported.

Naval ferry barges F 123 and F 124 which
wore destined for the Aegean put out from
Varna for the Bosporus, camouflaged as
''Trabzon" and "Manissa 1 *. They wore escorted
as far as the Turkish - Bulgarian frontier
by 2 Bulgarian E-boats.

The 2 naval ferry barges passed Nos Emino
(about 35 miles south of Varna).
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Rumanian Area ;

1300 Gunboats "Dumitrescu'' and "Chiculescu" put In
to Constantza a^ain as "Dumitrescu 11 had been
slightly damaged by ice, A Rumanian tug had
meanwhile carried supplies to the island of
Fidonisi.

South Russian_ Area and Crimea :

No incidents.

Readiness ;

Gunboat flDumitrescu" docked with ice damage
and is non-operational. Duration will be
reported later.

General i

At a conference in Bucharest, Quartermaster,
Rumania (subordinate to Chief Quartermaster,
Black Sea) pointed out that, in view of the
constant difficulties of overland supply traffic,
it was vital that sea traffic should be organized
again as soon as possible. In his opinion,
the operations planned %by Army C-roup South
for the spring arc- quite out of the question
unless there is adequate sea supply traffic.
This confirms my statement (sec War Diary
2 February) in reply to the inquiry from
11th Army H,Q« rogarding naval support for
attacks on Sevastopol.

I informed Group Command, South and Special
Duties Detachment of the view of Quartermaster,
Rumania,
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12 r, 19

r o z : e

bza):

. Torcc Z f overcast ^ v iity
2 km», di ice, tenpe .re 0°.

.-.-.- roconnsisso ncc a few reports
Lly:

Sevastopol at C 1 light cruiser puttii
.1.

:so at 1350: 3 probable destroyers and
1 1: merchant ship; several submarines
bout les west at 1028.

Novorossisk at 1235: 6 I and 8 srr.all

merchant ships; 1 convoy, course 150° , off the
harbor*

Sukl 1300: 2 fr :tcrs and several
11 naval vessels.

Anapa at 1309: 1 convoy of 4 fr: bers,
course nc west, about 5 miles nor at
of Anapr

.

".lain 11a val jp/r 'icr., Const ant za reported
1 sub: veral petrol vessels off
the west and southwest coasts of . Urimc
and 2 destroyers off th :uth coast of the
Crimea, otic of :tccted some
80 miles south of Cape Ayr pagh at 1600.
The large vessel (y 1- atroyer)
reported yeste central

oast coast is also th .t to be near
..ore with dcsl .:

.

.10 ut day 1 2-5 submarines
off the northern part est coast

•

Off the cc. i to southern parts of the east
coast we 2 dose rs, one of which was in
the Sukhum area at 0513. .veral more
submarin -re at sea in unidentified positions.

lgarlan Area \

The check swee r. Varna Bay and near
Achtopol (sec War Diary 9 and 11 February)

3re without re. eag was
continued today, but so far no reports have

submitted.
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Rumanian Arp_a :

No incident .

South Rub 3 i an A^ea t

Naval Liaison Officer to 4th Air Force
reported that air reconnaissance h&d found
Karkinitzki Bay frozen. Off the north
coast and the south coast as far as Bakal,
there was fast ice generally 3 km. wide
with a surrounding strip of soft ice.

Enemy landinj p Klarovka, which would
at other times be a suitable area, seem
highly unlikely as long as the frost continues.

Crimea

:

No incidents.

Readiness ;

Gunboat "Dumitrescu" non-operational for
routine dockyard period.
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15 February, 1942

Weather forecast ('

(Constantza )

;

N winds, force 3, visibility 200 miles,
smooth sea, temperature 0°.

Air reconnaissance again submitted a few
reports only J

Sevastopol at 0745: 1 large merchant ship
putting in. No shipping traffic at 0938,
At 1410 2 medium freighters put in to
Sevastopol.

No shipping traffic between Batum and
Ghelenjlk from 1200 to 1420.

Batum: 1 cruiser and 3 freighters totaling
about 5,000 tons.

Tuapse: 3 destroyers and 3 freighters
totaling about 4,000 tons.

Batum (aerial photograph): 4 destroyers,
1 submarine, 2 tankers totaling 13,000 tons,
5 freighters and passenger ships totaling
about 18,000 tons.

Main Naval p/F Station, Constantza reported
4 destroyers off the west and southwest coasts
of the Crimea, 1 cruiser ( ''Voroshilov"?)
putting out from Sevastopol in the evening,
1 destroyer off the south coast of the Crimea,
1 submarine tender and 1 submarine with 5

patrol vessels off the central part of the
east coast of the Black Sea, 1 destroyer,
1 submarine and 3 patrol vessels off the
southern part and 3 destroyers and 3 submarines
at sea in unidentified positions.

Bulgarian Area :

Supplementary report for 12 February: The
check sweep in the northern part of Varna Bay
was again without result. No report on today's
sweep off Achtopol has so far been submitted.

Rumanian/South Russian Are a and Crimea :

No incidents.
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14 February j 1942

Y/eather forecast
(Constantza)

:

NNE winds, force 2, overcast, visibility 1 km.,
slight sea, temperature 0°.

A ir reconnaissance was not flown because of the
weather

.

Ln _ aval P /. Sta t ion, Constantza reported
that the cruiser (""Voroshilov"?) reported as
putting out yesterday evening was about
30 miles south of F5alaklava at 1020 and 24 miles
southwest at 1316.

One destroyer, 3 submarines and 8 minesweepers
were detected in the Sevastopol area, 1 destroyer
and 2 submarines off the northern part of the
east coast, 1 cruiser, probably course north,
in the Tuapse area and 1 cruiser and 1 submarine
off the southern part of the east coast. Also
1 destroyer and 2 submarines at sec in unidentified
positions.

Bulgarian Ar ea

s

At 2035 on 13 February and between 0430 and
0530 today, 1-5 explosions wore hoard at soa
from Varna. As hardly any ice was reported
at sea, it is unlikely that they were mine
explosions. When the weather improves, the
entire area off Varna where wc suspect a recent
enemy mine laying operation will be check-
by air reconnaissance.

*

The check sweep off Achtopol on 13 Fcbruar
was again without result. Today's report
has not yet been submitted.

Rumanian Area z

0520 Gunboat "Chiculcscu" put out from Constantza
for Sulina with the 2 tugs "Bessarabia" and
"Forsch".

1050 They put in again because of fo .

Odessa was Qlortod by the Rumanian town
commandant after captured partisans rcportod
that the oner it ended to land )d sa
roa very soon.

A report from 1 Liaison Officer to 4th
Air Force pointed out that th< s no reliable
information on such landing plans. The matt
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will be investigated.

At the present stage in the war, landings
in the Odessa area or on the Bessarabiah
coast seem highly improbable. If any
further enemy landings are intended, they
would be more likely to be on the north
coast of Karkinitzki Bay, where at present
the ice situation precludes any action (see
War Diary 12 February)

.

South Russian Area and Crimea .°

No incidents.

C
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15 ruary. 1942

Woathor forecast
(jConstantza) s

E winds, force 2, overcast, fog, visibility
1 km., c q lm s o a , t o nip c r a t urc .

Ai r r c co tir a i s s an c c submitted only 2 reports;

1 small and 2 medium freighters at the southern
entrance to Kerch Strait at 1130. Kerch
Strait is free of ice as far as the line from
Ak Burnu to Kossa Tuszla: north of the line
there is drift ice.

Sevastopol at 1715; 2 light cruisers and
1 torpodoboat putting in.

.:ain Havel i)/p Station ,. Constantz a reported
2 submarines off the southwest coast of the
Crimea, 1 submarine off the south coast of
the Crimea , 1 destroyer off the northern
part of the east coast of the Black Sea,
1 destroyer off the southern part and 1 cruiser,
1 submarine tender end 2 submarines at sea in
unidentified positions. Usual traffic of
minesweepers and patrol forces near the bases.

Bulgarian Area ;

According to another report from Special
Command, Bulgaria, there have been icefields
up to 50 cm. thick in Varna Bay for 2 days
since the wind dropped. Contrary to my
statement of 14 February, this may account
for the mine explosions hoard in the lest few
days

.

Rumanian/South Russian Area and Crimea :

No incidents.

With the Chief of Staff and 3rd Admiral's Staff
Officer, I left Bucharest for Sofia for a
conference with Group Commend, South*

Naval Shore Commandorj Crimea (Admiral Graf
von Schweinitz) reported from -la lev that

had transferred the duties cf the previous
aval Shore Commander "u" to the no 1 val

Shore Commandor, Ukraine (admiral Kopp).

(Signed) Got
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3 bruary, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

;

winds, force 5, overcast, mist and fog,
visibility 1 Ian., drift ice, temperature 0° C.

Air reconna is sance submitted only two reports
because of the weather: 1 medium and 4 small
ships proceec to Sevastopol.

It appears from the daily report from 11th
Army H.Q. that there is still lively shipping
traffic in Sevastopol harbor.

Ma in Nava 1 p/'l' Station. Constantza reported
1 cruiser ("Voroshilov") and 2 destroyers off
the southwest coast of the Crimea, 1 submarine
off the south Crimean coast near Cape Ayu Dagh
in the morning, 1 submarine off Alushta at 1945,
1 cruiser off the northern part of the east
coast of the Black Sea near Ghelenjik at 1007,
1 submarine and 1 destroyer nearby, 1 destroyer
off the central part of the e: st coast,
3 submarines off the southern part and 1
cruiser and 1 submarine at sea in unidentified
positions. Also radio traffic by minesweepers
and patrol forces off the bases.

Bulbar i an Area ;

Varna reported that further check sweeps
off Achtopol brought no confirmation of the
suspected enemy mine laying operations (see
War Diary 15 February).

Human i an/S o ut ? ... Ru e c i an Area and C r imc

a

;

Ho incidents.
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17 February. 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

No report v/as submitted.

Air reconnaissance reported continuing
heavy convoy traffic with escorts in the
Sevastopol area.

Main j

^

aval p/F S tation, Constantza also
reported lively activity of patrol and
escort forces in the Sevastopol area.

The following were als'o detected in the
same area;

1 cruiser and 1 destroyer, probably returning
to the east coast about 2000, and 3 submarines.

Off the south Crimean coast there was 1
submarine and about 15 miles south .of Kerch
Strait another. One destroyer and 2

submarines were detected off the northern
part of the cast coast, 3 destroyers off the
southern part and 1 cruiser and 1 submarine
at sea in unidentified positions.

*

Bulgarian Area ;

No incidents.

Rumanian Area ;

0300 Gunboat ''Chiculesou" put out from Constantza
for Sulina with tugs "Bessarabia" and "Forsch"
to transfer personnel and provisions and
bring back 1 sick man.

1500 They put in again as it was impossible to
continue to Sulina because of the ice.

So uth Russian Area and_ Crimea :

No incidents.

General ;

Tho continued slight frost has so far ma do no
change in tho ice situation off the Bcssarabian
coast and the northwost coast of the Crimea.
There is still thick fast ice, particularly in
Odessa harbor and in the Bug and the Dnieper.
Large and small drifting icofields such as were
reported off Varna Bay on 15 February must be
expected at sea. It is therefore still impossible
to have the Danube Flotilla chock tho supply routes*
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IS February, 1942

Weather forecast (*"'

(Constantza)

:

NE winds, force 4, overcast, good to moderate
visibility, temperature 0° C.

Air reconnaissance submitted no reports from
the Sevastopol area today, but for the first
time for long enough the eastern Black Sea
was reconnoitered. The following .reports
were sent in on the basis of aerial photographs:

Tuapse at 1221s 1 heavy cruiser, 9 submarines,
1 flotilla leader, 1 destroyer and 8 freighters
totaling about 1,500 tons (tonnage uncertain
owing to mist )

.

Sukhum at 1240: 9 probable M.T.B.s and
1 probable M.T..B. tender.

Sochi at 1309: 14 small harbor vessels,

ITovorossisk at 1338: 1 old battleship
("Parishkaya Kommuna" )*

Tho rest of this photograph was out of focus.

Ochemchiri at 1340: 4 submarines and 2 submarine
tenders.

The following traffic was sighted in the
eastern Black Sen:

At 1317 2 M.T.B.s, course northwest, and 2 Ivi.T.B.s,

course southeast, some 10 miles southeast of
Tuapse; at 1320 4 medium freighters off Tuapse;
at 1328 2 medium freighters, course northwest,
high speed, 10 miles south of C-hclenjik; at
1355 1 large frgightor, course southeast,
medium speed, some 10 miles west of Novorossisk.

.No definite conclusions can be drawn from
today's air reconnaissance reports.

Main Naval p/F Stat ion, Constantz£_ reported
5 submarines off Sevastopol end in the western
Black Sea, 2 destroyers off the northern and
southern parts of the east coast and 1 submarine
at sea in an unidentified position. Also
slight activity of patrol forces in the
Sevastopol area.

Bulgarian Area :

I
T o mine sweeping activity off Varna bocause of
drift ice.

>
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Rumanian Area ;

Naval Command, Constantza reported that the
sea area off Constantza had been free of
drift ice from 13 to 15 February and that no
mine explosions had been observed during
this period. We can therefore take it for
granted that the many explosions heard during
the month of January were caused by drift
ice detonating the mines.

2000 Commanding Admiral returned to Bucharest
from Sofia accompanied by Chief of Staff
and 3rd Admiral's Staff Officer.

South Russian Area ;

No incidents.

Crimea :

. Naval Shore Commander, Crimea reported that
he had arrived in Simferopol.

I
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•v.ary, 1542

Weather forecast
(Cons :

•
•

NNE winds, force 5, ove: ; , mi
visibility 5 km. , slight sea, temperacure -c

c

Air re is: , .. ) repo:
1 ".:.r.3. and 1 tug put-: Ln be Sevastopol

pa (no exact details)
putting out at 1400.

ial photo^ -_:.e.. follow!]
information:

:vorossisk at :: 1 battleship , 1 lar
~sr, 3 destroyers, 3 torpedobost ;

,

2 s, 1 tcr e_
r Lmatel; :00 tor.

ters totaling about 54, X tons.
.-.Iso 50 small harbor vessels.

nee is pre ad by a bai :- cf buoy .

Anapa at 0850: 8 small vessels.

Tuapse at 091 1 heavy cruiser, 1 vy (?)
-tin.-' cut, 1 large destroyer,

2 destroyers, 7 subi s, 2 tankers totaling
about 13,500 tons, 10 : hbors ::: ling about
32,000 tc and 24 small vessels.

The large number of ships in Novorossisk
indicates either enemy plans to bring up
cons: inforcements tc b Peninsu.
or fur landing o. ;ions« A3 connals-
sancc also reported the following shipping
traffic

:

At 0851 1 f me 4,000 tons, eeurse
nort:: :, and 1 f: ebout 1,500 tons,
course ; euth ::: Strail : 0848

. . . . 3, cc south- ind 2 titers

totaling about 2,000 -
, course heast,

off . Lsk«

in Ki D/g Station, Const -ted
2 destroy: rs . 3 the
nc "n part ;, 1 cruiser ,

2 destroyers 1 submc al
te southern part 3 of thG nd
1 dest: : f Sevastopol. Live "ity
of patrol Novorosf in

foronoo] .

Lan Area ;

ctivity in Varnc
of drift ic .
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Rumanian/South Russian Area

:

No incident 3.

Crimea ;

0250 Two warships lying southeast of Supatoria
shelled Sadki airfield (about 25 km. cast-
southeast of Eupatoria) with 30 - 40 rounds
of medium-caliber shcllst

>
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20 J tary, 1942

We? : forecast
(Constantza)

:

E winds., _:r:e 5, squalls, overcast,
visibility 8 km«j ty, moderate sea,
isolated patches of drift ice, temperature -4° C.

Air re con Ln reported some heavily
— i i i

—

escorted cor." etopol
area, including 1 1 merchant ship,
escorted by 4 escort vessels and 1 light
erv p, putting in t: at 1125.

Aerial provided the folio-
information:

. rossisk at 1055: 1 battleship, 1 large
destr ?j 4 destroyers, 3 torpedoboats,
1 submarine, 5 mil pers, 2 floating docks,
1 tanker of 6,500 tons and 33 freighters total
about 50,000 tons.

Tuapse at 1115: 1 h avy cruiser (
w
l vn class),

1 probable he sor f3 Lg out, 1 lar;
destroyer, 2 destroyers, 9 a arinos,
2 torpedoboats, 2 tankers totaling 13,500 tons
and 9 freighters totaling about 25,000 ton .

Sochi at 1126: 3 M.T.B.s.

Ochemchlri at 1152: 6 submarines, S :.._".".

id 2 probable submarine tenders totaling
about 3,000 tons.

Poti at 1204: 1 heavy cruiser (probably "llrasny
Kav or wKirov fl class), 4 destroyers,- 3

torpedoboats, 9a 3, 2 minesweepers and
3 fr rs tot g 15,000 tons.

turn at 1218: Tr Lng ship ''Komintern"

,

4 large destroyers (3 fitting out), 1 submarine,
1 tanker of about 10,000 tons and 5 rs
totaling 16,000 tons.

Kerch at 1236: 1 fr hter c :out 5,000 tons
in the eastern part of the harbor. other
ves Led. Ho ice in the harbor.

The number : reported in Novorossisk
has ncc yesterday. In view :

this end other arts, lit. .-. .Q. is
reported t; 1 Liaison Officer to be
expecting furthoi ncmy landing rationa
(sec War L 19 February).

The attack on the Sevastopol front is expected
to begin on 23 Feb:
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i'i§_HL^'aval DA 1 Station, Cons tantza reported
lively activity of patrol vessels and mine-
sweepers off Sevastopol and Novorossisk in
the afternoon. There were 5 submarines in
the Sevastopol area and in the western Black
Sea,

At 1500 1 cruiser, probably proceeding from
Sevastopol, was detected in the Novorossisk
area with 1 submarine.

Off the southern part of the east coast
there was 1 destroyer, while another destroyer
and 1 submarine were detected in unidentified
positions.

Bulbar ian/Rumanian/So uth Russ ian Area s

No incidents.

Crimea

:

Supplementary report for 19 February:

Naval Harbor Master, Genichesk reported that
a strong Russian detachment was observed
proceeding northwest on the Arabatzkaya
headland. (Source of this information not
given: no further details reported.)
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21 February, 1942

ather forecast
(Constantza)

:

N winds, force 6, overcast, visibility 5 km.,
Blight mist, moderate sea, temperature -4° C.

Air reconnaissance submitted only a few reports.

Sevastopol at 0917; 1 light cruiser and 5 small
merchant ships (no further details); at 1315
1 medium merchant ship putting out in the north
bay and 5 medium merchant ships at anchor in
the south bay.

Kerch at 1143s S freighters totaling about
9,000 tons, and 12 small vessels.

Kamish Burun at 1144 ; 1 merchant ship and
2 small vessels.

At 1330 1 destroyer and 1 torpedoboat, course
southsoutheast , medium speed, were detected
30 miles west of Tuapse.

Novorossisk at 1340s 1 battleship and 2 large
and 10 small merchant ships (visual reconnaissance
report which in no way agrees with yesterday's
aerial photograph)

.

Main ITayal p/F Station, Constantza reported
only slight radio activity: 1 large vessel in
the Tuapse area in the forenoon, 1 cruiser,
probably course west, off Tuapse at 0944 and
1 destroyer off the northern part of the east
coast in the early morning. Normal activity
of patrol forces. No submarines intercepted.

Bulgarian/Rumanian Area and Crimea :

No incidents.

South Russian Area s

0515 Naval Control Service Office, Skadovsk reported
gun flashes and flashing signals in a west-
southwesterly direction. No further reports
wero submitted. The report is being investigated.
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22 February j 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

NNE winds, force 4, overcast, visibility
10 knu, sea 3, temperature -3° C.

Air reconnaissance reported the following:

Sevastopol at 0900; 4 small destroyers and
10 medium merchant ships • o reports of
convoy traffic to or from Sevastopol*

Kamish Burun at 1013: 3 freighters totaling
about 10,000 tons, and 4 small vessels.

Kerch at 1015: 8 freighters totaling about
9,000 tons, and 12 small vessels.

Novorossisk at 1200 (aerial photograph):
1 battleship, 1 flotilla leader, 3 destroyers
(one without bow), 2 tankers, each about
5,000 tons, 7 freighters totaling about 30,000
tons, and 15 small freighters.

Compared with the last photographs taken of
Novorossisk (see War Diary 20 February), today's
photograph shows a considerable reduction in
the number of vessels in port.

Tuapse at 1200 (incomplete view): 3 destroyers,
1 freighter of about 8,000 tons and 3 freighters
totaling about 5,000 tons.

i'.ain Naval p/F Station, Constantza reportod
the old battleship and 1 cruiser at 30a since
noon, the latter probably in the Sevastopol
area where another cruiser and 2 destroyers
were identified in the forenoon; 1 destroyer
off the northern part of the oast coc st.

Submarines detected: 7 in the Sovastopol area
or in tho wc stern Black Sea, 3 off the east
coast in radio communication with 1 submrrino
tender which was about 60 miles southeast of
Thoodosia at 2300 and 1 submarine in the Batum
area.

Lively activity of patrol forces in the Sovastopol
area sinco 1300,

Bulbar ian/Rumanian/South Russian Area and Crimea :

No incidents.
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Situation :

Reports from various stations seem to
indicate that the enemy plans to land in the
Crimea and Odessa in the next few days in
addition to attacking on the Sevastopol and
Kerch fronts. This belief is confirmed by
a report from G.I.S. Station, Rumania.

This reports has been forwarded to all competent
German and Rumanian offices and increased
readiness and sharper lookout have been
ordered.

C\

C
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23 February j li

Weather forecast
(Constantza) :

v
"o wind, no cloud, visibility 10 km.,
calm sea, temperature -5° C.

Air reconnaissance reported the following:

Sevastopol at 0900: 10 small to medium
freighters and 4 destroyers; at 0935 1 medium
freighter off the harbor,

Kerch at 1120 (aerial photograph):
1 tanker of 4,000 tons and 24 small merchant
ships totaling about 10,000 tons.

At 2250 a Most Immediate teletype was sent
from Naval Liaison Officer to 4th Air Force

, (Bucharest )

:

4th Air Force, Operations Division wired:
1 battleship and 1 light cruiser in grid
square 34394 (some 80 miles south of Sevastopol),
course west, at 1720, This important message
was inexplicably delayed, out it was at once
passed on by Most Immediate radiogram "To all'',
since, considering today's reports from Main
Naval D/F Station, Constantza, it- might mean
that the enemy intended to operate against
the Rumanian or South Russian area.

After 2400 another roport (radiogram 2207/9)
was received from 4th Air Force stating that
the battleship "Parishkaya Kommuna" and
1 light cruiser had been in grid square 4439
(some 70 miles southeast of Sevastopol) at
1500 and in grid square 34394 (some 8 miles
south of Sevastopol cf, above) at 1720,

No reports were received on vessels in port
or shipping traffic off the cast coast.

Main Naval p/F Stati on, Constantza roported in
radiogram" 0744/66:"" Almost complete radio
silence since morning.•

On the basis of previous experiences, this
might indicate an imminent enemy operation.
The report was passed in a Most Immediato
radiogram "To all" and increased elortness
ordored, Constantza also reported that today
enemy naval forces had only been hoard tuned
for reception: 1 cruisor in the Sevastopol
area in the forenoon end 1 destroyer in the
ovenin 1 largo vessel at sea in an unidentified
position; 1 destroyer off the central Pt of
the east coast,
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Some submarines were intercepted in the
Sevastopol nrca and some in the westorn Black
Sea.

Lively activity of patrol forces in the
Sevastopol area end off the northern part of
the cast coast.

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Area t

"Mo incidents.

Crimea ;

Naval Port Commander, Theodosia reported
air attacks on the harbor during the night.
No losses.

Sevastopol and Kerch fronts ! According to
a report from 11th Army H.Q. , the enemy has
not yet launched the expected attack. Army
H.Q. presumes that it has been delayed by supply
difficulties, particularly at the Kerch front.
According to a statement made by a captured
Russian officer, tho attack is to be postponed
until 3 or 4 March. The same prisoner mentioned
plans for landing at Eupatoria, Yalta and
Theodosia in conjunction with the Army operations.
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24 February, 1942

Weather forecast
( Cons t ant za)

:

SSE winds, force 4, slight cloud, visibility
10 Ian. | slight sea, loose drift ice,
temperature 2° C.

Air re connaissance reported continuing convoy
traffic to and from Sevastopol.

Sevastopol (aerial photograph) : 1 light
cruiser ("Chervona Ukraina"), 1 probable
training ship ( ''Eomintern''

) , 1 destroyer,
1 torpedoboat, 2 more warships (no details
of types) and 1 freighter of about 4,000
ton^-a 4

According to a visual reconnaissance report,
there were also 18 smaller freighters in
Sevastopol harbor.

At 1210 1 destroyer, 1 tanker of about
6,000 tons and 1 medium freighter, course
210°, were detected 75 miles south of Theodosia.
No shipping traffic was observed between the
southern tip of the Crimea and Novorossisk at
1410.

Kerch at 1120 (visual reconnaissance )

s

1 tanker of about 5,000 tons and 15 small
freighters

•

Novorossisk at 1400 (aerial photograph):
Battleship "Parishkaya IComnuna n

, 1 flotilla
leader, 3 destroyers and 2 docks. Samo
merchant ships as on 22 February.

Main Naval p/p Station, Const ant za reported
at 1145 that the Russian Float was again only
tuned for reception. There was still 1 cruiser
in the Sevastopol area and 1 large vessel was
dotcctcd off Novorossisk (probably tho old
battleship which according to the aerial photograph
was back in Novorossisk harbor at 1400).

At 2000 the cruiser transmitted for tho first
time from the Sevastopol area. In the samo
area and off the southeast coast of the Crimea,
thore wore 5 submarines. One destroyer was at
soo in an unidentified position. Less
activity of patrol forces than on previous
days •

This report from Constr.ntza, tho air reconnaissance
reports and the report for the day from 11th
Army Ti.^., according to which the expected attack
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on the Sevastopol front has not yet been
launched, indicate that the enemy has post-
poned the whole operation (see statement of
captured Russian officer, War Diary 23 February).

vulgarian Area ;

incidents

Rumanian Area

Supplementary report for 23 February:

The radar station which Group Command, South
decided to transfer to the Aegean was dismantled
on 23 February,

South Russian Area :

No incidents,

Crimea :

Naval Harbor Master, Genichesk reported that
further investigation of the- Arabatzkaya
headland (soe War Diary 20 February) had
brought no confirm: t ion of the report of a
strong enemy force proceeding to, the north-
west.

Naval Port Commander, Ak Mechet assumed his
duties on 24 February,

On 23 February, a land mine exploded, killing
one man and wounding another in Naval Port
Command, Ak Mechet.

Naval Radio Station, Thcodosia started up on
24 February,
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25 February. 1942

|

Wcathor forecast
(Constantza)

:

S winds, force 4, cloudy, visibility 10 km.,
moderate sea, tomporature 5° C,

Air reconnaissance reported 2 medium
warships putting in t'o Sevastopol from the
northwest in the bay east of Cape Khersonese;
at 1435 2 medium freighters and 2 escort
vossels, course 180°, about 50 miles south
of Sevastopol; at 1613 this convoy was
about 65 miles southwest of Sevastopol on
rovorsc course (probably the formation had
previously boon steering 180° to avoid
putt'ing in to Sevastopol before dark);
at 1313 1 convoy comprising 1 tanker of
8,000 tons, 1 medium freighter rnd 2 M.T.B.s,
course northnorthwest, slight speed, some
25 milos south of Cape Sarich; at 1210
1 tanker, 1 freighter and 2 destroyers, course
210°, about 85 miles south of Thoodosia.

Kamish Burun at 1216: 1 medium freighter in
the harbor and 2 medium freighters outside.

Anapa at 1245: 6 small freighters totaling
1,500 tons.

No reports were received on shipping in the
main ports on the east coast.

Main Naval p/F Station, Constantza reported
that tho cruiser dotcctcd yesterday in the
Sevastopol area had proceeded to the cast
and was off Tuapse at 0900. There was
1 probable flotilla leader in the Sevastopol
aroa and 2 destroyers were intercepted off
tho southeast coast of the Crimea. Submarines
dotectod: 1 60 miles south of Thcodosia at
0200, 1 90 miles west southwest of Cape
Khorsonosc at 0500, 1 off the southern tip
of the Crimea at 1800 and 3 in the Sevastopol
aroa or the western Black Sea.

Lively activity of patrol vossels and mine-
sweepers in the Sevastopol area in tho afternoon.

Today's air rcconnaissr.nco reports and roports
from Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza indicate
that the enemy has postponed the expected

|
operations. The report for the day from 11th
Army Ii.Q. also mentions that the Russian attack
has been postponed until 3 or 4 March, apparcntly
becausc of supply difficulties (soc War Diary
23 February)

•
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Bulgarian Area :

3 minoswocping activity off Vcrna because
of drift ice.

Rumanian/South Russian Area :

d incidents.

Because of the thaw on the airfields, the
ice reconnaissance agreed on with 4th Air
Force, Operations Division cannot be flown
in the Odessa - Constantza area.

This reconnaissance may be undertaken by
Rumanian planes now in Odessa.

Crimea :

1545 According to a report from a guard, a

submarine periscope was sighted south of
Yalta mole some 800 meters from the coast.
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26 February, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

NNE winds j force 3, no cloud, visibility
10 km., moderate sea, temperature 0° C,

Air reconnaissance submitted only a few
reports because of the weather. Supply
traffic to Sevastopol continues.

Sevastopol (aerial photograph): 1 tanker
of 7,000 - 8,000 tons, 1 freighter of
2,000 - 2,000 tons, 5 small freighters,
2 destroyers, 2 submarines and 1 patrol boat*

Main Naval p/? Station, Constantza intercepted
2 cruisers, another probable destroyer and
2 flotilla leaders in the Sevastopol area,
1 destroyer off the northern part of the
east coast and 1 cruiser off Tuapse.

Submarines detected: 5 in the Sevastopol area,
2 probably returning to the cast coast and
1 proceeding west from the northern part of
the oast coast. Lively radio traffic by
patrol forces in the afternoon and evening,
particularly in the Sevastopol area.

Bulgarian Area :

The northern entrance to Varna Bay was
checked for mines without result. To
drift ice encountered.

Rumanian/South Russian Area :

No incidents.

Crimea ;

Naval Port Commander, Yalta reportod that a
surfaced enemy submarine was sightod at 1000
between Alupka and Hishcr (about 8 miles south-
west of Yalta) some 2 miles from the coast.
Anti-tank guns fired at her and she immediate ly
submcrged. According to a fisherman who had
served in the Russian Fleet, she was of the
''Shchuka" typo. Possibly the submarine v/as

reconnoitcring the area prior to an intended
enemy landing operation. fo incidonts in the
aroas of the other naval port commandors

•
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We ather forecast
( Cons t ant za)

;

27 February • 1942

0325

0900

1000

winds ; force 4, overcast, fog, visibility
2 km., moderate sea, temperature 1° C.

Air reconnaissance submitted no reports.

!
- a in Naval D/ St ation, Constantza reported

traffic by the Russian Fleet and,slight radio
contrary to yesterday, normal radio traffic
again by patrol forces.

The cruiser which was in the Tuapse area on
26 February put in to a port in the northern
part of the east coast in the morning.

At 1825 another cruiser was picked up between
the Crimea and the northern part of the east
coast. In the evening 1 large vessel and
1 flotilla leader were detected off the central
part of the east coast, proceeding west.
One destroyer was intercepted in the Sevastopol
area, while 7 submarines were detected in the
same area and the western Black Sea.
Two more submarines were off the central part
of the east coast.

Bulgarian Area ;

No incidents.

Rumanian Area ;

Five naval ferry barges put out from Constantza
for Varna which they reached as scheduled.

Four motor mincswecpors (FR) of the Danube-
Flotilla put out from Constantza on probing
reconnaissance as far as CS 3 to check the
approach route for the steamer "Sulina" which
was to be transferred from Burgas..

They put in again because of the unfavorable
weather and bad visibility.

South Russian Are a:

Further investigation of the flashing signals
and gun flashes observed west southwest of
Skadovsk on 21 February has so far brought no
results

•
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28 February , 1942

Weather forecast
(Ce.istantza) :

NNE wlndSj force 3, overcast , visibility 5 km.,
slight mist, moderate sea, temperature 0° C.

Air reconnaissance reported continuing supply
traffic to and from Sevastopol,
reconnaissance of the east coast because of
tho weather*

I.I a in Naval d/f Station, Constantza reported
that the cruiser identified yesterday off the
northern part of the east coast waa in the
Tuapse area at 2000 today, probably v/ith the
cruiser intercepted in the Sevastopol area on
26 February.

Three destroyers were detected bo two on
Sevastopol and south of Sudak Bay and
8 submarines off the south Crimean coast and
in the western Black Sea.

Bulgarian Area :

The northern entrance to 3urgas Bay was
chocked for mines without result.

Rumanian Area ;

1000 Four motor minesweepers (FR) put out from
Constantza on probing reconnaissance as far
as CS 3.

1545 They put in again. No mines swept.

South Russian Area ;

- : Ho incidents,

Crimea ;

Supplementary report for 27 February:

One burst of fire on Eupatoria from sea at
long range at 2330. No damage reported.

Supplementary report for 27 February:

From 2320 to 2340 Yalta was shelled from the
sea by light and medium guns. Direct hit on
tho guards' canteen on the mole; 1 man seriously
wounded.

In the daily report, 11th Army K.Q. reported that,
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after softening up by artillery which in places
amounted to a barrage of fire, the enemy had
started the large-scale attack on the Kerch
and Sevastopol fronts.

As far as can be seen from Main Naval D/F
Station reports and the unfortunately few air
reconnaissance observations, the enemy has
apparently temporarily abandoned the plan for
simultaneous landings behind the German front
lines.

At a conference with General Zander, Naval
Liaison Officer to 4-th Air Force, I pointed
out the immediate need for accurate information
on ships in ports on the east coast ana convoys
and escort vessels proceeding between the east
coast and Kerch and Sevastopol.

General ;

The Rumanian fighters which took off from
Odessa on ice reconnaissance reported that there
was a strip of ice from Bugaz to Odessa stretching
1 km. out to sea.

Off Odessa the ico extended 5-6 km. out to
sea and east of Odessa as far as Ochakov there
wore icefields as far as 1 Ion. out to sea.
The Dnieper estuary is still frozen.

Unless the weather improves, mine sweeping
activity and convoy traffic cannot be resumed
at present.

Readiness (Rumanian naval forces):

Gunboat "Stihi" non-operational until the rest
of her minor repairs have been completed.

(Signed) Gotting.
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1 March , 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

E winds, force 3, overcast, visibility 4 km,,
misty j alight sea, temperature -1° C.

Ai r reconna issance intercepted a convoy of
? transports putting in to Sevastopol at
0940 escorted by 1 destroyer and 2 torpedoboats,
also a convo-"- of 3 freighters off Kerch at
1133,

Kerch: 2 medium and 11 small freighters and
1 tanker of 4,000 tons.

There were 6 rnodium and 2 small freighters
off Kamish Burun.

These reports show that the enemy is continuing
to bring up heavy reinforcements to both fronts.

No reports on shipping in cast coast harbors
v/ere received today.

Main Naval p/F Station, Constantza reported
that the cruiser which was detected in the
Tuapse area on 26 February and the other which
was intercepted on 27 February betwoen the
Crimea and the northern part of the east coast
were now probably both off the cast coast of
the Black Sea.

Six submarines were detected in the Sevastopol
area and in the western Black Sea: one was
about 70 miles southwest of Sevastopol at 0415.
No further observations apart from normal
radio traffic of defense forces.

Bulgarian Area :

The check sweep in the northern entrance to
Burgas Bay was broken off because of the weather

Rumanian/South Russian Area :

No incidents.

Crimea :

No reports of any incidents in the areas of
the naval port commanders.
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2 ;:arch, 1942

Weather forecast
stantza)

:

NNE winds , Dree 4, fog with rain,
visibility 1 m«, LOderate sea, temperature
1° C.

Air reconnaissance (4t p _orce) submitted
the following reports onl -

Sevastopol at 0710: 1 medium transport
putting in; 2 destroyers, 1 tanker of 5,000
tons ana 2 medium frc . ters in the harbor.
There was no shipping traffic in the area
about 85 miles south of the line fr:
Sevastopol to Suda .

:!sin Naval p/l-~ Station, Const ant za reported
very si : activity of Russian naval forces
today. The old battleship "Parishkaya .una''

was probably off the central to southern parts
of the east coast at 1900 (last reported 1

rvorossisk, hence probably put out to escort
supply traffic )

•

The cruiser reported as probably having put
in to a harbor on the north eoast on 27 February
was also off the central to southern parts
of the east coast \ 1 destroyer.

At 2000 another destroyer was reported to
be about 110 miles southsoutheast of Cape
Sarich.

Submarines detected: in the Sevastopol
area, 2 off Novorossisk and 2 off Batunu

Normal radio traffic of patrol forces*

Bulgarian Area :

The check sweep in Burgas Bay was broken
off because of the weather.

man i an Area :

0900 Trials of destroyer ,,Marases"ti if off Constantza
until 1000.

South Russian Area :

Supplementary report for 1 "larch:

At 2300 a Russian plane drooped 4 bombs near
the south dockyard at olaiev and hear
Nikolaicv-East airfield. No damage.
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Crimea ;

No incidents in the areas of the naval port
commanders

S ituation:

11th Army H«Q. today reported continuation
of the enemy attack with a striking increase
in artillery fire. In the area northeast of
Theodosia, 2 warships intervened in the land
fighting* Army H.Q. regards the situation
on the Kerch front as extremely tense. In
accordance with orders from Group Command,
South, operational plans have been prepared
for minelaying off the ports of Ak Mechet,
Eupatoria, Yalta and Theodosia and off the
southern entrance to Kerch Strait. These
assignments await Group Command's approval.
I have obtained Marshal Antonescu's agreement
to these operations which are to be carried
out by minelayers "Murge acu fl and "Dacia"

,

escorted by 1 or 2 destroyers.

In view of the critical situation on the Kerch
front, the minelaying assignment off Theodosia
should have first priority as this is the
most likely place for an enemy landing attempt.
As Russian naval forces are at present
particularly active in the Theodosia area,
this minelaying operation would require full-
scale employment of the Rumanian naval forces
including escorting destroyers however slight
the prospects of success might be. These
vessels are, however, urgently needed for the
imminent supply assignments, the success of
which will have a decisive influence on the
situation on the southern part of the Eastern
Front. In my opinion the minelaying operations
must take second place.
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5 l.arch, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza) i

r

0730

1600

0845

winds, force 1, slight mist, visibility
6 knw, moderate sea, temperature 1° C«

Air reconnaissance reported continuation of
nd from Sevastopol,heavy convoy traffic to

in the area south of Kerch Strait
east coast of the Black Sea,

and off the

At 0905 11 transports put out from Sevastopol
escorted by 2 destroyers, 3 patrol vessels
and several snail boats (probably . ,B.s)«
Very lively activity of Russian escort
forces to protect the above-mentioned supply
traffic.

in Naval P/F Station, Constantza reported
that the old battleship and 1 -cruiser were
still off the central to southern parts of
the east coast.

The following were also detected: 1 large
vessel, 1 destroyer and 1 unidentified vessel
off the northern part of the east coast;
1 destroyer in the Sevastopol area in the after-
noon coming from the east; 6 submarines
including 5 in the Sevastopol area;
1 submarine tender located about 90 miles
southwest of Novorossisk at 2010.

Bulgarian Area :

The entrances to Burgas Bay and Varna Bay
were swept for mines. Result will be
reported later.

Rumanian Area :

Two motor minesweepers (PR) put out from
Constantza on an exploratory sweep to the
south as far as Tuszla.

They put in again. lo mines swept.

Trials of gunboat "Stlhi" until 1030.
One main engine broke down.

South Russian Area :

Army Coastal Artillery Detachment 149
observed 2 rockets south of Ochakov.
According to a report submitted to the
detachment (source unknown), 2 Russian war-
ships were sighted off Ochakov-North.

4
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Rumanian planes which took off immediately
and landed again at 1835 did not intercept
any ships at sea.

Crimea

;

Supplementary report for 2 March:

Numerous air raids on Theodosia during the
night (times not specified). Also a short
bombardment from the sea.

No damage reported from Naval Port Commander's
area*

On the basis of intercepted radio messages,
enemy gas attacks on Theodosia are thought to
be possible.

Readiness ;

Gunboat "Stihi" non-operational. Duration
will be reported later.
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r forecast
;nstantza)

:

No wind, overcast, s st, visibility
10 km., calm e- temperature 0° C.

r reconnaiss? .. *.vas impossible because of
the weather*

"

li s in "-"aval p/F S :n, Constantza report'
that the cruiser which had probably proceeded
to the east on 1 was again in the
Sevastopol area, where there were also
3 destroyers and 5 submarines. About 60
_les southeast of Cape Sari oh there were

3 submarines and 1 submarine tender.
There was 1 destroyer in. the Tuapse area and
another in the Fatum area. No reports on
radio traffic of patrol forces.

lul^arian Area:

Steamer "Suliria 11 put out from for
Constantza escorted by 3 n --boats.

. suits were reported after the check
sweeps in Yarns Bay and rgas Bay on 3 March
and he inner Varna and the southern
entr 3 on 4 ha: : ...

A Russian mine of \ "ied ty; as
washed ashore neer Sozopol. he Bulgarian
mineswee. formation removed the fuse and
salvaged it. A Russian explosive device
employed s nst search ge: iso salvaged.

mar.ian Area :

Two motor minesweepers (FR) put out from
Constantza to check the area as far ae the

.-submarine minefield near Tuszla.
With gear set for 10 meters, a mine exploded.
(Off tJ -field the setting was 12 meters.)

1035 Torpedo firing trials of destroyer "Regele
Ferdinand" until 1230. One torpedo was a

ground-runner at the end of the initial run.

So ut . _ Jlrea^ t

:;.-.'."._

>
_Cri;.-. 3a :

aval Shore Co re, Ukraine ond Cri
submitted no report .
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5 Harch, 1942

We ather forecast
(Constantza) i

NNE winds, force 1, overcast, slight mist,
visibility 4 !:m», alight sea, temperaturo 0° C.

Air reconnaissance submitted no reports.

Main Naval p/p Station,- Constantza reported
that the submarine tender intercepted yesterday
60 miles south of Cape Sarich was probably
still in the same area or cast of it. There
are also 2 submarines in that rrea, while
2 destroyers and 3 submarines are in the
Sevastopol area and 1 destroyer is in an
unidentified position in the eastern Black Sea.

Normal radio traffic of oatrol forces.

0815

1615

Bulgarian Area ;

Three Bulgarian E-boats put in to Varna again
after escorting steamer ''Sulina' 1

.

Naval ferry bargo No. 121 put in to Varna
from Constantza.

0400

0940

0800

Rumanian Area ;

Destroyers "Maresti" and "Marasesti" put out
from Constantza to the south to pick up steamer
"Sulina".

They put in again with steamer "Sulina"

•

Naval ferry barge "Jo. 121 put out from
Constantza for Varna.

South Russian Area

No incidents.

0100

Crimea

:

An enemy landing attempt near Capo Aitodor
(some 30 miles southwest of Yalta) was
repulsed by artillery and mortar fir .

Enemy strength: 2 gunboat s, probably 1
submarine and several transports.

Naval Shore Commander was asked whether these
vessels might have been confused with a normal
enemy convoy as they always proceeded very
close to the coast.
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1135 A surfaced submarine was observed about
5-10 km. cast of Theodosia, The
number of enemy submarines reported
close to the coast in the last few days C
may indicate that the enemy is attempting
to reconnoiter the strength of the Gorman
defenses on the southeast coast of the
Crimea prior to intended landing operations.

No reports from the areas of the other naval
port commanders.
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6 March, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza) :

SW winds , force 2, overcast, slight mist,
visibility 6 km., calm sea, temperature 2° C.

Air reconnaissance (4th Air Morce) was
comprehensive for "the first time in several
days, particularly over the east coast of
the Black Sea. The following reports were
submitted:

Sevastopol at 0750: 3 medium freighters putting
out; at 0940 3 patrol vessels stopped at the
harbor entrance and 1 submarine putting out,
course west; at 0950 3 medium freighters
putting in,

Sevastopol at 1000: 1 freighter of about 2,000
tons, 1 torpedoboat, 8 small freighters
totaling 2,300 tons, and 28 coastal vessels.

Kerch at 0921: 1 tanker of 6,000 - 7,000 tons,
5 small freighters, each 400 - 600 tons, and
1 freighter of 1,000 tons.

Kamish Burun at 0921: 1 freighter of 5,000
tons and 1 warship.

At 0232 there was 1 merchant ship with 2 escort
vessels, course north, about 8 miles southwest
of Anapa and 1 destroyer, course 240 , high
speed, about 15 miles west' of Anapa.

Novoros'sisk at 1607: 1 battleship, 2 large
destroyers, 17 freighters totaling 46,000 tons,
2 tankers, each 6,000 tons, 35 medium and
small freighters totaling 10,000 tons, 2 large
destroyers and 2 destroyers.

Ochemchiri at 0555: 2 patrol vessels, course
south, close to the coast.

At 0532 there were 2 motor minesweepers,
course north, between Batum and Poti.

Poti at 0540: 1 submarine putting in.

There are many vessels in Novorossisk again.
This concentration of a lar e;o part of Russia's
merchant fleet may indicate imminent large-
scale operations such as landing attempts.

Main Naval P/".; Stat ion, Constantza reported
2 destroyers and 4 submarines in the Sevastopol
area; 1 large vessel (probably a cruiser)
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between the Crimea and the northern part
of the east coast; 2 destroyers and 1 large
vessel (probably a cruiser) between the
southern tip of the Crimea and Novorossisk;
1 flotilla leader and 1 destroyer in the
Theodosia area. The submarine tender alreac
reported on 4 and 5 March is still in an
unidentified position in the central to
eastern Black Sea with 2 submarines. rmal
radio traffic of guardboats and patrol boats.

Supplementary information for 5 Ilarch:

During the evening of 5 "arch, the cruiser
detected off the central to southern parts
of the east coast on 5 March was picked up
in the Sevastopol area.

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Area :

No incidents.

Crimea ;

No reports of any special incidents in the
areas of the naval port commanders.

Naval Shore Commander, Crimea reported that,
according to statements by previous Russian
harbor masters, the harbor entrances to
Ak Mechet and Dzhariulgach are blocked by
mines. This is being investigated. Naval
Liaison Officer to' 11th Army H.Q. reported
that single submarines proceeding off Kuru
Us en and Theodosia had several times shelled
the coast, but had been forced to withdraw
by our guns. This fresh reconnaissance of
the coast by enemy submarines may mean
imminent enemy harassing actions at these
places (see War Diary 5 March).

Readiness ' (Tulgarian naval forces):

B-boat >To. 3 and torpedoboat "Hrabi :i operational,

Torpedoboat "Strogi" non-operational until
18 March.

General :

1st Admiral's Staff Officer flew to Nikolaiev
to 4th Air Force to discuss the minelaying
operations about to be executed off the Crimean
ports and the southern entrance to Kerch Strait.

The following results were reached in the
discussion of the comprehensive air reconnaissance
and bomber protection which I regard as a
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prerequisite for the operations:

1. The execution of this assignment requested
"by Admiral, Black Sea would mean that 4th
Air Force would have no planes for
operations in the Crimea ana over most
of the front of Army Group South. (Each
operation will last at least 3 days.)

2. 4th Air Force is of the opinion that in
these circumstances 11th Army H.Q. will
not ask for the minelaying operations to
be carried out or that Army Group South
will veto any such request from H.Q,.

3. 4th Air Force points out that even the
most exhaustive reconnaissance can
guarantee no accurate results in the
present weather. As some of the bombers
have long approach routes, it will often
be doubtful whether the bombers will arrive
in time when required by naval forces.
Support by our fighters (e.g. against enemy
air shadov/ers) cannot be given because of
their slight radius of action.

After 1st Admiral's Staff Officer returned,
I reported the results of the discussion with
4th Air Force to Naval Croup Command, South.

Sitaution and Plans

:

The continuation of supply difficulties at
11th Army H.Q. and Army Group South makes it
necessary to resume naval supply traffic when-
ever the ice melts.

The following assignments must be carried outi

1. Checking of our own minefields in the
Bulgarian and Rumanian areas. We must
accept that these minefields have probably
suffered, considerably during the bad ice
period and will therefore have to be
strengthened.

2. Laying of the anti-submarine minefields
(planned in 1941, but not laid owing to
lack of time) off St. George Arm (3 mine-
fields) and north o± Gibrieni Bay (1 mine-
field). For the 3 minefields off St.
George Arm, it is necessary first to ch~c
the Russian minefield said to be there.
If it is found, it will not be necessary
to lay further minefields.

3. Checking of the entire supply route botwocn
Burgas and Ochakov-Nort .
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>r the execution of assignments 2 and 3, the
4 note: ^esweepers (FR) of Danube Flotilla
now in Constant za will have to be transferred
with 1 tender via Sulina bo Burgas as soon as
the ice situation allows. It must be remembered
that it will be dangerous for these boats to
be In either harbor once the ice starts

in the Danube or the Dniester. Danube
Flotilla will then have to move at once to
Constantza.

Danube Flotilla has received the necessary
directives and will now check the minefield
protecting Constantza.
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Lar ch, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza )

:

N winds, force 6, fair, misty, visibility
10 km. , moderate sea, temperature -6° C.

Air reconnais s ance (4th Air Force) submitted
no reports on shipping in ports in the
Sevastopol-Batum area.

Lively activity of Russian surface forces
(2 probable cruisers and several destroyers)
was detected in the Sevastopol area.

The reason for and intentions of this striking
traffic are not known. According to one
report, no shipping traffic was observed
between Novorossisk and Sevastopol in the
forenoon.

Main Naval P/P Sta tion, Constantza reported
that the cruiser detected in the Sevastopol
area on 5 March (see War Diary 6 Larch) was
in the Sevastopol area with 3 submarines
during the evening and night.

The large vessel detected yesterday between
the Crimea and the northern part of the east
coast is also probably in the Crimean area now.
Probably the vessel is a cruiser with C-in-C
on board. She last appeared on 21 February
at the time of the expected landing operation
and before that on 26 January when Thoodosia
was shelled. This cruiser (?) communicated
with Sevastopol several times by radio.

Thore were 4 destroyers and 1 flotilla leader
in the Novorossisk area.

The submarine tender which has been reported
several times in the last few days is at sea
with 2 submarines.

Normal radio traffic of ^uardboots and patrol
forces.

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Area ana Crimea :

No incidents.

1300 Marshal Antoncscu was informed by C-in-C of the
expected arrival of the Italian midget submarinos
and other special vessels. An',onescu was very
pleased to learn of these roinforcoments and
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requested that his appreciation should be
forwarded. He again pointed out how
important the : ; flank was for the whole
Eastern Front, although at present it was
completely unprotected, and he also stressed
the urgency of striking a blow at enemy naval
forces and, if possible, of eliminating the
enemy's present naval superiority.
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8 March, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

ESE winds, force 3, overcast, visibility 10 Ian.,

slight sea, temperature -1° C.

Air reconnaissance (4th Air Force) submitted
numerous reports on the usual enemy supply
traffic and patrol service off the northern
part of the east coast and to and from
Sevastopol. i

To striking observations were
made •

Various sighting reports concerning shipping
in Sevastopol and the main ports on the northern
part of the east coast also failed to mention
any important vessels.

Sevastopol at 0853 (aerial photograph):
2 destroyers, 2 medium freighters, 1 repair
ship, 1 destroyer and 1 submarine in dock
and 1 submarine at the jetty in the south
bay: 1 probable flotilla leader, 1 probable
destroyer and 2 small naval vessels in the
north bay.

Air Commander, South reported that a submarine
had been successfully attacked some 75 miles
south of Yalta at 1220. Probably this was
one of the submarines detected by Main Naval
D/F Station in radio communication with the
submarine tender during the last few days,

aval D/F Station, Constantza reported
1 cruiser and 2 submarines in the Sevastopol
area, 3 destroyers off the central part of the
east coast (probably put in to Batum in the
morning), also 1 flotilla loader and 1
submarine, 1 submarine tender and 1 submarine
south of the Crimea.

Normal traffic of defense and patrol forces*

Bulgarian/Rumariisn/South Russian Area :

No incidents.

Crimea :

reports from the areas of the naval port
c ommande r s

.
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9 Karen, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

S winds, force 6, overcast, snow,
visibility 800 meters, rough sea, temperature
0° C.

Air reconnaissance (4th Air Force and Air
Commander, South (Sadki-Crimea) ) again
submitted numerous reports.

At 1020 no shipping traffic was observed from
the area south of the Crimea- and Kerch Strait
as far as 44° 10' N. At 1440 3 freighters
escorted by 1 light cruiser and 1 destroyer,
course 140 , speed 8 knots, were intercepted
about 90 miles south of Sevastopol, This
was obviously a very important convoy which
was making for the Turkish coast, later to
proceed further east.

Sevastopol at 0845; 3 destroyers and 3 freighters
putting out; 1 small freighter and 2 escort
vessels putting out at 0850; 3 freighters and
1 destroyer putting out at 0945; 1 freighter
at 1350 and 1 torpedoboat and 2 escort vessels,
all outward bound; 6 freighters in the harbor
at 1435; 1 torpedoboat putting in at 1525.

Kamish Burun at 0853: 1 freighter of 5,000
tons and 1 tanker of 3,000 tons.

Kerch at 0855: 1 freighter of 7,000 tons,
1 freighter of 3,000 tons, 2 tankers totaling
3,000 tons, and 40 small vessels.

Novorossisk at 1415: 1 battleship, 1 destroyer
and 7 freighters of up to 5,000 tons.

Tuapse at 1400: 1 heavy cruiser, 1 light
cruiser, 2 destroyers, o submarines, 1 freighter
of 5,000 tons and 3 freighters, each 3,000 tons.

These reports showed that the heavy convoy
traffic was continuing, particularly in the
Sevastopol area.

Air Commander reported that according to
statements made by the air crew the submarine
iich v/as attacked yesterday was almost certainly

sunk.

Main Naval p/i-- Station, Constantza reported
that the cruiser and 5 submarines reported
yesterday were in the Sevastopol area today with
2 destroyers. The following were also detected:
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1 large vessel (C-in-C on board?), apparently
proceeding west, southeast of the Crimea;
1 submarine tender and 1 submarine off the
central to southern parts of the east coast;
2 submarines at sea In unidentified positions*
rrmal activity of defense and patrol forces.

Bulgarian Area :

No mine sweeping off Varna or Burgas because
of the weather.

Rumanian/South Russian Area :

No incidents.

Crimea :

Naval Shore Commander,, Crimea reported from
Ak Mechet that several mines had been driven
ashore by the storm.

Supplementary report for 8 March;

Naval Shore Commander, Crimea reported
that an enemy submarine had fired a torpedo
at Yalta harbor. It ran aground on the shore
Salvage work is in progress. It may have
been fired at the wrong target or with the
intention of making a gap in the barrage.

Readiness :

Auxiliary minclayor "Dacia 1
' at limited

readiness: echo-sounding gear out of order.
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10 Harch,.. _1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza) :

NW winds, force 1, 2/10 cloud, visibility
4 miles, slight sea, force 2 } temperature
-2° C.

Air reconnaissance submitted a few reports
only

:

Between r 15 and 1000, no shipping traffic was
detected in the area south of the line from
Sevastopol/Kerch as far as the 44th parallel
and southsouthwest of Sevastopol as far as
the 43rd parallel,

Tuapse at 1417s 1 destroyer off the harbor.

Air Commander, South reported that the
large vessel (with C-in-C on board?)
reported on 7 and 9 March was the cruiser
"Comintern", which was escorting the convoy
reported by air reconnaissance yesterday
as about 90 miles south of Sevastopol. The
convoy was unsuccessfully attacked by a

torpedo plane*

in Naval p/r St ation, Constantza reported
that the vessels reported yesterday by air
reconnaissance with a convoy south of Sevastopol
today made off to the east but were later
detected again in the Sevastopol area.

The cruiser reported yesterday in the
Sevastopol area was detected about 50 miles
north of Cape Bafra Burnu (about the middle
of the Turkish Black Sea coast) at 1546.

The old battleship which was last photographed
in Novorossisk is at sea in an unidentified
position and was in radio communication with
Sevastopol at 0210.

The following were also detected: 2 destroyers
and 5 submarines in the Sevastopol area,
1 submarine about 100 miles west southwest of
Balaklava at 0612 and 1 submarine about 120 miles
southwest of Sevastopol at 1215.

The submarine tender which has frequently been
reported is now between the southern tip of
the Crimea and the northern part of the east coast.

Normal radio traffic of guardboats and patrol
forces

•
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1030

Bulgarian Area ;

Naval forry barges "Tarabaya" and "Cavalla" put
out from Varna for the Bosporus escorted by
2 Bulgarian E-boats. The E-boats went with
the convoy as far as the bulbar!an/Turkish
frontier <°nd then put in to Zarebo.

Rumanian/South Russian Area :

No incidents.

C r ime a ;

No special incidents in the areas of the
naval port commanders

•

Plans ;

As a result of the unfavorable weather
(mainly good visibility with considerable
wind and sea), it was impossible to transfer
the 2 tankers "Albaro" and "Prodromos" to
Constantza. The;- have been lying in Istanbul
since 4 March.

As Group Command again stressed the urgency
of this transfer, I decided to carry it out,
since although there is no likelihood of
visibility deteriorating, wind and sea are
expected to decrease.

Destroyers "Rcgele Ferdinand 1
' and ''Marascsti"

are available as escorts, but there can be no
air reconnaissance as all the planes of 4th
Air Force are on combat operations.

Rumanian Naval Command was requested via
Special Duties Detachment, Constantza to escort
the vessels on 11/12 Marc! . The two destroyers
should pick up the tankers outside the
territorial waters off the Bosporus shortly
before nightfall and escort them directly to
Constantza, course approximately 029°.
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Rumanian Area :

0830 Destroyers "Regele Ferdinand" and "Marasesti"
put out from Const ant za to the south as
scheduled to pick up tankers "Prodromos" and
"Albaro" off the Bosporus, The tankers arc
on transfer to Constantza (see War Diary
10 March). On 12 March, 4th Air Force will
be able to send 1 Do 24 (which will be
available from today) from Constantza to
escort this convoy. The plane' will
reconnoiter the area east of the convoy's
approach route and from there in a north-
westerly direction to Sevastopol. Attempts
will be made to provide a second plane during
the afternoon.

During .the day no reports were received in
Bucharest from air reconnaissance or Main
Naval D/F Station, Constantza to indicate that
the enemy knew of the transfer of the 2 tankers
or was taking appropriate countermeasures.

2140 Special Duties Detachment, Constantza reported
that according to a radiogram from the leading
destroyer (T.0.0. 2018) the 2 tankers had not
reached the agreed rendezvous at 1800.
Special Duties. Detachment tlso reported that,
as the tankers' sailing might have been
delayed, they had immediately requested
information from Group Command, South.
According to the operational order, if the
tankers were not met before nightfall, the
destroyers were to pick them up on the following
mo rn ing

•

Nothing can therefore be done at present.
Group Command, South must ask Naval Attache,
Istanbul if and when the tankers sailed.
Only then when I have further news can I make
a new docision on the execution or abandoning
of the escort assignment.

South Russian Area and Crimea ;

No reports of any incidents.
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12 r.aroh, 1942

Weather forecast
( Cor.stantza)

:

ftd wind ^ fogj visibility 1 km., sea 1,
temperature -3° C.

Air reconnaissance detected a convoy probably
coming from Kerch which was proceeding off
the northern part of the east coast on course
140° • It consisted of 1 - 2 destroyers,
4 torpedoboats (or tugs?), 3-4 M.T.B.s,
1 towed floating dock and 1 .heavily armed
freighter,

one of our air reconnaissance reports had
previously mentioned the presence of a floating
dock in Kerch or Kamish Burun.

The purpose and intentions of this conv:
cannot be deduced. According to the latest
report, it was about 14 miles south of
Anapa at 1445.

Air Commander, South reported that he had
attacked the convoy, but' was unsuccessful in
the face of the strong anti-aircraft fire
and fighter protection.

There were only a few ether air reconnaissance
reports of no great importance.

Main Naval p/? Station, Constantza reported
that the cruiser and destroyer reported
yesterday in the Sevastopol area had probably
proceeded sc ast« In the Sevastopol area
today there were 3 destroyers, the submarine
tender some 50 miles south of Sudak at 0525
and 2 submarines (one some 55 miles south of
Cape Sarich at 0420),

Two destroyers and 1 submarine were detected
in the Eatum area, also 2 submarines in
unidentified positions.

Normal traffic of guardboats and patrol forces.

Bulgarian Area ;

Check sweeps off rn entrances to
Varna Bay and Burgas Say. Report following.

Rumaniar. ^rea :

0015 Group Commend, South informed me in reply to
my telephone inquiry that for some unknown
reason the 2 tankers had not sailed and that
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the escort assignment was therefore to be
abandoned* I also learned that during the
night several telephone conversations had
been held direct with Special Duties
Detachment, Constantza.

,
I informed Group

Command that the order to break off the
oporation would be passed on immediately to
Special Duties Detachment.

Special Duties Detachment reported that
destroyer "Regcle Ferdinand" had engine
trouble and would not be able to put out
again when required.

As I had to provide escort for the tankers
as quickly as possible, I decided in spite of
the obvious drawbacks to send "ivlarasesti" alone
if necessary. I instructed Special Duties
Detachment accordingly.

1225 Group Command, South informed me that according
te a report from Naval Attache, Istanbul the
2 tankers had left the Bosporus at 0700.

1320 Special Duties Detachment, Constantza reported
that the 2 destroyers would be ready to sail
at 1500.

I informed them that a final sailing order
for the 2 destroyers would follow 1

.

The Do 24 took off on reconnaissance as
scheduled and landed again at 1140. No
special observations made at sea. Attempts
v/ill be made to send the plane out again in
the afternoon.

The situation is as follows:

Provided that the 2 tankers have been proceeding
at 6 knots on the prescribed direct course to
Constantza since 0700 in accordance with their
orders and that the destroyers proceed south
at 1500 at an average speed of 22 knots, the
tankers should be picked up near Burgas before
nightfall. If not, the destroyers should
patrol the tankers' approach route during the
night and attempt to pick them up at dawn
between Capo Kaliakra and Cape Sabla.

Henco, Special Dutios Detachment was ordered
in a Moat Immediate teletype (with copy to
Group Command) to have the destroyers put
out again as soon as possible and, as outlined
above, to pick up the tankors before dark if
possible, otherwise at dawn on the next morning.
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1600 Destroyers "Regele Ferdinand" and "Farasesti"
put out again for the south.

1842 roup Command, South informed me by telephone
that the tankers had put in to the Bosporus
again at 1400, Next sailing was to be
reported later. I informed Group Command
that I would at once order Special Duties
Detachment to recall the destroyers.

The Do 24 which had taken off again at 1505
landed at Constantza at 1315. No special
observations.

2400 Destroyers ''Regele Ferdinand'' and "Llarasesti"
put in to Constantza.

An exploratory, sweep was carried out by
2 motor minesweepers (FR) from Constantza
to CS 2, No mines swept.

South Rus s i an Area ;

About 1800, according to a report from
Naval Fort Commander, Odessa, a landing was
attempted from a few ro.ing boats near
Chebanka. Rumanian reports stated that a
few men reached the shore, but were forced

t

by machine-gunfire and rifle fire to take to
their boats again. The boats then disappeared
out to sea.

Probably this was a small partisan operation.
Naval Port Commander, Odessa ordered increased
readiness

•

»

2245 Northeast of Odessa a red flare was observed
while a white flare could be seen at Chebank r.

(11 mines northeast of Odessa).
These signals were probably connected with
the above landing attempt.

No further reports of incidents were received.

Crimea :

No incidents in the areas of the naval port
commanders

.

11th Army H.Q. stated in the daily report that
an enemy si had been observed at 1530
near Cape Aitodor (southwest of Yalta).

Readiness :

Gunboat "Stihi" again fci rial.

Auxiliary minelayer "Dacia" at limited readiness:
echo-sounding gear and paravane still out of
order.
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13 March, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

N winds, force 1, almost entirely overcast,
visibility 5 km,, smooth sea, temperature 0° C.

Air reconnaissance (Air Commander, So
4
uth)

reported 1 freighter .of about 2,000' tons at
the southern entrance to Kerch Strait at 1415,

Kerch: 1 tanker of about 5,000 tons and
1 freighter of about 2,000 tons,

Kamish Burun: 1 freighter of about 6,000 tons,
1 freighter of about 5,000 tons and 1 freighter
of about 4,000 tons.

Air Commander, South also reported a successful
attack on a submarine about 130 miles south
of Theodosia at 1415,

No further air reconnaissance reports on
traffic in the Black Sea or shipping in port.

Main Naval P/F Station, Constantza reported
that no radio "traffic had been heard from
2300 on 12 March until 0700, Other reports
give no indication that the enemy is
planning any special operations.

The following were detected in radio traffic
during the day: 1 cruiser, 3 destroyers and
2 submarines in the Sevastopol area to south
of the Crimea: 1 large vessel and 1 submarine
off the northeast coast of the Black Sea,
probably both course west: 1 cruiser which
was off the southeast coast yesterday still
there, also 1 submarine; several other
submarines at sea in unidentified positions.
Main Naval d/f Station, Constantza also
reported that the control station for naval
planes had ordered radio silence for all
planes,

Bulgarian/Rumanian/go uth Russian Area and Crimea :

No incidents.

Escort for "Albaro" and "Prodromos" (see War
Diary 11 and 12 March) : According to Group
Command, South, the sailing order sent for the
tankors from Sofia via German Embassy, Sofia
and Naval Attache, Istanbul was 12 hours late
in arriving. The tankers put o.ut on receipt
of the order.
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1100 In a telephone conversation with my Chief
of Staff and 1st Admiral's Staff Officer,
."aval Group Command, South, I later learned
that the following information had been
received from Istanbul by Naval Group Command,
South during the "Albaro" operation:

It About 2145 on 11 MaT-ch: "'Steamers late
in putting out. They have only enough
fuel Tor 2 days in port apart from that
required for passage to Constantza. n

2. At -2350 on 11 March: "Steamers could
not pass the Bosporus barrages by day.
They will be at the rendezvous at 0800
on 12 March."

oth reports were passed on to Naval Special
Duties Detachment by telephone by Naval Group
Command, South during the n : of 11/12 March.
They discussed the possibility of having the
steamers met by the destroyers at 0300 on
12 March, but Special Duties Detachment was
against it because destroyer "Marasesti"
could not take part owing to lack of fuel
and one destroyer was insufficient -to
guarantee rneetin^. aval Special Duties
Detachment was then directed by the deputy
Chief of Operations Staff, Naval Group Command,
South -to send a radiogram to the steamers
ordering them to return to Istanbul, Of
this also, both Naval C-roup Command, South
and Special Duties Dets -nt failed to
notify mc (see War Diary 12 March, 1110),
Their report merely stated that the tankers
could not be contacted by radio. The fact
that the order to put in had been broadcast
8 times between 0200 and 0900 was not
reported.

This failure to. report all details (see War
Diary 11 end 12 March) made it very difficult
for me to survey the situation, y decisions -

to break off at 0115 on 12 March and to put
out again at 1320 - were largely based on
false supposition-, ' .It -is of secondary
.importance that, with full knowledge of the
facts, I might have reached different conclusions,
I was left without news partly because of the
deputy Chief of Staff's misunderstanding of his
duties and responsibilities as German Chief of
Staff of the Rumanian naval forces and partly
because he thought that I would have received
the complete reports from Naval Group Command,

(

South.

I have reprimanded Naval Special Duties Detachment
for their mistakes and laid down express rules
of procedure in s.imilar cases for the benefit
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of the German Chief of Staff of Rumanian
naval forces,

I have also requested Naval Group Command,
South to pass on all information received only
by Naval Liaison Officer, Sofia which is
important for such operations* Group Command
has agreed.
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14 harch, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

NNW winds, force 1, fair, visibility 20 km,,
slight sea, force 2, temperature -9 C.

Air reconnaissance submitted the following
reports only:

Kerch at 0704: 1 medium freighter in the
roads

.

Kamish Burun at 0708: 6 small freighters
in the har
the roads.
in the harbor and 2 small freighters in

At 0803 no shipping traffic was observed
west of Novorossisk in Kerch Strait or north
or south of Kerch Peninsula.

.in Naval p/F Station, Constantza reported
1 cruiser, 3 destroyers and 2 submarines
still in the Sevastopol area to the southwest
coast of the Crimea; 1 submarine off the
northeast coast of the Black Seaj 1 cruiser
(as yesterday) off the southern part of the
east coast in radio communication with Batum.
Eight more submarines were detected at sea,
including at least 3 in the southwestern
Black Sea, 3 off the southern part of the
east coast and 2 in unidentified position.
They maintained radio silence and were only
intercepted tuned for reception.

Bulgarian Area ;

2100 Steamers "Succeava" and "Danubius" put out
from Varna for Constantza escorted by 1 Bulgarian
torpedoboat and 3 E-boats. The northern
entrance to Varna Bay was checked as far as
Kaliakra. No mines swept.

Rumanian Area:

Trials of gunboat !SDumitrescu n and torpedoboat
"Smeul" off Constantza.

Check sweep by gunboat "Stihi" as far as
buoys A end B.

South Russ ian Area and Crimea :

D reports from the area of the naval shore-

commanders •
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General ;

In. radiogram 1842/42 of 12 March, Naval
Liaison Officer to 11th Army H.Q. asked Group
Command, South for assistance in repelling
enemy landings in Karkinitzki Bay, 11th Army
.Q. expects such landings because of the

proximity of the important supply routes on
Perekop isthmus

•

I sent my opinion to Group Command, South
by teletype

:

1. Landing attempts are very unlikely in
Karkinitzki Bay east of Chorly because of
the depth of water there and earlier enemy
minelaying (especially off Perekop),

2. The main danger points would be:

a. The north coast near Rlarovka (about
45 km. west of Skadovsk)

•

b. The ports of Skadovsk and Chorly*

The depth of water, the configuration
of the shore and the coastal terrain
make it easy to land at Klarovka.
After landing, an enemy battalion (with
a few 'vehicles and heavy and light
machine-guns) could take Skadovsk and
Chorly by surprise without any difficulty.
3oth ports are difficult to defend against
an enemy proceeding by land and the enemy
could persist in landing operations with
the aim of cutting the supply routes
to the Crimea.

3. Thore are the following possibilities of
defense

:

a. PMB minefields in the harbor approaches
at Skadovsk and Chorly.

b. FMB and UMB minefields in the fairway
between Dzhariulgach island and
Bakalkaya bank (first to the 5-meter
line and later to Bakal headland).

c. Setting-up of one battery of Army
Coastal Artillery Detachment 145, which
is in Skadovsk, on Dzhariulgach island.

d. Mining of the coast near Klarovka with
FMB mines or possibly UMB mines.

e. Laying of many mines on the shore and
preparation of attacking forces by the
Army at the above danger points.
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4, Possibilities of defense depend on the
ice situation and the readiness of the
naval ferry barges which are now being
prepared as quickly as possible.
Investigations are now in progress to
see whether minelaying gear can be
installed aboard the barges.

They will be required for

a, carrying UMB mines from Constantza to
the minelaying area,

b, transferring the battery to Dzhariulgach
island, and

c, laying the minefields,

5, The PMB mines are now en route from Germany
to the south Russian area and the Crimea.
We are trying to find out from Transportation
Command whore they are at present.

6, Air Commander, South was asked to
recormoiter the ice situation in Karkinitzki
Bay as soon as possible. Naval Shore
Commander, Ukraine was given the same
directive for the Army Coastal Artillery
Detachment in his area.
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15 March, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constant za)

:

S winds, force 2, overcast, visibility 4 miles,
sea 1, temperature 0° C.

Air reconnais sance reported continuation of
supply traffic" to and from Sevastopol and in
'the Kerch Strait area. Seven small merchant
ships were also observed at anchor off the
south coast of Kerch Peninsula. Probably
troops, equipment etc. v/ere being landed to
reinforce the enemy front in the Kerch area.
The vessels presumably anchored there to
relieve the congestion in Kerch harbor where
4 freighters, each about 3,000 tons, and
2 small freighters, each about 500 tons, were
reported.

No reports on shipping in ports on the east
coast.

According to a report from Air Commander, Soi th
a freighter escorted by a destroyer was
unsuccessfully attacked about 75 miles south
of Yalta at 1557. The ice reconnaissance of
Karkinitzki Bay which I requested yesterday
brought the following results:

North coast free of ice approximately as far
as the western tip of Dzhariulgach island.
Pack ice in Dzhariulgach Hay and the eastern
part of Karkinitzki Bay (including the ports
of Skadovsi: and Chorly) • Bakalskaya Bay and
the southern part of Karkinitzki Bay free of
ice •

These findings mean that the enemy could
attempt to lend on the coast, but could not
continue the operations by using the ports of
Skadovsk and Chorl;, .

Main Naval p/l; Station, Constant z

a

reported
3 submarines in the Sevastopol area to off
the south coast of the Crimea; 1 or 2
destroyers and 1 submarine near Kerch Peninsula
and off the northern part of the east coast;
the destroyer, reported yesterday between
Sevastopol and the southwest coast of the
Crimea, off the northern to central parts of
the east coast; 2 more submarines in unidenti-
fied positions.

Lively patrol activity in the Novorossisk area.
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Owing to incomplete air reconnaissance
reports, we cannot discover whether the
enemy is planning a special operation.

Bulgarian Area ;

D mine sweeping activity off Varna owing to
the breakdown of all 4 boats of the Special
Duties Detachment (se:. ''Readiness" report).

P.uman i an Area ;

0450 Gunboat "Stihi" and destroyers "Raresti 11

and "L.arasesti!' put out from Constantza
to the south to pick up steamers wDanubius i?

and "Succeava 1
' which were coming from

Varna (see War Diary 14 March).

0715 • Rumanian naval forces took over the escort
from the Bulgarian escort vessels.

1230 Steamers ''Danubius 1
' and "Succeava" put in

to Constantza.

The above-mentioned Rumanian escort forces
put in to Constantza between 12.30 and 1250.

South Russian Are a .and Crimea ;

Ho incidents.

Readiness ;

Yesterday's trials of gunboat "Dumitrescu" and
torpedoboat i? Smeul :t showed that the vessels are
still non-operational. Duration of the
remaining repairs will be reported later.

The 4 boats of Special Duties Detachment,
Varna are non-operational. Their engines
broke down as the result of leakage.
Duration of repairs will be reported later.

(Signed) Getting.
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Bulgarian/Rumanian Area;—
. o incidents

.

South Russian Area ;

0400 Russian landing attempt near Klarovka (north
coast of Karkinitzki Bay east of Tendra
Peninsula). Several large ships put out
small "boats. Army Coastal Artillery
Detachment 145 and Rumanian Army troops
repulsed the landings.

This landing operation may have been an
attempt to establish the first bridgehead for
a projected large-scale operation to cut the
supply routes to the Crimea (see today's air
reconnaissance and Main Naval D/F Station
reports and War Diary 14 March).

Crimea. ;

No reports from the areas of the naval
port commanders.
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17 :;arch, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

E winds, force 1, overcast, visibility 5 miles,
calm sea, force 1, temperature 0° C.

Air reconnaissance (Air Commander, South)
submitted further reports on unchanged supply
traffic in the Sevastopol and Kerch areas.

No reports were submitted on shipping traffic
off the east coast or in the open sea.

According to aerial photographs, the occupation
of Tuapse harbor reported yesterday should
read;

1 heavy cruiser ( "Voroshilov 5
'

) , 2 heavy
cruisers (in building), 3 destroyers,
10 submarines, 3 minesweepers, 1 passenger
ship of about 5,000 tons, 2 passenger ships
totaling 6,500 tons, 6 freighters totaling about
11,000 tons, and 3 tankers totaling about 21,000
tons.

Main Naval D/r Sta tion, Constantza reported
2 destroyers and 2 submarines between Sevastopol
and the southwest coast of the Crimea; 1
submarine tender between Kerch Peninsula and
the northern part of the east coast; the
destroyer reported on the last 2 days still
in the Tuapse area; 1 cruiser and 1 destroyer
off the central to southern parts of the east
coast; 10 - 12 submarines at sea in unidentified
positions, one of which was probably proceeding
from the southeast coast to the west.

Normal radio traffic of patrol forces along
the entire east coast.

Bulgarian/Rumanian/South Russian Area :

No incidents.

Crimea :

1630 Supplementary report for 16 March:
1 submerged submarine sighted about 500 meters
from Yalta mole (probably on reconnaissance
for a possible landing operation).

0028 Theodosia v/as shelled from the sea.
damage reported. The type of vessels
involved could not be iacntifiod.

According to a report from Air Commander,
South, there we 3 vessels prococding course
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southwest, high speed, about 10 - 12 miles
from the coast*

Readiness ;

Destroyers "Regele Ferdinand" and "Jlarasesti"
and 2 gunboats non-operational until 19 March
for de-aeration.
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18 harch, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

S winds, force 3, overcast, visibility 15 miles,
sea 1, temperature 2° C.

Air reconna issance reported continued convoy
traffic to and from Sevastopol. Some of these
vessels had strong escorts* One convoy, which
was also intercepted by Main Naval D/F Station,
approached the Crimea apparently from the
Turkish coast. It consisted of 2 tankers
with 1 heavy cruiser and 1 destroyer.

No reports from the Kerch Strait area.

There were considerably fewer ships in
Novorossisl: than on 16 March (merchant tonnage
only about 23,000 tons).

Tuapse harbor on the other hand was still full*

At 0855 Air Commander, South reported 2 submarines,
course west, about 5 miles south of Cape Sarich.
Another submarine was unsuccessfully attacked
10 miles west of Sevastopol at 0850.

Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza reported
the cruiser and destroyer detected yesterday
off the central to southern parts of the east
coast about 70 miles south of Sevastopol at
1500 (see air reconnaissance report), probably
making for the southern tip of the Crimea;
1 flotilla loader and 2 submarines in the
Sevastopol area; another submarine off tho
southern tip of the Crimea and another between
the northern part of tho oast coast and tho
southern entrance to Kerch Strait; 1 cruiser
and 1 destroyer (reported yesterday in the
Tuapse area) west of the central part of the
oast coast; 4 destroyers off tho central to
southern parts of the oast coast; 1 cruiser
and several submarines at sea in unidentified
positions

•

Bulgarian Area;

No incidents.

Rumanian Area ;

1010 Two motor minesweopers (PR) checked section
I of tho minefield off Constantza using oropesa
gear. Two explosive floats wore detonated.
The minesweepers completod operations at 1400.
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The use of oropesa gear was ill-advised
and in future motor pinnace gear will be
employed.

South Russia Area and Crimea ;

No reports of any special incidents from the
areas of the naval shore commanders*

C
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19 March, 194-2

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

S winds, force 3, visibility 10 miles, sea 1,
temperature 6° C.

Air reconnaissance intercepted lively supply
traffic in the ?Cerch Strait area. Both Kerch
and Kamish Burun were fully occupied (reinforce-
ments for the Army front).

The number of vessels in Novorossisk had
again decreased. No reports from Tuapse*

Poti: 2 light cruisers, 1 flotilla leader,
5 destroyers, 3 submarines, 1 passenger
vessel and 1 medium dock. These ships may
be non-operational, using Poti as an alternative
harbor.

When Main Naval D/P Station reported locating
a destroyer about 135 miles southwest of Tuap;
at 064-5, Air Commander, South dispatched
planes on armed diverging search patrol. At
1420 about 40 miles south of Alushta, a convoy
was detected, course 310°, medium speed*
It consisted of 1 freighter with 1 destroyer
and 4 escort vessels. No re-ports of any
attacks etc. were received.

No special reports from the Sevastopol area.

Main Naval p/p Station, Constantza reported that
the destroyer detected yesterday in the Sevastopol
area had put in during the night.

The cruiser identified yesterday off the central
part of the east coast was in the area west-
southwest of Sevastopol in the morning with
3 destroyers and 1 submarine.

Between the Crimea and the northern part of
the east coast, there were 2 submarines, while
3 destroyers were detected off the southern
part of the east coast. C-in-C Fleet is still
in Novorossisk. Two cruisers arc at sea in
unidentified positions.

Bulgarian Aroa ;

No incidents.

Rumanian x.roa:
i

! — ^ p

0630 Two motor minesweepers (FR) checked the area
off Constantza.
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20 j larch, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

N winds , force 6, squally, overcast, visibility
10 miles, temperature -1 C.

Air reconnaissanc e submitted no important
reportso

Danger of freezing off the north coast of the
31ack Sea due to a drop in the temperature.

At 1050 the long-range reconnaissance plane
reported no enemy forces observed in the area
south of Kerch Peninsula as far as Novorossisk.

Enemy shipping in port on 19 March (aerial
photogr'aphs ) s

Novorossisk: 1 battleship, 1 large destroyer,
1 destroyer, 4 probable torpedoboats, 1 tanker
of 6,000 tons, 1 freighter of 3,500 tons, 1

passenger vessel of 3,000 tons, 6 freighters
of 2,000 - 3,000 tons, 1 freighter of 1,500
tons and 5 freighters, each about 500 tons.

Sevastopol; 1 light cruiser, 1 tanker of
7,000 tons, 2 freighters, each 2,000 tons,
3 freighters of about 1,500 tons, and 1
torpedoboat.

Kerch: 1 tanker of 1,400 tons, 1 freighter
of 500 tons.. 1 freighter of 400 tons,
6 freighters totaling 2,000 tons, 1 tanker and
1 hull of a warship.

Kamish Burun: 1 freighter of 5,000 tons,
1 freighter of 3,500 tons, 1 freighter of 2,500
tons, 1 freighter of 2,000 tons, 1 freighter
of 400 tons, 7 freighters totaling 1,500 tons,
and 4 probable gunboats or M.T.B.s.

Tamanskaya: 12 small freighters totaling
2,000 - 3,000 tons.

Achtanisovskaya channel (near Temriuk)

:

12 small ships, some of them joined in pairs
as bridging pontoons.

In the eastern part of Tanan channel tl:ore is
q freighter of about 300 tons stuck in the ice.

Report on the air raid on Sevastopol on 20 March:
Direct hits on a passenger vessel of 9,000 -

10,000 tons and 1 tanker of 7,000 tons (see above).
Both ships on fire.
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Main Naval d/F Station, Constant za reported
that a cruiser put out from Sevastopol during
the evening of 19 March (cf. evidence of aerial /^

photographs)

•

Pour submarines were detected in the
Sevastopol area as far as the southwestern
Black Sea. Probably 2 cruisers and 2
destroyers, proceeding southeast, passed
through the Kerch Peninsula area and the area
off the northern part of the east coast on the
night of 19/20 March,

According to an agent's report, 1 cruiser,
6 submarines, 10 transports, 10 destroyers and
4 minesweepers put in to Ghelenjik Bay from
Batum at 0600 on 20 March, No confirmation
by air reconnaissance. Such a heavy convoy
has not been observed so far in the Black Sea.
No air reconnaissance reports on Batum have
been submitted during March.

According to aerial photographs taken on
19 March, there were few vessels in Poti
harbor.

Theodosia was shelled between 0300 and 0400,
probably by 2 cruisers.

Crimea :

At 0430 a patrol boat sighted a surfaced
submarine about 1.5 km. offshore at Yalta.
The submarine immediately submerged and made
off.

Bulgarian/Rumanian Area ;

At 1800 on 19 March, gunboats "Stihi" and
"Dumitrescu 1

' put in to Sulina. The transfer
of naval ferry barge F 122 from Constantza
to Varna was abandoned because of the weather.
Naval Special Duties Detachment broke off the
check sweep in Varna Bay because of the weather*

Danger of high tides at Galatz. Danube Flotilla
is taking measures to prevent damage.

Ukraine :

No special incidents.

C
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21 March, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

NE winds, force 6, squally, overcast, visibility
5 miles, very rough sea, temperature -5° C.

Enemy Situation ;

Main Naval D/F Station reported C-in-C Fleet
at sea, probably in tho old battleship* Report
is confirmed insofar as the old battleship was
not sighted in Hovorossisk by visual reconnaissance
at 0800. During the night of 20/21 March,
3 enemy warships shelled Sarigolsk and the
heights around Theodosia.

Enemy shipping in port

:

Sevastopol: 1 destroyer and 1 merchant ship.

Kerch: 1 tanker of 5,000 tons, 3 merchant
ships, each 3,000 tons, 4 merchant ships
totaling 1,000 tons: total freight tonnage
10,000 tons.

Kamish Burun: 2 merchant ships of 2,000 tons.

Novorossisk: 1 large destroyer, 1 freighter
of 3,000 tons, 1 floating dock, 1 tanker of
5,000 tons, 2 freighters, each 4,000 tons,
and 10 freighters, each 1,500 tons.

Main Kaval D/F Station, Constantza reported
1 cruiser, probably also cruiser D, 4 destroyers
and 2 submarines between the west and south
coasts of the Crimea and' 1 cruiser at sea in
an unidentified position. Effective from
22 March, in accordance with Main Naval D/F
Station reports, detected cruisers v/ill be
denoted by letter in the War Diary. Cruiser A
is probably "Voroshilov"

•

In an air attack on Sevastopol harbor on
20 March, 1 freighter or passenger vessel of
8,000 tons and 1 freighter of 2,000 tons were
s unk •

One tanker of ?;,000 tons is still on fire today.
In the tank store at tho northeastern corner
of the harbor, 13 explosions occurred and
heavy smoke developed. The electric powor
station near Inkerman v/as hit. Extensive fires
in the center (?) of the south bay. On the
morning of 21 March, a direct hit was scored on
the radio station with a 1,000-'. . land mine.
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Own Situati on.'

Just before dawn on 21 March, planes mined '
I

Sevastopol harbor. Air Commander, South
reported 5 positions of mines (BM 1000) in
the north bay opposite the entrance to the
south bay.

The check sweep along the Rumanian/Bulgarian
coast by Danube Flotilla and Special Duties
Detachment had to be abandoned because of
the weather.

The radar station at Constantza has not
been working since 0600.

The apparatus will finally be dismantled and
transferred.

The flotilla engineer, Danube Flotilla flew
on ice reconnaissance of the lower Danube
and reported that it was still impossible
to transfer the flotilla from Constantza
to Sulina, The boats would be in great
danger from drift ice.

Naval ferry barges llos, 121, 130 and 142,
which are to carry out the mine laying
operation in Karkinitzki Bay, are lying
at readiness in Varna, They will transfer
to Constantza as soon as the weather improves.

Resumption of sea supplies:

The plans for sea supplies from Rumanian and
Bulgarian ports to Ochakov-North are contained
in an ord.er which has been sent to the
stations responsible for the execution of
the assignment. The commencement date
depends on when the sea routes are cleared.
The plan is to divide the 9 available steamers
and 3 tankers into groups of 3, which will
proceed north at daily intervals with a 3-day
turn around, Vi/hen the first 3 vessels put
out to the north, the group which wintered in
-kolaiev will return. The 4 Hungarian motor

vessels will provide a shuttle service in pairs
between the Danube ports and Ochakov-Jorth.
K.qroi't ing vessels will be Danube Flotilla,
1 flotilla of Special Duties Detachment, the
Rumanian naval forces and the harbor defense
flotillas of Odessa and Ochakov-i'orth, Special
Duties Detachment is responsible for the escort
assignment ordered by Admiral, Black Sea, (

Crimea :

Advahce detachments of ilaval Port Commander,
Theodosia have arrived in Sudak and Koktebel,
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On 20 March, some land mines which had been
laid as protection against landings exploded
in Crimean ports as a result of the stormy
seas •

No special incidents on the Army front near
Sevastopol. A small-scale German attack
on the eastern front was canceled.
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22 March, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza) t

N winds, force 4, fair, visibility 10 miles,
sea 4, temperature -10° C.

Enemy Situation ;

According to a radar location, the enemy
fleet formation with the C-in-C aboard is
about 50 miles north of Bafra Burnu,
It is proceeding on a mean course of 500°
in the direction of Sevastopol, Another
formation comprising 1 heavy cruiser and
2 destroyers was sighted by air reconnaissance,
course 320°, off the Caucasus coast near
Tuapse,

Sarigolsk was again shelled by cruisers on
the night of 21/22 March. While in action,
the vessels were estimated to be 10 km,
from Theodosia,

Enemy shipping in port i

According to aerial photographs, there
were few ships in Kerch. In Kamish Burun
there were slightly fewer vessels than on
19 March, No great change in Tuapse
according to visual reconnaissance.

Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza located
a submarine at sea between Sevastopol and
Constantza at 2100,

Lively radio traffic between C-in-C, Fleet
(see above), Sevastopol and destroyers.
Normal activity of patrol vessels.

0\in Situation :

Ruman ian/Bulgarian Area t

Ice conditions off the northwest coast have
again deteriorated owing to increased cold.
The route to Ochakov-North cannot therefore
be swept as yet.

At Skadovsk there is pack ice up to 600 meters
from the harbor.

No ice at Chorly.

Destroyer "Regina Maria" came out of dock at
Constantza,

Steamer ''Sulina'' docked,
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Crimea/Ukraine :

Naval Port Commander 11 transferred to
Theodosia, Preparations for minelayin; .

Naval Port Commander 12 arrived in Skadovsk,

Sea Transportation Office, Kherson was
opened on 21 March.
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25 March, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

s

W winds , force 1, alight coastal' mist

,

visibility 8 miles, calm sea, temperature
-8° C.

Enemy S i tua t i on :

Main Naval d/P Station located various-
destroyers in the open sea, one of them
midway between Sevastopol and Cape Kaliakra
at 2119. Up to now, only submarines have-

been located so far west. Another destroyer
was located north of Bafra Burnu in the
evening and on the next morning between the
Crimea and the Rumanian const. This means
that the destroyer must have proceeded at a

cruising speed of at least 23 knots, a

strikingly high speed, if the location is
to be accepted.

Air reconnaissance detected 2 steamers,
course east, obviously in Turkish territorial
waters near Inobolu and Bafra Burnu,
Reports of steamers in this area are also
unknown up to now. The nationality of the
steamers could not be identified.

In the evening a strongly escorted steamer
was observed south of Balaklava making for
Sevastopol. It was sunk by a bomber
formation at 1835,

According to a D/P report, the fleet formation
which has been at sea for the last few days
put in to an unknown base.

Throughout the day, no radio traffic was
intercepted betv/cen shore stations and naval
forces.

Enemy shipping in port (aerial photographs).

Tuapse: 2 more destroyers than on 18 March
and other tankers.

Novorossisk: Rough estimate of 6,000 tons
less than on 21 March.

In an air attack on Tuapse, 1 submarine was
sunk and another damaged for certain. Five
medium and small freighters also believed damaged, ^
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Ov.ti Situation ;

Four motor mine sweepers (FR) with combined
sweeps checked the UT.IA minefield south of
Tuszla. Depth keeping 10 meters. 3 mines
swept.

Three naval ferry barges put In to. Constantza
from Varna in the afternoon for operation "Lex".
Check sweeps by gunboats "Dumitrcscu" and
"Stihi" had to bo abandoned on the mine-free
route to the north because of thick drift ice.

Special Duties Detachment checked the northern
entrance to Varna Bay without result.

1

A drifting mine was sighted near Sosopol and
dealt with by some Bulgarians.

Ukraine/Crimea i

No incidents.
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24 : larch, 1942

ather forecast
(Constantza

)

i ^\

No wind, overcast, coastal mist,, visibility
5 miles, smooth sea, temperature -4° C.

Enemy Situation ;

The destroyer which passed from east to west
on the night of 22/23 March was again located
by Main !

Taval D/B Station at 1602 about 50 miles
south of the southern tip of the Crimea.
Air Commander j South at once dispatched armed
reconnaissance planes. At 1830 a convoy
comprising 1 freighter of 4,000 tons,
1 destroyer and 5 escort vessels was attacked
south of Sevastopol without success.

Throughout the day there was lively activity
of destroyers and M. .

:..s in the narrow
Sevastopol sea area. Two submarines were
also sighted from land, obviously connected
ith the above-mentioned convoy. After

the sinking of a similar transport yesterday,
the enemy has decided upon the strictest
protection measures.

According to a report from Main Naval D/F
Station, C-in-C, Fleet is again at sea,
probably aboard cruiser A. Cruisers D,
F and E are also at sea in various areas.

Normal activity of guardboats and H.T.B.s
near the bases.

Aerial photographs of Kerch and Tuapse reveal
no essential changes.

The direct hit mentioned in the success
report of 21 March was scored on the dockyard
installations and not on Sevastopol radio
station. In another attack on Tuapse, a
steamer was set on fire.

Own Situation :

Trials of destroyer ''Regina Maria".
"Delfinul" on exercisos. Special Duties
Detachment checked the area off Kaliakra.

Readiness :

Motor minesweeper FR 8 operational from V
25 March and FR 2 non-operational from 24 -

27 March owing to engine trouble. The boat
"Lykurgos" belonging to Group Plellcparth will
be ready to sail from 25 March*
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''^umltrescu" non-operational owing to a

seized piston in the main an^ine. Duration
of repairs unknown.

Tug "Amsel" non-operational owing to engine
trouble. Duration of repairs unknown*

Crimea

:

'.ne laying begun in Yalta.

Two batteries of Army Coastal Artillery
Detachment 707 arrived in Genichesk with
2 guns. The rest are en route. Ammunition
still in Odessa.

Land Situation ;

After an interval of a few days, the enemy
again attacked on the eastern front in the
Crimea. All attacks were repulsed.
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2 5 r.Iarch, 1942

Weather forecast
'

(Constantza)

:

SW winds, force 1, heavy coastal mist,
visibility 2 miles, calm sea, temperature
-3° C.

Enemy Situation :

According: to visual reconnaissance, there
were more ships in Kerch than on 23 March*
The destroyers and submarines reported off
Sevastopol in the last few days were again
in evidence. No essential changes in
shipping in port according to aerial
photographs. It should be noted that since
16 March, contrary to previous practice,
reports on the main harbors have been received
almost daily, but there have been no reports
from the southeastern ports of Poti, Batum etc.

No special incidents according to Main Naval
D/F Station.

Supplementary report for 22 and 23 Inarch
from Rumanian Navy.

"On the nights of 21/22 and 22/23 March,
engine noises were heard about 2300 from the
island of Serpilor and lights were observed
in the northeast and east."

In the reports on the enemy, it is striking
that at 2100 on 22 March a submarine was
located midway between Sevastopol and Cape
Xaliakra and at 2119 on 23 March a destroyer
was detected in the same position. There may
be some connection with the Serpilor observations.

Reports of successes? In the last air attack
on Tuapse, the 5 merchant ships were not
damaged but a freighter of 2,000 tons was
sunk.

Own Situation i

Crimea

0310 Ak Mechc-t and Dzhariulgach v/ere bombed, but
no damage was caused. This may indicate that
the enemy believes sea transports to be using
these ports.

x

The naval observation post for observing
shipping off Sevastopol is now functioning

.
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Naval Port Commander, Skadovsk reported in
connection with the planned operation "Lex"
that the coast of Karkinitzki Bay was free of
ice from Klarovka as far aa Chorly. In
Dzhariulgach Bay there is an open channel up
to 400 meters off Skadovsk.
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26 IlarcL, 194-2

Weather forecast
( Const ant za)

:

No wind, visibility 8 miles, calm sea,
temperature 2° C.

Enemy Situation :

No air reconnaissance reports. Main
..aval D/F Station reported lively activity of
M.T.B.s and guardboats along the entire east
coast. Very slight Fleet radio traffic.
Between 1300 and 1500, Russian air reconnaissance
planes appeared off the western Black Sea
coast between Burgas and Akkermann.
Two planes were intercepted, one of which
was 40 miles south of Balaklava on return
flight at 1600.

Own Situation :

The ice reconnaissance flown by Air Commander j

South in Karkinitzki Bay showed that the ice
conditions favored the intended minelaying in
the inner part of Karkinitzki Bay. The
sea-jar d sides of Tendra Peninsula and
Dzhariulgach are free of ice and Chorly
entrance is open. There is still soft ice
about 10 - 12 cm. thick up to 400 meters
off Skadovsk.

Destroyer ''Regina Maria" on trials in the
forenoon. The naval ferry bar;jes due to
carry out the minelaying operation were
on firing practice.

Special Duties Detachment checked the
southern entrance to Varna Bay. In the
morning, Bulgarian reconnaissance planes
reported drifting mines off the coast near
the Turkish frontier. In the same area
there were life-belts and pieces of wood.

Readiness :

Destroyer ?,Regina Maria" operational.

Destroyer "Regele Ferdinand" non-operational
to go into dock.

Crimea ;

Further mines were laid off Yalta.

Land Situction :

Near Sevastopol: ak artillery and mortar
fire.
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Eastern front: The heavy enemy attacks
were not continued

•
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We a t he r forecast
(Constant za)

:

No report submitted.

Is. c-my S i t ua t i on :

According to vis 1 I reconnaissance, there
are 2 medium st rs in Sevastopol* They
must have put in since 24 I larch, as the
harbcr was almost empty then.

There is shipping totaling 24,000 tons in
.ish Burun« Off Tamanskaya today, there

are many small freighters of up to 2,000 tons
stead of the usual boats.

At 0040 several escorted steamers were
sighted near Anapa and to the south; some

re steering northeast and others south-
east.

important activity off Sevastopol,

According to Main Naval D/F Station, petrol
activity off the entire east coast is again
normal, but radio traffic is slight.

Own. Situation :

Three motor minesweepers (FR) probed tl

area from CI" 3 to 44° 40' N, 29° 20' E
(south of St, Gee )« No mines swept.
Special Duties Det: nt checked the inner
part c .. -. A mine was cut 150 meters
frc he .ice.: ''Carol'' and it exploded as
the result of a live run.

Air Commander, South v:as a sized to provide
j reconnaissance for operation "Lex" north

of 45° V from the Crimea to the rhmianian/
Bessarabian cosst.

Crimea :

The rest of the mines were laid off Yalta.

Supplementary report: March a sea
rescue plane will be stationed in Ak I.Iechet.

id Situation:
V

Surprisingly quiet on both fronts and in the
air.
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28 March. 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

NNE winds, force 1, fog, visibility 200 meters,
temperature 3° C.

Enemy Situation :

According to Main Naval D/F Station, C-in-C,
Fleet is at sea near the central part of the
east coast with the old battleship, cruiser
A, 1 flotilla leader and 5 destroyers. Of
these destroyers one was in the southwestern
Black Sea, fairly near the Turkish coast,
at 1415. Another was located further north
at 1950. Taken in conjunction with the
locations obtained on 23 and 24 March, this
means that the enemy is forming a position
line from northwest to southeast between the
Crimea and the Bosporus. Cruisers D and F
are still at sea in unidentified positions.

At 0900 the battleship was sighted in Poti
(see above). Since 25 March, shipping in
Novorossisk has slightly increased.

Ice situation: The ice in Odessa harbor is
expected to melt shortly. Kherson reported
the first drift ice on the Dnieper after a

long period of fast Ice. Dnieper estuary
still frozen. The ice limit now lies only
100 meters from Skadovsk harbor entrance.
The ice in Genichesk harbor has also broken
up.

Danube shipping traffic is again in full swing
from Giurgiu to Rogensburg.

Own Situation:
—a^**i»-.» m ! i^n—

Minefield sections A (170 UMA) and 3 (170 1MB)
were laid as schoduled northwest of Constantza
as a flanking minefield. U-boats protected
the minelaying formation of motor minesweepers
(FR) of Danube Flotilla.

Operation ''Lex'' was postponed as there was
thick fog in the morning off Constantza.

All competont stations were informed by
radiogram a few hours beforehand and were
cautioned as to uso of teletype for retrans-
mission. It was necessary to use radio as there
wore no sure and quick courier connections.
The postponement v/as also announced by radiogram.
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29 March, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

No wind, almost completely overcast,
visibility 3 miles, sea 1, temperature 3° C*

Enemy Situation :

On 28 March, air reconnaissance planes
systematically examined enemy harbors

•

Admiral, Black Sea reckons on the basis of
a rough evaluation of the photographs that
there is still- a total of 140,000 G.R.T. of
enemy merchant shipping and 30,000 G.R.T. tanker
space

•

The following vessols were observed:

1 battleship, 3 heavy cruisers, 2 light cruisers,
2 flotilla leaders, 1 large destroyer, 15
destroyers, 8 torpedoboats, 32 submarines and
a number of M.T.B.s, minesweepers, auxiliary
vessels and special vessels.

Main Naval D/F Station presumed that 3-4
enemy submarines were in the western Black Sea.
Two were located between the Crimea and the
Rumanian coast (reconnaissance line).

Own Situation :

Rumanian Area :

Operation f,Lex n must again be postponed because
of the weather. Rumanian naval forces are
preparing to lay minefield sections C and D.

As there will be no more drift ice in the
Danube in a few days, Danube .Flotilla has been
directed to prepare to transfer all boats to
Sulina as soon as possible.

Bulbar ian Arc a :

0945 The Achtopol area was checked for mines without
result

•

Motor vessel "Rila" put in to Burgas unescorted
from Istanbul. She will soon transfer to
Varna to be investigated and chartered.

Ukraine/Crime a :

No incidents.

Land Situation :

No enemy infantry or artillery operations.
Lively air activity with nttacks on Sadki and
Sarabus.
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Land Situation ;

Quiet dayt 11th Array H.Q. presumes that the
enemy is planning to attack.

In accordance with a directive issued by
Naval Group South on 28 March .and after a

discussion with v. Kleiat, the newly appointed
Naval Liaison Officer to 1st Army H.Q. (Tanks),
I reported to Naval Group South my plans for
minelaying operations off the north coast of
the Sea of Azov and in Kerch Strait;

1. The enemy's behavior during December 1941
shows that the Russians will continue to
try to take our bases whose harbor
installations are necessary for them to
carry out effective landings. They will
use every means at their disposal, relying
particularly on flanking attacks. If they
are repulsed at favorable landing points,
then they will land again at other places
with more men and material.

2. The type of coast and the depths of water
are almost nowhere effective for preventing
landings.

3. As mines are not plentiful, the operation
must be confined to certain focal points:

a. Harbor installations.

b. Various areas from which, by occupying
them for a short time, the enemy could
endanger our operations.

4. Kerch Strait cannot be mined until the
land situation on Kerch Peninsula is
clarified.

5. The motor fishing vessels of Coastal
Defense Flotilla, Sea of Azov can be used
as mine~carriers by Naval Shore Commander,
Ukraine and the Talta boats by Naval Shore
Commander, Crimea.

6. I propose to allocate the 893 FIAC mines
recalled from Germany to Naval Shore Commander,
Ukraine for the north coast of the Sea of
Azov with Mariupol as the target area and
the 381 PMB and 350 IJH1A mines from Linz to
Naval Shore Compandor, Crimea,
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51 March, 1942

-ather forecast
(Constantza)

;

E winds, force 6, overcast to cloudy,
visibility 1-2 miles, snow, sea 4,
temperature 1° C.

Enemy Situation s

According to Main Naval D/F Station, the
3 destroyers, which had hitherto been
operating southwest of* the Crimea, are nc
proceeding towards the southern part of the
east coast, probably to Be turn.

One submarine (probably damaged) put out from
he western Black Sea to the east. There

is a submarine tender off the southern part
of the east coast,

o special air reconnaissance reports.

Own Situation :

Rumanian/Bulgarian Area :

The weather prevented our naval forces from
operating. All the Danube in my command is free
of ice.

o incidents.

ukr aine/C r ine a :

o incidents. Several mines from the
alta minefield have broken loose in the

rough sea and have been detonated. Naval
Shore Commander, Crimea issued directives
for the laying of the minefield off -Alushta.

Land Situation t

No change

•

'

(Signed) Gotting.
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1 April, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza 0600)

:

NNW winds, force 4, overcast, visibility 5 miles,
snow, moderate sea, temperature 1° C.

Enemy Situation :

The enemy has changed the radio callsigns and
codes of their naval forces, naval air arm and
coastal defenses.

Cruiser A arrived in the sea area south of the
Crimea from the eastern Black Sea during the
night of 31 March/l April. Presumably C-in-C
Fleet is on board.

There was an enemy air formation in the area
between the Crimea and the Rumanian coast on the
morning of 1 April.

Cruiser D is in Novorossisk.

Two unidentified vessels were located, but no
deductions were possible from their position.

Air reconnaissance reported slight supply traffic
and patrol activity.

Own Situation:

Rumanian Area :

As the weather seems to be gradually becoming
calmer, minefield sections C and D will probably
be laid during the next few days and operation
"Lex" will be carried out.

Gunboat "Stihi", which put out at 1730 on
31 March for salvage operations off Tuszla where
there seemed to be a drifting wreck, ran aground
and was reported non-operational.

Bulgarian Area ;

No incidents.

Ukraine/Crimea ;

Naval Port Commander, Thoodosia ha3 performed the
remarkable feat of raising a 19-mcter iron motor
boat with 120 h.p. engine from 7 meters of water
without the aid of divers.
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During the day there were several air raids
on Theodosia. No damage reported.

Land Situation :

Unchanged,

(
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2 April, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza* 0900)

:

W
se
winds, force 2, cloudy, visibility 10 miles,
a 2, temperature 4° C.

Enemy Situation :

The Air Force reported the following successes:
1 tanker of 8,000 G-.R.T. sunk and 1 fighter shot
down during an attack on a convoy south of Kerch
Strait; direct hit scored on affreighter of
5,000 G.R.T. near Kamish Burun, 'also 4 fighters
shot down.

Main Naval d/F Station reported cruiser D in the
northern Black Sea and an unidentified cruiser
in the central Black Sea. Between 1500 and
1700, planes were active in a southerly direction
in the area off the southern tip of the Crimea
(see attacks on our forces).

Own Situation :

Rumanian Area ; .

0430 Destroyer "Rogina Maria" and 4 naval ferry barges
put out for operation "Lex". Naval Shore
Commanders, Ukraine and Crimea, Air Commander,
South, 4th Air Force and Naval Liaison Officer
to 11th Army H.Q. have boon notified of the
operation by radio.

The air reconnaissance north of 45° N requested
from 'Air Commander, South was carried out between
1030 and 1430. • Nothing sighted apart from our
own vessels

•

Between 1800 and 2000 the formation was unsuccess-
fully attacked by 3 Russian bombers using flares.
Destroyer ".iegina Maria" succeeded in drawing the
bombers off, so that at about 2000 at point Blue
24 the 4 naval ferry barges were able to turn off
to the east unobserved.

07 (50 The minelaying formation of "Murgescu", "Dacia",
"Marasesti", "Sborul" and 4 motor minesweepers
(FR) put out to lay minefield sections C and D.

1600 After carrying out this task, the minelaying
formation was attacked by 3 Russian bombers on
route Green south of St. Goorgc Arm. "Dacia"
was slightly damaged at the bows and 1 man was
severely wounded and 3 wore slightly wounded;
aboard "Sborul" there was splinter damage and
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German Warrant Engineer Fey was killed and 6 men
were wounded; both engines failed aboard motor
minesweeper FR 2 and she was towed in.

1617 Bombers attacked Sulina, No damage, wording
to a Rumanian report, Kilia Arm and Ochakov-
South were bombed about 1100. Details not
known.

There have now been quite definitely 5, probably
4, bomber attacks on ships and harbcr
installations in the Danube Delta. Probably
these attacks have taken place following air
reconnaissance reports when formations have
sailed. During the last few days, there have
been reports of isolated Russian reconnaissance
planes off the Rumanian coast.

Bulgarian Area :

Special Duties' Detachment carried out check
sweeps in the inner Varna Bay and in the neigh-
borhood of the wreck "Carol" • No mines sweet,

* *

1000 :tor vessel "Rila" put out from Burgas for
Varna without escort.

1620 "Rila" put in to Varna,

Ukraine/Crimea ;

No incidents.

Land Situation :

Vladislavovska was bombarded from the sea during
the night by 2 warships. Fighting broke out
again in the northwestern sector. Otherwise
the day passed quietly.

Increased movements and artillery reinforcements
indicate preparations for attack.
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5 April, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza 0900)

:

W winds, force 2, cloudy, visibility 15 miles,
sea 2, temperature 6° C.

Enemy Situation :

According to a radio intercept report, cruiser A
was in the sea area off Tuapse' during the
evening* There was also an Air Commander in
the same aroa. Cruiser D was suspected in the
area south of the Crimea or in the central Black
Sea, while cruiser E was at sea in an unidentified
position. Lively aircraft radio traffic from a
formation off the northern and central parts of
the east coast.

The enemy has beached the tanker reported as sunk
on 2 April. She is on fire with heavy black
clouds of smoke coming from her.

According to an air reconnaissance report, the
enemy is showing beacons at the "southern entrance
to Kerch Strait. Characteristics are the same
as in peacetime.

Own Situation :

Rumanian/Bulgarian Aroa :

Naval ferry barges Nos. 127, 130, 139 and 143
which wore on operation "Lex" put in to Skadovsk
at 0915. No incidents on the prescribed route.
The morning reconnaissance planes detailed by
Air Commander, South did not sight any enemy
forces in the reconnaissance aroa. At 0950
destroyer "Rcgina Maria' 1 put in to Constantza
from operation "Lex".

Special Duties Detachment did not check the area
off Varna for mines because of bad weather.

"Brlinhild" moved from Galatz to Sulina with
motor minesweepers FR 1, 3, 9 and 11.

Readiness :

Torpcdoboat "Sborul" probably non-operational
until 4 April on account of several breaks in
her boiler tube.

Major Securius, Naval Liaison Officer to 4th Air
Force, reported by telephone that he will have
the following planes operational on 4 April:
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4 Cant, 1 Do 24 and 2 He 114, Operations by
6 Blenheim planes possible if Air Station,
Craiova can be used.

Crimea :

From 1 April, "Meteorological Station, Yalta is
giving restricted service.

One FMB mine drifted ashore at Yalta and was
destroyed.

Enemy warships bombarded places on the Kerch
headland during the night of 2/5 April.

Land Situation ;

Only slight activity of enemy artillery and
nuisance fire by mortals on both Crimean fronts.
Air activity was slight on both sides because of
bad weather.

In the Donetz area, the enemy attacked with
heavy artillery and tanks near and southeast of
Slaviansk.
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/IprjLl, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza 0600)

:

No wind, no cloud, visibility 10 miles, sea 2,
temperature 2° C,

Enemy Situation :

According to aerial photographs, there are 4
submarines, 1 floating crane, 1 probable
floating crane, 1 freighter of 300 G.R.T. and 45
small coastal vessels in the south bay at
Sevastopol. It therefore appears that, despite
the frequent air attacks, the enemy is still
using this harbor as a submarine base.

A merchant ship of 3,000 G.R.T. was seen
proceeding with escort through Kerch Strait.
The tanker beached off Anapa is still burning*

Main Naval D/F Station reported radio traffic as
slight. Cruiser A is in the sea area off
Tuapse. Some submarines were detected in the
Sevastopol area. An Air Commander was located
off Anapa.

Own Situation :

Rumanian/Bulgarian Area :

"Krimhild" moved from Constantza to Sulina with
a second group of motor minesweepers (FR).

Torpedoboat "Smeul" proceeded from Sulina to
Constantza,

Motor vessel "Marianne" proceeded from Constantza
to Varna.

Special Duties Detachment, Varna checked the
northern entrance to Varna Bay according to plan.

Naval Port Commander, Odessa reported a visit of
Marshal Antoncscu on 2 April. He inspected the
batteries of Army Coastal Artillery Detachment
906 and also the harbor. Believing it more
important to keep the harbor in use than to carry
out demolition work for defense purposes, he
instructed Naval Port Commander to submit
suggestions for the improvement of tho harbor
defenses

•
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Crimea ;

Marshal Antonescu was in Eupatoria on 2 April
and in Simferopol on 3 April.

Land Situation :

Both Crimean fronts were quiet except for
slight artillery and mortar fire. The enemy
is digging in on the Kerch front.
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April, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza 0600):

N winds, force 3, overcast, coastal haze,
visibility 5 miles, sea 2, temperature 4° C.

An unidentified vessel was located 60 miles east
of Cape Kaliakra at 0918. . Situation report
later indicated that this was probably a sub-
marine. The position located lies on the route
from Sevastopol to Burgas Bay.

Further locations 60 miles wests outhwest of
Sevastopol and off Yalta.

Aerial photographs show many vessels in Kamish
Burun.

Own Situation ;

A Rumanian report states: "North of point 15,
off Constantza, tug "Forsch" and E-boat
"Viscolul" attacked a submarine. Following
depth charges, a large patch of oil and air
bubbles were observed." The report is being
investigated.

Group Lex is lying at Skadovsk, obviously idle.
An inquiry was sent during the forenoon to Naval
Shore Commander, Ukraine about his plans for
these boats, but so far no reply has been
received.

Naval Liaison Officer to Air Commander, South
reported on the ice conditions in the Sea of
Azov: "Broken ice from Primorsko Akhtari to
Sivash; similar conditions in northern part of
Kerch Strait." From this report it seems that
it will be possible for steamers to proceed
through the Sea of Azov, but not boats as yet.

A clear understanding was reached with Naval
Liaison Officer to 4th Air Force that he alone is
responsible for requests for planes for naval
operational purposes. Direct requests to 4th
Air Force or Air Commander, South to be made only
in urgent cases, and then Naval Liaison Officer
to be informed. Admiral, Black Sea pointed out
that naval operations must not be disclosed by
careless use of the telephone by the Air Force.

Readiness ;

Gunboat "Dumitrescu" operational.
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Ukraine :

The Varvarovka bridge at Nikolaiev has drifted
away as a result of the snowstorm and moving
ice. Parts of the bridge were salvaged by
Naval Port Commander, Nikolaiev.

Crimea :

Marshal Antonescu is in Yalta with Naval Shore
Commander, Crimea who is representing C-in-C
11th Army H.Q..

Land Situation ;

No special incidents on either front. According
to deserters' statements, the enemy intends to
renew the attack on both fronts between 5 and 10
April.

On the Donetz front local attacks .with tank
support were repulsed. There were some hand-
to-hand engagements.
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6 Auril, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza 0600)

:

No wind, visibility 6 miles, sea 1, temperature
-1° C.

Main Naval D/F Station reported a total of 4
locations of unidentified vessels in various
areas. Two of these locations lie on the known
convoy route from Poti to Sevastopol* One of
them is believed to be a group of destroyers

. v coming from the east. According to observations,
a convoy may be approaching.

Air reconnaissance reported 1 small escorted
merchant ship off Anapa, proceeding to Kerch
Strait. Such convoys are now more frequently
observed with fighter protection.

Own Situation ;

Commander, Danube Flotilla was prevented by rough
sea from leaving Sulina to sweep the enemy mine-
field off St. George Arm.

The naval ferry barges of Group Lex put out from
Skadovsk and laid minefield section 1 according
to plan.

Special Duties Detachment checked the northern
entrance to Varna Bay. • No mines swept*

E-boat "Viscolul" was unable to discover any-
thing near point 15 where the enemy submarine
was presumed sunk. The water is 40 meters
deep, which makes the search difficult.

Tanker n Le Progres" and motor vessel "Rila u

transferred from Varna to Constantza.

Crimea ;

On 5 April, a Russian naval mine was washed up
near Eupatoria and detonated.

A mine transport has put in to Gonichcsk.

Land Situation ;

The enemy is now more -.ctivc on the Sevastopol
front. Army H.Q. suspects they are bringing
up reinforcements.

Enemy remarkably quiet on the eastern front.
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7 April, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza 0600)

:

No wind, slight coastal haze, visibility up to
10 miles, temperature 0° C.

Enemy Situation :

Observation of enemy radio traffic yielded
little information/ Only slight traffic was
reported.

According to aerial photographs, the freighters
in Novorossiok harbor totaled 6 0,000 G.R.T. at
0712. Aerial photographs showed that at 1208
the merchant shipping had increased by 10,000
G.R.I, and warships had also arrived. Aerial
photographs also showed 30,000 G.R.T. at Tuapse.

Own Situation :

Group Lex laid minefield section 2 according to
plan.

The laying group, comprising naval ferry barges
F 130 and F 139, was spotted from Bakal on the
Crimean coast by Rumanian troops who fired upon
them in the belief that they were enemy vessels.
No damage was done. The German Reinforced
Coastguard Control Service also reported the
naval ferry barges as 2 enemy warships, one of
them a cruiser. is critical situation arose
for the following reasons:

1. Naval Shore Commander, Crimea had obviously
not circulated information to all coastal
posts in his area, although this was
expressly ordered by Admiral, Black Sea.

2. Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine did not inform
Naval Shore Commander, Crimea on 6 April
about the plans for Group Lex. Moreover,
the reports by Naval Port Commander, Skadovsk
and Group Lex on the sailing were not
addressed to "Naval Shore Commander, Crimea"

.

3. The sailing report v/as not submitted early
enough. Instructions from Admiral, Black
Sea lay it down that- sailing reports must be
passed to the radio station for transmission
at least an hour in advance.

4. Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine did not
clearly understand that he was responsible
for the execution of the operation, although
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on entering the operational area Group Lex
came under his control.

The Staff directing operations must give some
thought to the essential preliminaries even in
the case of a minor coastal operation.

The authorities concerned were notified of their
error at once*

Commander, Danube Flotilla swept 1 mine from the
enemy minefield in St. George Arm. 'The mine
shell sank before it could be fired on. Plans
have been made for systematic clearing of the
minefield.

Tug "Forsch" patrolled and checked the area as
far as Green 15 on 6 and 7 April. No incidents.

Gunboat "Dumitrescu" carried out an exploratory
sweep to point CN 3. No mines sv/ept.

i

No minesweeping activity by Special Duties
Detachment. Maintenance work was carried out.

Isolated bombing, raids on Theodosia during the
night of 6/7 April.

Naval -Communications Station, Karacha (near Cape
Tarkhankutzki) was opened.

Land Situation :

The enemy was quiet on both Crimean fronts.
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;her forecast
(Constantza 0600):

:~: -.vir.a, sligit coastal haze, visibility up tc

10 miles, sea 1, temperature 0° C.

raphs showed the following

:

rvorossisk: Increase in sh3 since 7 April.
Sevastopol: 1 destroyer, 3 submar (1 in dry
dock), 1 minesweeper and 60 boats and small
coastal vessels,
Tuapse: No major changes,

A 1 u 3
heavily escorted steamer approached

Kerch Strait from the south during the morning:
she was observed twice by visual reconnaissance.

Main. Naval D/F Station, Constants . report-
slight patrol activity e :-nerally. are
some submarines in unidentified positions in the
western and central Blacl a,

Z-:-.-. Ii:v:.::::-. :

Bulsarian/l _an Area:

Commander j Danube Flotilla pt 2 mines from
the minefield in St. George Arm. The mines cut
were spherical in shape ^7ith several small
ppendagez their surfaces were very much over-
own. Fresumably they were equipped with

inertia contact firing and a of
approximately 30 kg. Both 1 on

ink very rapidly. Probably 3hey had
automatic sinking devices.

Group Lex is compensating compasses in Skadovsk.
The Bui ;otor vessel "Rila" proceeded from
Constantza to Sulina escorted by "Smcul".

ila" is tc be converted into a submarine
chaser in Turnu : r-in. "Smeul 11 returned to
Constantza during the evening. Destroyer
"Marasesti" is trying out her bow protection
gear.

Marshal Antonescu arrived in Sulina during the
:rning and proceeded further up the Danube

during the afternoon.

In . :

E-boat "Viscolul" operational with limitations.

Motor per H* 8 (belonging to Commander,
Danube Flotilla) non-operational for repairs to
fuel pumps .
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Naval ferry barges Nos. 134 and 144 are on firing
exercises off Burgas.

Crimea

:

On 7 April, a coastal battery shelled an enemy
submarine off Koreis, west of Yalta near Cape
Aitodor. Battery thinks direct hits were
scored. The patrol boat sent out to investigate
could not find anything.

A drifting FMB mine was detonated by artillery
fire off Yalta.

Land Situation :

The enemy was generally quiet on the Sevastopol
and eastern fronts. Lively partisan activity in
the Stary Crimea area. Slight enemy air
activity.

Apart from nuisance artillery fire by both sides,
no special incidents in the Donetz area,
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Weather :
'

": e sas t

(Cons :za 06

S winds, force -, 3t entirely over :,

sli Lstal haze, visibility lies, :-ea 3,
ter.rer2.ture - :

.

~- 0>,— ~ j — . . - — -.- .

Air T: mor and afternoon
reconnaissance (without obvious r ) over the
whol _ 1 Black Sea tc ish coast.
No ve : : 1 £ : i ghted •

A shore station sighted a light Lth 2

nt ships south :i Balaklava, course south.

:..i- :":.-.-:. 1 d/F Station, 3onstantza located an
unknown unit 60 miles south of Kerch*

According :: a : report, 1 flotilla
leader 1 destroyer are proceeding the
southern part :: the east coast, probably tc

vastopolt Usual activity of patrol forces.

Own

[Jommar.isr , lar.ule rlssilla cr-:>e off minesweeping
^.tions owing to the rou^ nd returned

tc llina about noon.

Group Lex is checking oompass deviations in
Skadov s.rb or

,

Special Dutis s Zezs. nt ch she southern
s.nce to Varna Bay. No m s.

Motor vessel "r.iia" is proceeding fro: Sulina
to Galatz

.

Iron 1-ates Gr Danube 71 ss ilia is leavic
Rus:: 3n the morning of 10 April to proceed to
the operational a

•

Motor sailing vessel "Marianne" proceeded from
Varna to Constantza.

?.-: - lir. : : s .

"Ssihi' ! operatj 1.

"Dacia" nc: - 1- scheduled to proceed
to dock 10 April,

"Dumi cu" temporarily non-operational for
repairs to her engine*
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Crime :

Naval Shore Commander, Crimea suspects aerial
mine laying by 5 enemy flying boats off Eupatoria
between 1515 and 1540 when Sadki was under air
attack.

During the night of 8/9 April, bombs fell directly
in front of the quarters of the Motor Transpor-
tation Company of the Naval Shore Commander in
Simferopol, Three men were severely wounded and
7 slightly wounded. Buildings badly damaged,
but no damage to trucks

.

Land Sit ua t i on :

Slight nuisance fire by enemy artillery on the
Sevastopol front. Continuous bombing attacks.

Eastern front: Enemy resumed attacks during the
morning with strong support from artillery and
planes.
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10 April, 1942

ather forecast
(Constantza 0600)

:

N winds, force 1, almost entirely overcast,
moderate haze, visibility 3 miles, sea 1,
temperature 5° C.

Enemy Situation :

From aerial photographs it seems that between
7 and 8 April the enemy brought up about 10,000
.R.T. of shipping ft?om Tuapse to Novorossisk

which was already crowded. This action seems
to indicate plans for an operation, as the enemy
has risked the increased danger of air attack in
massing ships in Novorossisk* The Air Force
has already made • successful attacks on Tuapse
and Novorossisk, but no details are yet available.

in Naval D/F Station, Constantza located enemy
planes in the area west of Sevastopol and Yalta
extending south to approximately' 44° N. They
may be engaged on air reconnaissance, directed
against misreported vessels or perhaps the enemy
has been misled by their intelligence agencies
and has overestimated the German forces.

The German morning reconnaissance planes over the
southeast Crimean coast did not sight anything.

On the basis of yesterday's air reconnaissance
reports, Air Commander, South is extremely doubt-
ful about the reliability of observations of
ships at sea made from shore by Army and Air
Force posts in front of Sevastopol, The only
reports he considers of importance are those from
the Naval Observation Station.

Air reconnaissance of the east coast of the Sea
of Azov showed massing of boats in the harbors.

According to a situation report from Main Naval
D/F Station, naval forces are maintaining radio
silence

•

Own Situation :

Commander, Danube Flotilla carried out a check
sweep from Sulina northwards on route C-reen to
point 23 and Gibrieni Bay. Points 22 and 23

re marked with buoys.

Owing to a change in the current at a time when
they were out of sight of land and had no
opportunity to take a fix, a group of boats ran
on to the UMA minefield off Gura Kilia. As the
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depth setting was 8 meters, they lost a
considerable amount of gear. Cause was probably
inaccurate depth-keeping of the sweeps at slov;

speed. Gunboats are to check later.

Group Lex and naval ferry barge No. 143 made a
reconnaissance of the sea channel and harbor at
Chorly: depths and remaining buoys were checked.

Special Duties Detachment checked the southern
entrance to Varna Bay, also Burgas Bay. No
mines swept.

Readines s

:

"Dacia" in dock at Constantza.

"Sborul", "Stihi" and "Dumitrescu" operational.

On orders from Group South, the 400 EMC mines of
the Mines and Barrage Command, Constantza, which
were reported unfit for use, are not to bo
exchanged in Germany, but are to be overhauled
and put in order at Constantza by auxiliary
personnel sent from Germany.

Land Situation :

All attacks on the eastern front were repulsed.
General quiet in the Crimea. 66 enemy tanks
were destroyed and a further 26 immobilized by
gunfire

.

Isolated sorties by enemy scouting parties on
the eastern front in the Donetz area. On the
northern front enemy sorties were repelled by
our defensive fire.
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11 April, i:

Weather forecast
(Consta . 0600):

ESE Is, force 1, fog, visibility 200 meters,
sea 1, temperature 5° C.

Zr. or.:-- 3i"-.:.Ticr. :

Th: in body of the Fleet is 1; in Pct_.
Aerial photographs reveal It , 2 heavy
cruisers (one of them in dock), 5 torpedoboats,
15 submarines, 1 minesweeper and 17 M.T.B.s.

Batum (visual reconnaissance): 1 heavy cruiser
and 2 destroyers.

The bulk of the merchant ship; :,ssed in
Xovorossisg .

Next to Poti, Oct tiiri cont the 1: st
number of submarine , Tho reason for this may
be the danger of air raids in these harbors.

The aerial photographs do not give any clear
picture of the results of the air r-iids on
Novoros : and Tuapse on 10 and 11 April,

In the earl;: morning air reconnaissance inter-
cepted 1 inward and 1 out bound transport
on the Novorossisk-Kerch route lort distance
from port. Obviously the enemy snly uses this
)ute during darkness. Some of the beacons in

Kerch Strait were burning.

Cc ;?ing and submarin. : 3rol
activity off Sevastopol.

Air Commander, South observed a small boat in
Sevastopol harbor, obviously using sweeping gear.
The be ras towing an object at the end of a
100-meter line. There was a violent explosion
behind this object.

Accordi to Main Naval D/p Station, Constantza,
radio traffic . enerally slight.

Bulg a/Rumanian Area:
-

—

Commander, Danube Flotilla proceeded to Bugaz
th both grou- notor min ers (FR) and

"Krimhilc. . .otor mines >ers (FR) put
in to Bugaz at 1845, while the other vessels
anchored off the coast because of fog.
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As naval ferry barge No, 127 belonging to Group
Lex could not carry out her plan to make a
reconnaissance of the coast off Klarovka because
of fog, she put in to Skadovsk,

Crimea :

Enemy forces attempted a landing with small boats
near Popovka, 30 km, northwest of Eupatoria, but
were repelled by artillery fire from coastal
batteries and machine-gunfire

•

Land Situation :

After the failure of the attack on the eastern
front in the Crimea, the enemy remained quiet.
A great defensive success. Final results were
72 enemy ,tanks destroyed and 29 immobilized by
gunfire.

No special incidents in the Donets area.
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12 April, 1942

ather forecast
(Constantza)

:

No report submitted.

Enemy Situation :

According to a situation report from Main Naval
D/F Station, the main center of destroyer
activity is the Crimean area and -central Black
Sea. Cruiser D is off the central part of the
east coast.

One destroyer was located out in the eastern
Black Se :. . The location lies on the line
joining Poti and the point south of Sevastopol
where the earlier Sevastopol convoys were seen
to change course to the north. -Thus it seems
probable that the enemy is keeping to the old
route •

Aerial photographs give an exhaustive picture of
shipping in Novorossisk and Tuapse from 7 to 11
Aprii. Clearly the calm on the Crimean fronts
has again given our Air Force more freedom of
movement. The report of minesweeping in
Sevastopol harbor mentioned on 11 April did not
come from air reconnaissance, but from an Army
source-. Seven to 8 underwater explosions were
observed. The report seemed less reliable,
when it was learned later that no towing line
had been observed and that the eddy ICO motors
astern might have been the wake of the vessel.

Own Situation :

Rumanian/3ulgarian Area :

Commander, Danube Flotilla put . in to Bugaz with
"Krimhild" and 5 motor minesweepers (PR).

The Air Force has continually been dropping mines
in Kerch Strait during the period 3-11 Aprils
There are altogether about 70 mines in the
Pavlovski transit between Kamis .run and
Eltigen. The beacons were an obvious incentive
for this measure.

Readiness :

Group Lex is lying in harbor.

"Delfinul" is carrying out her trials.
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I
No mine sweeping activity by Special Duti
Detachment,

Land Situation :

Eastern front: The enemy continued to make
subsidiary attacks with weak forces. All
attacks were repulsed, although the enemy Air
Force was far superior to our own.

Sevastopol front: The enemy is continuing to
reinforce their positions.

I
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15 April, 1042

Weather forecast
(Constantza 0600)

:

NNW winds, force 2, fair, visibility 10 miles,
sea 1, temperature 6° C,

Enemy Situation :

Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza discovered
the old battleship at sea during the afternoon,
probably in. the southeastern Black Sea. The
destroyers mentioned in yesterday's report as
being in the central area are still at sea.
Patrol activity near the bases has decreased.
In the afternoon a large freighter put in to
Sevastopol. The enemy put up a smoke screen
round her berth and flew protective patrols.
Presumably she is a valuable ship.

After our first reconnaissance flight, Tuapse
harbor was also screened in smoke.

Air reconnaissance twice reported a destroyer
off the central part of the east coast,
proceeding along the coast at high speed to the
northwest.

Own Situation :

Vice-Admiral Fleischer has taken over as
Commanding Admiral, Black Sea.

Rumanian/Bulgarian Area ;

Danube Flotilla did not put out because of bad
weather. The boats wore engaged on maintenance
work.

In preparation for escorting steamers "Arkadia"
and "Salzburg", Special Duties Detachment
checked the northern entrance to Burgas Bay,
while the Bulgarian mincsweeping formation
operated in the southern entrance.

Readiness ;

"Romulus" proceeded from Sulina to Galatz to
refuel.

Boats of Iron 'rates Group, Danube Flotilla have
reached the following positions on passage to
the operational area: "Gemot" in Orsova,
"Alzei" and "Tronje" in Turnu Severin.

U-boat "Dclfinul" has successfully completed
her trials.
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'Gunboat "Stihi" still non-operational.

Land Situation :

The enemy is bringing up reliefs for the troops
on the Sevastopol and eastern fronts in the
Crimea.

On the eastern front, parts of a Rumanian cavalry
division, after a short exchange of fire, repulsed
3 boats approaching "the Sivash shore 11 km* north
of Islam Terek.

Reconnaissance in the area in front of 17th Army
seems to indicate that the enemy is regrouping
their forces for defense in the Donetz area.
Air reconnaissance and agents' reports reveal
that they are bringing up fresh troops.
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14 April, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

NNE winds, ,force 1, overcast, visibility 10 miles,
sea 1, temperature 6° C.

Enemy S i tua ti on :

A tanker of 7,000 G.R.T. left Sevastopol in the
morning and was spotted by air reconnaissance at
0940 45 miles south of Cape Sarich under escort
by 2 destroyers. The returning minesweeper
escort was also reported 30 miles south of
Sevastopol, course north. At 0430 a bomber
formation unsuccessfully attacked another
escorted tanker off Novorossisk. Air reconn-
aissance reported an enemy submarine 100 miles
south of Cape Khersonese, course 200°.

According to an Army observation, 1 vessel,
probably a destroyer, 4 submarines, 1 destroyer
and 1 submarine in dock are lying at Sevastopol*

Main Naval D/F Station reported livelier mine-
sweeper and patrol activity off the east coast.
Cruiser D is presumed to be in the sea area south
or southeast of Sevastopol.

Own Situation :

Rumanian/Bulgarian Area t

Group 1, Danube Flotilla proceeded from Bugaz to
Sulina to escort "Krimhild" from there to Bugaz.
Group 2 checked the gap in the Ilichevka mine-
field. No mines swept. The gap was buoyed
500 meters on either side.

Harbor Defense Flotilla, Odessa has searched the
route from Odessa south to Bolshoi Fontan and
buoyed the middle of the swept channel. Motor
pinnace gear, 4-meter pendant, was used. No
mines swept.

Tug "Amsel" put out from Constantza to lay buoys
off St. George Arm.

Tug "Angara" put out from Nikolaiev for trials
and to lay seamarks in the Bug.

Group Lex remained in harbor because of the
weather

•

Special Duties Detachment checked the northern »|l
entrance to Burgas Bay.
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Readiness ;

"Dclfinul" provisionally operational on 16 April,

Motor minesweeper PR 8 again operational.

Motor vessel "Rila" put out from Galatz for
Turnu Sever in.

"Alzei" and "Tronje" of Iron Gates Group, Danube
Flotilla are in position in the Moldova area,
"Gemot" was off Orsova in the evening and will •

reach Belgrade on 15 April.,

Admiral, Black Sea issued orders for the planned
operation to bring steamers "Arkadia", "Salzburg"
and "Prodromos" from Istanbul to Burgas,

9

During the preliminary preparations for the
operation, we have been continually faced with
the problem of the circuitous and time -wasting
communications procedure between Sofia and the
steamers lying in Istanbul harbor. The
changeable weather, which is very difficult to
forecast, makes it necessary to give very short
notice of the executive order. With things as
they are at present, it is hardly possible to
take any account of the weather forecast.

Land Situation :

No fresh reports.
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15 April, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza 0600)

:

No wind, overcast, visibility 20 km«, sea 0,
temperature 6° C.

Enemy Situation :

The enemy continues to bring up transports
between Novorossisk and the Kerch harbors at
night. Air reconnaissance spotted one of these
convoys in the morning, shortly before it put in
to Novorossisk.

'The enemy also has all their steamers proceeding
in the eastern Black Sea protected by guardboats.

Main Naval B/F Station observed a submarine
tender and a submarine off the northern part of
the east coast. Cruiser D is presumed to be
off the central part or in the southern Black
Sea. A formation of 6 M.T.B.s is at sea in an
unidentified position.

Own Situation :

Bulgarian Area :

Supplementary report for 14 April: No mines
were swept during the check sweep in the northern
entrance to 3urgas Bay.

15 April: More check sweeps in the northern
entrance to the bay by the German Naval Special
Duties Detachment and in the southern entrance
by the Bulgarian minesweeping formation.

Results will be reported later.

Rumanian Area ;

Check of the route from point 15 to CS 3 by
gunboat "Dumitroscu" as preparation for the
tiling of the 2 destroyers "Regina Maria" and

"Marasesti" from Constantza to the Bosporus.

0830 Destroyers "Regina Maria" and "Marasesti" put
out on a southerly course to pick up the two
supply steamers "Arkadia" and "Salzburg" and
tanker "Prodromos".

Eight reconnaissance planes led by Air Commander,
South reported no ships sighted in the western
Black Sea. a there no reports at all from
the destroyers in the course of the evening, it
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can safely bo assumed that the convoy was duly
picked up off the Bosporus.

Three motor minesweepers (FR) put out from Sulina
to the north with ''Brunhild" and tug "Forsch".
They put in to Bugaz at 1640.

Five motor minesweepers (FR) checked the route
from Bugaz as far as Otto 3, Report not yet
received.

South Russian Area ;

Naval ferry barge No. 130 of Group Lex sailed
from Skadovsk to make a reconnaissance off the
coast near Klarovka in preparation for the
intended mine laying there against enemy landings.

Crimea ;

No special incidents.

Land Situation :

According to the daily report from 11th Army
H.Q., the day was quiet except for increasing
artillery activity on both fronts during the
afternoon.

(Signed) Fleischor.
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15. April, 11

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

winds, force 4, cloudy, visibility 20 km»,
sea..l, temperature 3° C.

Enemy Situation :

I. orning air reconnaissance was flown by Air
Commander, South for the "Arkadia", ''Salzburg"
and "Prodromos" convoy south and west of
Sevastopol as far as 32° E. : enemy vessels
ere sighted.

In the early hours of the morning a convoy of
1 steamer of 1,500 G.R.T., 1 destroyer,
2 1.1. T. 3. s and 1 guardboat put out from
Novoro'ssisk, course west. This course seemed
to indicate that their destination was
Sevastopol. Tv/o fighters accompanied the
convoy as protection against German planes.

In the morning 2 motor minesweepers and 4 or
5 M.T.B.s and patrol boats were off Tuapse on
alternating courses. One destroyer was
sighted in the same area, course 120°,
proceeding along the coast at high speed.

a in ITaval D/I' Station reported 8 submarine
in the Crimean area and the area immediately
west of it. This" large number seems to
indicate that the enemy thinks our convoys will
soon be running to the northern ports and is

taking appropriate steps.

In the morning Main Naval D/- 1 Station also
reported a formation consisting of 6 destroyers
and another probable large vessel in the
eastern' to southeastern 31ack Sea, probable
course west or northwest. In the afternoon
:
Taval Liaison Officer to Air Commander, South
passed on an agent's report confirming this
observation. The agent also reported that
the formation had orders "to assemble in
Ghelenjik on completion of operations".

Main Naval D/l Station further reported that
C-in-C Fleot is at sea aboard an unidentiflod
vessel, probably crui. , accompanied by
1 destroyer.

Own Situation :

Bulgarian Area :

Supplementary report for 15 April: During a
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check sweep by Special Duties Detachment in
the northern entrance to Bursas Bay, one
drift ir. as shot up, o mines were
swept during the check sweep of the southern
entrance by the Bulgarian mine sweeping
formation. e

1100

So far no report has been received about the
check sweep by the Special Duties Detachment
in the southern entrance to Varna Bay.

Supply steamers "Arkadia" and ''Salzburg" and
tanker "Prodromes' 1 which sailed from the
Bosporus put in to Burgas'. No particular
incidents during the convoy operation.

Rumanian Area:

1130 Supplementary report for 15 Aprils Destroyers
"Regina Maria" and [fMarasesti" put in to
Constantza after escorting steamers "Arkadia"
and "Salzburg" .and tanker "Prodromes"

•

1200

Supplementary report for 15 April: The
check sweep by 5 motor minesweepers (PR) of
Group 2, Danube Flotilla as far as the
Ilichevka minefield gap was without result.
Similarly no mines were swept during the
check sweep up to point Otto 2 and back to
Bugaz.

Commander j Danube Flotilla, motor minesweeper
FR 7 and tug "Forsch" put out from Bugaz to
check the Ilichevka minefield gap. They
returned at 1700, Result not yet reported.

South Russian Area:

1100 Naval Port Commander, Odessa ordered
increased readiness, probably on account of
the previously mentioned Main :Taval D/F
Station report about a formation consisting
of 6 destroyers and 1 probable large vessel.

1715 Increased readiness, ccnceled.

This order for increased readiness seems to
have been unnecessary.

Crimea

:

No reports on special incidents in the area
Naval Shore Commander, Crimea,

of

Iron Gates area: Tender "Gemot" and guard-
boats "Alzei" and "Tronje" have resumed the
check patrols to protect the Iron Gates.
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Rumanian Naval Command reports that they have
also assigned 1 monitor and 2 ^uardboats to
reinforce the protection of the Iron Gates*

Land Situati on i

No special incidents in the area of 1st Army
.
I. (Tanks).

:
To daily report received from 11th Army H«Q«
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17 April, 1942

Weathor forecast
(Constantza)

:

*

I" winds, force 3, fair, visibility 20 km.,
sea 2, temperature 4° C.

Enemy Situation ;

In the afternoon a bomber formation
belonging to Air Commander, South sank a
steamer of 2,500 G.R.T, in the central Black
Sea. She was escorted by a destroyer* The
steamer left Sevastopol in the early morning,
at first steered south, then east. The Air
Fore© shadowed her continuously on this
easterly course.

Aerial photographs revealed the following ships
in Sevastopol at 1530 on 16 April; 4 submarines,
2 destroyers, 2 mine sweepers, 1 submarine and
1 destroyer, 1 passenger/freight ship (sunk
in the afternoon - sec- above), 1 hulk,
2 floating cranes, 5 M.T.B.s, 18 coastal
vessels and 25 launches and boats. Tanker
lighters at the oil pier totaled 500 G.R.T.

Air reconnaissance observed an unprotected
destroyer beached between Hovorossisk and
G-helonjik, Probably she has already been
abandoned.

Further reports give a picture of the traffic
off the Turkish coast where there wore only
Turkish steamers. It was impossible however
to make out the nationality of 1 steamer.

a in Naval D/F Station now suspects 9,
instead of yesterday's 8, submarines in the
western Black Sea and Crimean area. The
cruiser reported yesterday with C-in-C Fleet
on board seems to have returned to Batum.

Own Situation ;

Bulgarian Area ;

No mines were swept during yesterday's and
today's chock sweeps by Special Duties Detachment
in the northern entrance to Varna Bay.

0500 Tanker "Prodromos" which left Burgas at 2130
on 16 April under Bulgarian escort put in to
Varna. At 2000 she left again for Constantza
under Bulgarian escort.
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Rumanian Area :

0850 Gunboat w Chiculescu" on trials until 12 5 C .

It was discovered that she had a leaking piston.

Naval ferry barge To. 134 transferred from
Varna to Constantza.

Commander, Danube riot ilia left Bugaz for
Ochakov with 8 motor minesweepers (FR), tug
"Forsch" and depot ship ''Brunhild'' • They
checked route Green via point 25, Otto 2 to
Otto 3, then route Yellow to the entrance to
Beresanski channel with 8-meter sweep and
towed loop gear. No mines swept.

Danube Flotilla checked the route from Sulina
via Bugaz/Odessa to Ochakov for the first
time since the ice melted. It was found that,
contrary to expectation, although the enemy
most certainly knew about our supply route,
they had not laid any more mines there.

Iron Gates area: "Gemot 5
' carried out a

check sv/eep from Moldova to Orsova, "Alzei"
from Bazias/Kolobat to Moldova and "Tronje"
from Moldova via the Kisiliovo Arm to Bazias*
No incidents.

South Russian Area and Crimea t

No special incidents in area of the naval
shore commanders.

Land Situation i

11th Arm: .4. reported increased enemy
reconnaissance activity on the Sevastopol front.
Otherwise no special incidents on either front.
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18 April, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

3 wind, overcast, haze, visibility 10 km«

,

sea 0, temperature 3° C.

Enemy Situation;

Both air reconnaissance and Main Naval D/F
Station reports mention 2 single destroyers
steering southeast out in the eastern Black
Sea, Presumably they left Poti to salvage
the steamer sunk on 17 April and are now
returning.

After studying the aerial photograph, an
agent of Naval Intelligence Bureau, Black Sea
stated that the steamer must be motor vessel
i? 0strovski i? or "Chechov'"'.

According to the situation report from Main
".'aval D/P Station, there is a minelayer and
an K.T.3. tender with M.T.B.s in the Sevastopol
area and southwest of the Crimea. Some
submarines (number not given) are in the
southwestern Black Sea« Off the northern
part of the east coast and Kerch Peninsula
there are from 8 to 10 M.T.B.s or motor
minesweepers

•

Cruiser F is off the central part of the east
coast •

Results of visual reconnaissance of enemy
harbors on the Sea of Azov:

Akhtari: 1 tanker of 800 G.R.T., 2 coastal
vessels and 60 small boats.

Yeisk: 2 freighters, each 300 G.R.T., and
5 small boats.

Kuban estuary: 1 freighter of 200 C.R.T. and
4 small boats.

Own Situation ;

Bulgarian Area :

No minesweeping activity as boats and gear were
being overhauled in Burgas and Varna.

0800 Naval ferry barges Nos. 126, 132 and 133 left
Constantza for Varna.
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0400-
0500

0630

1600

0700

1115

Rumanian Ar ea;

Torpedoboats ''Smeul 1

' and ''Sborul 1
' left

Constantza to take over the escort of tanker
"Prodromos" which was proceed. from Varna
with the 2 Bulgarian E-boats.

''Prodromos'' put in to Constantza with her
escort.

Naval ferry barges Nos« 126, 132 and 133 put
in to Constantza from Varna.

Commander, Danube Flotilla with 4 motor
minesweepers (FR) and tug iF?orsch" put out
for Odessa and back to check route Green*

The vessels put in to Odessa and, at 1215 put
out again for Bugaz where they arrived at
1715. :

T

o mines were swept on route Green.

As the first check sweep by' Danube Flotilla
from Sulina to Ochakov has not revealed any
new minefields, the German and Rumanian
stations concerned were informed that the
convoy traffic will be resumed on 20 April.

South Russian Area .
9

Vessels commenced laying the FMB minefield in
the Sea of Azov" off Genichesk.

pJrime

a

t

Theodosia was bombed during the night until
0330, ports on damage not yet received.

Iron Gates areas if Tronje" checked the stretch
between Bazias and Moldovi . No incidents.

Land Situation ;

11th Army H.Q, reported no spocial incidents
apart from lively activity of the enemy Air

pee on the_ eastern front. Several bombing
attacks on railroad stations and other
installation::. he stretch of railroad to
Genichesk is cut for the present.
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19 Aprils 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

1000

To wind, overcast, fog, visibility 100
meters, sea 0, temperature 0°

. emy Situation

:

Off the northern part of the east coast
only small vessels were identified except
for one steamer of 3,000 G.R.T. at 1200 in
the southern entrance to Kerch Strait.
The steamer had 2 escorts. Course not
reported. If this report is correct, this
is the first observed attempt to send out
transports during the day.

Aerial photographs of Sevastopol show that
the destroyers identified on 16 and 17 April
are no longer there. The number of sut ines,
M.T.B.s and minesweepers is approximately the
same. An aerial photograph shows 2 freighters
of 7,000 G.R.T. and 5,000 G.R.T. respectively
with 7 submarines and 2 . . . s in Ochemchiri.
This month we have ' had only one other air
reconnaissance report on this harbors boats
and 2 small merchant ships on 11 April,

The Air /coco spotted 1 submarine 14 les
west of Eupatoria . Submarines have not been
sighted in this area before.

Situation report from Main yal D/F Station:
1 minelayer with 2 unboats in the Sevastopol
area, 7 submarines in the western to central
Black Sea and 3 destroy Ln the southeastern
Black Sea.

Own Situation :

: ul~arian Area :

No mine sweeping activity off Varna. Quiet.

Naval ferry barge 1 o. 127 put out from Varna
for Constantza. At 1715 she put in to
Constantza.

0350

0700

.'Ionian Area

:

Gunboat "Dumitrcscu" put out from Constantza
for Sulina where arrived at 1&30.

Commander, Danube Flotilla put out from Bugaz
with 4 motor minesweepers (FR) and tug 5lForsch ,f

to check the route to Ochakov and mark out
routes Green and Yollov;.
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1730 Commander,, Danube Flotilla put in to Ochakov-
North. No special incidents.

South Russian Areas

No incidents.

Crimea ;

Naval Shore Commander, Crimea reported from
Genichesk that at the start of the laying of
the last minefield a mine detonated on hitting
the water, at the same time exploding 2 more
mines lying on the deck of the 2 fishing
trawlers used for the actual laying. Both
trawlers were destroyed. Three officers and
19' men were killed and 2 officers and 4 men
wounded. Supplementary report follows.

It was reported from Yalta that 1 mine
exploded at the western end of the minefield
during -the night of 18/19 April, Cause
unknown.

1300 I arrived by plane in Simferopol with Naval
Shore Commander, Crimea who was in 3ucharest
for a conference on l r

, and IS April, I plan
to visit Eupatoria in the afternoon and go to
Yalta on 20 Aeril,

Land Situation

s

Naval Liaison Officer to 1st Army H,Q. (Tanks)
reported no large-scale actions. No report
from 11th Army H.Q..

-
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2C A

Weathe 3 /eoast
ntza)

:

To wind, a3

20 km»j sea 0, temperature 7 C

_s on
ea: st of the 5s: of Azov, ] :re

Co: ier, Ukraine
or. the north zoast is like] .ecr

future • _: ave assembled small
z of various s up to 30C .

'.

. , .

is :s :. st • nelayer Sj rs
and motor . Iso detecte .

At 1350 on 19 April, air .ted
a 1 1,000 I-.:-.. 7. - ... irly
la Azc v - '.."eis>,

sourse . At on t. iay. a
coastal radio .oned a position in

tallies ?te its
:r the sea channel to Yeisk. There is probably

a connection between -

. .

At 0725 a bomber f ] i sighted a destroyer
obviously maki] _•

dived : an
reconn lane "60 miles 3st of
Sevastopol.

Enemy ship: Accord to v 1

re ody an
Fleet is 1" n the southeastern . ors.

m: at tieship, 4 ,4 destroys,
and 2 tank

Poti: 1 cr . s,

also 1 cruis nd 1 de in flo: dock*

..:cordir. erial photc , the . nt
shipping ton:
6c,bOC ... to ,000 G.R.T. 11 a:

20 April. d de: put in to
Sevastopol be n 1 JO A ril« 3re
a. all o n roads in
rch St) , not < pin£

In run, tJ ."ply

harbor.

Accord to t'. _n
val D/F Station, -

i the
Crime:.-. - - Leet on board.
Oth nothin ice.
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Own Situation ;

Convoy and Escort Ass , nts :

Transport of supplies by sea will begin again
in accordance with Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 793
of 20 March (see War Diary 21 March). For
this. purpose, Danube Flotilla will be assigned
to Naval Special Duties Detachment to whom I

have entrusted the execution of this task.

0615

1040-

1450

1615

1720

2400

0200

1600

1320-
1740

Commander, Danube Flotilla put out from
Ochakov-Ferth, course west, with 8 motor mine-
sweepers (PR), steamer "Zar Ferdinand" and
motor vessels "Kolosvar" and "Kassa" • At 0915
the convoy passed Odessa.

Gunboat "Dumitrescu" and torpedoboat "Smeul"
left Sulina for the north to take over the
convoy from Danube Flotilla at the rendezvous
point about 4-J- miles south of Bugaz.

The convoy passed Bugaz.

The above-mentioned Rumanian warships took
over the convoy and proceeded to Sulina.

Commander, Danube Flotilla put in to Bugaz
with the 8 motor minesweepers (PR). Ke reported
that the convoy proceeded without incident and
according to plan. In 46° 10' IT, 30° 40' E
in 14 meters of water the sweeps of 2 of the
boats hooked on to an underwater obstacle -

probably a wreck«

The 3 supply steamers arrived in Sulina roads,
"Zar Ferdinand 1

' anchored there , uarded by 4
boats of the Rumanian Danube Division. The
2 Hungarian motor vessels, gunboat "Dumitrescu"
and torpedoboat "Smeul" put in to Sulina.

Steamers "Danubius" and "Oituz" and tanker
"Le Progres" put out from Constantsa for the
north escorted by destroyers "Rogin ria H

and "Maresti"

•

Steamer "Sulina" put out for the north
escorted by destroyer "

.

.- rasesti" •

The plan is that the convoy of 4 supply
steamers In all will be taken over by a group
of the Danube Flotilla at about 0600 on 21 April
at rendezvous point 4j miles south of
Bugas and proceed to Ochakov.

So i ^a:

Five boats oi 'bor Defense Flotilla, Odessa
carried out check sweeps in Odcss:
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Naval Liaison Officer to 1st Army EYQ.
(Tanks) reported that supply traffic has
begun from Mariupol to the more easterly
harbors on the north coast of the Sea of
.-. 50V - Krivaya Kossa and Taganrog -

provisionally with 7 naval ferry barges,
1 tug and one 100- ton light c . They are
carrying fuel, ammunition, food, urgent
military supplies and field mail; or.

return passage they bring grain, gooas in
short supply such oc ores, etc*

'

I . inspected Yalta and then returned to
Simferopol.

On instructions from Commanding Admiral,
Black Sea, Commander (Ordnance) Jung, luines
and Barrage Officer of Croup Command, South,
who "is on a duty trip to bhe Crimea, proceeded
to Genichesk to investigate and report on
the mine accident - see War Diary 19 April.

According to a report from Naval Harbor Naster,
Genichesk, casualties were as follows?

Dead.4 1 German officer -

Lieutenant (urdnance) Barz
2 officers )

7 warrant officers)
3 petty officers )

10 men )

Croats

.

Severely wounded;

Slightlv wounded:

1 warrant officer - Croat,

2 officers )

1 warrant officer )

1 petty officer )
Croats.

1 sailor )

Six men were rescued unhurt. Further report
to follov

.

No other incidents in the area of ""aval
Shore Commander, Crimea.

Iron Gates arc: : "Alzoi 1

' carried out a check
sweep without incideni . ". crnot" Is at
readiness in Orsova and "Tronje" in Nrencova.

id Situation:

The doily reports from Naval Liaison Officer
to 11th Army H.Q. and 1st Army H.Q. (Tanks)
do not mention any special incidents.
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2 1 April , 1942

Weather forecast
(Constant zr )

s

SE winds, force , almost entirely overcast,
visibility 10 km., sea 1, tcr.ipcratv.rc 7° C.

Enemy Sit \ic t ion

:

At 1911 Main Naval D/F Station located
cruiser A 65 miles southwest of Sevastopol.
Air Commander | South thinks it hardly probable
that there is a cruiser m this area, since
aerial photographs taken between 1100 and 1500
show that all the cruisers were in Poti,

turn or Tuapse.

The battleship has moved from Batum to Poti
and cruiser ''Norn-intern" from Novorossisk to
Tuapse (aerial photograph)'.

At noon Main Naval D/p Station located a

minelayer in the sea area about 70 miles south
of Theodosia, at 2201 an unidentified unit.

Air Commander, South reported that according
to aerial photographs the folio enemy
forces are operational ; 1 battleship, 2 heavy
cruisers, 2 light cruisers, 1 flotilla leader,
1 large destroyer, 11 destroyers, 5 torpedo-
boats, 29 submarines end several motor mine-
sweepers and M.T.B.s.

This report corresponds with m; jerieral
impression of the dislocation of forces.

According to aerial , the number
of submarines in Sevastopol is the same as
on 16 April. Severe d o noticed aboard
several steamers in the harbors. Otherwise
vessels are unchanged*

From Main Naval D/5 Station situation report:
1 submarine in the Sevastopol/Crimean coast
area, 2 submarines in the central Black Sea.
C-in-C Fleet has boon at sea since tho evena
of 20 April.

Q\.n Situati on

:

Conv .. y _ _ _ _ scor l : its :

The ta -over of supply, ships "Sulina'',
"Oituz", "Danubius" and "Le Pro ', planned
for 0600 , has been postponed a i

hours a riube Flotilla cannot put out from
Bugaz c to fc .



:::'.t:dz:t:al

en vis: 1 .fcy improved Group 2, Danube
Flotilla put out from Bugaz with tu orsch"
and took over the convoy from the Rumani
naval forces* ~ proceeded north without
ncidenti At dus anchored in
•utaieva Bay 10 miles west of Ochakov.

2000 The arian motor vessels ''kisza' 1 and
"Budapest" put out • the nor
escorted r; cibcat "Dumitrescu'' and torpedo-
boat if

S: '.

Danube Flotilla will oyer tomorrow
at 0600 - _les south of Bugaz and

they will then go on tc :,

i Area :

Check sweeps in the southern and nor the:
3es to Varna Ba; . "k . .mes swept,

Rumani an/So utk kv c . . rea t

Apart from escort . nts no i ilar
incidents

.

Crime

.

1 held e .spec tie

"."aval She - - .
.

..to
-kolaie-".

aval Shore Commander, ted frc
Geniches. .at the .ning on the
2 fishing vessels ie mine accident -

see War Diary 19 April - were detonated at
night and ha 1

.: disappeared underwater.

Iron :-s area: ps by "Gemot"
and "Alzei". o incidents.

Land Si t'

11th Arm; ,Q, Drted considerable activity
y ene. rtillery in the area of 54th .

Corps and in add. Lncreaa
activi"" k bomb.. . ks on Simferopol,
Ssall, Kovo id at Scrabus.

val Liacson C It Ari .... :s)

.ported successful - ;ks by our dive -combers
on ene.

bridgehead, otl 3 apart i succ. ul
attacks 'oy as It troo] : icul .cidents.
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22 April, 1942

Weather forecast
( Constant za)

:

S winds, force 1, almost entirely overcast,
fog, visibility 500 meters, sea 1, temperature
7° C.

En emy S i t ua

t

i on

;

4

Main Naval D/P Station, Constantza reported
2 submarine locations in the central Black Sea.
Their report of M.T»B.s in the Batum area was
confirmed by air reconnaissance.

A merchant ship was observed in Kerch Strait,
tonnage not reported. No reports so far on
the effect of aerial mines in Kerch Strait.

Ho reports on enemy shipping in l
vTovorossisk

and Tuapse yet received. According to aerial
photographs the merchant shipping in Poti and
Batum has decreased between 20 ?nd 22 April.

''Minelayers' 1 arc frequently mentioned in the
situation reports from Main Naval D/P- Station,
One is reported in the Sevastopol area and
one off Kerch Peninsula.

Own Situation;

The escort assignments were carried out
according to plan.

1. Supply steamers "Oituz", i? Sulina'' and
"Danubius" with Group 2, Danube Flotilla
and tug i?Forsch" arrived at Ochakov-Forth
at 0740. The motor minesweepers (PR)
put in to port. Tu^; "Forsch" was detached
to Bugaz where she put in at 1500, the
supply vessels went on to I ., the
"Danubius" to I 'son.

2. The 2 motor vessels "Tisza" and "Budapest"
which put out yesterday wore picked up at
0600 by Commander, Danube Flotilla with
Group 1 and escorted to Ochokov-i.orth
where they put in at 1445. The motor
minesweepers (PR) put in to harbor, the
2 motor vossols went on to Nikolaie' .

3. "Zar Ferdinand", which left Sullna roeds
at 1700 yesterday for t ith under
escort by 3 destr ?Sj put in to Constantza
at 0520.

_
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It is pleasing to record the success of the
escort forces and Danube Flotilla in that
these first convoy' assignments were carried
out without incident.

Bulgarian Area :

I
T o incidents.

Rumanian Area

r

0700

0710

1400

1815

"Romulus" and motor minesweeper PR 10
put out from Constantza for Bugaz.

Naval ferry barges ITos* 126 and 137 left
Sulina for Bugaz.

These 4 vessels arrived at Bugaz.

Air attack on Sulina by 2 Russian bombers,,
pe DB 3. altitude 3,000 meters 9 cloud 5,

They flew in from the north and. withdrew to
the east. Twelve bombs landed on the harbor
and a Rumanian battery. One man was killed*
No material d e.

South Russian Area,3

1630 Naval ferry barges Nos. 130 and 139 put
out from Skadovsk for Constantza.
are to approach the coast
and then proceed further south.

They
near _;ugaz a o dawn

0800 I flew from Nikolaiev to Mariupol with Naval
Shore Commander to confer with 1st Army K.Q,.

(Tanks) and inspect the harbor and docks at
Mariupol. Returned to Nikolaiev in the
evening.

North coast of the Sea of Azov; Supply
traffic between Mariupol and Xrivaya Eossa
proceeded in both directions without enemy
interference

•

General

;

fallowing the report from -".'aval Shore Commander,
Ukraine - sec War Diary 20 April - that the
enemy may possibly be planning a landing against
the north coast of the Sea of Azov, Group Command,
South has issued orders that o minefield is to
be laid as soon as possible to protect the Gulf
of Taganrog against enemy surface forces.

to lay an PMC mineGroup Command is plan.
field between Byelosaraika end Kossa Dolgaya
with ant i- sweeping devices. I have already
discussed this question with Naval Shore Commander
Ukraine in Bucharest on 16 April. Apart from
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this, he intends to 1 minefields off
rdyanskj off ''old fortress 1

' at
Petrcvskaya Krcpos and near Mariupol*

.. special incidents reported.

ncral ;

til Commander (Ordnance) Jung has discovered
the cause of the mine accident at Genichesk -

see War Diary 20 April - Croup Command, South
has forbidden further use of FMB mines (see
Gkdos. 2211 of 22 April). The stations
concerned will receive this order direct from
Group Command, Sout^ .

Readiness ;

Bulgarian torpedoboat "Dersky" operational.

Land Situation ;

1st Army H.Q. (Tanks) reported a successful
raid by assault troops. 11th Army H.Q.
reported more lively infantry' activity on
the eastern front. An enemy reconnaissance
sortie by perhaps 1 regiment was repulsed by
artillery fire.

Slight enemy air activity. Bombing raids
on Djanko and the airfield at Sarabus.
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0805

1155

1900

1920

Own Situation :

Convoy and Escort . . ssignments :

Commander, Danube Flotilla put out from Ochako -

North with Group 1, Danube Flotilla to escort
st. i

1
;'"Carpati :i to Bugaz

.

Gunboat HDumitrescu u and torpedoboot F'Smeul"
put out from Sulina northwards to take over
the escort of the ^Carpati 5

' . They met her
at 1800.

Group 1, Danube Flotilla put in to Bugaz.
special incidents during passage from Ochakov.

Torpedoboat !, Smeul" had to return to port
because of a sudden deterioration in the

either not reported by the coastal meteorological
stations* Steamer ''Carpati 1

' went on to
Constantza escorted by gunboat "Dumitrescu"'.

Bulgarian ^rea ;

Fine sweeping in the northern and southern
entrances to Varna Bay was without result.
Three Bulgarian E-boats proceeded from Varna
to Burgas to escort steamers ''Salzburg 5

' and
"Arkadia" to Varna. ,

2345

0105

0610

2040

The 2 supply steamers put out from Burgas for
Varna escorted by the '3 [Vulgarian S-boat .

Rumanian Area:
fc M I ^ I <

The minesweeping group of 1st Special Duties
Flotilla (temporarily 7 naval ferry barges)
put out to the north to clear the Russian
minefield off St. George Arm. .. minesweeping
was impossible owing to the deterioration in
the weather, the naval ferry barges put in to
Sulina at 1

Fine-exploding vqsscI Fo, 191 put out from
Constantza for Lugaz.

Mine- exploding vessel Fo. 191 put in to
Sulina. She plans to go on to Bugaz to-
morrow at 0600. The 2 naval .ferry barges
Nos. 130 and 139 which left Skadovsk yesterday
at 1630 for Constantza reached the coast
without incident. 1100 .tool: refugo
in Gibricn?, - north A - bocause
of the weather.

South Russian ..r e a

:

Supplementary report for 22 April: nodium
tug in the coaling harbor at Odessa struck a
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mine while proceeding over a much frequented
part of the harbor 40 meters from the quay.
It was probably a ground mine, lying at a

spot which is inaccessible -far the' mine-
sweeping planes which.have been operating
there. The mine went off about 10 meters
astern of the tug which sprang a leak.
Attempts to get her to the pier were unsucccs
ful, but it :.may be possible to salvage her.

Casualties? 2 German off icers • slightly
wounded.

.q-

o*

I conferred with Naval Shore Commando.r.j
Ukraine at Nikolaiev, Tomorrow I plan to
hold an inspection at Ochakov and then to
fly back via Odessa to 3ucha r c s t

•

Crimea :

:ic sweeping in and off Ak Moctiet harbor •

was v/ithout result, ival Shore Commander
docs not mention what type of vessel was
used. Probably they were small craft with
improvized gear,

1120 Air attack on Eupatbria, 11 bombs on
railroad station. Three FMB mines stored
there were damaged, otherwise no damage to
military installations.

From Genichcsk, Commander (Ordnance) Jung
• of Group Command, South who was in charge of

the investigations into the cause of the
mine explosion - sec War Diary 19 and 20 April -

sent the following preliminary report by
radiogram 2334/21/25 :

Investigation of mine explosion at Gcnichesk
complotod. Written report follows-. Results;

1# Shell and anchor separated because of a

soft soluble plu ,

2, The oil piston ran too easily into the
recoil cylinder, oil dripped 'on bo the
electric disc, and i t immodl a t e ly b c c amc
live*

3. The mines were wrongly placed in the rails -

i,c, with their lead horns to the front,
'probably these got bent,

Gcnoral conclusion: Several safety devices
unfortunately:! 1 at .the same time.

Iron Gates area? Check a ps without incident.
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Readiness ;

\ , U-boat "Delfinul" operational

•

ne-explociing vessel No. 191 operational.

Land Situat l:

Naval Liaison Officer to 1st A . i.

(Tanks) reported no special^ incidents from
the front. Transportation of supplies to
and from ariupol continues without
incident.

-.
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24 April, I

Weather forec
(Constantza)

;

0600

0125

SE w inds , force 2 , ont i r c ly o vc r cast,
visibility 15 km., sea 2, temperature 10° C.

Snemy S i t ur t i on s

According to aerial photographs there wore
not many vessels in Kerch and Kami sh Burun
(incomplete view owing to cloud).

is] : 1 "small ship 1', 5 paddle- steamers,
each about 150 G.R.T., and 50 boats.

Akhtari: 3 ''small ships" totaling about
500 G.R.T., and 50 boats.

In the opinion of the expert on enemy
situation reports on the staff of Naval
Shore Commander j Ukraine - a former Russian
naval officer - Gnomy boats in the Sea of
Azov arc so well camouflaged that they arc not
recognizable from the air. There arc probably
large numbers of boats there, which have been
gradually brought down from the northern
Caucasus harbors. Hence we must deduce plans
to attack the north coast of the Sea of Azov
with the aim of cutting off 1st Army (Tanks).
According to a situation report from Main

.val D/l? Station, the main center of mine-
swooping and patrol activity is in the Kerch
area and off the northern part of the cast coast.
Some submarines were reported in the western
to central Black Sea. Cruiser A proceeded
north with a flotilla leader in the southeastern
Black Sea during the night of 23/24 April,

Own Situation :

Bulgarian Arc -.
:

Choc" roop in the northern entrance to Varna
Bay. No mines swept.

Steamers "Arkadla" and "Salzburg" put in to
Varna from Burgas escorted by 3 Bulgarian E-boats

1 2 torpedoboats. incidents during
passage

.

R ur ian i an Arc a :

Destroyer "Marcsti" put out from Constantza to
tho north to ta] . jscert of steamer
"Carpo ;.'-'' fr r >oat "Dumitrcscu" which put
in to Sulina at 0922.
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1900

>

Steamer "Carpati" and dostroyor "Marostl"
put in to Conatantza.

Tho 2 navel ferry b- ;. 120 and 139*
which left Skadovsk and anchored in Gibrieni
Bay on account of tb d to
anchor -when the east wind incrcasea.
made for Sulina ro they put In at 1730.

Group 1, Danube Flotille - 4 motor minesweepers
(FR) - tranaforrocL 'from Ochakov to gaz.

:
r.ino- exploding vessel No« 191 transferred frc
Sulina to Bugaz.

Both groups f Danube Flotillc are now lying
at anchor in Bugaz ready for the next escort
assignments. Mine-exploding vessel Lie. 191
is to proceed to Odossa to check the whole
harbor area for magnetic mines.

t

South Russian Area:

0730 I flow from Kikolalov to inspect the harbor
at Ochakov and confer with the staff at the
naval station there, then flew on from Odessa
to Bucharest where I arrived at 1630.

For report on my tour of inspection' in the
South Russian area and the Crimea, sec Appendix,

Crimea

;

1034

1145

Several bombing attacks on Eupatoria
reported.

damago

Air attack on Genichcsk. One Croat <

severely wounded, but no material damago was
reported.

The following report has been received from
Commander (Ordnance) Jung about tho causes of
the mine accident - radiogram 2251/23/25:

M It has been proved that the disaster was
caused as follows:

i Sholl and anchor soparatod as a result of
material flow due tc soft soluble plug

and abnormal strain on pliers because of
ong placing in the rails.

b. The immediate activation can only be put
down tc insufficient filling of :-il

cylinder.

c. No adequat xplanatlon for the immediate
cause - tho bend. load horns.
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d. The detonation of the other 2 mines,
hich were placed ready for laying, was

caused "because the boats were proceeding
slowly, the mines had short mooring ropes
and by reason of the construction of t]

PMB mine the fuses became active,"

Detailed written report on the investigation
will be given separately,

general !

11th Army H.Q, is planning a surprise landing
on the north coast of Kerch Peninsula east
of Ak Mona for the purpose of wiping out a

Russian staff. They inquired from Naval
Shore Commander, Ukraine if the necessary
motor fishing vessels could be made available
from Gonichcsk. Owing to damage etc,, there-
are at the moment only 5 motor fishing vossels
operational at Genichesk and additional
vessels would have to be made available from
Berdyansk end Mariupol, In his reply Naval
Shore Commander, Ukraine pointed out that
1st Army H,Q, (Tanks) have priority for use
•of the fishing vessels and that these are not
suitably equipped for a lending.

In my comments contained in radiogram
C-kdos, 80 Chefs,, I pointed out to Naval
Shore Commanders, Crimea and Ukraine and
Naval Liaison Officers to 11th Army H.Q. and
1st Army H.Q, (Tanks) that I , share the
misgivings of Naval Shore Commandor, Crimea
and that the question of whethor 1st Army
or 11th Army H.Q, more urgently requires the
motor fishing vessels must be. left to the
decision of Army Group South,

Iron Gates area; Check sweep by guardboat
"Tronjc" without incident.

ndincss ;

Torpcdoboat "Smcul" will bo non-operational
for about 3 days on account of salt water
in her boilers.

Land Sit ua 1 1 o

n

;

11th Army II. Q, reported that the day passed
quietly on both fronts.
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25 April, 1942

I
Weather forecast
(Constant za )

s

1700

E winds, force 1,' overcast, visibility 10 miles,
sea 0°, temperature 10° n

Enemy Situation °.

Enemy activity slight in the whole sea are .

At about 0900 Main Naval D/F Station detected
a submarine several times off Thcodosia and
another 20 miles south of ITo vorossisk.

Main Naval D/F Station reported the following
vessels in the Sevastopol :rca: 2 minelayers,
1 gunboat and some small craft. Off the
Crimea and in the central Black Sea there were
2 destroyers with C-in-C on board while the
submarine was confirmed off Thcodosi . Off
Kerch and in the Sea of Azov 3 minelayers,
1 gunboat, 4 minesweepers, 4 1 . . . a and
some guardboats wore detected and 1 dostroyor,
1 depot ship with 16 snail craft (H.T.B.s or
motor minesweepers) and 1 mineswooper were
int creep tee1

, off the northern part of the oast
coast. Off the southern re 2 submarines
and 1 destroyer.

ovorossisk at 0900 (aerial photograph)

:

1 heavy cruiser of the "Kirov" class and
about 62,000 tons of merchant shipping - an
increase

•

aval Liaison Officer to Air Commander, South
sent a radiogram rcportii t according to
statements from deserters supply traffic for
Sevastopol proceeds from Poti along the
Turkish coast without showing a flag; if air
attack seems im :nt the; he Turkish
flag . They approach Sevastopol from tho 30uth-

: a t

.

2200

0610

Own Situations

Bulgarian Area .°

Check swoo] the northern entrance to na
Ba; bhout incident.

Steamers "Arkadia" and "Sal. led for
Constantsa escorted r ul :: : ian E-boata.

Rumanian Ar_ a :

lo 2 naval ferry ba: . 130 and 139
which : from Skadovsk Led • :« . Sulina
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for Constantza where they put in at 1445.

The mine sweeping group of 1st Special
Duties Flotilla - 7 naval ferry barges -

swept the area off St. George Arm.

South Russian Area and Crimea ;

No special incidents in the area of the
naval shore commanders.

Iron Gates aroa: The 3 guardboats "Gemot 11

,

"Tronje" and "Alzei M ore operational. ]
T c

incidents reported.

Land S ituation;

11th Army H.Q. and 1st Army H.Q. (Tanks)
had no incidents to report.

General :

1. I had a conference in Bucharest with
Commander Mimbelli, C-in-C, Italian Black
Sea Commend on the subject of operations
by the midget submarines and special
vessels which the Italian Naval Command
plan to send to the Black Sec. They
include s

a. 6 midget submarines - 35 tons, crew of
four - which will arrive by rail in
Constantza at the end of the month.

b. 4 Italian E-boats - 25 tons, crew of
13 - which will be brought by water to
Galatz, towed from there to Sulina and
go on under their own power to Constantza.

c. 10 special vessels - crew of 2 - which
-11 leave Italy at the end of April.

For the present Constantza will probably
be the base for the 6 midget submarines and
4 E-boats. The 10 special vessels with
their low radius of action and poor endurance
must have a base very close to their operational
area. It was therefore decided that the
boats previously scheduled to arrive in
Galatz should now be taken to Simferopol.
Following his inspection of Constantza, fixed
for tomorrow, and the subsequent conference
here, Commander Mimbolll will fly as soon as
possible to the Crimea to inspect various
possible bases, primarily Yalta. As the
E-boats must also be kept as close to their
operational area as possible and it will there-
fore be essential to transfer them to the
Crimea very soon, Commander Mimbolli will also
visit Skadovsk, Ak Mechet, Dzhariulgach and
Theodosia.
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Admiral, Black Sea will direct the . at ions
of the Italian boats ma his operational
staff will move first to Constantza and later
to the Crimea

•

2. U-boat "Delfinul i? is in or ionc.l. At
my request val Special Duties Detachment
submitted a draft operational order for
They had previously, decided on an operational
area north of Capo Kcrcrr.pch Ivurnu to Cape
Bafra 3urnu bounded by latitude 43 . The
aim was to harass the supply traffic roccntly
ob3crvod proceeding from southeastern Black
Sea harbors along the Turkish coast to
Sevastopol* This supply traffic is not
strongly oscortod and after her long period
in dock I deliberately ••anted to givo the
U-boat a comparatively easy task. .vcr,
Rumanian Naval Command rejected estion
and, in spite of my warning that there would
bo more ri. or bhc T

. -boat in- the ar which
they chose, ctccidcd to send her against tho
Russian supply traffic between I:ovorossisk/Anapa
and Kerch Strait

ho original decision was that at the end of
a very protracted period in dock the U-boat
should put out on operations as soon as possibl
but now Admiral Giurgescu, C-in-C Rumanian

vy, has decided that she must have a further
14-day training period before 3 can be
considered operational.

~
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26 April , 1942

Wcr - forecast
( Const:" ) i

winds, for.ee 3 increasing to c,
threatening to become oven stronger,
cloudy to overcast, shov/ors, visibility
10 miles

•

In:my Situr : _ :n i

Enemy naval forces were more active du
the night of 25/26 April than has recent"

case. Later reports from Main
Naval D/F Station,, the reconnaissance report
fr. :'.. ..ir Force end a report received from

1 Liaison I .or to Air ! lor. South
tally to reveal the presence cruiser -

A - and about 2 destroyers in the aroc off
Sevastopol and a dc-st. th C-in-C on
board in the central Black See. ion
has obviously ,brought a supply vessel to
Sevastopol. This ship must have slipped
over from the Lsh coast unobserved.

al Liaison Officer to Air nder
further reported t 2 medium frc t ,

oa eh 4,000 - 5,000 tons, with Turkish
arc- near the limit of territorial waters off

Ince Burun-Ce

tcrs •

Many coastal vessels were sighted in and off
Primorsko Akhtari end Ycisk, but no ny
shipping traffic observed in the Sea of
rt zov.

Own Situation:

0700

0800

Convoy and Eg Ass' :s :

The 2 steamers from Varna, "Salzburg" and
"Arkadia", which were met off Tuszla end
escorted by the dest r "L
and the E-boat "Viscolul" put in to Constantza.

'Marascsti"

Stc e "Ardoal 11
. "Succc ' put out to the

north escorted by de '' and
accsti'. j. convoy will be taken over

- tills at 0600 on 27 April off
Bugaz and will then proceed to Ochakov.

~2S ~
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Bulgarian Area i

incidonts

•

Rumanian Aroa :

0510 .. Soa Transport ip of 4 navel for]
barges carrying co~ from Conc.tan.tza
to Sulina whore the n ct 1600. Thoy
arc scheduled tc -d to Odessa en 27 April.
. 'tor that t" 11 only be used for shutti
service between Ode a for Chi
Quartermaster, Black Sc

\

.

Five naval 1st Special Duties
Flotilla put cut from Sulina :p the
Russian minefield off St. George An .

nines swopt

1550 Naval ferry barge No. 121 sailed from Sulina
for Varna for repairs to her center engine.

Commander, Danube Flotilla 1 .ugaz with
Croup 1 for Ochakov te bring the return conv;
scheduled for 27/28 April to Ccnstontza. The
convoy include: :or vessels "Tisza" and
"Budapest 11 and steamers "Danubius" and "Lc
Pro- 'res '' •

Group 2, Danube Flo tills sailed from Bugaz
for the north with tug "Forsch 5'. On passage
they arc tc lay buoys to mark out the suppl
route

.

ine-cxplod;. osscl T:To. 191 sailed for
Odessa t; check the harbor area for magnetic
mines - sec War Di' . ril.

South Russian Area

:

o special incidents in the are f Naval Shore
Commando r, Ukraine

.

Crimea

:

Naval Snore Commander, toa forwarded a

Rumanian report that 15 on tor and rowing
boats attempted ndin. . the island c

Biriuchi off Gcnichcsk, but \ »cod off 1

the mian garrison. .. 1 ti r b froi
Naval Liaison Officer Al . andcr, Sou:
claims no landi v/ero detected. Tho
onl; .lcations :f en, on
8 and 10 fisl , crew of
2 or Z, ./land.
It is t the " lane :f was
no thin an harm! shin .

-
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—ij- -"-'-is

-iics« clio wing receipt
of the re t from Cc idcr (Ordnance)
Jung about causes f the disaster -

'ar Diar^ 19 April - inquired
fr . up C , South thcr the Drder
prohibit! n ? laying .3 ,

iseuc n 22 April, : i.

In employ this ii , foil safety
pr st be taken:

1. Good soluble plu : be i.

2. Oil p3 ns tc bo filled.

3. FM nes tc 32 bl7 pieced in the
rail .

ind| South has inl ns
concerned : .lines may now be laid

1, subjec vanco of the abeve-
montioned sal . .

Iron Gates 1: 'Alzcl" carried
cut a check s p between Bazias and Moldova*
No incidents.

S icuc t ion?

The :. it ar 1 of leal ion no vol forces
and later of a Lan E-t at flotilla
it essential to transfer : smalL operational
staff of Admiral^ Blc ck Sea to Const ant za
immediately , later to the Crimea er laicv.

ram C-kdos. 1325 contained the fol]
instru: _

: Naval Shore C ndcrs,
Cr and Ukraine 1

la To prepare an operations E.Q. for c staff
fficor srrant :ors

and men in Sir. 1 v«

2. Tc pre . E-boats and
billets for a" out 70 men in Skadovs. .

3. Tc prepare .. *chot and Dzhariulgach as
operational basos. Information on nine
situation " )ntly required.

lta and Thoodosi* : also to be regarded
as 1 bases.

5. Landing fie: « Store' anes tc be
; 1; j

A - hot,
Dzhariulgach, E\ and '. ni -.

„ .
-
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)

Land Siti n

:

11th Army H.Q« reported lively enemy activity
and digging-in on the eastern front. Apart
from some successful raids by our assault
troops and 2 weak ids which we
repulsed, no special incid to report fr
1st Ar.<

. ... (Tanks) .

>

.,
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2 7 Apri l, 1942

Weather forecast
(Const ant za )

?

tE winds, force 1, overcast, visibility
10 miles, sea 0, temperature 10° C.

Enemy Situation

:

The situation report from Main Naval D/F
Station seems to indicate that the enemy is
planning an M.T.B. attack from Sevastopol.

There was an M.T.B. depot ship off the
northern part of the east coast on 25 April
and another depot ship is now reported in
the Sevastopol area. Even if this is not
the same vessel, ,wo have evidence that the
M.T.B.s have moved westwards. Presumably
the depot ship goes on ahead to the
operational harbor to await the arrival of
the M.T.B. s. Twclvo boats wore observed
by the D/F station in Kerch Strait.

I pointed these facts out to Naval Special Duties
Detachment, Constantza.

There are 4 submarines in the Crimean area
and the wc stern Black Sea. The flotilla
command is in Batum. Cruiser A is proceeding
from the northern part of the oast coast into
the southeastern Black Sea with 4 destroyers.
One destroyer was accurately located in this
area and cruiser D was also discovered there with
a destroyer in the afternoon.

Between 1500 and 1600, Main /al D/F Station
intercepted planes of bhc south coast of
the Crimea.

Two submarines were located off Novorossisk
and about 45 miles southsoutheast of Thcodosia.

Aerial photographs show a medium freighter of
4,000 G.R.T. in Sevastopol. Smoke floats at
the harbor entrance. The air reconnaissance-
planes detailed by Air Commander, South for
our escort assignments discovered a steamer
with Turkish neutrality markings in territorial
waters off the Turkish coast.

It is possible that the enemy is bringing some
supply traffic to Sevastopol through Turkish-
territorial waters under the guise of neutral
marking . Wc may have to get U-boat "Delfinul"
to hold up c^nd examine one of these steamers as i

a tost c a s o <
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Own Situation;

)

Convoy end Sscort Assignments ;

1. Destroyers "Rcgina Maria" and "Marascsti"
which have been escorting steamers "Ardcal"
and "Succoava" northward from Constantza
since 0800 yostorday surprised an enemy
submarine pro-flooded 17 miles south of
Bugaz* Thoy lmmo'diotoly attackod v/ith
guns and 50 depth ohargoa. Range on
sighting .about 3 Miles, Result could not
be observed.

The convoy was duly taken over off Bugaz by
C-roup 2, Danube Flo till:: . No further
incidents.

1620

0700

2200

The convoy arrived off Ochako . . Steamers
"Ardcal" and "Succoava" went on to Nikolaicv,

2, Commander , Danube flotilla left Ochako

v

v/ith Group 1 to escort the steamers
!,Tisza"j "Budapest" and "Danubius" and
tanker "Le Progros" via Bugaz-Sulina to
Constantza,

The escort assignment was carried out according
to plan. At about 1S00 gunboat "Dumitrcscu"
and torpedo coat "Smoul " took ovor as anti-mine
escort end brought the steamers to Sulina.

The convoy entered Sulina roads. Motor
vessels "Tisza" and "Budapest" and s team or
"Danubius" continued to Braila • Gunboat
"Dumitrcscu" put in to Sulina and torpedoboat
"Smoul" escorted tanker "Le Progros" to
Constantza,

0250

Bulgarian Area ;

Naval for:. 1

;; barge No. 121 put in to Varna
from Sulina to have her contor engine
repaired.

Rumon 1 an Aroa

;

0914

1535

>

Submarine warning at Constantza from "Dclfinul"
which was engaged on trials and exercises
inside the protective barrage. Ant i- submarine
measures initiated immodiately by 5 defense
vessels and 1 piano wore without result.

Constant:. .

val ferry barge e. 130, 132 and 139, which
arc to bring 50 liMA mines, 200 cxplos, floats
and fuel, sv/oeping gear, food etc, to Skadovsk
for Group Lex aro reported ready to sail on 28 April,

~::G2-
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I have given the commander of the group
orders that >- -provided the weather is
favorable, he is to sail at dawn close to ,

the coast, proceeding north on the supply \

route until dusk, then at the latitude of
Bugaz make for Karkinitzki Bay on an
easterly course. If the weather deteriorates,
he is to make for Sulina or Bugaz as a port
of refuge.

Five naval ferry barges of 1st Special Duties
Flotilla checked the area off St. George Arm
for mines without result.

In the transshipment harbor at Odessa mine-
exploding vessel ITo . 191 detonated a magnetic
mine about 30 meters abeam of the tug sunk
after striking a mine on 22 April. The mine
went off about 25 meters ahead of No. 191'

s

bows; she was not damaged.

South Russian Area i

No incidents.

Crimea ;

No incidents reported from the area of Naval
Shore Commander

,

Land Situation ;

11th Army H,Q. reported slight nuisance
artillery- fire and activity by assault troops
on both fronts. The island of Biriuchi off
Gonichesk, where according to a Rumanian report
the enemy attempted a landing during the night
of 25/26 April, is now reported clear of the
enemy.

Readiness ;

.val ferry barge No. 121 non-operational for
repairs to her center engine. Duration of
repairs will be reported later.

Motor minesweeper FR 8 non-operational until
28 April owing to engine failure.

i
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28 April, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

N winds,, force 4, overcast, rain, visibility
6 miles, sea 3, temperature 7

V

C.

Enemy Sit

u

a t ion

:

Air reconnaissance during the forenoon observed
3 M.T.B.s between Novorossisk and Kerch proceeding
northwest* At noon 3 more M.T.B.s wcro making
for Novorossisk.

According to a report from the Radio Intercept
Service, cruiser A was in the central Black
Sea at noon with 2 destroyers. Apparcntly
'shc is returning to the northwest

•

A flotilla leader is In the northeastern
Black Sea. From the situation report of
Main Naval D/F Station there docs not seem to
be any particular center of patrol and mine-
sweeper activity. The number of vessels
engaged in these tasks off the Crimean coast
and in the Kerch area is unaltered.

C-in-C, Fleet is still In Batum or In the
Bat urn area.

According to an aerial photograph the amount
of shipping at operational rcadinoss In
Novorossisk has decreased from 60,000 to
40,000 G-.Pi.T, The missing sjaips have not
so far been intercepted.

For the first time a ''paddle-steamer" is
reported in Novorossisk* According to
interrogations the enemy is converting their
paddle-steamers into river monitors. It
seems likely therefore that the paddlo-stcamcrs
sighted more than once off the east coast of
the Sea Azov will be well-armed (10,5 cm.).

Own Situa tion;

Bulgarian ^rea :

No incidents.

Rumanian Ar i

:

0610 Tanker iJ Lc Progrcs 1
' put in to Constantsa

from Ochakoy via Sulina escorted b; unboat
"Dumitrcscu" •

-
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Group 1, Danube Flotilla laid fresh markings
in the Ilichevka minefield cap. Group 2

checked routes Yellow and Green. No mines
swept

•

The ..naval . ferry barge group continued marking
the -routes

.

South Russian Area ;

Mine-exploding vessel No. 191 checked Odessa
harbor with magnetic gear. No mines swept.

Crimea ;

1645 Air attack on Eupatoria. One tent and
articles of equipment belonging to the
Naval Searchlight Unit wore destroyed.
No casualties.

Iron Gates area; Check swoops by guardboats
"Tronje" and "Alzei" wero without incident.

Readiness :

Torpcdoboat "Smeul" and gunboat "Dumitroscu"
non-operational. Duration will be reported
later.

Land Situation ;

Naval Liaison Officer to 1st Army H.^. (Tanks)
reported no special incidents apart from
several enemy raids which wore successfully
repulsed.

-26J -
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29 Apri l, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

Ho wind, fair, visibility 10 miles, sea 1,
temperature 7° C.

Enemy
T
S i t ua t i on

:

The freighter. (4,000 - 5,000 G.R.T.) lying
in Sevastopol' on 27 April put out at 2015 on
28 April accompanied by a destroyer and
3 patrol vessels. The convoy was unsuccess-
fully attacked with aerial torpedoes during
the night* Air reconnaissance again sighted
the convoy early on 29 April and maintained
contact. The attacks v/ere unsuccessful.

The formation which. Main Naval d/F Station
discovered in the northeastern Black Sea on
28 April - 1 cruiser and 4 destroyers -

.detached 1 destroyer to escort the convoy.
This destroyer was located 3 times, the last
time off Tuapse. Presumably the convoy has
now arrived in Tuapse.

From aerial photographs the warship formation
itself has put in to Sevastopol. The only
discrepancy is that the cruiser detocted here
is a "light cruiser" while Main Naval D/P
Station had reported cruiser A - "Voroshilov'*.

A Turkish freighter, course west, was proceeding
close to the Turkish coast near Kcrompch Burnu*

The Air lore, successfully attacked a tug
with a barge off Yoisk.

Own Situation t

Bulgarian Are a;

No incident •

Rumani an Area

:

1030 I reported t o Marshal Antoncscu in Bucharest
and expressed my thanks for the decoration
presented to mo by the Commander of the Nov; .

Foliowing that

:

Conferen c e on Situa tion and Flans :

1. Report on my tour of inspection through t

Cr.

Army's plans and support to bo given by Nav .

- 3-
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2. Information on probable date of arrival
and readiness, also proposed disposition
and operational bases of Italian and German
units

•

c. Offensive operations by naval forces
will relieve difficulties of convoy work
and coastal threat in the western Black
Se , particularly in the Odessa area.

Marshal Antonescu requested

:

It For t] 3nse of Odessa

:

a. Exhaustive reconnaissance of the sea
area by day,

b. Number of searchlight positions to be
increased to give' maximum illumination
out to sea t

c. Mines to be laid against seaborne- invasion
and at possible landing points.

On this point Admiral Glurgo sou reported
that the harbor entrance is alroac
mined, but not the seaward approaches.

d# Stron nihg of the coastal defense
- artillery.

2 t Re operations by light naval forces;

a. Avoid concentration of naval forces
in Constantza which is already an
attractive target for air raids.

b. Forces to be dispersed as much as
possible, making use of Danube Delta,
Valhov, Ismail and Tulcca. Floating
repair units to be uscd#

c. In view of the danger from air raids
boats must be berthed as far apart as
possible in all harbor:. . This regulation
to be observed without fail.

Tho Marshal ompfcu _.d th„ vulnerability of
ilowi . o_a at c 1 po xnt s

<

:

a. Const antza - oil harbor, fleet - weak
point Chernavoda bridge.

b» Bugaz. - completed installations oh Caroline
Is lane. The ferry boat has required 4 months
to construct; and in view of the fact that all
the supply t:

- will pass through Bugaz,
lace must be regarded as especially

vulnerable. It requires, increased protection,
in c lud ing min a s •

(
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>
0500

1230

1625

1800

c. Sulina - dredging work on the ship canal*
at the mouth of the Danube.

d« Odessa - danger of landings

•

Naval ferry barges Noa. 130 and 132
put out from Constantza for Skadovsk.

Tanker- "Le Progres" left for Sulina with
destroyer "ivlaresti". Sho will there join the
Ochakov convoy comprising motor vessels "Kasaa"
and "Kolosvar"

.

Steamers "Arkadia" and "Salzburg" sailed for
the north escorted by the destroyers "Regina
Mar i a " and "M ar a s e s t i "

•

Forecast from Meteorological Station,
Constantza contained a warning of a possible
deterioration in the weather. It therefore
now seemed impossible to complete the various
escort assignments, as the motor mineswocpors
(PR) of Danube Flotilla, which are of low
ondurancc, could not provide anti-mine escort
from Bugaz to Ochakov. For this reason Naval
Special Duties Detachment ordered the convoy
of steamers "'Arkadia" and "Salzburg" with the
escorting destroyers to return to Constantza.
They put in at 2000.

Destroyer "Karcsti" was ordered to nroccod
with tanker "Lc Prog:
Lex was to out in to

to Sulina. Group
Bugaz

2300 Naval ferry barge No. 130 reported by Most
Immediate radiogram 2115/29/S7:
"Nave struck a mine, approximate position
46° N, 30° 25' E. Ship beached"

.

As she can still use her radio transmitter,
she cannot be seriously damaged. .Naval
Special Duties Detachment immediately ordered
Danube Flotilla lying in Bugaz to meet the
other 2 ferry. barges from Group Lex and escort
thorn back to >z, and if the situation so
demands rescue the crew from naval ferry b

No. 130'.

The naval ferry bar- roup of Danube Flotilla
continued to lay marking buoys on routes Green
and Ye lie .

Danube Flotilla chockod route Green without
result. .me-cxploding vessel No. 1

searched Odessa harbor v magnetic r.
No mines swept*

_
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South Russian Area ;

From Mariupol. Naval Liaison Officer to
/

»-

lst Army H.Q, (Tanks) reported that on the y
evening of 28 April the coast and town of
Mariupol were bombarded by a motor gunboat
with a gun of approximately 10,5 cm. caliber
from a range of 2,500 - 4,000 meters. No
casualties or damage at Naval Shore Commander's
H.Q. After ,15 shells, the gunboat. put up
a smoke screen and then made off to the cast.

The motor fishing vessels continued their
transportation of supplies between Mariupol and
Taganrog according to plan.

C rimea i

1810 - Several air raids on Eupatoria, No material
0250 damage reported, no casualties,

Iron Gates area ; Guardboat "Tronje" carried
out check sweeps* No incidents reported.
Guardboat "Gcrnot !

' at readiness in Orsova,
"Alzci" in Moldova.

Readines s

;

Motor minesweeper r'R 8 operational.

One Bulgarian E-boat non-operational for
5 days for repairs.

General ;

Laying of defensive minefields in Karkinitzki
Bay

;

After the two projected UIvlA minefields had boon
laid between the island of Dzhariulgach and
Kylm lighthouse, Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine
was givon instructions in Gkdos, 1374 A I regarding
the use of the remaining 66 FiVIB mines and the
UMA mines which Group Lex is at present bringing
from Constantza to. Skadovsk,

1. Eight PMB mines are to be reserved for mining
the harbor channels at Skadovsk and Chorly
in the event of an actual enemy attack,

2, The romalru.ru' | 50 FMB and 50 UMA mines can
probably best be used to mine the coastal
area off Klarovka which is particularly
suitable for an enemy landing. The most
vulnerable points arc the approaches to (

Tcndra Peninsula - about longitude 32° 15' E -

where the enemy made an unsuccessful landing
attompt on 16 March - sec War Diary of that
date - and the area off the SoVicvka lighthouse -

32° 31.5» E.
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Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine was ordered
to draw up his plans accordingly, bearir
in mind the positions of the Arary Coastal
Artillery Detachments.

The -mines still available v/ill not be used
to reinforce the minefields already laid,
as such a ure would not add materially to
their effectiveness. Similarly it is not
intended to 3 Clanking minefields off the
harbor approaches, as theso do not increase
the degree of protection afforded and on tho
other hand make it more difficult for our
own ships to use the harbors.

>

. 70.
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50 April j 1942

athor forecast
( Constant za) i

f

N winds, force -4, overcast, rain, visibility
6 miles, sea 5, temperature 7° C.

Enemy Situation .
8

Main Naval D/F Station reported that the
formation which put in to Sevastopol on
29 April had sailed again and was probably in
the sea area off the Crimea round about noon.

One submarine was detected off Sevastopol and
one off Baturru

Slight activity of minesweepers and guard
vessels off the east coast near the bases
and in Kerch Strait, A depot ship for M.T.B.s
was located 25 miles south of Thcodosia.
Possibly she is the ship which was reported
off Sevastopol on 27 April. She probably
scrves as a base for thc'M.T.B.s which escort
the convoys from the east coast to Sevastopol
and Kerch.

Shipping in port i

Novorossisk (aerial photograph); About 60,000
tons of merchant shipping - no real change.

Akhtari (cast coast of Sea of Azov) ; Many
small craft again - 20 fishing vessels and
60 small boats.

Yoisks 4 paddle-steamers, 1 small freighter
and 45 small craft.

Roports on movements of vessels in the open
sea arc not yet to hand.

Own Situation ;

Bulgarian Area

:

ii -i i i i i i i

No incidents.

Rumanian Area ;.

0200 Tanker "Lo Progrcs" and destroyer "Marcsti"
arrived off Sulina. The tanker immediately
put in to harbor, but the escorting destroyer
had to onchor in the roads until 0600 because
of the difficulty of crossing the bar. When V_.

the weather improves the convoy will continue
passage to Ochakov with 2 more supply vessels
"(see W-. r D i ary 29 Apr i 1 )

.
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0115

\

The 2 undamaged navel forry barges
Nos, 132 and 139 from Group Lgx wore
escorted to Bugaz by 2 mlnoswoGpors (FR),

Accordiri ; to a report from the commander of
Group Lex, naval ferry barge No, 130 was struck
in the starboard bow by a drifting mine which
the leading bargo had sighted astern a short
time previously. As far as could be seon
it was a small round mine. The commandor of
naval ferry barge No* 130 immediately made
for the shore and beached his boat in 45° 50,
30° 16.5" E. Depth of water 2-3 meters.
The crew was taken over unhurt by another barge,
All secret material saved.

According to a supplementary report from tho
Dcput
is be
her s

the w
and r
Milit
cargo
steep

y Commander , Danube Flotilla, the bargo
ached with a heavy list to starboard,
tern just showing above the surface of
ater. Both stern anchors out* Engine
adio gear apparently undamaged. Rumanian

salvaging the
n account of tho

coast

,

ary Detachment has
, but work is difficult

begun

Special Duties Detachment plans to send 2 naval
ferry barges from Sulina and 2 tugs from
Constant z a to attempt salvage work. The
Dockyard Salvage Detachment, Black Sea has been
instructed to send an expert from the Odessa
station to investigate salvage possibilities

the spot.on

1310
and

1340

Naval Radio Station, Bugaz reported 2 mine
explosions, probably drifting mines. Bearing
in mind that naval ferry ba, lo% 130 struck
a mine, it is possible that the enemy is usi
"Fischchen" mines, Danube Flotilla has
been ordered to make further investigations.

South Russian Areas

againMine-exploding vessel No, 191
Odessa harbor with magnotic gear,
discovered.

searched
No mines

Crimea i

Several air raids on Eupatoria during the night.
No damage reported, Ono plane, after boi:
fired on, was soon in flames over the sea and
then it disappeared

.

Vossels with improvlzod gear began minoswoopin

Roaeliness :

Guardboat "Gemot ;
* non-operational until 1

'for dc-aeration.
- .2-
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lar.I Sltuatic:

: r
llth Army H.Q. reported that, on the basis *

of observation of fresh enemy tanks, repeated
statements from ieserters and -enemy behavior
during the previous night* there is a possibilit;
that the enemy Is Ing^over to the attack.
No particular , incidents * on the Sevastopol front.

(Signed) Fleischer.

-2 -
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Naval Group Command South. 4 June, 1942

Comments on the War D iary of Admiral, lack Sea

lu - 50 April

:

' ,-
.T.:. Pitnation' '

, £P April

Re Conforence with Mar shal Antonescu :

Marshal Antone 3 cu does not make clear to whom his demands
arc addressed. Admiral, Black Sea must fit in the
necessary action arising from these demands with the
aims of our own naval warfare in that area. For Naval
Group South considers that the Admiral's main task will
in future he the control of offensive operations by the
German E-boats fahich have now arrived in the Black Sea)
and the Italian submarines and E-boats in support of the
operations against Sevastopol end later against the
Russian supplies and the Russian forces on the east coast.
Group confidently expects that this offensive warfare
carried out in cooperation with the Air Force will
materially assist the escort and defensive assignments
in the western Dlack Sea. In future, the escort
duties there will have to be taken over in Increasing
measure by the Rumanian naval forces. Commander, Naval
Special Duties Detachment, Constantza will continue to
see that these convovs sorvo the best interests of the
Gorman Armed Forces and will be responsible for their
operational and tactical direction. In his capacity
as Chief of Staff of tho Rumanian Navy, he will be in
a position to exert his influence accordingly*
Commander, Naval Special Duties Detachment will carry
out this task In accordance with instructions from
Admiral, Black Sea, who will assign him such forces as
the situation pe: •

(Signed) Schuster.

- ,'4~
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May, 1942

)

Weather forecast
(Constantza 0600):

>

No wind, overcast, rain, visibility 3 miles,
sea 1, temperature 11° C.

Enemy Situation:

Air reconnaissance planes detailed by Air
Commander, South sighted no enemy shipping in
the Sevastopol area in the morning. In the
afternoon 4 escort vessels were detected, 3 of
which were off Cape Khersonese. In the eveni.
shipping traffic increased, but could no longer
be clearly identified.

At 1515 a long-range reconnaissance plane
reported 1 tanker of about 8,000 tons, course
northwest, 80 miles south of Tuapse, escorted
by 5 M.T.B.s.

Evaluation of. aerial photographs showed that the
number of ships in the ports on the northeast
coast and on the Sea of Azov was almost
unchanged.

According to a report from Main Naval D/F
Station, the formation (cruiser A and 3
destroyers) which put out from Sevastopol
yesterday is still at sea in an unknown position.

Some submarines were, also detected, 2 of which
were in the eastern Black Sea.

Radio traffic generally slight.

Own Situation :

Convoy and Escort Assignments ;

As the weather had calmed down and forecasts for
the next 24 hours were favorable, Naval Special
Duties Detachment determined to have the 2
postponed convoy assignments carried out.

17 00 1. Steamers "Arkadia" and "Salzburg" put out
from Constantza for the north escorted by
destroyers "Regina Maria" and "Marasesti".
Tugs "Oltul" and "Elena" proceeded with them
as far as Sulina, where they were to help to
salvage the damaged naval ferry barge No.
130. Danube Flotilla was to pick up the
convoy on route Green off Capo Burnas at 0700
on 2 May.
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2240 2, Motor vessels *Kassa'n and "Kolosvar",
tanker "Le Progres" and tug "Engerau" put
out from Sulina for the north escorted by-

destroyer "Maresti" and 6 naval ferry barges.
Convoy to be picked up as above at 060G on
2 May.

Seven motor minesweepers (FR) of Danube Flotilla
carried out a check sweep on route Green from
Bugaz as far as the northern entrance to the
Ilichevka minefield gap and back as far as
45° 56' N and from there back to Bugaz, No
mines swept.

The remaining 2 motor minesweepers (FR) and
2 naval ferry barges proceeded to the place
where naval ferry barge No. 130 was aground to
make another attempt at salvage. The boats had
to remain 300 meters from the coast because of a
strong offshore wind. Some 2 cm. anti-aircraft
guns, small arms, ammunition, equipment etc,
were salvaged. The whole barge is filled with
water up to the waterline,

Bulgarian Area :

The remaining German anti-aircraft guns in the
Bulgarian area were transferred for use else-
where. From now on only Bulgarian anti-aircraft
guns will protect Varna and Burgas,

South Russian Area :

Minesweeping in Odessa harbor by mine-exploding
vessel No. 191 was without result.

Air attacks on Mariupol (time not mentioned).
No damage to naval offices or installations.

Motor fishing vessels continued supply traffic
as scheduled.

Crimea :

First degree of alarm in Theodosia because enemy
landing operations are feared in connection with
the enemy offensive plans suspected by 11th
Army H.Q.

Mine swec ping off Ak Mechet, One mine was
exploded off Burun Eli| 2 mines off Karacha,

Eupatoria roads were checked for mines without
result. Naval Liaison Officer to Air
Commander, South reported that from today the
air forces in the Crimea were subordinated to
8th Air Corps, Only 2 bomber Gruppen were left
to Air Commander, South for attacks on ships and
sea reconnaissance.
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This measure is only valid during the intended
Kerch offensive when sea reconnaissance must be
restricted to the area off Sevastopol and the
Crimea as far as Kerch Peninsula, the Sea of
Azov and the northeast coast as far as
Novorossisk

•

In view of the convoy assignments to be carried
out, this reduction in air reconnaissance over
the Black Sea is very regrettable, as the plan
taking off from Bulgarian and Rumanian bases can
fly only as far as 32° E. Moreover, only a f
planes are available for that task, so that
reconnaissance will by no means give a complete
picture. For the time being, enemy movements
and intentions must be deduced from the reports
of Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza.

No incidents in the Iron Gates area. The 3
guardboats are at readiness in Orsova, Trencova
and Moldova.

Land Situation ;

Naval Liaison Officer to 11th Army H,Q. reported
no action apart from lively enemy air activity
on both fronts and some unsuccessful enemy
reconnaissance thrusts.

Only scouting raids by both sides and lively
enemy air activity were reported by 1st Army
H.Q. (Tanks).

Readiness :

Minelayer "Dacia" operational with limitations
(bow protection gear not yet tested).
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I-.Iay, 1942

rather forecast
(Constantza )

:

No wind, fair, visibility 15 miles, sea 0,
temperature 10° C.

Enemy Situation :

At 0842 Air Commander, South reported several
enemy submarines about 35 miles south of Bolshoi
Fontan. This report of submarines operating
together, evidently against supply traffic,
appears very doubtful. Possibly they were
German minesweepers. There were only a few
other air reconnaissance reports. At 1400 a
long-range reconnaissance plane reported 4
.I.B.s south of Kerch Strait, proceeding north.

According to the evaluation of aerial photo-
graphs, the number of ships in the ports was
unchanged.<o x

Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza reported some
submarines (no exact number given) in the
western Black Sea and in the area off Sevastopol
and Batum. Otherwise only slight activity of
patrol vessels in the area off the bases on the
Caucasus coast 6

The Main Radio Intercept Station of Naval High
Command reported that the enemy C-in-C Fleet
had been ordered to escort various transports
carrying troops and supplies to Sevastopol.
As neither air reconnaissance nor Main Naval
D/F Station had recently submitted any obser-
vations indicating, such activity, I inquired of
Naval High. Command ".vhether the date for the
escort assignment was known.

0v:n Situation ;

Convoy and Escort Assignments :

Both convoys which put out yesterday ran as
scheduled.

1. Off Cape Burnas. a group of Danube Flotilla
and tug "Forsch'' took over from destroyer
"Mares ti" and the 6 naval ferry barges the
convoy comprising motor vessels "Kassa",
"Kolosvar", tanker MLe Progres" and tug
"Engerau" which was proceeding north from
Sulina. They passed Ochakov at 1545. The
motor minesweepers (FR) put in to port,

-ile the supply ships continued to
Nikolaiev.
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0840 2, A submarine attacked the second northbound
convoy (steamers "Arkadia" and "Salzburg"
escorted by destroyers "Regina Maria" and
"Marasesti" and 2 naval ferry barges) about
half a mile east of Green 24, The destroyers
and naval ferry barges immediately counter-
attacked with depth charges, but no success
was observed.

We have no permanent anti-submarine group of
naval ferry barges here for attacks on submarines.
If possible, such a group must be formed from
naval ferry barges or submarine chasers equipped
with hydrophones,' Only then will it be possible
to master the submarine danger. Steps have been
taken to form an anti-submarine group.

Group 2, Danube Flotilla then took over the
convoy off Cape Eurnas and escorted it to Ochakov
without further incident, The motor mine-
sweepers (FR) put in to Ochakov at 1745, while
the 2 supply steamers continued to Nikolaiev,

After they had carried out their escort assign-
ment, destroyers "Regina Maria", "Maresti" and
"Marasesti" returned to the south. They came
upon a very large oil patch in the attack area
and laid a buoy to mark the place. Investigation
of the oil track was impossible because of fog,

1430 Destroyers "Regina Maria" and "Marasesti" put in
to Sulina from' the north,

1600 Destroyer "Maresti" continued to Constantza and
entered the harbor,

Rumanian Area ;

0120 Tugs "Elena" and "Oltul" put in to Sulina (on
passage to salvage naval ferry barge No, 150,
see War Diary 1 May),

0400 Naval ferry barge No, 132 put out from Bugaz for
Constantza to discharge 200 explosive floats and
to take in in their place 50 UMA mines (to
replace the mines aboard the grounded naval ferry
barge No. 150), Salvage of No. 130 was
continued by naval ferry barges Nos, 126 and 137
and 2 Rumanian motor ferriosT

2200 Naval Radio Station, Bugaz reported 2 loud
explosions in quick succession in the south.
No further observations.

2210 Naval ferry barge No, 132 put in to Constantza
from Bugaz,
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- ;-. .- v s s ian Area :

1300 -rmy Coastal Artillery Detachment near
Klarovka (north coast of Karkinitzkl Bay) heard /'

engine noises at sea. : further observations
se of fog.

2110 Naval Port C :.nder, Skadovsk reported that
engine noises of a naval vessel and 2 inter-
ittent red lights had been observed.

It is possible that both observations may be
traced back to a German air accident at sea.
Naval Liaison Officer to 4th Air Force was asked
to investigate the matter. No results so far,

Crimea

:

n

Further minesweeping off Eupatoria was without
result.

From 2020 on 1 Jfey until 0325 on 2 May, there
v.-ere 15 enemy planes over our area. Altogether
65 bombs were dropped but no damage has been
reported so far.

Land Situatic. :

11th' Army H.Q. reported that the enemy had
pparently gone over to the defensive on the
eastern front. Throughout the day there was
almost no infantry, activity. No incidents
were reported from 1st Army H.Q. (Tanks),
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3 May, 1942

ather forecast
(Constantza ) :

Wind force 1, fair, visibility 20 km,, sea 0,

temperature 11° C.

Enemy Situation :

Air Commander, South reported that morning
reconnaissance had sighted no enemy naval forces
or convoy traffic as far as the Turkish coast.
However, the following reports were received
from the Caucasus coast:
At 0625 1 convoy (1 tanker of 8,000 tons,.
1 destroyer and 1 M.T.B.), course 130°, 65 miles
south of Tuapse; at 0910 1 cruiser, course 230°,
80 miles northwest of Tuapse; at 1540 one 5,000-
ton steamer, putting out from Ghelenjik, course
nop.

Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza again reported
only very Slight radio traffic: only 1 submarine
at sea (exact position unknown) and 1 destroyer
in the Batum area.

The slight radio traffic during the last few days
is by no means conclusive proof of enemy
inactivity, particularly as air reconnaissance
has not been exhaustive. It is quite possible
that the enemy transferred reinforcements to
Sevastopol as reported by Main Radio Intercept
Station, Naval High Command' and that they tried
to camouflage these movements by radio silence.

Own Situation :

Convoy and Escort Assignments :

The southbound convoy consisting of steamers
"Sulina" and "Oituz" proceeded from Ochakov to
Constantsa as scheduled.

0710 Group 2, Danube Flotilla (4 motor minesweepers
(FR)) put out from Ochakov with the 2 supply
steamers •

1620 Rumanian naval forces and 4 naval ferry barges
took over the convoy south of Bugaz* The convoy
was divided because of the difference in speed of
the 2 steamers. Destroyers "Rogina Maria" and
"Marasesti" which had put out from Sulina at 1311
took ov&r steamer "Sulina" for further passage to
Constantza, while torpedoboat "Smeul" put out
from Sulina at 1145 and 4 naval ferry barges (1st
Special Duties Flotilla) left at 0940 to take
over steamer "Oituz" for further passage to
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Sulina, from where the steamer was to be escorted
to Constantza by destroyer "Maresti",

1715 -cup 2, Danube Flotilla put in to Bugaz.
j

Bulgarian Area:

0845 After completion of repairs, naval ferry barge
No. 121 cut out Varna and entered Constantza

: 1640. Continuation of passage to Sulina to
the mine sweeping group of 1st Special Duties
Lotilla was olanned for 4 May.

. . ..:.r.ian .-.re a :

Naval ferry' barges Nos. 126 and 137 continued
ie attempts to salvage naval ferry barge No,

130. It was a difficult task because of the
high swell. Nevertheless they succeeded in
salvaging the following arms, 'equipment etc.:
11 01 ines, the tube and cradle of the 7.5 cm.
gun, 22 cases of machine-guns' (type C 30),
ammunition, 200 rounds of 7*5 cm. shells, 22
winches, all parts for mines, oropesa equipment,
8 depth charges etc. It was discovered that
the hull was broken whore the mine hit it.

To help in the salvage, the office of Dockyard
Control Staff, Odessa sent out 2 engineers with
personnel and equipment to the place of grounding
on 4 May.

1520 Three enemy bombers, type DB 3, attacked Sulina,
flying southwest to north at an altitude of
2,000 meters. Six bombs were dropped. No
casualties

.

Mines ' and Barrage Command, Constantza reported
200 of the 400ELM mines reported not ready for
use on 8 April were now ready.

South Russian Area :

Another check sweep by mine-exploding vessel
No. 191 was without result. Checking of Odessa
harbor should be completed tomorrow, when the
harbor approaches* will then be searched as far
as route Green.

Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine reported that
investigation of the engine noises reported
yesterday off Skadovsk had brought no results.
No further observations indicating enemy shipping
traffic have been made. According to reports
from Naval Liaison Officer to 4th Air Force, no
German plane crashed at sea.

A boom was laid off Mariupol.
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Crimea :

From 2230 on 2 May until 0315 on 3 May, there
were further air attacks on Eupatori . Windows
broken in the garrison headquarters.

Nothing to report from the Iron Gates.

Land Situation ;

According to a report from 11th Army H.Q., enemy
procedure remained unchanged on both fronts.
A reconnaissance thrust by 2 companies was
repulsed on the Kerch front during the evening.
Otherwise no incidents.

Readiness *;

Gunboat "Chiculescu" and torpedoboat "Sborul"
provisionally ready for operations again on
4 May.

Naval ferry barge No. 121 operational.
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4 Mav, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza)

:

NE winds, force 1, overcast, rain, visibility
10 km., sea 1, temperature 11° C.

Enemy Situation :

While. sea reconnaissance planes detailed by
Air Commander, South again failed to sight any
enemy shipping between the southern tip of the
.Crimea and the Turkish coast, Main Naval D/F
Station, Constantza reported that compared with
yesterday activity of enemy naval forces had
increased. They detected 4 minesweepers,
3 M.T.B.s and some patrol boats in the north-
eastern Black Sea to the southern entrance of
Kerch Strait, 1 cruiser and 1 flotilla leader
in the southeastern Black Sea at 1730, 1 'mine-
sweeper, 1 tender, and 4 M.T.B.s in the area
off Sevastopol and the Crimea and 2 submarines
in the central and western Black Sea.

On the night of 3/4 May, air reconnaissance
identified continuous convoy traffic off the
northeast coast in the direction of Kerch:
14 small freighters with anti-mine escort
(4 minesweepers) proceeding from Anapa to
Kerch and 8 freighters on the same course.
Air reconnaissance did not sight any naval
escort with the second convoy.

Own Situation :

Convoy an d Es c or t A s signments :

The convoy comprising steamers HSullna !l and
"Oituz" which put out yesterday ran as
scheduled.

0430 Steamer "Sulina" put in to Constantza £x><m the
north escorted by destroyers uRegina Maria* p.rv3

"Marasesti" •

1520 Steamer "Oituz" put in to Constantza from the
north escorted by destroyer "Maresti".

Shuttle traffic started between Odessa and
Kherson.

0715 Naval ferry barges Nos. 125, 128, 133 and 134
put out from Odessa laden with supplies. Two
boats of Harbor Defense Flotilla, Odessa will
escort the boats as far as Gchakov, and
Commander, Darmhe Flotilla with Group 1 will
take over from there as far as Kherson.
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1830 The group of naval ferry b-arges put in to
Kherson as scheduled.

After the channel had been marked with minefield
buoys as far as Ochakov-North, it was planned to
run shuttle traffic from Odessa to Kherson and
back without escort as soon as possible.

Bulgarian Area :

Check sweep in the southern entrance to Varna
Bay was without result.

Rumanian Area :

0400 Naval ferry barge No. 121 put out from Constantza
for the north and put in to Sulina at 1320. She
returned to the minesweeping group of 1st Special
Duties Flotilla.

0400 Naval ferry barge No. 132 also put to sea, course
north, to transfer to Skadovsk as scheduled (see
War Diary 2 May). She had to put in to Sulina
at 1325 when the weather deteriorated.

The personnel sent out from the Odessa office of
Dockyard Control Staff and naval ferry barges
Nos . 126 and 137 continued the attempts to
salvage naval ferry barge No. 130.

South Russian Area :

Mine -exploding vessel No. 191 completed the chock of
Odessa harbor area and also swept the area from
the harbor entrance as far as point 3 and buoy
16. No mines swept.

Crimea :

Rumanian coastal defense forces sank a black
anchored buoy with mast and 2 red crossed flags
about 6 km. south of Kalsichor (near Sudak )

.

Naval Shore Commander, Crimea reported that
investigations were being carried out to
determine the purpose of the buoy. Probably
it had served as an approach buoy for submarines
or for planned landing operations.

Nothing to report from the Iron Gates.

Land Situation :

Naval Liaison Officer to 1st Army H.Q. (Tanks)
reported that Russian motor boats apparently
made a landing attempt last night west of Nogaisk
(20 miles west of Berdyansk) but withdrew after
a brief exchange of fire. Otherwise nothing to
report.
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11th Army H.Q. reported slight exchanges of
gunfire, but no infantry activity.

Readiness :

Gunboat "Chiculescu" ready for operations,

Tbrpedoboat "Sborul" ready for operations, but
still has to pass the degaussing loop on 5 May.

'
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5 May, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza )

:

W winds, force 1, no cloud, visibility 20 km.,
sea 1, temperature 7° C,

Enemy Situation :

Air Commander, South transmitted only one report
on the reconnaissance flown over the narrow sea
area off the Crimea : no enemy shipping was
observed.

Main Naval d/f Station, Constantza also reported
only slight enemy traffic,

During the night cruiser A and 2 destroyers were
still detected in the eastern Black Sea, but they
had gone by daylight. Probably the formation
had put in to port.

Two submarines, 1 minelayer, 2 minesweepers and
6 M.T.B.s were identified in the area off Batu -

Between Kerch Strait and Tuapse there was--normal
activity of patrol forces and M, .3,s. One
submarine was detected at sea in an unidentified
position.

Because of inexhaustive air reconnaissance, it
could not be discovered whether only comparatively
few naval forces had been at sea during the last
few days or whether possibly further ships or
formations had been at sea and had maintained
complete radio silence

;

Own Situation ;

Bulgarian Aro; .:

No incidents,

Rumanian Area ?

The northbound convoy (steamer "Zar Ferdinand"
from Constantza and steamer "Danubius", motor
vessels "Tisza" and "Budapest' 1 from Sulina to
Ochakov) which was scheduled to put to sea today
had to be delayed for 24 hours on account of
unfavorable weather*

Mines and Barrage Command, Constants ported
another 100 mines of the 400 EMCs reported
unserviceable on 8 1 read;,
(now a total of 300 mines)

a
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The remaining cargo of the beached naval ferry
barge No. 150 (the rest of the 37 UMA mines and
2 mine cases, pivot of the 7.5 cm. gun) was
salvaged. It was planned to attempt to tow
the vessel off on 6 May.

South Russian Area ;

0600 Tanker "Le Progres M put out from Kherson for
Ochakov escorted by motor minesweeper FR 1 and
tug "Forsch". FR 1 entered Ochakov at 1220 on
account of the weather, while tug "Forsch"
escorted the tanker to Odessa where they arrived
at 1800. The transport group of 1st Special
Duties Flotilla (naval ferry barges Nos . 125,
128, 133 and 134) put to sea from Kherson with
supplies for Saporoshie (about 300 km. up the
Dnieper)

.

Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine reported no
incidents today.

Nikolaiev dockyard reported that the Fire
Fighting Company (1 officer, 13 N.C.O.s and 147
enlisted men) had arrived.

Crimea :

Naval Shore Commander, Crimea reported an air
attack on Eupatoria without mentioning time,
damage, etc.

Iron Gates: Guardboat "Gemot" ready in Orsova
and "Tronje" in Trencova. "Alzei" checked the
route as far as Bazias without incident.

Land Situation :

No report for the day was received from Naval
Liaison Officer to 1st Army H.Q. (Tanks) or
11th Army H.Q.
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6 May, 1942

ather forecast
(Constantza )

:

NE winds, force 2, almost entirely overcast,
visibility 10 miles, sea 1, temperature 10° C.

Enemy Situation :

Again only a few reports were received from Air
Commander, South:
2 M.T.B.s 30 miles south of Cape Sarich,
2 submarines off Ghelenjik and at least 80 small
vessels in Sukhum harbor.

Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza reported
considerably increased activity of enemy naval
forces

•

During the night cruiser D was in the area off
Batum or Poti; she was detected off Tuapse in
the forenoon. There were many submarines at
sea: 6 in the eastern and southeastern Black
Sea and 7 off the Crimea and in the western
Black Sea.

Undoubtedly the enemy will have recognized that
seaborne supply traffic is proceeding regularly
from Constantza to the north and it was to be
expected that they would intensify submarine
operations- accordingly. However, it might also
be possible that the lively radio traffic of
submarines indicates that fresh boats have put
to sea as reliefs for the boats which have been
maintaining radio silence.

In the Crimean area and the western Black Sea
there were 2 minelayers and 1 destroyer.
Increasing activity of minesweepers and patrol
forces in the area off the bases on the Caucasus
coast and Kerch Strait,

Own Situation :

Convoy and Escort Assignments :

1210 1, Steamer M Zar Ferdinand" put out from Constantza
to the north escorted by destroyer "Maresti"
and torpedoboat "Sborul".

2130 Steamer "Danubius" and motor vessels "Tisza"
and "Budapest" joined the above convoy off
Sulina and proceeded north with it. The
escort forces were reinforced by gunboat
"Chicule3cu" and 3 naval ferry barges of 1st
Special Duties Flotilla.

Danube Flotilla is to pick up the convoy south
of Bugaz as usual at dawn and continue to
Ochakov.
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1800 2. The -Rumanian tugs "Elena" and "Oltul", each
towing 1 train ferry, and 1 small paddle

-

steamer put out from Sulina for Bugaz
escorted by torpedoboat "Smeul" and 3 naval
ferry barges. Convoy to be picked up by
Danube Flotilla as in para. 1.

Bulgarian Area :

No incidents. .

Rumanian Area ;

0830 Group 2, Danube Flotilla- put out from Bugaz to
check route Green as far as the northern
entrance to the Ilichevka minefield gap and
back as far as 46° N. No mines swept. The
boats' returned at 1500. Naval ferry barges
Nos. 132 and 139 which were destined for
Skadovsk were ordered to put to seaj for
reasons of security they were to proceed south
at first as far as the area off Cape Burnas,
here they had to arrive at nightfalls from
there they were to steer east for the north
coast of Karkinitzki Bay. The naval ferry
barges reported that they could not put out
today because of a sudden deterioration in the
weather (S winds, force 6). Naval ferry
barges Nos. 126 and 137 took off more cargo
from the damaged barge No. 13 (bow anchor,
engine fittings, lockers and bunks).

South Russian Area ;

1100 Tug "Forsch" put out from Odessa and entered
Ochakov at 1455,

1430 Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine, who is to
transfer his command post to the present focal
point in his command on the Sea of Azov, left
Nikolaiev with the first part-transport for
Mariupol.

Crimea ;

Naval Shore Commander, Crimea reported that a
damaged plane had drifted ashore near Eupatoria.
Details will follow. It was probably the
enemy plane attacked on 30 April which
disappeared out to sea in flames.

Nothing to report from the Iron Gates.

Land Situation :

Naval Liaison Officer to 1st Army H.Q. (Tanks)
reported no incidents on the Army front.
"Several air attacks on Mariupol harbor. Slight
damage to naval installations reported (detailed
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^ort fron ral Shore Commander, Ukraine not
yet received)

•

11th Army H.Q. reported that the onemy had
strengthened their position on the eastern front
where 7 divisions had been established. )art
from exchanges of gunfire, no incidents.

>
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7 May, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza )

:

W winds, force 1, no cloud, visibility 20 km.,
sea 1, temperature 7° C.

Enemy Situation :

According to the observations of Main Naval D/F
Station, Constantza, cruiser D is no longer at
sea (she probably put in to Tuapse, see War
Diary 6 May )

.

The number of submarines at sea has decreased
since yesterday. The exact position of 2

submarines was determined by radio location:
1 submarine immediately off Sudak at 2117 and
1 submarine 45 miles south of Yalta at 2352,
There were 3 more submarines in the western
Black Sea and 2

- in the southeastern Black Sea.

Lively activity of minesweepers and patrol
forces off Sevastopol and between Kerch Strait
and the bases on the northeast Caucasus coast.

Air Commander, South reported that, during the
proposed Kerch offensive (from 7 May), air
reconnaissance could not be flown over the
Black Sea. Accordingly, only one air
reconnaissance report was received: 1 M.T.B.
and 6 small craft were sighted in the northern
entrance to Kerch Strait. If this is correct,
it is the first report of an M.T.B. in the Sea
of Azov.

Own Situation :

Convoy and Escort Assignments r

The convoys which put out yesterday ran as
scheduled.

1. Destroyer "Maresti" torpedoboat "Sborul",
gunboat "Chiculescu" and 3 naval ferry barges
escorted steamers "Zar Ferdinand" and
"Danubius" and motor vessels "Tisza" and
"Budapest" to the rendezvous south of Bugaz
without incident; there Danube Flotilla took
over the convoy for further passage north.
The naval forces returned to Sulina and the
3 naval ferry barges put in to Bugaz. The
4 supply ships passed Ochakov at 1430 and the
motor minesweepers (FR) of Danube Flotilla
put in to port, "Tisza", "Budapest" and
"Zar Ferdinand" continued to Nikolaiev,
"Danubius" to Kherson.
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2. Tugs "Elena" and "Oltul", each towing 1 train
ferry, and 1 small paddle-steamer put in to
Bugaz at 0545, as did the 3 naval ferry barges
which had joined the convoy from Sulina.
Torpedoboat "Smeul" returned to Sulin; .

The following escort assignments were also
carried out:

1, Steamer "Arkadia" put out from Ochakov at
0800 escorted by tug "Forsch" and entered
Odessa at 1300.

2, Tanker "Le Progres" put to sea at 1430 on an
easterly course escorted by tug "Forsch",
Tug "Forsch" put in to Ochakov at 1915. The
tanker continued to Kherson,

3, At 0810 motor vessels "Kassa" and "Kolosvar"
put out from Ochakov to proceed to Sulina via
Odessa escorted by Commander, Danube Flotilla
with Group 1. At 1745 the convoy was taken
over- south of Bugaz by destroyer "Maresti",
gunboat "Chiculescu" and torpedoboat "Smeul",
The motor minesweepers (FR) put in to Bugaz
at 1830.

At 1750 immediately after the convoy was turned
over to the Rumanian naval forces, 3 enemy
bombers attacked it. According to observations
from the shore, 17 bombs were dropped but no hits
scored. No report was received from the escort
forces, so that it may be assumed that neither
they nor the 2 motor vessels were damaged. Tho
convoy proceeded to Sulina,

Bulgarian Area ;

Special Duties Formation swept the northern
entrance to Varna Bay and the Bulgarian mine-
sweeping formation checked the inner bay. No
mines swept.

Rumanian Area ;

The 4 Italian E-boats wore transferred to the
Danube, towed by tug "Romulus". They arrived in
Sulina at 1445 and continued to Constantza under
their own power, arriving at 1900.

South Russian Area :

Naval Liaison Officer to 1st Army H.Q. (Tanks)
reported several air attacks on Mariupol and
Taganrog on the night of 6/7 May. Slight damage
to buildings.
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Crimea :

Between 0001 and 0315, there •••ere 3 air attacks
on Eupatorla. No damage reported.

From 2000 on 6 May until 0300 on 7 May, there
were several air attacks on Theodosia. About
100 bombs were dropped. Slight material
damage. One man was seriously wounded and
another slightly wounded.

Iron Gates: Guardboat "Gemot" ready in Orsova
and "Tronje" in Trencova. "Alzei" carried out
a check sweep in Kilia Arm as far as Bazias
without incident.

Land Situation ;
•

No report for the day was received from 11th
Army H.Q.'

Naval Liaison Officer to 1st Army H.Q. (Tanks)
reported no incidents in the coastal sector
apart from lively air activity.

t
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8 May, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza )

:

SSW winds, force 1, fair, visibility 20 km,,
sea 1, temperature 9° C.

Enemy Situation :

Air reconnaissance sighted continuous heavy
convoy traffic in the area -off Tuapse,
Novorossisk and Kerch, This traffic was well-
protected, e.g. a tanker coming from the south-
east which put in to Novorossisk at 1035 was
escorted by 2 small cruisers, 1 submarine and
1 guardboat; another convoy, consisting of one
6, 000-ton' steamer and 1 small tanker, which was
south of Kerch Strait at 0757, was protected by
10 escort vessels.

Main Naval d/f Station, Constantza again reported
lively activity of enemy submarines: 8 in the
central and western Black Sea and 1 off
Novorossisk headed for Sevastopol.

Cruiser D was located in the- northeastern Black
Sea and Commander, Light Forces was detected at
sea aboard an unidentified vessel.

Undoubtedly the lively activity of enemy naval
forces in the northeastern Black Sea is connected
with the offensive operation which 11th Army H.Q.
launched this morning on the Kerch front (see
"Land Situation"),

Own Situation:
i iii -

Convoy and Escort Assignments :

1. The southbound convoy which put out yesterday
from Ochakov-North ran as scheduled* At 0200
motor vessels "Kassa" and "Kolosvar", gunboat
"Chiculescu" and torpedoboat "Smeul" put in
to'Sulina, The 2 motor vessels continued to
Braila. At 0615 destroyer "Mares ti" put in
to Constantza,

2. At 0930 steamer "Salzburg" put out from
Ochakov in a westerly direction escorted by
tug "Forsch" and entered Odessa at 1410.
Tug "Forsch" procooded to Bugaz where she
arrivod at 1730.

Bulgarian Area :

Special Duties Formation chocked tho northern
entrance to Varna Bay. No mines swept.
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Rumanian Area :

0756 1st Special Duties Flotilla consisting of 9

naval ferry barges put out from Bugaz for
Sulina, from where they were -to continue mine-
sweeping in the enemy minefield off St, George
Arm •

For 2-J- hours, Special Duties Flotilla searched
the spot where escort vessels of a northbound
convoy had attacked an enemy submarine with
depth charges on 2 May (about -g- mile east of
Green 24) and where a large oil patch had
later been sighted. Despite an intensive
search in close formation with sounding and
anchoring, no further observations were made.

When continuing passage, Special Duties Flotilla
was attacked 8 times by 2-3 bombers from 1355 to
1420, 1450. to 1455 and 1729 to 1735. Bombs
v.'ere dropped in series of up to 6 at a time.
Naval ferry barge No. 145 was slightly damaged
by bomb splinters : the commander and 1 man were
seriously wounded. No damage to the other
naval ferry barges and no casualties among their
personnel.

1945- Special Duties Flotilla put in to Sulina without
further incident.

South Russian Area ;

0400 ine-exploding vessel No. 191 put out from
Ochakov for a check sweep off Nikolaiev. She
entered Nikolaiev at 10C0 without sweeping any
mines.

From 2030 on 7 May until 0300 on 8 May, there
were several air attacks on Eupatoria. No
damage.

Iron Gates:' Guardboat "Gemot" carried out a
check sweep without incident.

Land Situation :

Naval Liaison Officer to 11th Army H.Q. reported
that our offensive on the Kerch front began this
morning and so far had progressed as scheduled.

Nothing to report from the coastal sector of 1st
Army H.Q. (Tanks ),

-. i n o s s ;

Naval ferry barge No. 145 non-operational because
of slight bomb damage.

(
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. May, 1942

Weather forecast
(Cons tantza) :

N winds, force 1, almost entirely overcast,
visibility 20 km,, sea 1, temperature 9° C.

Enemy Situation :

According t'o air reconnaissance observations', the
offensive on the Kerch front led to further
lively, strongly escorted convoy traffic off the
northeastern Black Sea coast.

At 0800 air reconnaissance sighted a convoy,
comprising 1 tanker escorted by 1 destroyer and
4 minesweepers, midway between the Crimea and the
Turkish coast. Bombers sent into action inter-
cepted the convoy at 1832 in air grid square 6351
(about 155 miles south of the southern entrance
to Kerch Strait) and attacked it without success,
A strikingly high number of small freighters and
coastal vessels was observed off the southeast
coast of the Sea of Azov; they were probably
concentrated there to take off enemy troops from
Kerch Peninsula, if that should become necessary.

Main Naval D/F Station, Cons tantza reported
cruiser D and another vessel with Commander,
Light Forces aboard at sea in unidentified
postions.

One flotilla leader and 3 submarines were off the
northeast coast of the Black Sea, where there
were also many minesweepers and patrol forces in
the area off the bases.

Six submarines v/ere located off the Crimea and in
the western Black Sea.

Own Situation :

Bulgarian Area ;

No incidents.

Rumanian Area :

2000 Naval ferry barges Nos . 132 and 139 put out from
Bugaz on transfer to Skadovsk.

South Russian Arc a :

1100 Mine -exploding vessol No. 191 put out from
Nikolaiev for a check sweop downstream. She put
in to Ochakov at 1645 without sweeping any mines.
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Crimea :

0215 to 0330, there were repeated air
attacks on Eupatoria. No damage reported.

Land 'Siruc-icn :

11th Army H f
,'. reported that- the offensive on

the Kerch front was progressing successfully,
:terday T s penetration into the Parpach position
-s extended considerably. Pour enemy divisions
re repulsed with losses. Many enemy prisoners

taken, many killed and many guns captured, 8th
Air Corps temporarily eliminated the enemy air
force in large-scale operations. According to

report from Naval Shore Commander, Crimea,
enemy naval forces also took part in the fighting
en land. During the night enemy vessels some
distance south of Cape Hi (probably 1 cruiser
and 2 destroyers) be r-ded the isthmus.

No report for the day was received from 1st
H.Q. (Tanks),

Readiness ;

1 Bulgarian E-boat non-operational until 13 May,

nboat "Dii -escu" n ready for operations.
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10 May, 1942

>

>

Weather forecast
(Constantza )':

No wind, cloudy, visibility 6 miles, slight haze,
temperature 10° C.

Enemy Situatior

Air reconnaissance again observed the effect of
the offensive on the Kerch front on shipping in
the Sea of Azov and south of Kerch Strait.
Lively activity of small ships in the direction
of Kerch, in the southeastern Sea of Azov and in
the northeastern Black Sea as far as Anapa.

According to a report from Main Naval D/p
Station, Constantza, there were 2 flotilla
leaders, 1 destroyer, 1 submarine tender and
2 submarines off the northeast coast of the
Black 'Sea. Also a great number of M.T.B.s and
patrol forces.

Cruiser D was off t*he central Caucasus coast.

Pour submarines were detected in the western
Black Sea.

Own Situation ;

Convoy and Escort Assignments :

0600 1. Tanker "Le Progres" (coming from Kherson) and
Group 2, Danube Flotilla proceeded from
Ochakov-North to Odessa where they arrived at
1115-. Group 2 then continued to Bugaz and
put in to port at 1415.

1600 2. The transport group of 1st Special Duties
Flotilla (4 naval ferry barges) which had put
out with supplies for ' Saporoshic on 5 May put
in to Odessa again at 1600 after the task had
been carried out.

Bulgarian Area :

0915 The Bulgarian mine sweeping formation checked the
area off Varna. One mine was swept near the
v/reck of "Regele Carol".

Rumanian Area :

U-boat "Delfinul" and the Bulgarian E-boat
sighted a periscope about 4 miles east of
Constantza. The E-boat dropped 4 depth charges
but no hits were observed. Planes and tugs
investigated immediately without result.
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0520 Naval ferry barges Nos . 126 and 137 which had
come from Bugaz with the salvaged equipment,
mines etc. from naval ferry barge No. 130 put
out from Sulina and entered Constantza at 1340.

1800 Tugs "Oltul" and "Elena", each towing a train
ferry, put out from Sulina for Bugaz escorted
by gunboat "Chiculescu", torpedoboat "Sborul"
and 7 naval ferry barges,

0600 • Group 1, Danube Flotilla put out from Bugaz to
check the area from routes Green and Yellow to
Ochakov. They entered Ochakov at 1600.
Report on result of minesweeping has not yet
come in.

South Russian Area ;

In the course of a check sweep in the area off
.the island of Pervomeisk, mine -exploding vessel
No. 191 detonated a mine in 46° 34.4 » N, 31°
34.1' E. Slight damage to' the electric
generator of the port aggregate which could be
repaired in Nikolaiev,

1115 Naval ferry barges Nos. 132 and 139 put in to
Skadovsk. No incidents during passage.

Crimea :

No reports were received on any incidents in
the command of Naval Shore Commander.

Iron Gates: Check sweep
t

by guardboat "Gemot"
as far as Moldova. "Tronje" ready in Trencova,
"Alzei" in Modova, No incidents.

Land Situation :

According to a report from Naval 'Liaison Officer
to 11th Army H.Q., our offensive on the Kerch
front is progressing successfully,

9

Nothing to report from the coastal area of 1st
Army H.Q. (Tanks ). .

i
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11 May, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza )

:

NE winds, force 1, overcast, visibility 7 miles,
sea 1, temperature 13° C.

Enemy Situation :

Air reconnaissance sighted lively traffic of
escort vessels and numerous (mainly small)
steamers and boats in the Kerch Strait. They
were probably there to attempt evacuation of the
troops encircled by 11th Army H.Q.

There were no reports on enemy shipping traffic
off the Caucasus coast. At 1600 an enemy
formation comprising 1 small cruiser, 2
destroyers and probably 2 submarine chasers was
sighted about 55 miles north of Cape Bafra
Burnu. A second formation (cruiser "Komintern"
and 3 submarine chasers) was 15 miles further
south. Both formations were proceeding north.
It is possible that all these enemy forces were
to protect a 3,500-ton freighter observed by our
air reconnaissance to the south in the vicinity
of Turkish territorial waters. The freighter
was steering northeast and was evidently a
particularly valuable transport. No reports
were received on shipping traffic other than
that reported in connection with the above-
mentioned heavy enemy naval forces.

Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza reported
1 flotilla leader, 1 destroyer (with Commander,
Light Forces aboard) and 3 minesweepers in the
Crimean area, numerous minesweepers and patrol
forces in the Kerch area and cruiser D off the
central Caucasus coast. Several submarines were
again detected in radio traffic: 5 in the north-
eastern, 4 in the southeastern Black Sea.
Further submarines were presumed to be in the
western Black Sea,

Own Situation :

Convoy and Escort Assignments :

1, At 0900 Commander, Danube Flotilla put out
from Ochakov with Group 1 to escort steamers
"Ardeal" and "Succeava", The convoy
proceeded according to plan; it was taken
over at the rendezvous south of Bugaz I

destroyers "Regina Maria" and "Marasesti"
which had put out from Constantza and then
returned to Constantza, Group 1, Danub
Flotilla entered Bugaz at 2100.
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2, The Rumanian tugs "Oltul" and "Elena", which
had put out from Sulina yesterday towing 2 /
train ferries and escorted by 7 naval ferry
barges of 1st Special Duties Flotilla, put
in to Bugaz at 0620 as scheduled. At 1110
tugs "Oltul" and "Elena" put out again for
Sulina with 1 German tanker lighter. They
arrived at 1645,

Bulgarian Area :

No' incidents,

Rumanian Area :

1045 Torpedoboat "Sborul" and gunboat "Chiculescu"
which had escorted the train ferry convoy as
far as the rendezvous off Bugaz put in to
Sulina

.

South Russian Area :

No incidents in the command of Naval Shore
Commander, Ukraine, The motor fishing vessel
transports for 1st Army K,Q. (Tanks) from and
to Mariupol were continued as scheduled,

Crimea :

Ho incidents in the area of Naval Shore Commander,

Land Situation ;

11th Army H,Q. continued to make good progress.
The larger part of the- enemy forces (presumably
7-10 divisions) was encircled on the north
coast of Kerch Peninsula in the vicinity of
Arabatzkaya Bay, Our advance detachments are
about 30 km. westsouthwest of Kerch. -ves of
German planes attacked enemy shipping traffic;
several freighters and numerous small craft
were destroyed.

Readiness ;

Torpedoboat "Smeul" non-operational for about
10 days for boiler repairs,

E-boat "Visculul" non-operational for 2 days
for engine repairs,

Guardboat "Bechelaren" again ready for operations.
She proceeded from Linz to the Iron Gates to
reinforce the group of the Danube Flotilla V
operating there.
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12 May, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza ) :

NNE winds, force 1, almost entirely overcast,
visibility 12 miles, sea 1,

Enemy Situatio n:

Air reconnaissance reported unchanged heavy
traffic mostly of small freighters and small
craft in Kerch Strait and off the northeast
Caucasus coast,

Novorossisk: 1 large freighter of about 10,000
tons and 7 medium freighters.

There were no further reports on shipping traffic.
All the planes are evidently operating over the
Kerch front in support of 11th Army H.Q,

Main Naval d/F Station, Constantza detected the
following naval forces in radio traffic:
The old battleship "Parishkaya Kommuna" with
C-in-C Fleet aboard, cruiser D and 1 submarine
off the central part of the east coast. The old
battleship was in radio contact with Sevastopol
and vessels in the area off the northeast
Caucasus coast, One flojbilla leader, 1 destroyer
with Commander, Light Forces aboard, and mine-
sweepers and patrol forces were also detected in
that area.

There were several submarines in the Crimean area
and the western Black Sea. Slight activity of
patrol forces south of Kerch Strait. Further
submarines at sea in unidentified positions.

Own Situation :

Convoy and Escort Assignments :

1, The southbound convoy ran as scheduled.
Steamers "Succeava" and "Ardeal" put in to
Constantza at 1300 escorted by destroyers
"Regina Maria" and "Marasosti"

•

2. Steamer "Sulina" put out from Constantza to
the north escorted by destroyer "Marosti".

2000 Motor vessels "Kassa" and "Kolosvar" put out
from Sulina to the north escorted by gunboat
"Stihi" and torpodoboat "Sborul". It is
intended to have a group of Danube Flotilla
pick up all 5 supply vessols at the rendezvous
south of Bugaz at 0500 on 13 May and to escort
them to Ochakov,
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Bulgarian Area ;

No mines were swept during a check sweep by
Special Duties Formation in the southern
entrance to Varna Bay.

Rumanian Area :

Mines and Barrage Command, Constantza reported
the remaining 100 EMC mines of the 400 reported
unserviceable on 8 April ready for use again.

0600 Commander, 1st Special Duties Flotilla put out
from Bugaz to the south with 7 naval ferry barges
and entered Sulina with 5 naval ferry barges at
1405. The other 2 naval ferry barges were to
pick up a buoy of unknown origin found near the
place of the last submarine attack; they too
entered Sulina at 17 00. It is not yet known
whether they found the buoy.

The- proposed transfer of further train ferries
from Sulina to Bugaz had to be canceled on
account of the weather. The convoy put in to
Sulina at 1945.

South Russian Area :

No incidents.

Crimea :

No reports were received of special incidents in
the area of Naval Shore Commander.

At 0505 and 1002 Supatoria was attacked. No
damage reported.

- Iron Gates: Guardboat "Bechelaren" is proceeding
from Linz to the Iron Gates.

Check sweeps by "Alzei" and "Gemot"-' were without
incident.

Land Situation:
»

»

.

11th Army H.Q. reported very successful progress
of the offensive on the Kerch front. The
annihilation of the encircled enemy forces is
nearing completion. Enemy attempts to attack
behind our frontline were repulsed with heavy
enemy losses.

General :

In view of the favorable progress of the Kerch
offensive, 11th Army H.Q. intends to force the
crossing of Kerch Strait as soon as possible in
accordance with the Ptthror directive, in order
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to take full advantage of the situation while
the enemy is in dis order

•

Naval Liaison Officer to 11th Army H . . reported
by Most Immediate radiogram 2306/ll/38 that Army
Group South had consented to allocate the Coastal
Defense Flotilla (previously operating off the
north coast of the Sea of Azov under Naval Shore
Commander, Ukraine for 1st Army H.Q. (Tanks)) to
11th Army H.Q. during the planned operation,
11th Army H.Q. requested the approval of Naval
Group South and Admiral, Black Sea and asked that
all available boats should be concentrated in
Genichesk where they were to be prepared for
action.

In Most Immediate radiogram 1028/12/92, Naval
Liaison Officer to 11th Army H.Q.' called
attention to the fact that the planned operation
would be possible only if the Navy assisted to
their full extent. After concentration and
preparation of the boats in Genichesk, it is
intended to dispose these and combined operations
boats in Ak Mona Bay for about 3 days. They
will remain there to await developments.

After a telephone conversation with Naval Group
Command, I replied to Naval Liaison Officer to
11th Arm:* H.Q., with copy to Naval Shore
Commander, Ukraine and Naval Liaison Officer to
1st Army H.Q. (Tanks), that the Coastal Defense
Flotilla would at once be subordinated to 11th
Army H.Q. for the execution of the planned
operation and to Naval Shore Commander, Crimea
for administration. The naval shore commanders
were directed to take all possible measures to
equip the boats as quickly as possible.

I also ordered Lieutenant Commander Kiister
(previously Special Duties Detachment, Constantza)
to £Xy to Simferopol on 13 May with Lieutenant
Commander Siggmann, Admiral's Staff Officer for
naval operations. They are to report to Nav
Shore Commander, Crimea to learn of the proposals
to be made to 11th' Army H.Q. for the execution of
the operation.

Naval Group Command, South pointed out in Most
Immediate radiogram 1231/12/44 that the majority
of the vessels would hardly be ready to proceed
before the end of the month and that Genichesk
harbor was not very suitable for assembling the
Coastal Defense Flotilla as many installations
had been destroyed because of the danger of
enemy landings.

Naval Liaison Officer to 11th Army H.Q. inquired
how many vessels could be mado ready quickly and
what their capacity would b . Naval Shore
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Commander, Ukraine replied as follows in Most
Immediate radiogram 0927/12/89:

1. 26 boats ready in Mariupol and 5 boats in /
Genichesk.

2; There are 20 boats proceeding from G-enichesk
to Mariupol for repairs • As they are very
liable to breakdowns, probably only about 10
will return to Genichesk.

3, From the 50 vessels of the transport fleet
now operating in support of 1st Army H.Q.
(Tanks), probably 30 more boats can.be
provided.

All these vessels can transport only troops with
light infantry equipment: those in paras. 1. and
2. can carry about 60 men each, those in para. 3.
about 15 men each.

The Siebel ferries now with 1st Army H.Q. (Tanks)
could also be used for the crossing of Kerch
Strait. Commander v. Both, Naval Liaison
Officer, who will be here shortly on his way
back from Sofia, will be informed of this and
directed to examine at once the possibilities of
transferring the ferries from Mariupol to
Genichesk.

Naval ferry barges might also be considered.
At present they are all engaged on escort tasks
and mine sweeping duty off the Rumanian/Be ssarabian
coast or as supply vessels from Odessa. As they
would have to pass through the heavily patrolled
Sevastopol area, the question of their employment
will have to be examined more closely.

1st Naval Operational Transportation Detachment
which has been allocated to Naval Shore Commander
"W" was ordered to dispatch a train and several
repair wagons at once to support the Coastal
Defense Flotilla in Genichesk. All other
competent offices were also ordered to take all
possible measures to achieve readiness of the
fishing vessels

•
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0514

15 May, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantzaj

:

SSE winds, force 2, cloudy, visibility 13 miles,
sea 2, temperature 13° C.

Enemy Situation :

According to air reconnaissance reports, enemy
shipping traffic has considerably decreased in
the Kerch Peninsula area. Moreover, very fe

naval forces were sighted. This may be due to
the fact that only a few planes were on sea
reconnaissance. However, Main Naval d/f Station,
Constantza also reported very slight enemy radio
activity. Apart from the submarines believed to
be in the western Black Sea, only cruiser A and
2 destroyers were detected off the Caucasus coast
and cruiser F was heard in radio communication
with other vessels off Novorossisk.

Own Situation ;

Convoy and Escort Assignments :

Yesterday's northbound convoy ran as scheduled.

Group 2, Danube Flotilla took over motor vessels
"Sulina", "Kassa" and "Kolosvar" at the rendez-
vous south of Bugaz from destroyer "Maresti",
gunboat "Stihi" and torpedoboat" "Sborul" and
escorted them to Ochakov-North without incident.

1435 Group 2, Danube Flotilla put in to Ochakov. The
3 supply ships continued to Nikolaiev where they
arrived at 2100.

The above-mentioned Rumanian escort vessels put
in to Constantza: "Maresti" at 1325, "Stihi" and
"Sborul" at 1130.

Bulgarian Area :

No incidents,

Rumanian Area ;

0530 Commander, 1st Special Duties Flotilla put out
from Sulina for Constantza with 4 naval ferry
barges. They arrived at 1417,

South Russian Area :

Main Sea Transportation Office, Russia I reported
that, on account of the very high water in the
Dnieper, the supply shuttle service by naval
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ferry barges from Odessa to Saporoshie would
have to be temporarily discontinued. The barges
can only go as far as Kherson. ,• \

In reply to my query, 11th Army H.Q. reported
that they no longer considered minelaying
necessary off the north coast of Karkinitzki
Bay near Klarovka to prevent enemy landings.

Group Lex (4 naval ferry barges now in Skadovsk)
were at once ordered to store the 50 UMA mines
and 50 FMB mines in Skadovsk. Two barges were
then to proceed to Galatz via Bugaz as quickly
as possible to be at the disposal of 16th Harbor
Defense Flotilla which is fitting out there.
The aim is to provide 10 barges for Sevastopol.

Plans

:

With the 2 naval ferry barges, 16th Harbor
Defense Flotilla will transfer to Ochakov-North
as soon as possible to take in fuel and
provisions. They will then check the shipping
route via Tendra to Skadovsk with deviation to
Ak Mechet and an anchorage east of Tendra light-
house: see Appendix.

Crimea :

No incidents in the area of Naval Shore
Commander.

Land Situation :

11th Army H.Q. again reported successful
continuation of the operations against Kerch.
The encircled enemy forces have been annihilated
or taken prisoner. The rest of the enemy forces
who are fleeing towards Kerch in general disorder
are being pursued.

V
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14 May, 1942

Weather forecast
(Constantza ) :

SSE winds, force 1, fair, visibility 10 miles,
sea 1, temperature 14° C.

Enemy Situation :

Slightly more enemy shipping was detected
compared with yesterday. Many small merchant
ships and fishing vessels were observed in Kerch
Strait and off the east coast of the Sea of Azov,

At 1400 Air Communications Liaison Detachment
reported that a battleship had put in to
Sevastopol with several cruisers and destroyers
and that a smoke screen had been laid in the
harbor by 2 flying boats.

The report, at least concerning the battleship,
seems improbable. Probably it concerns the
formation which was sighted by 8th Air Corps
about 55 miles north of the Turkish coast about
16 00 on 11 May, Main Naval D/F Station,
Constantza also favors this interpretation.

According to the situation report from Main Naval
D/F Station, Constantza, enemy forces are active,
particularly in the eastern Black Sea. The
following were intercepted in radio traffic:
2 destroyers, 5 submarines, 3 minelayers and many
minesweepers, M.T.B.s and patrol vessels off the
northeast Caucasus coast as far as Kerch Strait;
cruiser F and 1 flotilla leader off the central
part of the cast coast; 1 submarine and several
M.T.B.s and patrol vessels off the southeast
coast as far as Batum; 8 submarines in the
central and western Black Sea.

According to radio traffic, there are 2 more
destroyers at sea in unidentified positions.

Own Situation :

Convoy and Escort Assignments :

0450 Group 2, Danube Flotilla put out from Ochakov for
Sulina with motor vessels "Tisza" and "Budapest"
and tug "Engcrau".

The convoy was picked up by gunboats "Chiculescu"
and "Stihi" at the rendezvous south of Bugaz.

. Group 2 put in to Bugaz at 1500.
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2300 The Rumanian gunboats arrived in Sulina roads
with the 3 supply ships . The supply ships
proceeded up the Danube while the gunboats
anchored in the roads until dawn.

!

Bulgarian Area :

No incidents

.

Rumanian Area ;

0500 Group 1, Danube Flotilla put out from Bugaz to
check the route to Ochakov which they reached
at 1300. No mines swept,

183 Minelayers "Ivlurgescu" and "Dacia" put out from
Constantza escorted by destroyers "Regina
Maria", "Maresti" and "Marasesti" to carry out
minelaying operation L. (A flanking minefield
of 200 UMB mines was to be laid in grid square
0628, some 20 miles southeast of Bugaz, to
protect our supply traffic.)

South Russian Area :

Mine -exploding vessel No. 191 checked the area
east of the island of Pervomeisk from 0900 to
17 00. No mines swept.

1715 Naval ferry barges Nos. 132 and 143 put out
from Skadovsk for Galatz via Bugaz.

1630 Mariupol was bombed. Slight damage to naval
offices. No further details so far,

Crimea :

Naval Shore Commander, Crimea reported that
despite good weather the air reconnaissance which
I had requested off Theodosia and Yalta had
detected no shallow moored mines there. However,
as the planes did not even sight the' German FMB
minefields there, the report is of doubtful value.

I informed Commander, Italian Naval Command of
this situation. He intends to dispatch the 4

Italian E-boats in Constantza as soon as possible
for operations in Yalta. Two or 3 naval ferry
barges have been prepared in Constantza to supply
the E-boats. They are to take the necessary
stores, material, extra torpedoes etc. and the
shore personnel to Skadovsk where trucks will be
waiting to make the rest of the journey.

Land Situation :

Despite some desperate resistance, the pursuit of
the enemy towards Kerch is progressing favorably.
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Although the enemy had many tanks, our troops
managed to pierce the inner defenses of the town
of Kerch. As 8th Air Corps has withdrawn most
of the planes to support 1st Army H.Q. (Tanks),
enemy embarkations on the north coast of Kerch
Peninsula cannot be effectively countered.

General :

Santierele Navla .Galati dockyard, Galatz: Rear
Admiral Claussen of the Dockyard Control Staff
reported that the contract between the Hermann
GBring works and the Rumanian Government
concerning the change in the dockyard management
had not yet been completed despite repeated
representations and assurances. Director Dilg
of the Hermann GBring works had left and
delivered an ultimatum that, if the contract
were not ratified by the Rumanian Government by
31 May, the Hermann G6*ring works would have to
cancel it. With Rear Admiral Claussen, I
complained to Minister Dobre of the delay. He
promised to discuss the matter with Marshal
Antonescu on the following day and assured us
that the contract would then be signed. In the
interest of the combined war effort and in vie
of the urgency of a decision, I am sure that the
only course was to appeal to the Marshal.
Minister Dobre promised a reply by tomorrow
evening.
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15 May , 1942
V 3

Weather forecast •

(Constantza )

:

SE winds, force 1, overcast, visibility
15 miles, sea 2, temperature 13° C.

En emy S i tua ti on :

Traffic of small vessels increased considerably
in Kerch Strait . About 1030, many small boats,
some of which were towed by tugs, were identified
close to Taman Peninsula, .rly in the after-
noon there were 20 - 50 small ships and many
fishing vessels in Kerch roads. is shows that
the enemy is fleeing from Kerch,

Evaluation of aerial photographs showed that the
battleship was in Poti yesterday and therefore
could not have put in to Sevastopol - see War
Diary 14 May

.

According to the situation report from Main
Naval D/p Station, Constantza, cruiser D - and
not the battleship - put in to Sevastopol with
at- least 1 destroyer on the evening of 14 May.

In the central to western Black Sea there were
1 flotilla leader and 6 submarines, 2 of which
were located 60 miles southwest of Sevastopol,
Commander, Light Forces was at sea aboard an
unidentified vessel with 2 destroyers, 3 sub-
marines and several M.T.B.s and patrol vessels
in the northeastern area as far as Kerch,

Last night cruiser F and 2 destroyers were
observed in the eastern 31ack Sea and 1 submarine
tender and 3 submarines in the southeastern area.

Own Situation :

Convoy and Escort Assignments :

0500 Group 1, Danube Flotilla put out from Ochakov for
Odessa with "Zar Ferdinand", They reached
Odessa at 0845 without incident,

1030 Group 1, Danube Flotilla put out again to escort
steamers "Arkadia" and "Salzburg" to Nikolaiev
and tanker "Le Progres" and the 4 naval ferry
barges (transport group) to Kherson,

1500 The convoy passed Ochakov and Group 1, Danube
Flotilla put in. The supply ships continued
to Nikolaiev and Kherson,
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Bulgarian Area :

No incidents,

Rumanian Area ;

Because of fog the minelaying formation which put
out from Constantza yesterday had to anchor in
Sulina roads from 0200 -to 0400. Apart from this
delay, the operation went according to plan.
The formation is expected to return to Constantza
at 2400.

0400 Naval ferry barges Nos. 126 and 137 put out from
Constantza for Nikolaiev with life-belts, floats
etc. The cargo is intended for Naval Shore
Commander, Crimea for the crossing of Kerch
Strait.

1430 Owing to deterioration in the weather, both naval
ferry barges had to put in to Sulina. They
intend to continue passage on 16 May.

Gunboats "Stihi" and "Chiculescu" checked the
area from Sulina to route Red as far as 45° 23' N,
2 9° 56' E. No mines swept,

0500 Tug "Romulus" of the Danube Flotilla put out from
Sulina for Bugaz, Somewhat north of the Sulina
estuary she ran aground but was towed off by
naval ferry barges F 122, 135 and 138 which put
out to assist her. She put in to Bugaz at 1700.

0920 Naval ferry barges Nos. 132 and 143 put in to
Bugaz from Skadovsk. They intend to continue to
Galatz on 16 May.

South Russian Area ;

0700 Mine -exploding vessel No, 191 again checked the
area around the island of Pervomeisk, One mine
was swept in 46° 35.2' N, 31° 35.4' E.

Crimea :

Radio location apparatus (Crimea I) arrived at
Cape III and was set up.

General

:

Operations Staff - 1st, 3rd and 4th Admiral's
Staff Officers with their staffs and communications
personnel - was transferred to Eforia near
Constantza. I intend to visit them tomorrow with
Chief of Staff to coordinate the Rumanian, Italian
and German naval forces and draw up plans for
operations

,
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Land Situation ;

The enemy is still putting up a desperate
resistance in various bases in the northeastern
part of Kerch Peninsula to cover their embar-
kations at the few remaining ports. Their
resistance has been broken down everywhere and
they are confined in a very narrow area. The
destruction of the remaining enemy groups is
almost complete.

No special incidents in t he coastal area of 1st
Army H.Q. (Tanks). Operations Division will
be transferred to Stalino on 16 May. Naval
Liaison Officer will however remain temporarily
in Mariupol.

(Signed) Fleischer.

<
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APPENDIX I

Admiral, Black Sea 12 , 1942

Serial No. Gkdos , 1551 A. Op.

Most Secret

To:

Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine - Nikolaiev,
Naval Shore Commander, Crimea - Simferopol,
Harbor Defense Flotilla, Sevastopol - Mail Office,
Group Lex - Skadovsk.

Copy to:

Naval Group Command, South - Sofia,
Naval Special Duties Detachment, Rumania - Constantza,
Danube Flotilla - Galatz,
JJaval Port Commander, Nikolaiev - Nikolaiev,
Naval Port Commander, Ak Mechet - Ak Mechet,
Naval Port Commander, Skadovsk - Skadovsk,
Naval Liaison Officer to 4th Air Force - Nikolaiev.

Subject : Ochakov - Skadovsk - Ak Mechet sea route.
No preamble.

A. The route from Ochakov to Skadovsk and a subsidiary
route to Ak Mechet and a protected anchorage south-
east of Tendra lighthouse are to be checked for
moored mines as soon as possible.

B. Orders :

1. The 2 naval ferry barges from Group Lex which have
been detailed to Galatz after laying mines off
Klarovka will take in equipment in Galatz including
fuel for Harbor Defense Flotilla, Sevastopol (16th
Harbor Defense Flotilla).

2. Harbor Defense Flotilla, Sevastopol will then
proceed with the 2 naval ferry barges from Galatz,
if necessary in stages, to Ochakov. Command:
Commander, Harbor Defense Flotilla, Sevastopol.

3. On arrival in Ochakov, the formation will be
operationally subordinate to Naval Shore Commander,
Ukraine

•

4. Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine will be responsible
for the execution of task A by the formation.
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C, Directions for the execution of task A:

1« Using motor pinnace gear, Harbor Defense
Flotilla, Sevastopol will chock an anchorage of
about 0,6 square miles southeast of Tendra
lighthouse and an approach route to this *

anchorage (diversionary route from that in
C.2.).

a. Position of the anchorage:

46° 21* n, 31° 33 1 E
46° 21' N, 31° 341 e
46° 20.3» N, 31° 34 1 e
46° 20.3' N, 31° 33' E.

b. Approach route:

From 46° 23
t N, 31° 26

i E
via 46° 23 1 n, 31° 32.31 e
to 46° 21i N, 31° 53.51 e •

2, Using motor pinnace gear, the flotilla will then
sweep the route from Ochakov to Skadovsk.

Route :

From 46° 35
i N, 31° 15.5

t E
via 46° 32.4' N, 31° 14

i E
via 46° 21.6' N, 31° 27.9' E
via 46° 15.51 N, 31° 31' E
via . 46° 12 1 n, 31° 37' E
via 46° 1,5' N, 32° 33' E
via 45° 59.6' N, 32° 55

i E
via 45° 59.6 1 j^ 330 ,0i E
via 46° 0.7' N, 33° 5,3' E
via 46° 31 N. 35° 5.5' E
via Skadovsk approach buoy to Skadovsk,

3. After the execution of task C.2., Harbor Defense
Flotilla, Sevastopol will sweep the diversionary
route to Ak Mechet,

Route :

From 45° 59.6' N, 32;0 55t E
via 45° 38 1 it. 32° 43 .31 E
to Ak ]Mechet,

4. The points of diversion of the above 2 rputes
and the corners of the anchorage are to be marked
by buoys. Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine will
ensure that the necessary buoys are ready in
Ochakov.

• . During the execution of tasks C,2, and C.3,, the
2 naval ferry barges will follow Harbor Defense
Flotilla, Sevastopol along the swept channel.
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6. After execution of the tasks, Harbor Defense
Flotilla, Sevastopol and the naval ferry barges
will put in to Ak Mechet.

7. Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine will issue further
orders to Harbor Defense Flotilla, Sevastopol
(with copy to Admiral, Black Sea and Naval Shore
Commander, Crimea).

8. Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine will inform all
the competent offices of the formation's move-
ments .

D. For information:

German minefields are to be expected:

From 46° 8.2' N, 32° 12' E
to 46° 6,5» N, 32° 12' E
to 46° 1.6' N, 32° 35' E
to 46° 3.6' N, 32° 35' E.

2. Between the eastern tip of Dzhariulgach and the
northern tip of Bakalskaya Bank there is a mine-
field stretching north to 46° 0.4' N, 33° 4.7' E

)
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APPENDIX II

Naval Group Command, South Ops. 5 June, 1942.

Comments on the War Diary of Admiral, Black Sea
T- 15 May, 1942

Re "Bulgarian Area", 1 May ;

Withdrawal of German anti-aircraft guns from the

Bulgarian area

:

The lack of anti-aircraft forces in the Army, Navy and
Air Force compels us to concentrate the guns in one area.
At the present stage of hostilities, the Bulgarian area
is of secondary importance.

Re "Own Situation", 2 May :

Anti-submarine measures

:

The problem of dealing with enemy submarines is a question
of burning importance. Our forces are inadequate and the
possibility of obtaining suitable vessels is remote.
Knowing the difficulties of overland transportation, the
enemy will increase their submarine attacks on our sea
supply routes as the German land operations progress.
Reinforced air escorts can to a certain extent make up
for our few submarine chasers, but the number of planes
available will depend on the air commitment:: for land
operations

.

Re "General", 12 May :

Subordination of Coastal Defense Flotilla to 11th Array
H.Q.:

I again pointed out that in accordance with Filhrer
Directive No. 40 the responsibility for operations by
naval forces should in each case rest with the competent
naval authority. Until Sevastopol falls, the transfer
of naval ferry barges from the western Black Sea past
Sevastopol to the eastern Crimea can only be carried out
in extreme emergencies. The armed motor fishing vessels
in the Sea of Azov have been found unsuitable for the
planned support of the Army operations.

Re "South Russian Area", 13 May :

I consider that, in addition to the 50 UMA mines, 50 F:
mines must have been meant and not FMC mines

Otherwise no comments.

(Signed) Schuster.
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